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Abstract:

The present status and future prospects of intermediate-energy semileptonic
neutral current studies are reviewed. Possibilities for using parity-violating elec-

tron scattering from nucleons and nuclei to study hadron structure and nuclear
dynamics are emphasized, with particular attention paid to probes of strangeness
content in the nucleon. Connections are drawn between such studies and tests of

the electroweak gauge theory using electron or neutrino scattering. Outstanding
theoretical issues in the interpretation of semileptonic neutral current measure-
ments are highlighted and the prospects for undertaking parity-violating electron
or neutrino scattering experiments in the near future are surveyed.



I. INTRODUCTION

Nearly a generation has passed since the minimal, SUi2)L ×U(1)y model of ele(:-

troweak interactions was first proposed by Weinberg, Salam, and Glashow [Wei67, Sa168,

GlaT0!. During that time, a wide range of experiments, varying in energy scales from a

few eV in atomic parity-violation tests up to _ 100 GeV in e+e - annihilation, have been

performed with the objective of testing the tree-level predictions of the theory. Of par-

ticular interest have been experiments exploring the structure of the weak neutral current

(designated in this work by NC), whose form is governed by the degree of mixing between
the SU('2)L and U(1)y sectors:

= _

Here J] v° is the neutral, weak isospin partner of the charge-changing weak currents. Q/;s

the electric charge of an elementary fermion (lepton or quark), jfM is the electromagnetic

current, and 8.,. the Weinberg or weak-mixing angle, characterizes the degree of mixin_

between the gauge sectors. In the limit that sin 2 8., _ 0, the two sectors decouple, and the

neutral current takes on the same structure as the charge-changing weak current, j]v:

Results from the "'first generation" of neutral current studies showed remarkable agreement

with predictions based on Eq. (l.l), provided sin 2 8w _ 1/4. In fact. global analyses of

neutral current data from all energy scales are consistent with a common value of sin" 0,_

to roughly 1,5c_ accuracy fell90, Alt90, Ken90, Lan90]*

The advent of the Z°-resonance physics at SLC and LEP, along with recent in-l-

nrovements in both experimental and theoretical "technology" relevant to atomic parity

measurements, presages a new era of higher precision neutral current tests, pushing the

level of precision well beyond the 1% level. Indeed, determinations of sin 2 8w from polar-

ization asymmetries in e+ e- annihilation could reduce the present uncertainty by an order

of magnitude fEll90, Alt90], At this level of precision, such experiments would be sensitive

to both higher-order predictions of the minimal Standard Model, thereby testing the quan-

tum field character of the theory as well as "'new physics" beyond the Standard .Model,

such as additional neutral vector bosons or technicolor [Marg0, Pes90, Keng0, Golg0].

In this review, we consider semileptonic neutral current studies at intermediate-energy

scales (up to a few GeV) as might be performed at facilities such as CEBAF, MIT/Bates.

Mainz, and LAMPF. The interpretation of experiments at these energy scales involves an

additional level of complexity not encountered in deep inelastic scattering or high-energy

e. e- annihilation. In the latter cases, the effects of strong interactions are sufficiently small

to permit a perturbative treatment of semileptonic processes in terms of quarks and gluons.

Thus, in such experiments, the interpretation of results in terms of electroweak interactions

among elementary particles is relatively straightforward and unambiguous. At the lower-

energy scales of interest here, however, QCD becomes a strong-coupling theory and such

t We follow the "mass-squared" definition of the weak mixing angle: sin 20w = 1 -

M_/M_; alternate definitions are discussed below.
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a perturbative treatment is no longer justified. Instead, one must work with explicitly
collective hadronic degrees of freedom such as mesons, nucleons, and nuclei. Since low- and
intermediate-energy properties of hadrons cannot at present be reliably calculated from
first principles, the interpretation of intermediate-energy electroweak studies necessarily
involves some degree of theoretical uncertainty. One then faces the question as to what
limitations this uncertainty imposes on the precision with which the Standard XIodel may
be confidently tested using intermediate-energy semileptonic probes.

On the other hand, studies of hadron structure in the strong-coupling regime are of
central _mportance to particle and nuclear physics The diversity of ways in which _h
hadronic neutral current is manifested in intermediate-energy measurements of semilep-
tonic scattering from nucleons and nuclei makes this a potentially very fruitful direction to
follow in the near future. In particular, the subject which provides the main focus of the
present work, parity-violating electron scattering, presents a rich new array of hadronic
quantities, such as nucleon form factors and nuclear response functions, which cannot be
observed in higher-energy experiments. Indeed. since a determination of man5" of these
observables is not possible using purely QED-type processes, intermediate-energy neutral
current studies potentially offer a unique window on aspects of hadronic structure which
are of fundamental interest in their own right. The realization of this potential presents
both experimentalists and theorists a variety of challenges. Once some of these challenges
have been met and the hadronic structure better understood, experiments in this sector
could become more relevant in the search for "new" or "non-standard" physics.

In the remainder of this article, we attempt to clarify both the precision to which one
may reliably test the Standard Model using intermediate-energy, semileptonic processes as
well as the kind of hadronic structure information which might realistically be extracted
from such experiments. We focus primarily on parity-violating (PV) polarized electron
scattering and make contact with neutrino scattering as needed. Our analysis includes both
theoretical as well as experimental treatments of past, present, and prospective experiments
of these types. We also discuss atomic PV and deep-inelastic PV electron scattering for
purposes of comparison.

Our objective is to provide both a general overview of the field as well as a "'roadmap"
to assist in determining what types of precision neutral current scattering measurements
might be undertaken in the future. As a consequence, an important theme running through
our discussion will be consideragions of experimental "do-ability". Indeed, the relative
importance of various hadronic quantities appearing in the observables of interest gen-
erally depends both on the choice of kinematic conditions as well as on experimental
capabilities (e.9., luminosities, beam polarizations, solid angles, etc.). Since the achiev-
able statistical precision also depends on all of these factors, issues of theoretical inter-
pretability are correlated with considerations of experimental do-ability. In analyzing this
do-ability/interpretability correlation for specific cases, we try to make reasonable assump-
tions for experimental conditions, based on what one expects to be achievable in the next
decade at various accelerators. Hence, our projections of constraints on quantities of inter-
est from different prospective experiments are somewhat time-dependent and should be
taken more as benchmark indicators than as definitive statements.



The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. II we review the central
physics issues, including a brief summary of the status of Standard Model tests, a dis-

cussion of the hadronic form factors and response functions which might be probed with
neutral current scattering, and a brief overview of the theoretical hadronic uncertainties
which enter the interpretation of these experiments. In Sect. III we introduce our formal-
ism and, in Sect. IV, give a case-by-case theoretical analysis of various classes of neutral
current scattering measurements, Section V contains a discussion of a variety of experi-
mental considerations. Section VI summarizes our conclusions, particularly in regard to a
prospective program of future experiments and the attendant theoretical and experimental
challenges. More detailed treatments of the subjects reviewed in this paper may be found
elsewhere [XIus92a, Don92].



II. PHYSICS ISSUES

The observablesmeasuredinlow-and intermediate-energyneutralcurrentprocesses
dependon two classesofphysics:(a)thestructureofthe underlyingelectroweakgauge
theoryand Ib) hadronicmatrixelementsofthequarkcurrents.For h_gh-eneT"gyneutral
currentobservableshadroniccontributionsareingeneralreliablycalculable,whereasat

the energy scales of interest here. they are more difFicuh to calculate but are more selec-
tively obtained from experiment. Thus. if one considers the underlying gauge theory to
be well-tested from experiments in other sectors, intermediate-energy semileptonic neu-
tral current scattering provides an opportunity to study a variety of interesting hadronic
physics issues not accessible at other energy scales. We begin this section by discussing
the strangeness content of the nucleon and then continue in Sect. II.B with a summary
of some additional aspects involved in probing hadronic structure using neutral current
scattering: both subjects will be treated in more detail in the rest of the article. Followino,
these discussions we turn in Sect. II.C to the issue of undertaking Standard XIodel tests

using semileptonic processes.

II.A. Strangeness Content of the Nucleon

The simplest "valence-quark" picture of hadrons depicts the nucleon as consisting
solely of u- and d-quarks. Many low-energy properties of the nucleon can be understood
in this picture without explicitly accounting for the presence of heavier quarks in the
"'sea". However. there exists evidence that not all low-energy nucleon properties can be
understood within this framework. In particular, analyses of _.,,, the so called "sigma
term" extracted from ,-r-N scattering, suggests a non-negligible value for proton matrix
elements of the gs operator. Defining the ratio R, as

R, - (pl_sP> . ,o_l_
(plfLu+ dd+ _IP>

one has from these analyses that R, _ 0.1-0.2 [Che76, Che71a, Don86a. Gas91] -- see
Table 2.1. Neglect of gs pairs in the sea would, in this framework, imply a value for the
nucleon mass of _-,600 MeV. Although the dynamical origin of this surprising result is not
definitively understood, Donoghue and Nappi [Don86a] have shown that a large value of
R, is plausible within the SU(3) Skyrme model and MIT bag model. The more recent
calculation of Ref. [Mus93a]suggests that strange hadronic components of the nucleon
wave function (e.g., a KA intermediate state) may account for a substantial portion of the
extracted value of R,.

These results suggest that nucleon matrix elements of other strange-quark operators
could differ non-negligibly from zero. Of particular interest are s-quark vector and axial-

vector currents, parameterized in terms of strangeness form factors G_(Q2 ) G(_/ Q2, M( ),and

G_I(Q 2) (see Eqs. (3.3z),(3.41), and (3.47)). Of these three form factors, experimental

constraints have been reported only for G_ _. Its value at Q2 = 0 has been derived
from deep inelastic /,7#scattering [Ash89] and from the BNL neutrino-proton scattering
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TABLE 2.1

Source R_ Reference
--.

E,.v(A) 0.09 [Gas91]

E,,_(B) 0.21 :i=0.03 [Don86a]

Skyrme i 0.23 [Don86a]

i

.MIT Bag 0 ---,0.29 [Don86a]

Kaon Loops -0.007_ 0.47 [Mus93a]
; .....

Table 2.1. Strange quark scalar density of the nucleon, R_, as defined in Eq. 2.1.
First two rows give extractions from 7r,¥ scattering data', the remaining rows give
predictions from various theoretical models.

determination of the isoscalar axial-vector form factor, (_ra=° [Ahr87] (see Eq. (3.32b)).
Results taken from these two determinations appear in Table 2.2. along with a variety
of theoretical predictions. The value extracted from the EMC data assumes an SU(3)
parameterization of the baryon octet matrix elements of the axial-vector current. Breakin_
of SU(3) symmetry could be large [Jen91, Par91], resulting in a reduction of the EMC value
for _(_)---A (0) by a factor of three or more. The BNL measurements were performed at nonzero
Q2 and the Q2-dependence of (_r=0 was fit to a dipole form. The experimenters report a' .4

non-negligible correlation between (_ra-°(0) and the dipole mass parameter, Mr =°. The
results in Table 2.2 were derived assuming that M T=° is the same as the mass parameter
appearing in the isovector axial-vector form factor, and does not take into account the
strong M T=° correlation. Additional uncertainties in the BNL results arise from nuclear
physics sources. Since 80% of the events in the experiment were generated by quasielastic
(QE) scattering from protons in 12C nuclei, knowledge of the 12C QE response is necessary
in the interpretation of the measured cross section (see Sect. IV.J). Evidently, a more

precise determination of G_)(Q2) is warranted.

From a theoretical point of view, elastic vN scattering offers some advantage over

r':-(_) The latter always introduces a smallparity violating _'N in terms of measuring ,.,_ .
coefficient, g_ = -(1- 4sin2 8w) (see Eq. (3.2a) and Table 3.1) multiplying the nucleon
axial-vector form factor, thus generically reducing the sensitivity to this term by an order
of magnitude. Perhaps more significantly for theoretical interpre_agion, there exist large
and theoretically uncertain radiative corrections arising in the V(e) × A(N) amplitude
which do not enter the amplitude for neutrino probes of the nucleon axial-vector current
[Musg0]. The LSND experiment planned for LAMPF, intended primarily as a search for
v_, ---, ve and _, _ _e oscillations, will also detect a significant number of recoil protons
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TABLE 2.2

Source Gr=0(0) Reference

EMC -0.194 =t:0.055 lAsh89]

BNL -0.15 =t=0.09 [Ahr87]

ET+QM -0.075 [Co178,%%'o179]

ET+OZI -0.046 [Co178,Wo179]

Kaon Loops (a) -0.037---0.041 [Mus93a]

Kaon Loops (b) -0.004 [Koe92]

Kaon Loops (c) :t:0.20 [Ho190]

SU(3) Skyrme (B) -0.10 [Par91]

Table 2.2. Experimental results and theoretical predictions for low-IQ21 behavior
of the isoscalar axial-vector form factor. At tree-level in the Standard Model, one

has (_ra=° - G_ ). First two rows give experimental values from EMC and BNL
measurements. Statistical and systematic errors in the EMC value have been combined
in quadrature. Third and fourth lines give predictions using effective theory (ET)
approach of Ref. [Co178], together with quark model (QM) and SU(3)/Zweig Rule
(OZI) estimates of nucleon matrix elements given in Ref. [Wol79]. Following three
rows give kaon-strange baryon loop predictions under different assumptions about the
meson-baryon form factor. The prediction of Ref. [Holg0] gives magnitude only. Final
row gives broken (B) SU(3) Skyrme model prediction.

from elastic vp scattering [Lou89]. The effective IQ21 for these scatterings is lower by
approximately an order of magnitude from the BNL experiment, so that the LSND results

could permit an extraction of G(,')(0) with significantly lower sensitivity to M T=°. The
impact of nuclear physics uncertainties in this determination remains to be analyzed. An
additional source of uncertainty arises from lack of knowledge of the neutrino flux [Ahr87].
A measurement of the ratio

R_" da(_" v'P)/dQ2
= da(v, v'n) / dQ 2 (2.2)

could be quite sensitive to G(,')(0) while being independent of uncertainty in the neutrino
flux [Gar92].

To date, no experimental constraints have been published for G(Es) and G_). For this



reason, one must turn to theoretical predictions to obtain some suggestion for the scale of

these form factors. While such predictions are model-dependent, there exists one rigorous

theoretical constraint on G_ ! Since the nucleon has no net strangeness, G_ '/ must vanish

at Q2 = 0. Consequently, it is convenient to characterize the low-iQ2! behavior of this

form factor by a dimensionless mean square "strangeness radius", p, (see Eqs. 13.40a,

and (3.41ai t. The strange magnetic form factor is not constrained by any symmetry, and

one characterizes its low-iQ21 scale (see Eqs. (3.40a) and (3.41b)) by a strange magnetic

moment, #3 = ,-,._f 0). Theoretical predictions for p, and #, are given in Table 2.3'

the non-leading Q2-dependence of G__1 and G i'lM is discussed more full'," in Sect. III and

Ref. [Jaf$9].

TABLE 2.3

Source p, #s Reference

Poles -2.12 ± 1.0 -0.31 ± 0.009 [Jaf89]

Kaon Loops (a) 0.41 ---, 0.49 -0.31 _ -0.40 [.Mus93a]

Kaon Loops (b) 0.173 -0.026 [Koe92]

Kaon Loops (c) - :t::0.8 [Ho190]

SU(3) Skyrme (B) 1.65 -0.13 [Par91]

SU(3) Skyrme (S) 3.21 -0.33 [Par91]

Table 2.3. Theoretical predictions for low-IQ21 behavior of s-quark vector current
form factors. First row gives average of all fits in Ref. [Jaf89]. Following three rows give
predictions of various loop calculations (see also Table 2.2). The estimate of Ref. [Hol90]
predicts magnitude only and not sign. Final two rows are taken from Ref. [Par91] for
broken (B) and symmetric (S) SU(3) Skyrme models. To set the scale, note that
the dimensionless mean-square EM charge radius of the neutron is Pn _ 1.91 (see
Eqs. (3.35b) and (3.40a)), while the isoscalar nucleon magnetic moment is #r=0 = 0.44.

In principle, one might hope to extract information on the strange vector current form

factors by re-analyzing existing data from the BNL experiment as well as the elastic PV

12C(t', e) measurement at MIT/Bates [Sou90a] and the Mainz 9Be(_', e') QE experiment

[Hei89]. However, for reasons particular to each of these experiments, the form factor

constraints extracted would be unreliable. While nonzero values of G(_s) and G!J; would

contribute a significant percentage to the total a,,N and a_N in a BNL-type experiment

[Bei91a], extraction of limits on the vector current strangeness form factors from the BNL



experiment would requiredetailedknowledge of the r,energy spectra,normalizations.

correlationsand other systematics.While such an analysisliesbeyond the scope of the

presentreview,one may arriveat an ideaof the levelof constraintspossibleby modeling

a BNL-type experiment. Assuming measured crosssectionsat the BNL data pointsare

givenby theirStandard .Modelpredictionswith no strangeness,and assuming only I0%_
statisticaluncertaintyinthedata,one would obtaina simultaneousextractionofthevector

strangenessform factorswith correlateduncertaintieson the order of _#s m +-0.3._p,

=5.0 (67_ confidence).More detaileddiscussionsoftheseconstraintsfrom a hypothetical

BNL-type experiment appear in Sect.IV.J.

In the case of the elasticscattering12C(_,e)experiment,only G_ s_ contributesto

.4LR sincethe targetisspin-0. The uncertaintyin the experimentalvalue of .4LRil2c_

is significantly larger, at the small IQ21 of this experiment, than the size of the G'E_'

contributionone _ould expect from the pole-model prediction[Jaf89](see Table 2.3i.

Assuming the low- Q21 behaviorofG(_')were givenby the pole-model value,neglectof this

form factorwould introduceroughlya three-percenttheoreticalerrorin.4LR,significantly

lower than _ 25_ experimentalerror. Backward-angle quasielasticelectronscattering

experimentsof the.l'lainzvarietyarequiteinsensitivetoisoscalarform factors,asdiscussed

in Sect.IV.F. Again, the scaleof model predictionsfor the strangenesscontributionto

.4LR(gBe, QE) is significantly smaller than the 20% uncertainty in the measured asymmetry

[Bei91a. Hei89].

rz_(s) G_ )In the absence of reliable experimental bounds on ,., _ and , the theoretical predic-

tions of Table 2.3 take on added interest. These calculations are highly model-dependent

and should be viewed more as indications of the possible overall scale and sign of the form

factors than as firm and rigorous predictions. Nevertheless, the approaches followed are

instructive as to the different types of physics which could give rise to strangeness con-

tributions of varying magnitudes. In general, two pictures have been used to represent

the presence of non-valence s,_ pairs in the nucleon: (a) a perturbative, or "high energy".

picture making explicit use of quarks (Fig. 2.1), and (b) a phenomenological, or "'low en-

ergy", representation employing hadronic degrees of freedom (Fig. 2.2). In the former

approach, one assumes the dominant effect of heavy q_ pairs is to "dress", or renormalize,

operators involving the light valence quarks via gluon exchange. By integrating out the

heavy quarks, one derives an effective theory involving only the lighter degrees of freedom

appropriate for physics at momentum scales below the heavy-quark masses. In the case of

the nucleon, for which typical internal momenta are on the order of AQc_ "_ few hundred

MeV/c, it is sensible to integrate out the c, b, and t quarks, leaving the u, d, and s quarks as

effective degrees of freedom. Following this procedure, Kaplan and Manohar [Kap88] find

that the heavy-quark renormalization of the light-quark vector currents is small enough

to be ignored in the analysis of the N C observables of interest here. The induced isoscalar

axial-vector current, however, is non-negligible, especially since this current vanishes at

tree-level in the Standard Model. Prior to the work of Ref. [Kap88], Collins et at. [Co178]

carried the integration down through the s-quarks, and derived a somewhat larger effec-

tive isoscalar axial-vector current. While integrating out the s-quarks is questionable in

this case, given that ms -_ AQc,, the estimate of Ref. [Co178] gives some indication of the

10



magnitude of s-quark effects in the axial-vector current. Nucleon matrix elements of the
isoscalar axial-vector current have been estimated in two ways by Wolfenstein [Wo179!.
Combining these results with the estimates of Ref. [Co178] for the coefficient of this oper-
ator leads to the two entries in Table 2.2. One observes that these estimates agree in sign
but are smaller in magnitude than the EMC and BNL results.

The second approach to modeling strangeness focuses on the low--momentum
(p_._.qco_ part of the virtual s$ loop. At these momentum scales, the heavy-quark pair
interacts with the valence quarks for a sufficiently long time to permit the formation of
virtual strange hadronic intermediate states. To estimate contributions of this type. one
must rely on phenomenological hadronic models, since a first-principles approach involving
quark degrees of freedom directly is at present intractable. The pole-model approach fol-
lowed in Ref. [Jaf89] represents one estimate of this type. In this analysis, #, and p, were
obtained from a three-pole (o, w, and one higher-mass vector meson) fit to the isoscalar
nucleon E._I form factors under ad hoc assumptions about the asymptotic (large-!Q2_!
behavior of the strangeness form factors. Alternatively, several authors have performed
loop estimates [Hol90. Koe92, Mus93a], in which the virtual s$ pair appear as a kaon-
strange baryon intermediate state. As indicated in Table 2.3. the loop contributions to
the strangeness radius are typically much smaller in magnitude than the pole contribution.
whereas, depending on the cut-off procedure employed, the loop and pole contributions to
#, may be comparable. The extent to which these two types of contributions are either
independent and ought to be added or represent the same physics is not entirely clear.
Thus, one ought to take them as indicative of the magnitude and sign of s-quark contribu-
tions rather than as definitive predictions. One also ought to note that the calculations of
Refs. [Holg0, Koe92] did not satisfy gauge invariance at the level of the Ward-Takahashi
identity. A phenomenological approach in a somewhat different spirit is represented by
the Skyrme model predictions, which yield values of p, of roughly the same magnitude as
the pole estimate, but having the opposite sign.

While it is of interest to test these model predictions experimentally, the presence of
s-quark form factors also impacts on the feasibility of future semileptonic scattering studies

__(_)
as electroweak tests. For example, an uncertainty in ,.,_ on the order of the prediction of
Ref. [Jaf89] would seriously hamper one's ability to constrain extensions of the Standard
Model with PV electron scattering. Consequently, it is important not only to constrain
the strangeness form factors at a level needed to distinguish among model predictions,
but ultimately also to reduce the uncertainty in these constraints to a level below what is
tolerable in electroweak tests. With these objectives in mind, a number of new experiments

have been proposed or discussed which could provide constraints on G_'), G_ ), and G_ ).
The so-called "SAMPLE" experiment underway at MIT/Bates [McK89] seeks to extract
information on #, by measuring the backward-angle asymmetry in gp scattering at an
incident energy of e _ 200 MeV. It is expected that this measurement will constrain _,
with an uncertainty of 6#, = :i=0.22 [Bei92]. The "G o'' experiment, conditionally approved

for CEBAF, seeks to determine the Q2-dependence of G_ ) over the range 0.1 < IQ21 <_0.5
(GeV/c) 2, with an uncertainty having the same scale as the expected SAMPLE error in
#, at low-IQ21 and decreasing for larger IQ21 [Bec91]. These measurements could rule out
several of the predictions listed in Table 2.3. A fundamental limitation on further tightening
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oftheseconstraintsusingSAMPLE-type experimentsisimposed by hadronicuncertainties

in the radiativecorrectionsenteringthe axial-vectorcontributionto the backward-angle

asymmetry. The extentto which theseuncertaintieswould limitone'sabilityto determine

#_ from PV _'p scattering is discussed in detail in Sect. IV.A. The uncertainty in the

isovector component of these radiative corrections could be experimentally reduced by a

measurement of the backward-angle QE PV asymmetry. Alternatively, a measurement of

the backward-angle elastic _'D asymmetry, which is significantly less sensitive to axial-

vector uncertainties than is ,4LR(_'P), might permit an improvement over the SAMPLE

#s constraints by a factor of two or more. These possibilities are discussed more fully in
Sect. i'_'.

Proposals to determine G TM_with forward-angle PV elastic /'p scattering and PV

electron scattering from 4He have been made at CEBAF [Fingl, Bec91. Bei91b] and have

been conditionally approved. A low-IQ21 forward-angle measurement of .4_R(_'p) with

i 10.c7cexperimental error could ultimately determine the strangeness radius to a precision
of 6p_ = +2. A large fraction of the uncertainty actually arises from a lack of knowledge

of #,, which also contributes to the forward-angle asymmetry. An improvement in the

SAMPLE #s bounds would correspondingly allow a tighter determination of p,.

Alternatively, a determination of G(Es) with elastic scattering from *He would be in-

dependent of uncertainties in p,. To the extent that G_ ) can be extracted from the _He

' asymmetry in a nuclear-phys, cs-independent manner, a series of iow- and moderate-iQ21
w(_)

measurements of ALR(4He) could produce constraints on ,._ significantly more stringent
than would be attainable from a series of measurements on the proton alone (see Fig. 4.7).

To achieve such a result, experimental uncertainties at roughly the: 1% (low-lQ21) and

10% (moderate-IQ2]) levels would be necessary. From the standpoint of theoretical inter-

pretability, scattering from a (J"T) = (0+0) nucleus such as 4He is an attractive case. At

the simplest level, one has

(g.s. p"C(T - 0)llg.s.) (2.3)
A,.R(0+0) c¢ (g.s.llp_,M( T = 0) g.S.) '

where p.'_c_M:.(T = 0) is the isoscalar weak neutral current (electromagnetic) charge oper-

ator and (g.s.l] [[g.s.) is a reduced ground state matrix element (see Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13)).

To the extent that transition meson-exchange currents (e.g., _"- p) can be neglected, one

expects the nuclear many-body contributions to these matrix elements to cancel from the

ratio, leaving only a dependence on the electroweak gauge theory parameters and single

nucleon charge form factors.

Corrections to this nai've result arise from a number of effects. The 4He ground state

is not an eigenstate of strong isospin, and mixing of higher-lying T = 1 states into the

nominally T = 0 ground state introduces a nuclear-structme-dependent correction into

the asymmetry [Don89]. For su_ciently small momentum transfer, one expects this cor-
rection, and the associated theoretical uncertainty, to fall below a problematic level for a

determination of G (s). Indeed, at low momentum transfer both the isospin-mixing correc-

tion and the term containing G_ ) are proportional to Q2. From the estimates of the former
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in Ref. [Don89] it appears for favorable cases such as 4He and 1_C that the isospin-mixing
correction implies an uncertainty in ps at low-Q21 of approximately ,-.kp,l _ 0.02. which

_(_)is conciderably smaller than the level of precision at which ,., _ is likely to be determined
in the foreseeable future. At moderate-tQ2[ it is more difficult to be certain of the scale of
the isospin-mixing corrections, although the modeling performed in Ref. [DonS9] suggests
that the}" continue to remain smaU compared to the uncertainties in p, that arise from
other sources, such as those mentioned below, at least for the favorable cases of helium

and carbon. In contrast, as discussed in Ref. [Don89], heavier nuclei (in the s-d shell and
beyond) are expected to have important isospin-mixing corrections and consequently are

likely, to prove unsuitable for ,-,_r':-(')determinations. We shall return to discuss this point in
more detail in Sect. IV.B.

A potentially more serious issue in the interpretation of this asymmetry is the contri-
bution from multi-boson-exchange "dispersion" corrections (see Fig. 3.7). Data for elastic
parity-conserving (PC) scattering from another spin-0, isospin-0 nucleus -- t'_C -- sug-
gests that these corrections are significantly larger than one expects based on analyses of
dispersion corrections in ep scattering [Ka189], and that at low-Q21 they could enter the
denominator of ALR(0+0) in Eq. (2.a) at a potentially problematic level. Furthermore.
theoretical calculations [Fri74] of the 12C PC dispersion corrections are thus far in rather
poor agreement with the data. It is unlikely that the PV dispersion corrections to the
neutral current amplitude entering the numerator of the asymmetry will be measured di-
rectly, so that a nuclear-model-dependent estimate of these corrections will be needed. In
short, a better understanding of dispersion corrections constitutes an interesting challenge
for nuclear theory posed by the interpretation of the 4He asymmetry.

Going beyond elastic semileptonic scattering, there exist several other possibilities for
probing nucleon strangeness matrix elements with lepton probes: PV QE electron scatter-
ing, inelastic neutrino scattering and PV in heavy muonic atoms. In the case of QE electron

scattering, as discussed in Sect. IV.F, contributions to the asymmetry from Gt._I and G_]1
are suppressed, since they enter with a multiplicative factor for the isoscalar magnetic
moment. In the case of the only QE PV experiment thus far completed, a backward-angle

measurement .4_R(gBe), the largest strangeness form factor sensitivity is to G__1 Under
the prediction of Ref. [Jaf89], the latter would generate a 3% contribution to the asym-
metry [Bei91a] -- a value significantly smaller than the 20% experimental error. A future
backward-angle measurement of AL_(QE) is more suited to a d.,_termination of (_r=l which
enters multiplied by the isovector magnetic moment. A determination of this term, with its
large and theoretically uncertain radiative correction, could reduce the associated uncer-

tainty in a backward-angle _'pdetermination of G_ ). The forward-angle QE asymmetry is
dominated by the transverse vector current response, since the longitudinal PV response
is fortuitously suppressed (see Eq. (4.61) and following). However, this asymmetry is po-

tentially quite sensitive to G_ I, and a series of 1% measurements of ALR(QE) at low- and

moderate-momentum transfer could produce constraints on G(B*) nearly equivalent to those
ultimately attainable from a series of elastic AL_(4He) measurements (see Fig. 4.7). As
in the case of elastic scattering, the interpretation of a forward-angle A,_R(QE) measure-
ment would require the resolution of a number of theoretical issues, including contributions
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from final-state interactions, meson-exchange currents, and nuclear correlations. In fact.
the forward-angle asymmetry appears to be quite sensitive to isospii_-depende_:t zmclear
correlations at momentum transfers roughly below one GeV/c [Don92. Had92, Alb93a].

In principle, inelastic excitation of discrete states by PV electron scattering could be
used to stud?" specific aspects of the weak neutral current. This general approach of using
nuclear transitions with carefully chosen spins and parities to "filter out" pieces of the
electroweak currents was developed in the 1970's (see, for example, the review of the ideas
involved in Ref. [DonTga]). For neutrino scattering we shall see that this way of proceeding
is a fruitful one when we return to that subject in Sect. IV.J. Unfortunately. as discussed
in Sect. IV.D. very few practical cases of discrete-state inelastic scattering emerge in the
case of PV electron scattering due to the poor figures-of-merit for such reactions _vhich
stem from the small cross sections that occur (i.e., much smaller that the coherent elastic
scattering cross sections -- see Figs. 3.10-3.].'2,).

In contrast to semileptonic scattering measurements, atomic PV experiments are gen-
ere.lly much less sensitive to nucleon form factors due to the very small effective momentum
transfer associated with the interaction of an atomic electron with the nucleus. In partic-
ular, a PV _tHe(_',e) would have to be carried out at q _ 30 MeV/c to be as insensitive to
p, as is a measurement of the weak charge in lSSCs atomic PV. For this reason, atomic PV
is apparently more suitable as a low-energy testing ground of the Standard Model than is
semileptonic scattering, up to uncertainties associated with atomic and nuclear structure.
However, in the case of muonic atoms, the muon is much more tightly bound (for a given
set of orbital quantum numbers) than a corresponding atomic electron, making it sensitive
to physics at hadronic length scales. In fact, a 1% measurement of the weak charge in a
heavy muonic atom could constrain p, as tightly as would a forward-angle measurement of
.4._R(_'p), if the nuclear neutron distribution were also known to sufficiently high precision.
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II.B. Additional Aspects of PV Electron Scattering Studies

of Hadronic Structure

\Ve now touch upon several additional issues where PV electron scattering may pro-
vide information on hadronic structure with the focus on issues other than the specific
study of strangeness in the nucleon. Similar discussions occur for lepton scattering in gen-
eral and neutrino scattering in particular (see Ref. [Don79a]) -- in the present section we
restrict our attention in this regard to PV electron scattering.

Nuclear Parity Violation

Achie'ving a full understanding of the strong N-N interaction (as well as three- and
higher-body forces) has been a long-standing problem in nuclear physics. Of more recent
interest have been attempts to study the weak interaction between nucleons. Since the
PC part of this interaction has strength of O(G_,m!._) _ 10-_ and is masked by the much
stronger electromagnetic [O(a) _ 10-2] and strong [O(a,) --_ 1] interactions, one must
isolate the weak N-N interaction by measuring PV observables, which provide a window
on the PV part of the weak N-N force. Direct W +- and Z°-exchange between nucleons
has a range of _ 0.002 fm and is suppressed by the short-range repulsion between the
nucleons. Consequently, one conventionally models a longer-range PV N-N interaction
as being mediated by the exchange of light pseudoscalar and vector mesons (Fig. 3.9).
where the virtual meson is emitted from one nucleon through a PC strong interaction and
absorbed by a second nucleon via a PV weak interaction. The resultant two-body N-X
PV potential can be parameterized in terms of seven PV meson-nucleon couplings, h_.._._.
corresponding to different exchanged mesons (M) and isospin channels (see Eq. (3.87)).t

Theoretical predictions, based on quark-model calculations, give a rather wide range
of values for the h N_,w [Des80]. Assuming that these couplings can be extracted from
nuclear PV experiments with manageable nuclear physics uncertainties, such experiments
test particle physics methods for estimating low-energy hadronic matrix elements of four-
quark operators. At the nuclear level, one may treat the hNNM as experimentally deter-
mined parameters, and to the extent that a variety of nuclear PV measurements may be
fit with the same values for these parameters, one has confirmation of this conventional
picture of nuclear PV. In fact, nuclear PV experiments completed to date have placed only
rather modest constraints on the h_NM, all of which are consistent with the theoretical

"'reasonable ranges" of Ref. [Des80] (for a summary of these experiments and associated
theoretical issues_ see, e.g., Ref. [Ade85]). However, further tightening of these constraints
is necessary if estimates of the four-quark hadronic matrix elements are to be tested in
this way. At the nuclear level, PV experiments have produced a self-consistent set of
values for the h_N_, with one glaring exception: the value of h,NN extracted from the PV
At-decay of lSF is about a factor of three smaller than suggested by all other experiments

t It is conventional in the literature to denote the PV pion-nucleon coupling by f,r; this
unfortunate choice of notation is not to be confused with the pion-decay constant, also

denoted by f_.
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(see Fig. 2.3). Proposed resolutions for this discrepancy include the need to account for
nucleon strangeness in estimatin_ the hx.,,.u [Dai91] and possible contributions generated
by a PV XX,",_ vertex [Kap92]. Clearly. additional experimental information would be
desirable as one attempts to solve this puzzle.

Several authors have suggested the possibility of using PV electron scattering as a
ne,v probe of nuclear PV iHen73, Hen79, Set79. Hen82]. The contribution of nuclear PV to
•4LR would be generated by the processes illustrated in Fig. 3.9. For spin > 1/2 targets, the
resultant ";,-nucleus interaction will effectively include an axial-vector component due to
mixing of opposite parity nuclear levels by the PV N-N force (Fig. 3.ga,b) and PV meson-
exchange currents (Fig. 3.9c). For elastic scattering, this vertex induces the _o-called

,_ ! ,,,, mj,"anapole moment CAM) ,Zelo_, Zel60] which, unlike other electromagnetic moments.
couples only to virtual photons (for a review of its properties, see Ref. '.Xlus91",. .-kr
low-iQ2!, the corresponding amplitude has the same form as low-:,Q2! Z°-exchange with
magnitude growing as .42/3 Thus, for heavy nuclei the AM contribution to -4LR can be
as large as the leading axial-vector neutral current term iFla84. Hax89. Bougl I In such
cases, one could reasonably expect to separate the contribution of nuclear PV to .4LR from
that of the NC, thereby providing a new means for constraining models of nuclear PV
Alternatively, Flambaum, Khriplovich, and others have observed that measurements of
nuclear spin-dependent observables in atomic PV experiments would also be sensitive to
the nuclear AM [Fla80]. In fact, evidence for a large AM term, consistent with theoretical
predictions, was reported from a recent atomic PV experiment on 1naGs performed by the
Boulder group [Noe88].

Theoretical evaluation of the PV contribution to elastic scattering from laC has been

completed by Serot [Ser79], who found that the effect of nuclear PV should be comparable
to the NC contribution at low electron energies. In the same work, it was found that nuclear
PV should dominate the forward-angle asymmetry for exc:tation of the (J"T) = (1-!_
level in 12C. Hwang, Henley, and Miller [Hwa81] considered PV electrodisintegration of
the deuteron, and found comparable contributions from nuclear PV and from the NC at
low inciden_ energies. These studies are suggestive, and further analysis of PV electron
scattering as a probe of nuclear PV -- particularly for heavy targets -- is warranted.

Determination of G_ and the Grounct-State Neutron Distribution

Present information on the spatial distribution of charge in the neutron and of neu-
trons in nuclei is much more limited than the corresponding information regarding pro-
tons. In the case of the neutron charge distribution -- embodied in momentum-space
form G_(Q2) _ only the mema-square radius is known to high precision [Sim80, DumS3].
Away from Q2 = 0, the uncertainty in G_(Q 2) can be as much as 50%. The situation
is even more uncertain for p,_(r), the ground-state neutron distribution in nuclei. From
a theoretical perspective, the most interpretable data on the ground-state rms neutron
radius, R,_, comes from moderate-energy elastic/)-nucleus scattering. Different analyses
of the data on 2°aPb allow a difference between R,, and the proton rms radius, Rp, of

-_ 0.3 fm (see the discussion in Ref. [Don89]) and it is not certain which of R,, and Rp
is lar_er. Knowledge of Rn has particular importance in the interpretation of atomic PV
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experiments, where uncertainty in R. could limit the future use of such measurement_
as Standard .Model tests [Forg0, Po192a]. In addition, reactions involving the scattering
of hadrons other than single protons are used in extracting information on the nuclear
density distributions and specifically on the neutron distribution in the nuclear ground
state. Examples where nuclei far from the valley of stability can be explored include pion
double charge exchange reactions and the scattering of radioactive beams. Having a few
"benchmark" values of R, for selected nuclei might prove valuable to help calibrate those
hadronic analyses.

Both the issue of the role played by the charge distribution of the neutron and that of
determining the rms radius of the ground-state neutron, distribution have been addressed
in past work [Don88. Don89] and will be discussed further in Sect. IV.B. In summary, it was
shown that it would be possible to obtain more precise information on G_( Q2 ) and p,i ,.
than presently exists by using a combination of purely electromagnetic and PV electron
scattering. This possibility relies on the fact that isoscalar and isovector densities enter
the electromagnetic and neutral current response functions in different linear combinations.
In effect the idea relies on isospin being a good quantum number: PC and PV electron
scattering in principle yield two independent responses (for given kinematics) which can
be recast in terms of two form factors, one isoscalar and the other isovector. Using the fact

that the proton and neutron are (approximate) eigenstates of isospin with T = 1/2/see the
brief discussion above in Sect. II.A and Sects. IV.A,B) the results may then be rewritten

in terms of proton and neutron form factors. The particular case of elastic scattering from
the proton is an important example. There only PC and PV scattering from the proton
is involved and yet the charge form factor of the neutron G_ plays an important role.
For typical forward-angle scattering kinematics the effect of ignoring G_ would amount
to an error of between 10 and 25% in the asymmetry, as discussed in Ref. [Don88]. Given

this rather high sensitivity to G_ and the poor knowledge presently available about its
magnitude away from tQ21 _ 0, it was suggested in Ref. [Don88] that PV asymmetry
measurements be used together with the usual PC determinations of Gp G_ and G"E, . M

to extract information on G_. Specifically, in that work it was estimated that a 10_5
determination of G_ at IQil = 0.4 (GeV/c) 2, near the maximum in the estimated figure-
of-merit (FOM), could be obtained in a 1H(_',e)IH experiment using 4 GeV electrons
at -,- 9° in 350 hours of running time. A determination of G_ near the beginning of
the region where the FOM begins to fall-off (IQ21 _-, 1.0 (GeV/c) 2) would also appear
to be feasible, though with less precision due to uncertainties in G_ and G_ which also
enter the asymmetry. As discussed in more detail in Sect. IV.A, what actually enters in

r.('} Thus to extract valuesthe asymmetry is not just G_, but the combination G_ + ,.,_ .
for the individual form factors will require additional measurements such as using elastic

scattering from 0+0 nuclei to determine ,.,_ as outlined above or using PC polarized
electron scattering with hadronic polarizations to determine G_.

As for a determination of R,, a 1% measurement for 2°SPb could be obtained using

PV electron scattering at e = 300 MeV in the region below the first diffraction minimum in
the charge form factor (q ,_ 0.6 fm -1 ), with -,, i0 days of running time [Don89]. A similar
determination of the neutron radius for 133Cs also appears feasible [Sicgl]. In addition

to reducing R, uncertainties below a problematic level for the interpretation of atomic
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PV measurements using a single isotope, such measurements would also serve to calibrate
theoretical estimates of Pn(r) as needed in the analysis of atomic PV measurements with a
series of isotopes. Atomic theory uncertainties would be eliminated in the latter approach.
and lack of knowledge of ground-state neutron distrih_r;ons would appear to introduce
the dominant theoretical error.

Isospin Decomposition of Response Functions

One of the outstanding, unsolved puzzles in electron scattering is the apparent failure
of the Coulomb sum rule in QE scattering (see, for example. Ref. [Ber91]). Among the
various explanations proffered for this failure [Alb93a]. and one which could be further
explored w,ith semileptonic scattering, is the role played by isospin-dependent nuclear
correlations. In the absence of such correlations, the longitudinal PV QE response is
suppressed {see Eq. (4.61)). Consequently. the sensitivity of this response function to
differences between the isovector and isoscalar nuclear correlations is significant, so that
a measurement of this response could provide a useful window on such correlations. A
comparison of such a measurement with determinations of the QE response in purely
hadronic scattering would also be of interest [hlb88]. We return in Sect. IV.F to discuss
PV QE electron scattering in more detail.

The Nuc!eon-to-De!ta T_ansition

The parity-violating asymmetry in the region of the A(1232) is insensitive to man.v
details of nucleon and A structure, and thus may provide an interesting electroweak test.
This possibility is discussed in some detail in Sect. IV.G. There are also several additional
contributions to A,R(N _ _) which are of interest in themselves: (a) contributions from
the axial-vector NC, and (b) effects of non-resonant backgrounds. Knowledge of these
contributions is also re!,_'.'ant for the interpretation of NC QE electron and neutrino scat-
tering experiments, su as the QE 9Be(g,e') measurement at Mainz mentioned above,
which integrate into th_ "dip" region and tail of the A resonance. For the contribution
from the axial-vector current, which is pure isovector, knowledge of (_[J_,s[N) may be
obtained from charge-changing uN reactions by performing an isospin rotation, although
information obtained by this means is at present rather uncertain, with model predictions
varying by as much as 50% at low-[Q_l [Sch73]. Recent experimental results [Jon89, Kit90]
have been fit with a specific (highly model-dependent) form [Ad168] containing only one
remaining free parameter for [Q2[_ 1 GeV 2, with a 10% or more uncertainty in the sin-
gle fit parameter. At larger-]Q2), the fit is even less satisfying. The low-energy limit of
A,a(N --, A) would be the appropriate kinematic regime in which to probe (&lJ_,s)N)
directly, siuc_ ia this case it is suppressed only by the leptonic NC coupling g_ and is
dominated by a single multipole.

In the case of non-resonant background vector current contributions, one requires
electroproduction data for bot._, proton and neutron targets in order to obtain the isospin
amplitudes needed in the NC transition, and while such data exist for the proton, much less
is known for the neutron [Vap88]. There is independent interest in further A(1232) elec-
troproduction experiments at CEBAF [Bur89], as well as at medium--energy accelerators,
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and consequently it is expected that considerably better information will be available in
due course. In particular, future CEBAF experiments will include measurements of non-
resonant background multipoles and a complete isospin decomposition. In the absence of
the latter, combining ALR(N ---,A) with existing electromagnetic data could itself be used
to measure this isospin decomposition of the backgrounds -- a quantitative analysis of the
latter possibility is in progress IPo193].
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II.C. Electroweak Tests

The motivation for much of the earliest discussions of low- and intermediate-energy
semileptonic NC experiments was that of testing the Standard Model of electroweak inter-
actions 'FelT5, Wa177, Don79a], Indeed. the goal of the MIT/Bates .4L.(12C/ experiment
iSoug0a I was a determination of the isoscalar hadronic NC vector coupling _ l defined in
Table 3,2_, while the Xlainz QE ALR(gBe) measurement [Hei89] sought to complement
the SLAC deep-inelastic A,R(2H) measurement [Pre78. Pre79]. by constraining the isovec-
tot and isoscalar hadronic NC axial-vector couplings, 3 and _, respectively. In a similar
vein, the Brookhaven v,p(C,.p) experiment [Ahr87] provided constraints on the proton
neutral current couplings. Since one may predict the values of these couplings using the
Standard .Xlodel. the aforementioned intermediate-energy scattering experiments could _,_o
used as tests of the standard electroweak theory, With the advent of verb" high precision
e'e- measurements at the Z ° pole and of precision atomic PV experiments, the role of
intermediate-energy scattering in testing the Standard Xlodel seems less clear than pro-
viously thought, At present, these experiments seem more suited as probes of hadror.
structure, and as such. they occupy a unique position in the broad context of NC st,Id-
les, Nevertheless, it is still of interest to ask how these experiments might contribute in
the search for physics beyond the Standard Model. To that end, we review briefly both
the present status of electroweak tests and the issues involved in the use of semileptonic
scattering for this purpose. More extensive reviews of electroweak tests may be found
elsewhere [Ellg0, Alt91, Lang0],

II.C.I,STATUS OF ELECTROWEAK TESTS

The minimal SU(2)L × l.'(1)v Standard Model (one Higgs doublet) with three gener-
ations of fermions (including massless neutrinos) depends on 17 arbitrary parameters: the
nine fermion masses, the Higgs mass M., the three angles and phase which parameterize
the Kobayashi-._laskawa (K-M) matrix and three parameters in the gauge sector. Since
the K-.M parameters do not enter in tree-level neutral current amplitudes, we will not dis-
cuss them further, Their values have been determined or constrained by charge-changing
processes, such as semileptonic decays and deep-inelastic neutrino scattering [RPP92], Of
the masses, only two remain largely undetermined: M. and the top-quark mass, rnt. In
the gauge sector, one has a choice about which three parameters to treat as independent
inputs, t It is conventional to take the fine-structure constant, o, the Fermi constant mea-
sured in muon decay, G_, and the Z ° mass, Mz, as these three parameters, since they are
the three most accurately know quantities in the gauge sector, t To date, they have been
determined to the plecision indicated in Table 2.4 [RPP92],

In the on-shell renormalization scheme, where the weak mixing angle is defined via

sin 20., _ 1----M_ , (2,4)

t This point, as well as the choice of renormalization scheme, is discussed in more detail
in Sect. III,

Although G, does not enter the Standard Model lagrangian directly, it is simply
related to parameters which do through Eq. (3.6).
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TABLE 2.4

Parameter value
- ,, ,,

c_ 1/ 137.0359895(61 )

G. 1.16639(2) × 10-'s GeV -2

Mz 91.173+ 0.020GeV
........ i

Table 2.4. Gaugesectorinputparametersin theStandardModel.

both Mw and sin20w are determined as functions of (c_.G., Mz) through the relation
, ,ISirSO]

,'rc_I

sin 2 0wcos 20w = v_G_ Mz2(I - Ar)-1 i2.5a)
or

where
2v_'a I

Ao = (2.5c i
G_M] I- Ar

and where ,Xrisa radiativecorrectiontomuon-decay [SirS0].Inthisscheme,sin20w and
Mw dependaswellon .'v/'Hand rntthroughthedependenceofAr on thesemasses.Hence.
sin28.,cannotbe determinedwiththesame precisionas(a,G,,Mz) untilboth rntand
MH areknown.

Althoughsin28,,isnot rigorouslyan independentparameterwithinthecontextof

theminimalStandardModel,*onemay testthetheoryby treatingitasifitwereindepen-
dentand comparingexperimentaldeterminationsbasedon thisassumptionwithvaluesof
sin20w obtainedfromEqs.(2.4)or(2.5a).Suchan analysis,when performedwithoutcon-
sideringhigher-orderprocess(e.g.,Ar _ 0),would testtheconsistencyofthetree-level
theorywithneutralcurrentdata.However,presentiand prospective)experimentsaresen-

sitivetoO(aG#) effects,soone must accountforsecond-orderelectroweakcorrectionsto
tree-levelamplitudeswhen interpretingprecisionneutralcurrentresults.On theonehand,
considerationoftheseradiativecorrectionscomplicatestheanalysisofthestructureofthe
theory:virtualHiggsbosonand top-quarkloopsintroducean (MH, mt)-dependenceinto
processesnotinvolvingtheseparticlesexplicitly,therebyaddingambiguitytocomparisons
ofsin20w derivedfrom Eqs.(2.4),(2.5a),and directlyfrom experiments,t On theother

* Thisstatementassumesthat(a,Mz, G#) aretakenasinputs.
# Some ofthisambiguitymay be eliminatedthroughan alternatechoiceofrenormal-

izationscheme,suchas_.
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hand, sensitivity to radiative corrections allows one to test the quantum field theory nature
of the Standard .k[odel, much as measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron -- a quantity arising solely from higher-order processes -- allow one to test QED
as a quantum field theory.

Were m t and 3In known precisely, the weak mixing angle would be determined from
Eq. ¢2.5a) to much better than 1% accuracy. For example, taking rnt = 100 GeV and
3I, = 250 GeV one finds [Lan90]

sin2 OwtMz = 0.2316 4- 0.0002 + 0.0004 ,

where the first uncertainty is experimental, the second is theoretical, and where a somewhat
older value of 3Iz has been used. The M,-dependence of Ar is rather weak. so that once
mt is known, sin 20w will be fixed by the theory to much better than 1_ . For comparison.
the most precise determinations of sin20w via Eq. (2.4) are obtained from recent pp collider
measurements of the ratio Mw/Mz [Ali92, Abe91]. The associated uncertainty in sin 2 0,,
is roughly 2-4_. When combined with the average LEP value for Mz. these results also
.yield the most precise value of Mw obtained to date, with a corresponding error in this
mass of about 0.5c_ .

Determinations of sin2 0w, treated as an independent, experimentally measured quan-
tity, come from a variety of experiments. In the purely leptonic sector, early measurements
of a(f, ee), a(v_,e), and a(f,,e), taken together with forward-backward (FB) asymmetry
measurements in e+e - annihilation, confirmed predictions based on Eq. (1.1) provided
sin e Ow ._ 0.22 [Che84-Ch. 12]. More recent results from CHARM, BNL. and LAMPF
experiments have yielded values for sin 20w with uncertainties ranging from 5-20_ [Allg0.
Abe89, Dor89, Gel89, Abe87].

In the neutrino-quark sector, the first deep inelastic v-nucleon experiments with
isoscalar targets showed consistency with quark neutral currents having the form in
Eq. (1.1) with sin 20w = 0.23 4- 0.023 [Com83-Ch. 8]. The value of sin 20w obtained using
isoscalar targets is relatively independent of hadronic structure models [Pas73]. Determi-
nations derived from deep inelastic 1,,(_)_nucleon scattering with T3 # 0 targets depend
more strongly on details of quark distributions in the nucleon [ComB3, Che84, Ama87].
In both cases, a value of sin 2 0w is determined from ratios of neutral current and charged
current cross sections, such as

R_,,_ _ a(vN ---,z,X)
_(_) - aC_,N-. _X) '

The average of the latest CDHS and CHARM data [Al187, Abr86, B1o89, Gei89] gives a
vN ---,vX value for sin 2 0w with roughly 3% combined experimental and theoretical error.
The dominant theoretical error arises from uncertainty in the value for rnc used in modeling
the charm production threshold lama87]. In contrast with other direct determinations of
sin s 0w, those derived from deep inelastic t,-N scattering are quite insensitive to rnt, owing

_,ts [Altgl]. A much less preciseto an accidental cancellation in radiative corrections to "'L,(_)
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value for sin '28w has been derived from the Brookhaven (quasi )-elastic v.p/_.p experiment
[Ahr$7! where a value of sin 20w with roughly 14_ error is reported. We discuss these
results in more detail in Sect. IV.J.

Standard Model tests using charged lepton probes fall into two classes. The most
precise results have been obtained from atomic PV experiments with heavy atoms. Atomic
PV observables result from the mixing of opposite parity atomic states, induced by the PV
NC interaction of the atomic electrons with the nucleus. The quantity of interest is the
so-called "weal: charge". Qw (see Eqs. (4.98)), which depends, at the simplest level, on the
vector .";C couplings to the proton and neutron. Extraction of Qw from the experimental
observal_le depends on details of atomic structure, so that the uncertainty in the quoted
value of _in20w depends on atomic theory uncertainties as well as on experimental errors
and theoretical uncertainties associated with higher-order effects. Recent improvements
in atomic theory techniques have reduced this error in Qw for 133Cs to roughly the 1'_
level [Blu90]. whereas the experimental error is roughly 2% from the latest experiment
by Noecker et el. [Noe88]. Additional theoretical uncertainty enters the extraction of
sin 2 0w from Qw due to the dependence of the weak charge on the ground state neutron
distribution [Forg0. Po192a]. A 10% uncertainty in Rn for la3Cs would result in a lc} error
in sin2 0w. The corresponding errors in sin20w from the experiment and from atomic
theory are roughly 3% and 2%, respectively.

Less precise Standard Model tests have been obtained from PV electron-hadron scat-
tering. In addition to the pioneering deep inelastic _'D measurement at SLAC [PreTS.
Pre79], which yielded a 9% determination of the weak mixing angle, determinations have
also been carried out using quasielastic and elastic PV electron scattering on 9Be :HeiSg:
and 12C. respectively [Soug0a]. The former yielded a 7% determination, whereas the error
from the elastic 12C measurement is nearly 25%.

A measure of the consistency of the minimal Standard Model with all neutral current
data can be obtained by performing "global" fits to the data. Several authors have recently
reported on such fits. Given the (rnt,Mu)-dependence of Ar in Eq. (2.5a) as well as in
the radiative corrections to other neutral current observables, such fits produce ranges for

sin2 0,, correlated with ranges for rnt and MH. Representative results from different fits
are summarized in Table 2.5.

These fits all indicate a central value for sin s Ow near 0.23 with uncertainties of approxi-
mately 1-2%. Most of this uncertainty arises from uncertainty in rnt. Once rnt is known,
precision improves by an order of magnitude, signalling consistency of the Standard Model
with all neutral current data at much better than the 1% level. Even the present 1-2%
level of consistency is impressive, given the wide range in energy scales which the data
encompass.

With present and future NC measurements approaching the 1% level of precision or
better, tests of this sort could be sensitive to physics beyond the minimal SU(2)t, x U(1)y
Weinberg-Salam theory. While an in-depth discussion of this "non-standard" physics lies
beyond the scope of this review and can be found elsewhere lAma87, Altgl, Marg0, Pesg0,
Golg0] we highlight a few aspects relevant to intermediate-energy experiments. Deviations
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TABLE 2.5
I

Fit sin 2 _w rat

[Lan90] 0.2272 ± 0.004 139+_3 ± 16-39

[Alt91] 0.228 ± 0.005 140 ± 45

[Ell90] 0.2273 ± 0.003 127 +24-30

Table 2.5. Global fits of sin 2 Ow, rat, and M'x to all electroweak data. Fit of
Ref. [Alt91] includes only data from LEP. p/5 determination of :VIw/.¥Iz. and v.\" --.

vX. The sin 2 _w and rnt values of Ref. [ELI90]assume -_//H= Mz. The authors of
Ref. [EII90] also performed a fit in which MH was allowed to vary and found ._IH > 1.8
GeV at a 68_ confidence level.

of the so-called p-parameter from its Standard Model value could indicate the presence
of extra, non-doublet Higgs bosons, the presence of additional, very heavy W = and Z °'
bosons, or heavy fermion loops associated with super-symmetric (SUSY) extensions of
the Standard Model [Alt91, Ama87]. The natural parameter for discussing grand unified

theories (GUT's), sin 2 _,, (defined in Sect. III), seems to rule out non-SUSY GUT's such
as SU(5) while providing some consistency with SUSY grand unification lAma87].

Recently, a new framework has been introduced for discussing certain types of non-
standard physics, such as SUSY or technicolor, which would enter neutral current observ-
ables through gauge-boson self energies [Ken90, Pes90, Mar90]. While some extensions
of the Standard Model w such as those associated with tree-level exchange of extra Z °'
bosons -- are not described by this framework, it nonetheless constitutes a useful means
of comparing different observables for purposes of electroweak tests. In one version of this
parameterization, new physics is described by two parameters: T, which is particularly
sensitive to mass splittings in boson or fermion isomultiplets, and S, which characterizes
degenerate heavy physics contributions. In the treatment of Ref. [Marg0] which we fol-
low here, a nonzero value for T would also signal a value of mt different from 140 GeV.
Measurements of Z ° widths are dominantly sensitive to T (at _, 1% level), while Z ° asym-
metries and neutrino scattering measurements are roughly equally sensitive to both S
and T. Atomic PV and elastic PV electron scattering, on the other hand, would probe
primarily for nonzero values of S. In fact, results from the Cs atomic PV experiment
[NoeS8] constrain this parameter to the level ]6SI ,_, -+'2.3, where the dominant error is
experimental. A reduction in this uncertainty by a factor of ten would render one sensi-
tive to contributions from either additional generations of heavy fermions or the minimal
one-doublet technicolor model [Marg0]. Anticipated future improvements in the atomic
PV experimental uncertainty would leave theoretical atomic structure uncertainty as the
dominant source of error. It is expected that the overall atomic PV uncertainty in S will
decrease by a factor of three or more in the future [Langl].
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The completion of one or more PV electron scattering experiments with sufficient
precision could complement constraints from atomic PV and reduce the uncertainty in
S to an interesting level. For purposes of illustration, we plot in Fig. 2.4 the present
constraints on S and T from atomic PV as well as potential constraints from future, high-
precision measurements of ALR. W'e assume all low- and intermediate-energy experiments
agree on common central values for these parameters, so that the axes give deviations
from these values allowed by experimental and theoretical uncertainty. From Fig. 2.4 one
observes both the rationale for exploring ALR measurements as electroweak tests as well
as the precision needed to make such measurements relevant. Indeed, a 10_ measurement
of the elastic 6"pasymmetry or 1% measurements of either the elastic 12C(_, e) or .V ---, ._X
asymmetries could nicely complement atomic PV and constrain S to an interesting level.

II.C.2.PRECISION TESTS WITH INTERMEDIATE-ENERGY SCATTERING

Experimental Considerations.

From the above discussion, it should be clear that any new electroweak tests usin_
neutrino or PV electron scattering must attain -_ 1% precision (or 10% for _'pscattering) in
order to be both meaningful and competitive with tests in other sectors. This requirement
presents both experimental as well as theoretical challenges. Let us begin by discussing the
former. Since the typical asymmetries are very small (ranging from about 10.6 to a few
times 10.5 for electrons of a few 100 MeV to a few GeV), attaining 1% precision requires a

large number of scattering events with specified electron helicity. For instance, considerin_
just the statistical precision that can be reached, this range of asymmetries implies 1014
to 1016 100% polarized electron scattering events to determine the asymmetries to lC_.
Given that accelerators in the medium- and high-energy regime will deliver up to 100-
200 _A (e.9., CEBAF is designed for a maximum current of 200 _A) and that there are
limitations on how thick practical targets can be, as discussed in Sect. V, there is a limit
to how high the attainable luminosities can be for the foreseeable future. Typically the
best that can be achieved is £ -,_few ×1038 cm -2 s -1 For typical asymmetries, cross

sections and the resulting FOM (see Sect. III.E.2) even these extreme values of luminosity
still imply experimental running times of 100's to 1000's of hours. It should be obvious
that if luminosities on the order of a few × 1038 cm -2 s-1 or more cannot be reached, then

most high precision PV electron scattering experiments cannot be attempted. As we shall
discuss in detail for specific cases of interest (Sect. IV), for a few carefully selected hadronic
transitions, the FOM is large enough to allow us to contemplate reaching the 1% precision
level. However, in many cases, such as for typical inelastic excitation of discrete nuclear
states, the FOM's are projected to be so small that even getting to the 100% precision
level may be impractical.

In addition to these considerations, there exist additional factors which only increase
the level of experimental difficulty. For example, the incident electron beams are not
100% polarized. While considerable progress has been made in recent years, and there is
hope that advances will continue in the next decade, the present state-of-the-art restricts
high-current (100-200 _A average) polarized electron sources to below 50% polarization.
Since the experimental FOM is proportional to the square of the measured asymmetry,
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thisamounts toa factoroffourreductionintheeffectivedo-abilityofpolarizedelectron

experiments. Higher polarizations have been attained, but with lower average currents.

Other factors also enter into the final evaluation of the feasibility of PV electron
scattering experiments. For instance, specific measurements may require very forward-
angle scattering and the issue of limited detector solid angle must be faced. Alternately.
certain measurements may require detector,i with sufficiently high energy resolution to
restrict the asymmetry determination to a single specific transition. However. the available

solid angle m and the corresponding achievable luminosity -- is generally limited for such
high-resolution detectors. Of course, if one does not require such high resolution, then
rather different poor-resolution, large solid angle detectors can be employed. An example
of the latter is a measurement of the Mastic _'p asymmetry, for which one only needs a
resolution of a few hundred MeV in order to exclude contributions from excitation of the

X(1232) resonance.

Beyond these considerations of statistical precision and resolution, there are issues
relating to systematic errors that are discussed in some detail in Sect. V. As a distillation
of past experience in performing PV electron scattering experiments at SLAC..hIainz
and MIT/Bates one arrives at the expectation that systematic errors can be controlled
sufficiently well to attain the goal of 2%-3% asymmetry determinations. It should be
realized that this is no mean feat: for an asymmetry of 10-_ this implies keeping the sum
of all systematic effects below 10.8 .

Theoretical Interpret ability.

Even if these challenges could be surmounted, the interpretability of such high pre-
cision results would be, at this point, somewhat questionable, owing to theoretical uncer-
tainties involved in calculating strong interaction effects at low and intermediate energies.
While some of these uncertaintie', would be much less problematic for the interpretation of
precision neutrino scattering measurements, experimental considerations suggest that such
measurements will not approach the 1% level in the foreseeable future. The issue is more
relevant, however, for PV electron scattering, where some hope does exist for attaining
the requisite level of experimental precision. Over time, theoretical progress, coupled with
the completion of measurements constraining some of the present sources of uncertainty in
the PV asymmetry, may make electroweak tests at the level suggested in Fig. 2.4 possible
with PV electron scattering. In what follows, we outline what would be required to realize
this possibility.

By a suitable choice of target and/or experimental kinematics, much of the hadronic
physics content of the ratio ALR can be eliminated, leaving only the dependence on the elec-
troweak couplings, which would be determined from the Standard Model and its possible
extensions. Two cases of particular interest are low-[Q21, forward-angle elastic scattering
from the proton and elastic scattering from (J'_T) = (0+0) nuclei. The recent 12C(g,e)
experiment at Bates, from which a 25% measurement of sin 20w was extracted, falls into
the latter category. As suggested by Fig. 2.4. however, a future experiment of this type
would need to achieve _, 1% precision in order to be competitive with atomic PV as a probe
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of non-standard physics. Forward-angle experiments on the proton have been discussed
as possibilities for CEBAF [Nap90]. In both of these cases, the leading term in -4LR is
nominally independent of hadronic physics associated with the target (see Eqs. (4.9) and
(4.11 I). Target-dependent corrections to the leading terms arise from a number of sources:
hadronic form factors, hadronic contributions to radiative corrections, isospin impurities
in the hadronic ground state, and, in the case of an .4 > 1 target, many-body currents.

In the case of forward-angle scattering from the proton, the most serious uncertain-
ties appear to be introduced by nucleon form factors. The contribution from these form
factors to ALR(O --* 0) vanish as Q2 _., 0, and naively one would expect to minimize their
impact by working at sufficiently small momentum-transfer. However. the FOXl for such
a measurement also decreases with IQ21. Consequently, one cannot go to arbitrarily low
IQ2I without sacrificing the statistical precision needed to make a meaningful electroweak

test. In this regard, lack of knowledge of G__ is particularly problematic. Assuming that
the strangeness form factors were to be determined by a series of .4, _(/'p) measurements

alone, the remaining uncertainty in ,-,E would still be larger than needed to permit one
to constrain S and T with PV electron scattering at the level indicated in Fig. 2.4. Ad-

ditional, although somewhat smaller uncertainties are introduced by lack of knowledge of
other form factors. This difficulty might be overcome either by reducing the uncertainty in
the strangeness form factors with an appropriate combination of AL_ measurements with
.4 > 1 targets, or by building a detector with sufficient solid angle at more forward angles
than are contemplated for existing or planned detectors. Alternatively, if it were possi-
ble to achieve very high currents ( > few hundred mA) of polarized beams at low-energy
accelerators (e _ few hundred MeV), this form factor issue could be surmounted.

For scattering from (0+0) targets, the primary form factor ambiguity is also associated
¢2_(_)with a term in the asymmetry containing '-'z . Although this form factor vanishes at the

photon point, one cannot reduce its contribution by going to arbitrarily low IQ2[ without
increasing the statistical error in ALR beyond the 1% level. Fortunately, one has some
hope of constraining this term to the precision needed for a Standard Model test. W_
show in Sect. IV.B how a series of two measurements of ALR(0+0) would be sufficient for

¢'2(3}
this purpose. In the absence of such a determination, the uncertainty in ,-,s remaining
after its determination with gp scattering would, given some model assumptions, severely
restrict the kinematics at which a meaningful (0+0) electroweak test would need to be
performed. For purposes of comparison, we note in passing that given the very small
effective momentum transfer in the interaction of an atomic electron with the nucleus,

the impact of nucleon form factors in atomic PV electroweak tests can largely be ignored.
Apart from the uncertainties associated with the neutron distribution and atomic structure,
then, atomic PV offers a distinct advantage over semileptonic scattering as far as testing
the Standard Model is concerned.

For both A,R(gp) and ALR(0+0), additional uncertainties are generated by hadronic
contributions to higher-order electroweak amplitudes. Hadronic contributions to the Z°-_ ,
mixing tensor have been estimated using a dispersion analysis, and the associated uncer-
tainty appears significantly below a problematic level [Mar84, Deg89]. Of more concern are
the dispersion corrections discussed above in connection with strangeness measurements.
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While the scale of hadronic uncertainties in the one-body (single nucleon i dispersion ampli-
tudes is likely to be no greater than 1_ of the tree-level amplitude iDre59, Gre69..MarS41
data from elastic scattering on 12C [Ka189] and 2°SPb [Brag0] suggest a significant many--
body enhancement, at least in the case of purely electromagnetic scattering. Since the
E.XI and NC dispersion corrections are unlikely to cancel from the PV asymmetry, a better
understanding of this contribution appears necessary in the interpretation of .4LR!0"01 as
an electroweak test.

One expects the effect of isospin-mixing in the nucleon to be suppressed, given the
scale of mass splittings (and, hence, energy denominators) in the baryon spectrum. In
particular, the first isospin-3/2 components that might isospin-mix with an isospin-1 2
"proto-nucleon" to form the physical nucleon occur at the opening of the r,.V channel, vzz..
at 140MeV. In the case of nuclei, however, the typical energy splitting between low-lying
states is roughly an order of magnitude smaller, so that one might anticipate the presence
of non-trivial isospin impurities in the nuclear ground state. In the case of (0"01 .s-p shell
nuclei, the effect of isospin-mixing on .4LR at low momentum transfer has been estimated
to be below 1_ [Don89]. This result follows from the difficulty in supporting an isovector
monopole matrix element in the relevant nuclear model space. Thus, isospin-mixing is
unlikely to present a problematic uncertainty in a (0+0) electroweak test.

Once one goes beyond the special cases of elastic scattering from 1H and (0.0) targets.
additional uncertainties enter the use of ALR measurements to test the Standard Model.
In the case of QE scattering, for example, one encounters nuclear physics uncertainties
associated with contributions from the pion-production cross section, "dip region", and
radiative tail as well as from the QE peak. The present theoretical understanding of these
regions is somewhat limited, particularly with regard to the dip region, and the magni-
tude of these uncertainties is difficult to quantify. For PV QE electron scattering, one
might anticipate some cancellation of nuclear physics uncertainties from ,4L_tQE), since
the asymmetry depends on a r¢_io of nuclear response functions. Investigations using a
relativistic Fermi Gas model for the QE response in fact indicate that .4La(QE) is signifi-
cantly less sensitive to various nuclear model parameters than are the individual response
functions appearing in the PC and PV cross sections [Don92]. To the extent that future
A,_(QE) measurements are carried out at kinematics for which non-QE contributions are
negligible, this result gives one hope that nuclear physics uncertainties might be minimized.

Even so, uncertainties associated with single-nucleon form factors, which plague po-
tential g'p electroweak tests, also enter ALR(QE) at a non-negligible level. In the recent
Mainz QE 9Be(F, e') experiment, carried out at backward-angles, uncertainties in the ra-
diative corrections to the axial-vector term induce a 2-3% uncertainty in the extracted

value of sin2 0w [Mus92a]. Similarly, a forward-angle determination of sin 20w is likely

r.(') Consequently, PV QE electron scatteringto be highly sensitive to uncertainty in _E .
appears more suited to the determination of nucleon form factors than to tests of elec-
troweak theory. As far as QE neutrino scattering is concerned, as in the BNL and LSND
experiments, an electroweak test based on a measurement of the cross section alone incurs
both form factor and nuclear physics uncertainties. It is likely that LSND will be limited
by statistical accuracy: the systematic errors on the cross section are projected to be less
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than 5cA, corresponding to an error in r/, of about 0.03. Quasielastic neutrino scattering

does present at least one theoretical advantage over electron scattering in that the large
and uncertain radiative correction to the axial-vector response in electron scattering does
not arise in processes involving neutrinos.

The inelastic N ---, ,_(1232) transition, being purely isovector, provides direct infor-
mation on vector and axial-vector isovector couplings. In contrast with the _'pelastic cases
discussed above, isoscalar nucleon structure plays a small role, and will not dominate the
resulting uncertainty in extracted electroweak parameters. More problematic are contribu-
tions from the axial-vector NC matrix elements. As discussed above, these matrix elements

are at present insufficiently well known for the purposes of N ---, & electroweak tests at
CEBAF energies or lower. The axial-vector contribution is, however, explicitly suppressed
by the inverse of the incident beam energy, and thus the forward angle, high-energy limit
should be the appropriate kinematic regime for such tests.

Non-resonant background contributions to ,4L_(N ---,A) are also a potential source of i
serious uncertainty. A full isospin decomposition of A electroproducticn amplitudes at the
same Q2 as where a PV asymmetry measurement could be attempted _vould be sufficient to
eliminate this problem, and may be undertaken at CEBAF [Bur89]. in the absence of such
data, one must turn to predictions from theoretical models (see, for example. Hcf. ILi82])
to estimate non-resonant isoscalar backgrounds which complicate the interpretation of the
electroweak tests. Estimates of the resulting uncertainty are still needed, and some work
in this direction is in progress.

From the foregoing discussion, it should be clear to the reader that semileptonic.
NC scattering observables are sensitive to a variety of of physics issues (hadron structure.
extensions of the Standard Model, nuclear dynamics) at potentially significant levels. At
the same time, the tasks of choosing the appropriate combination of measurements and
reducing the sources of theoretical uncertainty in order to draw meaningful conclusions
from such measurements are non-trivial. In the near term, it appears that intermediate-
energy, semileptonic NC scattering is best suited as a probe of nucleon and nuclear structure

particularly nucleon strangeness. Its use to search for physics beyond the Standard
Model awaits both the completion of the "'first generation" of NC studies and progress
on the theoretical issues outlined above. In the remainder of this article, we provide the
rationale for these conclusions in greater detail.
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III. FORMALISM

The formalism for treating semileptonic electroweak interactions is straightforward
and largely parallels the treatment of the electromagnetic interaction between charged
leptons and hadrons based on quantum electrodynamics. Our goal here is to use this
formalism in a way that emphasizes the physics issues summarized in the previous section.
The first step will be to construct the relevant hadronic (both nucleon and nuclear I currents
from the underlying fundamental electroweak interactions between leptons and quarks.
Since the physics of interest generally requires one to consider effects at the 157 level, it will
be necessary to take the theory beyond tree-level to include contributions from radiative
corrections and other higher-order processes. Upon taking nucleon matrix elements of
the appropriately renormalized current operators, one encounters the interplay of stron,_
and electroweak dynamics which complicates the interpretation of semilepr ,nic scatterin_
at low- and intermediate-energies. With the hadronic currents in hand. e turn to the

specifics of parity-violating {PV) polarized electron scattering and neutrino scatterinz
i We subsequently discuss the complications generated bv the additional level of hadronir

structure associated with nuclear (.4 > 1) targets.

III.A. Currents and Couplings

We begin with the fundamental couplings of an elementary fermion (lepton or quark)
to the photon and Z ° which we write, respectively, as

ieQl_. 3.1a

and
gMz .,.

Here e and g are the electromagnetic and weak coupling strengths, respectively, Q! is the
electromagnetic charge of the fermion, and the vector and axial-vector "charges '. g[ and
gai, respectively, are given by

gv/ = 2T/- 4QI sin2 Ow (3.2a)

and

9a/ = -2T/, i3.2b)

where Ta/ is the third component of a weak isospin vector operator', acting on the weak

is°d°ublets ( u')e- , (U)d ,...,T/gives+½fortheuppercomponentand-½forthelower.
Thus, one obtains the values given in Table 3.1.

With these couplings, it is straightforward to compute the one-boson-exchange (pho-
ton or Z ° amplitudes fc:" scattering of a lepton from a hadronic electromagnetic (EM)
current anu weak neutral urrent (NC) associated with Figs. 3.1a and b, respectively:

M_ M 4rra
= Q-.5-QegUJffM (3.3)
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TABLE 3.1

i g{fermion g,,
..... i

I 1 -1

I

e-. _- -1 + 4sin _ Ow 1

u, c, t 1 - _sin 2 Ow - 1

d, s. b -1 + ;tsin2 0w 1

Table 3.1. Standard Model values (columns two and three) for the hadronic neutral
current couplings of elementary fermions (first column). Note that the nomenclature
introduced in Ref. [Don79a] differs from that used in the present work: there the

leptonic neutral current co:lplln_ were defined with respect to the quantities in the
table by av = g{ and a a = -g_t.

and

= --2"_

In Eq. (3.4) we have neglected the Q2-dependence of the Z ° propagator since IQ21<< 3I_
for all of the kinematics we consider in the present work. The PV component of the neutral
current amplitude is

Mp v _ G_ Nc ,_c]+/.e,'J,

In these expressions, Qt, gtv, and g_ are the leptonic electromagnetic, vector, and axial-

vector charges, respectively, and Q, =_K,-K_ is the four-momentum transfer with K(K')
the initial (final) lepton four-momentum. Here, for reasons discussed in Sect. II.C.1, we

have chosen to write M Nc in terms of the Fermi constant for muon decay, G, instead of
the weak coupling strength, g. At tree-level, these constants are related by

g 2 ra

G.= = o. ' (3.o)

Once one works beyond tree--level, Eq. (3.6) must be modified to account for electroweak
radiative corrections to muon decay, Ar [Sir80]:

rc_ 1

G_ = v/_M_sin 20w I - Ar ' (3,7)
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The lepton vector and axial-vector currents, (u and (u_. respectively, are just the
Dirac currents

_.s_ fit.r_..r_ut, t3,$b,

where u_ is the lepton spinor. Since the hadrons are composed of quarks, the currents

j_w. ,l/_'c, and J_( are the hadronic matrix elements of the electromagnetic, vector, and
axial-vector quark current operators:

J:'__ (HlJ:"IH> !3.9a,

= ,3,96,

j_c _ <Hij.%CiH) . _39,:,

where IH> is any hadronic state (in the present context a nucleon or a nucleus l and.

j:" = ,31o,
q

,]#c - EOqvfi .y.u, t3.10bt
q

q

where the sums are over all quark flavors, u, d, e, s .....

In what follows, we a_sume the structure of the hadronic states is dominated by the

lighter quarks and limit the sums in Eqs. (3.10) to q = u, d, and _. The error introduced b.v
neglect of the heavier quarks is expected to be of order 10-4 (10 -=) for the vector (axial-
vector) currents (see Eqs. (3,19)). With this truncation, it is convenient to decompose the
current operators in terms of the SU(3) octet and singlet currents:

,ka

T

A=
(3.11b)_ qT-y.- 5q

where q represents the triplet of quarks, q = d , X° = _l, and the _", a = 1..... 8 are
8

the Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices, normalized to Tr(A aAb) = 26=b. (Note that no assumption
of SU(3) symmetry is implied in the use of the SU(3) decomposition of the operator_.
Such an assumption enters only when SU(3) symmetry is employed to determine matriz
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elements of these operators, t In the ease of the electromagnetic and weak neutral currents.

one requires only the six diagonal terms

I."'°_ = 31[fi',ua +d'rvd + _',..s] 13,12ai

t",_,: -[,_-_.-

.4_0) = .31[_.,_,:,su + d'h,'_d + .;_.;,ss] ,3, t"d,_

l In u d_,_,_,sd! f3.12e

i

At the level of strong isospin, both the 0th (singlet) and 8th (octet) SU{3} components
are "isoscalar" operators, while the 3'd octet component is "isoveetor'. The Sth and 3th
components of the vector current are related to the isoscalar and isovector electromagnetic
currents, respectively, by

jrs_ 1 l_s ) t3,13ai
, (T=O)=

J_M(T = I)= I?_(3) . (3.13bi

Since we wish to emphasize the strange-quark contribution to various processes, it is useful
to note the following relationship between the two isoscalar currents:

2 _(s) _(.) (3.14b)

where

V_') - _'//4s (3.15a)/4

4(') _ $'_u'_ss (3.15b)

With these relations we can re-write the weak neutral currents of Eqs. (3.10) in the fol-

lowing convenient forms:

•i''c _v=_Jtt_S(T I)+ v/3_ r=°is" fz_s)= = v % (T=0)+_) (3,16)--/4 "_

and
" _(°) -i(') (3 !7_j,%_: _,r-',i,(T=_)+_.r'°A_"+_ .., , , .
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where

,r.o _ v31g. ,3.lab,
_[o, = g_ + g_ + g_ ,3.1Sc,

_Tml u ..A _g_ g_ i3.15d

¢z'=o 3 "_a = v/'3(g,_. g_) q3.1Se

' _3.],Sf

The extrafactorofv_ appearin$inEq.(3.16)but notinEq.(3.17)resultsfromtheuse
oftherelationbetweentheoctetand isoscalarEM currentsinEq.13.13a).

WritingthehadronicneutralcurrentintheformofEqs.{3.16)and 13.i7_delineate,
betweenthe physicsassociatedwith the underlyingelectroweak_auge theory"and the
hadronicphysicsassociatedwiththequarkcurrents.The contentoftheformeriscontained

¢_"I whereashadroniceffectsenterviamatrixelementsofthelatter.Atinthecouplings:,_.._,

tree-level,thecouplings_a) aredeterminedby theunderlyingelectroweakgaugetheory
viaEqs.t3.18).InTable3.2we givetheirvaluesintheStandardModel as wellastheir
relationtootherhadronicNC couplingsdefinedinthe literature.Note thatinearlier
treatments,possiblecontributionsfrom s-quarkswereignored,sothatno equivalentsto

¢I0_and _0),.v arelisted.

From Eqs.(3.16)and (3.i7)one seesthat,givena measurementofj;,,,cIJi,"fiand
independentdeterminationsofthe vector(strong)isoscalarEM, isovectorEM .and _-
quark(axial-vectorisoscalar,octet,and s-quark)currentmatrixelements,itisinprinciple

possibletoextractthe_a) ({_a_)and therebyperforman electroweaktest.As discussed
inSect.III.Bbelow,thesecouplingsdepend on higher--orderelectroweakprocessesinthe
StandardModel. hadronic-structureeffects,and possiblecontributionsfrom extensions
of the StandardModel,such as thosecharacterizedby the S and T pararneterization
discussedin Sect.II.C.The extentto which one might placeconstraintson thelatter,
however,dependson bothone'sabilitytocMculatethehadroniceffectsappearinginthe
NC couplingsaswellas theprecisionwithwhichone may determinetheEM. octet,and
strangenessmatrixelementsassociatedwiththerighthand sideofEqs.(3.16)and (3.17).

Anotherclassofhadroniccontributionsto the hadronicNC couplingsarisesfrom
heavy-quark(c,b,t)renormalizationsof the lightquark currentoperators.The scale

ofthesecontributionshas been estimatedinRef.[Kap88]followingtheeffectivetheory
approachdiscussedinSect.II.A(seeespeciallyFig.2.1).They may be includedinthe
Rv,_ as follows:

R(v°)---*R_°_(e',vk)-Av (3.19a)

R_ =° ---,R_"°(ewk) - Av (."lob)

R_°).---*Rt_°)(ewk)+2A, t i.9c)
RT=O RT'O---* .., (ewk) + _, , (3,19d)
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TABLE 3.2 r

I

! Coupling i Hung a_d Donnelly and Standard

Sakurai Peccei .Model
................. , J ,, ,

-[I + R°)I_V

Rr=olv_(_ "° -6_,/gI 23t°)v -4sin 2 Owl1. r ,

¢r-L - ,)_ll) 2(I- 2sin20w )[I + R_ -l_,_. -2a/9_ -"v 1

ii.............(0) I+ R (°)A

,r.o .2v3/g:, -2/vY,g' v3Rr"°_A

r., -2JI9.:. ) -211+ RI' I(..I
,,

Table 3.2. Hadronic weak neutral current couplings. Columns two and three give
equivalent couplings in the notation of Refs. [Hun76] and [Don79a], respectively. Col-
umn four gives Standard Model values, including effects of higher-order contributions
(Rv ,L). At tree-level, one has Rv,i = 0.

whereAv <_I0-4 and A_ ,,,10-2 accordingtoRef.[Kap88]and where theRe _(ewk)are

contributionsfromhigher-orderelectrowea,k processes.

Informationon thematrixelementsofthecurrentsenteringthe right-handsideof

Eqs.(3.16)and (3.17)can be obtainedfroma varietyofsources.Informationon theE.M
matrixelementsisobtainablefrom parity-conserving(PC) electronscattering,whilea
determinationoftheaxial-vectoroctetmatrixeleme,tsmay be performedusingnuclear

beta-decayand hyperonsemileptonicdecays.As notedinSect.II.A,much lessispresently
know about thestrangenessmatrixelements,and theirdeterminationconstitutesone of

thechiefgoalsoftheexperimentsdiscussedinthepresentwork.The strategyfordoingso
followsfrom theformofEqs.(3.10)and (3.17).Ifthe_'saswellasEM and octetaxial-
vectormatrixelementsarealltakenasinputsfromotherexperiments,thendeterminations
oftheN C matrixelementswouldallowextractionofinformationon thea-quarkcurrents.

Discussionofdifferenttargetsand kinematicconditionsthatmightbeusedforthispurpose

makes up thebulkofSect.IV below.Once thea-quarkmatrixelementsaresufficiently
constraineditcouldbepossibletoperformindependentdeterminationsofthe_'sbygoing

to the appropriatekinematicregime. As indicatedby the hypotheticalconstraintson
"non-standa_'d"physicsofFig.2.4,one has reasontocontemplatesucha program. In
what follows,we discussinmore detailhow suchnew physicsappearsinthehadronicNC

couplings.
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III.B. Higher-order Processes and Renormalization

.-ks indicated by the foregoing discussion, the corrections Rv,t to the tree-level ex-

pressions for the couplings ctajsra receive a variety of contributions: electroweak radiative
corrections within the framework of the Standard Model, corrections generated bv physics
beyond the Standard Y,lodel, and hadronic physics effects of various types. We have al-
ready considered one contribution of the latter type, namely, the correction generated by
neglect of c. b. and t quarks in an effective theory approach. In this section, we discuss
other higher-order contributions germane to analysis of the experiments of interest.

Standard Model Radiative Corrections

Na_'vely, one might assume higher-order processes involving multiple photon andor
Z ° exchanges as in Figs. 3.2 to be suppressed by at least a/4r _ 10-_ relative to the
simple single-photon or single-Z ° exchanges of Fig. 3.1. Thus, one might hope to be able

! to neglect these effects without introducing significant error in interpreting semileptonic
processes. However. such an assumption breaks down in at least two ways. First. calcula-
tions of one-loop electroweak corrections may be significantly enhanced over their generic
a/4r, scale due to the presence of large logarithms of the form ln(Mw/pl), where p/ is
a momentum scale (or mass) characteristic of one of the scattering leptons or quarks. In
addition, there exist cases where the tree--level contribution is suppressed relative to the

. , _:T=0_0atgeneric scale of tree-level NC amplitudes. One case is obvious from Table 3 2' ',.a -
tree level in the Standard Model so that the existence of such a term depends on higher-

order processes. In two other cases, PV observables associated with charged-lepton probes

of the (HIj_CIH) and processes which involve the neutral current charge form factor of
the proton, the tree-level amplitudes are proportional to 1-4sin a 0w _-,0.08. Higher-order
contributions need not carry this small factor and, thus, may be relatively more important
than one naively expects.

An in-depth treatment of theoretical estimates of the higher-order terms can be found
elsewhere [Sir80, MarS0, Mar81, Aok82, Mar 83, Mar84, Ros90 and references therein]" we
limit ourselves to discussing briefly the main physics issues and quoting typical results. The
problem of calculating electroweak radiative corrections to tree-level semileptonic ampli-
tudes is considerably more complicated than in the case of purely leptonic scattering. In
the latter instance, the scattering leptons interact only electroweakly, so that once a renor-
malization framework is chosen and all parameters of the electroweak model determined,
the theory makes precise and unambiguous predictions for higher-order leptonic processes.
Complications arise in semileptonic scattering from the interplay of the strong and elec-
troweak interactions involving complex intermediate states characterizing the structure of
the hadronic target. In high--energy processes, such as e+e- annihilation or deep inelas-
tic scattering, one can reliably estimate strong interaction structure effects by treating
hadronic quarks as quasi-free and using perturbative QCD. Such a first-principles ap-
proach breaks down, however, for medium- and low-energy processes (IQ21 < 1 (GeV/c)5)
where the strong coupling a,(Q 2) becomes large. In this regime, one is generally forced
to rely on hadronic models in order to account for strong interaction effects. In the case
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of the vector currents, one may eliminate much of the hadronic uncertainty by employ-
ing Eq. (3.13) and experimentally determined matrix elements of the EM currents. In
other cases, however, model-dependence introduces an intrinsic theoretical uncertainty
into estimates of the higher-order terms.

In order to delineate between pure Standard Model electroweak corrections and those
containing hadronic physics uncertainties, it is convenient to consider first corrections to
scattering involving a single quark at a time (Fig. 3.3). Calculations of these "one-quark"
amplitudes closely parallel the treatment of higher-order corrections in purely leptonic
processes. The effect of the one-quark contributions is to renormalize the _'s appearing in
the current operators in a manner independent of the target's structure. However. since
the quarks 'from which the lepton scatters are confined to a hadron (e.g., the nucleon,
with a radius of about 1 fm, one ought to account for confinement where appropriate
in renormalizing the quark current operators. To this end, it is reasonable to suppress
contributions to loops from momenta < 1/Rnucleo, through the use of constituent, rather
than current, quark masses (M_,,d "_ 330 MeV) in the quark propagators. In all other
respects, the quark fields appearing in Eqs. (3,10) are those associated with the current
quarks of the QCD lagrangian. The procedure for treating internal quark loops !e.g..
Fig. 3.4), in which the virtual _q pair need not be confined to the hadron interior, is
somewhat different, as discussed below.

At this one-quark level, several theoretical issues should be mentioned. First is the
choice of renormalization scheme. Since the use of the classical, or tree-level, theory

to compute higher-order processes results in amplitudes which are infinite, the starting
theory must be re-defined in such a way as to generate finite, higher--order amplitudes.
The prescription followed in performing this re--definition is the "renormalization scheme".
Because calculations of electroweak amplitudes are performed only to finite order in pertur-

bation theory, estimates obtained under different renormalization schemes will, in general.
differ slightly [Jeg89]. We follow the so--called "on-shell" renormaiization scheme (OSR),
which represents a natural extension of the prescription generally followed in renormaliz-
ing QED. In this scheme, poles in the renormalized propagators occur at physical particle
masses and elementary vertices are renormaiized with all particles on-shell..Moreover.
sin2 8w is defined in terms of the vector boson masses (Eq. (2.4)). The independent pa-
rameters in the theory are (a, Mz, G_,) in the gauge boson sector and the fermion and
Higgs masses in the remaining sectors. All other parameters (including Mw and sin2 _w)
are determined as functions of these parameters.

Another widely used scheme is the so--called "MS-bar" (M--_),or modified minimal
subtraction, scheme. In contrast to the OSR prescription, the _ procedure defines finite
inverse propagators and vertices by subtracting only the divergent parts of the loops,
without placing physical requirements on the finite remainders. Moreover, the weak mixing
angle in this scheme carries a dependence on a renormalization mass scale _ (typically Mz
or Mw ) and is no longer simply related to the vector boson masses as in Eq. (2.4):

sin 2 _w = 1 M_ , sin2 _w(p) ,
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where sin 2 _}w(#) defines the _ weak mixing angle, The _ prescription has the attrac-

tion thatsin28w(#) isstraightforwardlyrelatedtotherunningEM and semi-weakcou-

plings_(#)and g(/_)arisingingrand-unifiedtheories[MarSl],Moreover.theRv A(._--_)
displaya weakerdependenceon thepresentlyundeterminedtop-quarkmass thando the

RvA(OSR), On theotherhand,OSR has theadvantagesofa simple,scale-independent
definitionofsin28w and ofbeinga straightforwardextensionoftheprocedureconvention-
allyfollowedinQED, Thereexistatleasttwo otherprescriptionsusedintheliterature:
theso-called"'.-scheme"ofRefs.[Ken89]and theschemefollowedin Ref.[Con89],In
theselatterschemes,theweak-mixingangledependson thevalueofQ2 atwhicha given
processisstudied,whereasinOSR, sin28w isindependentofmomentum transferand the

entireQ2-dependenceiscarriedby theRvA.

A ._econdsignificantissuealludedto abov isthedependenceofelectroweakampli-
tudeso-.the unknown Higgsand top-quark. _sses,This dependenceenterstheelec-
troweakscatteringamplitudesintwo ways, First,sin28w-dependentBorn-levelampli-

tudesvarywith.'vl.and mt when sin28w isdeterminedusingrelation(2.5a).Top-quark
and Higgsloopsinmuon decayamplitudesinducean (M., mr) dependencein_r appear-
ingin Eq. (2.5a) and, consequently, in sin 2 8w. Second, top-quark and Higgs loops in
the neutral current amplitudes themselves also introduce a dependence on the unknown
masses. The dependence on mt is stronger than the dependence on ,'vl,; the latter enters
only logarithmically, while top-quark loops introduce terms of order (rn,/Mw)2 in the
vector boson propagators. For mt> Mw, these terms become significant.

Third, it is important to bear in mind that the electroweak corrections Rva(ewk)
depend on both the species of lepton probe as well as the Q2 of the process under consid-
eration. In general, the corrections for electron scattering differ from those for neutrino
processes. This distinction is particularly important in the interpretation of probes of the
isoscalar, axial-vector hadronic NC, as we discuss below. As for the dependence on momen-
tum transfer, the Rv.a vary rather gently with Q2. According to Ref. [Mar80], for example.
the corrections for neutrino scattering R r=°, Rrv=1, and R_ (defined in Eq. 3.25b) change
by _< 0.001 over the range 0 <_ ]Q2[ <_20 (GeV/c) 2, while the variation in RPv (defined
in Eq. 3.25a) is _ 0.01 over the same Q2-range (calculated assuming M, = 10Mz and
rnt = 18 GeV). For the medium--energy experiments under consideration here, corrections
of this order are negligible. More significant for semileptonic experiments is the much
greater Q2-dependence of the hadronic form factors appearing in matrix elements of the
quark current operators. In the case of elastic Fp scattering, for example, one must know
the Q2 behavior of the neutron electromagnetic charge form factor, G_(Q2), in order to
determine the longitudinal proton neutral current response (see discussion of Sect. IV.A
below). The uncertainty in G_(Q 2) is significantly larger than any error incurred by ne-
glecting the Q2-dependence of the lepton-quark amplitudes and represents a much more
serious issue for the interpretation of high-precision experiments.

Fourth, we note that one class of diagrams not included in the calculations cited
below are those corresponding to bremsstrahlung from either of the scattering fermions.
Formally, the inclusion of such diagrams is required to cancel infrared divergences in the
one-loop amplitudes [Kin62, Lee64]. The finite remainders, however, depend on details of
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the experimental configuration, such as detector resolution. Hence, one requires detailed
knowledge of the specific experiment before arriving at an estimate of bremsstrahlung con-
tributions. In certain special cases, such as scattering from (0+0) targets, bremsstrahlung
cancels from the PV asymmetry, thereby simplifying the theoretical interpretation. We also
point out that the interpretation of PV electron scattering asymmetries requires knowl-
edge of QED radiative corrections as well those which renormalize the NC couplings of
Table 3.2. The QED corrections for PC electron scattering have been worked out in detail
elsewhere [Mo69].

Fifth. in order to make contact with notation used elsewhere in the literature, the

radiative corrections for atomic PV are sometimes written in the form (see also Eqs. _3.24)

_Pv= 2Clp = p',,v[1 - 4K_,v(0)s;u 2 8w(M2z )] /:3.20

where the Clp (C1,) are the neutral vector current couplings (normalized differently than in
the present work) and where the radiative corrections are contained in the parameters p_,,
and ' , , (Q2)(the'_pv(0). The corrections for Q2 # 0 are obtained by replacing ,_pv(0) -- '_pv
Q2-dependence of P_v is negligible). This parameterization of the radiative corrections is
motivated by a "factorization" of the corrections into two general classes: (a) corrections
associated with the SU(2)L components of the weak currents, and (b) those associated
with the mixing of the SU(2)L and U(1)y sectors. The P_v and _Pv' differ from the p and

terms appearing in neutrino scattering amplitudes by process-dependent terms. Writing
I

P'ev = 1 + 6p and _Pv = 1 + 6_, the Rv can be written as

R r=° = 6p+ 6,_

RT=i=hp- [ 2sin28w ]6_ (3.21)(1 - 2sin 2 8w )

4sin 2 8w _R_ = Sp- (1-4sin 28w)

Our rationale for writing corrections in terms of the R rather than p and _ is to facilitate
comparison of electroweak radiative corrections with other contributions (e.g., the AvA
of Eqs. (3.19)) which do not simply factorize into contributions associated with the two
gauge groups.

With the aforementioned considerations in mind, we note the scale of typical results
and refer the reader to the literature for more detail. In the OSR scheme, one has that

the R_)(1-quark) are on the order of 1-5% at mt = 120 GeV and M,=100 GeV for
both electron and neutrino scattering. For the axial-vector corrections, on the other hand,

R_)(1-quark) _ few percent for neutrino scattering, significantly smaller than for electron
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scattering where R_)(1-quark) ,,- 25-50°A, due to the logarithmic enhancements and tree-
level suppression factors mentioned above. This result has important consequences for the

interpretation of observables containing (HIJ_,'_c H). For comparison, one has in the MS
scheme

RPv= -0.054 4- 0.033

Rv = -0.0143 4- 0.0004 (3.22)

RTv=1 = -0.017 4- 0.002

R T=° = -0.0113

for 3In = 100 GeV and rnt = 140 GeV, where the values have been extracted from

Ref. [._lar90] and where the uncertainties include estimated uncertainties in hadronic con-
tributions (see below). Although the values were computed for atomic PV, they should

not differ appreciably for PV electron scattering given the gentle Q2-dependence of the
RV.A.

Hadronic Contributions

Higher-order processes which depend on both the electroweak and strong interactions
generally introduce some degree of theoretical uncertainty into the RV.A due to the present
incalculability of strong interaction effects at low-momentum scales from first principles
in QCD. Such effects enter higher-order corrections in two ways: (a) via "internal" quark

loops (Fig. 3.4), in which the quarks in the virtual q_ pair interact strongly with each other
(Fig. 3.4a) or with quarks in the target (Fig. 3.4b); and (b) via strong interactions among
the valence quarks of the target, thereby introducing hadronic intermediate states into the

higher-order electroweak amplitudes (Fig. 3.5). In the case of internal loops, the effects of
strong interactions of Fig. 3.4a may be estimated using a dispersion theory analysis of e+ e-
annihilation. Such an approach has been followed by the authors of Refs. [Mar84, Deg89].
The scale of this uncertainty, which is included in the error appearing in Eqs. (3.22), is

given by these authors to be 6R(vr) ,_ 4-0.002. Since this uncertainty is target-independent,
one may associate it conceptually with the 1-quark corrections. In contrast, contributions
of the type in Fig. 3.4b depend on the target, and no estimate of their scale has been

performed to date.

Whereas the 1-quark corrections effectively renormalize the quark current opera_ors of

Eqs. (3.10ff), contributions involving strong interactions among the target quarks (Fig. 3.5)
arise only in hadronic matrix element_ of these operators. We label the latter "many-

quark" hadronic corrections to distinguish them from corrections requiring no knowledge
of target structure. The present intractability of a first-principles estimate of Rv.A(had)
requires one to rely on phenomenological models, which necessarily introduces considerable
theoretical uncertainty. While more theoretical work on this topic is needed, estimates of
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Table 3.3

(best) (best) (range) (range)

Standard NIodel -0.43 -0.47
Hadronic -0.19 0.13 -0,43 -- 0 -0.07-- 0.31

total -0.62 -0.34 -0.86---, -0.43 -0.54-- -0.16

Table 3.3. Estimates of Standard Model (one-quark) and hadronic contributions to

the R(aT) for PV electron scattering. "Best" values in hadronic contributions correspond
to use of theoretical "best" estimates of Ref. [Des80] for weak meson-nucleon vertices
appearing in Fig. 3.6. Ranges (columns 4 and 5) correspond to theoretical ranges
in these couplings. One-quark contributions are evaluated at rnt = 120 GeV and
MH = 100 GeV in the OSR scheme.

R_r)(had) for PV electron scattering have been performed by the authors of Ref. [Musg0].
based on the loop and pole contributions of Fig. 3.6. Results are summarized in Table 3.3.

While the R_)(had) receive contributions from a plethora of diagrams not consid-
ered in Ref. [Musg0], these results ought to indicate botll the scale of hadronic effects
as well as the degree of theoretical uncertainty. From Table 3.3, one observes that the
resultant hadronic uncertainty may be as large as the Standard Model contributions to

R(aT)(1-quark). Note that column four gives hadronic uncertainty in the induced isoscalar
axial-vector current for PV electron scattering. These results have important consequences
for the interpretation of PV electron scattering experiments, as discussed in Sect. IV. More-
over, since it is unlikely that theoretical uncertainty will be significantly reduced in the
foreseeable future, one would ideally like to determine these corrections experimentally.
Possibilities for doing so are also discussed in Sect. IV.

Another type of many-quark diagram, the "dispersion" correction, involves multi-
boson exchanges between lepton and hadron as shown in Fig. 3.7. The difficulty in re-
liably computing this contribution derives from the lack of knowledge of the structure
of the hadronic intermediate states. One does not expect this difficulty to be relevant

to diagrams involving the exchange of two heavy vector bosons, since the corresponding
amplitudes are dominated by large loop momenta (kloop _ Mw ). Since such diagrams gen-
erate the dominant dispersion corrections for neutrino scattering, theoretical uncertainties
in neutrino dispersion corrections should be tolerably small. For amplitudes involving
charged lepton probes where at least one of the exchanged bosons is a photon, however,
the loop integrals no longer need be dominated by large momenta, so that contributions
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from low-lying target structure may be important. At the one-quark level, for example.

the PV e-q amplitudes arising form the Z°-? box graph contain large logarithms of the

form in ';sl/.l[_ and In ul/M_w, where the NIandelstam variables s and u depend on the

momenta of the lepton probe and target quark. Such a logarithmic dependence on widely

different momentum scales indeed suggests the possible importance of low-lying target

structure. In the case of two-? exchange, theoretical estimates of ep dispersion corrections

suggest that hadronic contributions do not differ significantly from the generic O(a/4r, I

scale [Dre59, Gre69]. Experimental determinations of PC ep dispersion corrections are

consistent with this conclusion, though the level of precision is not sufficient to constrain

theoretical predictions. The situation appears rather different for scattering from nuclei.

where data.from recent measurements on 12C suggests significant many-body enhancement

of PC dispersion corrections over their one-body (ep) scale. This situation is discussed

more fully in Sect. III.D.

Dispersion corrections to NC eN amplitudes have received less theoretical attention.

and there exists no experimental information in this case. The authors of Ref. [Mar84] have
estimated hadronic contributions to the Z°-'_, box amplitude in atomic PV by including

only nucleon intermediate states. The resultant corrections to the tree-level PV vector

current amplitudes are RPv a 0.013 and Rv _ -0.0006. The corresponding contributions

to R r=° and R r=l are on the order of a few tenths of a percent. No study has been made

of many-body contributions, which might result in enhancements over the one-body scale
similar to those seen in PC scattering from carbon.

With these remarks in mind, we note several general features of dispersion corrections

as they enter PV electrop scattering. The relevant quantity for the experiments of interest
here is the difference

Rdisp _ R'vZ ° _ R_v'v (3.23)V,A V,A

where m'Yz°• _v., (R_v_) are the dominant dispersion corrections to the PV {PC) electron scat-

tering amplitudes. The reason one is interested in the difference is that the asymmetry
measured in PV electron scattering is governed by the ratio of NC to EM amplitudes (see

Sect. III.D). Although one might hope for significant cancellation between these two cor-
rections, there exist several reasons why a non-negligible difference may occur. First, elec-

tromagnetic and neutral current dispersion corrections display different Q2-dependences

at low-Q 2. The one-photon exchange diagram has a pole at Q2 : 0, whereas the two-

photon box-diagram cannot have such a pole, since it is one-particle irreducible. The

neutral current dispersion correction, however, need not vanish at Q2 = 0 since the tree-

level Z°--exchange amplitude has a pole at Q2 = M_ rather than Q2 = 0. Additional

differences follow from the structure of the diagrams. The Z°--0 , box diagrams, for exam-

ple, generate a different weighting of loop momentum than occurs in the 2-_ exchange

graphs, due to the presence of a heavy vector boson propagator in the loop. Consequently,
transitions to different intermediate hadronic or leptonic states are weighted differently in

the two cases. Moreover, the isospin content of the neutral vector current transition matrix
elements to hadronic intermediate states is not the same as for the electromagnetic current,

due to the different isospin structure of the two currents. Given these features, along with

experimental results for R_v"r for 12C, one has reason to invest addition theoretical effort
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in order better understand this higher-order process. Such study is especially warranted
if one hopes to extract information on "new" physics from the Rv _.

Non-standard Physics

As discussed in Sect. II. there exists a variety of scenarios for extending the Standard
Model beyond the minimal SU(2)L xU(1)y Weinberg-Salam theory. While space does
not permit an extensive review of different scenarios and useful discussions may be found
in the literature (see. e.g. [Ama87]), we return to the S, T framework to illustrate how
non-standard physics could appear in the observables of interest here, to determine what
level of experimental precision is needed in these observables to provide for interesting
electroweak tests, and to set the corresponding scale of maximum tolerable theoretical
uncertainty(e.g., from hadronic contributions) in their interpretation. To that end. we

focus on the vector current corrections Rtv_')which, owing to current conservation and one's

knowledge of the j_M. appear to contain smaller hadronic physics uncertainties than r.he

R_ _. Since we subsequently consider PV electron scattering from the proton in Sect. IV.A.
we define the corresponding correction Rp as

1_Pv= 5[_ r=l + v/'3_ =(1 - 4sin2 0w)[1 + R_,] , (3.24a)

where (f, is the NC coupling to the proton at Q2 = 0. Likewise we have

1

(_ = _[__r=l + v/_(vr=o]= -[! + R_,] (3.24b:,

for neutrons. These quantities are related through the following:

RP = 1 - 4sin 20w (1 - 2sin 20w)R r=l - 2sin 20wR r=° (3.25a)

R_, = (1 - 2sin 2 0,,)R r=l + 2sin 20w R r=° (3.25b)

Following Ref. [Marg0], it is straightforward to determine the dependence of the R_ ) on
S and T [Mus93c]:

Rr=°(new) _ 0.016S - 0.00aT (3.26a)

Rr=l(new) _ -0.014S + 0.017T (3.26b)

RPv(new) _ -0.206S + 0.152T (3.26c)

R_,(new) _ 0.0078T . (3.26d)

Note that these relations are arrived at within the M-"Srenormalization scheme and that a

nonzero value of T would signal a top-quark mass different from 140 GeV. It is also worth
noting that the relatively larger sensitivity of R_ to S and T is a consequence of the small
scale of the leading-order proton coupling (see Eq. (3.24)).
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The prospective constraints on S and T shown in Fig. 2.4 are derived from Eq. !3.26 ,.
(..,,

assuming a 1,',: determination of _:r,,,0 from elastic PV C(g, e') scattering, a 10_ determi
nation of ,,,,cPfrom ,4Ln(e'p), and a 10_ extraction of (r,,,1 from .4LR(N ---, ,h). While the
first two of these prospective determinations could nicely complement results from cesium
atomic PV. roughly an order of magnitude improvement in ,4_R(N ---, ,5) would be needed
to make the latter competitive. We note that the impact of hadronic uncertainties in the
radiative corrections on the prospective low-energy S and T constraints of Fig. 2.4 is sig-
nificantly smaller than either the assumed experimental error or the uncertainty associated
with poorly constrained hadronic form factors.

Higher-order Contributions' Summary

All of the higher-order ",rocesses discussed above can be folded into corrections r,,
the couplings of Table 3.3. E.,plicitly, '.'.e have

_ Rr=°,new) x_, _327aR_=° - R_=°(1-quark). Rr=°(had)-+- v , -

R r=t = Rtr.=t(1-quark)+ R_=_(had)+ R_=t(new) 3.27b,

R_°' = R_°'(1-quark)+ R_'(had)+ R_'(new)- ,.-Xv 327c)

R_ =° = RrA=°(1-quark)+ Rr=°(had)+ R_=°(new)+ 2,5.4 3.27d)

R r=' = R_=X(1-quark)+ RAr='(had)+ Rr=X(new) 3.27e

4 3.27f
R(°A) = R_)(1-quark) + R_)(had) + R_)(new) + 5 A a

Isoscalar Axial-Vector Current

Before leaving this section, we note that the higher-order processes are particularly
important for the isoscalar axial-vector current:

J;V(T=o)= + . <3.2S>

Since (r=0 = 0 in lowest order in the Standard Model, one might naively conclude
that a measurement of the isoscalar axial-vector matrix element would directly probe
for strange quarks in a non-strange hadron. It should be emphasized, however, that this
nai've conclusion holds only because the tree-level isoscalar Standard Model coupling van-
ishes and not because matrix elements of _(s) which contains the isoscalar combination

of u- and d-quark axial-vector currents, are zero. Moreover, once higher-order processes
renormalize the tree-level axial-vector couplings z T=° becomes nonzero. In this case.

<H]J_[(T = O) H) does not necessarily vanish even in the absence of strange quarks. A
more accurate statement is that :vcJ,5 (T = 0) is _uppre_ed in the absence of strange-quarks.
since it enters only at higher--order in electroweak couplings. In contrast, _-quark contri-
butions to the isoscalar axial-vector current enter at leading order in electroweak couplings

((_0) = 1 at tree-level). However, one expects matriz elements of A(_+) to be suppressed for
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non-strange hadrons, so that strange-quark contributions to (HI "cJ_,s (T = 0)IH) should
also be small.

A priori, one has no way of knowing whether ,,,,¢r"°(Hl.4_81IH) or _01(g!A_,,,,,ig) is
larger. In fact. estimates of higher-order electroweak amplitudes and an SUt 3) analysis of
the EXIC data suggest that the two contributions could be of comparable magnitude for
P\" electron scattering _see Tables 2.2 and 2.3). Furthermore. the theoretical uncertainty in
Rr"°(had) discussed above introduces an uncertainty into (.\t" J/,5_C(T= 0)iN,.' amplitudes
having the same magnitude as a-quark contributions. The same conclusion holds for atomic
PV probes of the axial-vector hadronic current. In short, the neglect of the second term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.28) is potentially misleading as far as the interpretation of
PV (_'. et ) measurements and atomic PV is concerned. In the case of v-N scattering, on the
other hand, the strange-quark term appears to dominate, while theoretical uncertainties in
higher-order processes are small. This difference between neutrino and electron _catterixxg
follows from the two factors mentioned previously: (i) logarithmic enhancements appearing
in one-loop amplitudes involving photon-exchange, and (ii) the fortuitous suppression of
tree-level electron-hadron amplitudes by the g_, = -1 + 4sin 2 0w factor which does not
arise in all of the one-loop amplitudes.
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III.C. Single-Nucleon Matrix Elements of the Electroweak Current

Single.nucleon matrix elements of the currents of Eqs, (3.13), (3.16), and (3.17)are
restricted by Lorentz covariance, together with parity and time-reversal invariance, to the
general forms

,:N(P')!.rE"t(O)t,V(P))-),. = fi(P') Fl% +i2m--_,_ "_ J

[ t, 1(N(P')IJ2C(O)IN(P)) = fi(P') _'_.. +i_a_,,Q" u(P) ,3.29b,

(.\'(P')IJ_f(O){N(P)) = _](P')f(_A;... + m_--PQ.]-.su(P) . ,3.29¢,

where Q = P'-P is the four-momentum transferred to the nucleon (see Fig. 3,1 ). Denotin_

the magnitude of the three-momentum transfer by q - [ q l and the energy transfer b:," ..'.

we have Q2 = ,2 _ q2 <_0. Here FI(_) are the usual electromagnetic Dirac and Pauli form
factors of the nucleon, Throughout the remainder of this work, we usually use Sachs form
factors [Sac62] defined in terms of the Dirac and Pau|i vector current form factors as

G*(Q_) = Fl(Q_)- vF2(O2) (3.30)
G,w(q 2) = £1(Q 2) + F2(Q 2) ,

where r _ IQ2t/4rn 2 and m denotes the nucleon mass (we ignore the n-p mass difference?¢ N

at this point).

From Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) the form factors entering the matt' elements of the
neutral currents may be written

(_,(q') = _"cr='ra + v_{r=°G: .° + _(v°)G(') a = E M (3.31a)

for the vector current form factors and

_ .cT,,I_(3)T3 + _:T--0_(8) #(0)t-:(,)(_,(O2) -_ --_ ,, --a +_* ,-"a, a = A,P (3.31b)

forthe axial-vectorform factors.Here,the c.r=0._denotethe iaoscal_and isovector""a

combinationsoftheelectromagneticSachsformfactorsofthenucleonand r3= + I(-i)

fortheproton(neutron).Foruseelsewherewe alsodefinethecombinations

)= =' ) (3.32 )

and

= i(o)(_(T-O)(Q2) ,4 "A "+" G_ ) . (3.32b)
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Assuming the nucleon to be an eigenstate of isospin, one may write*

iGz - Gzj (3.33a_
G/.,=0, = +G;]

G_" = ½[G_ -- G:_,] ,3.33b,
,tmo

whereat Q2 = 0 onehas
G_=I(0) = Gr==°(0) = ½ ,3.34a,

G=I(0) = ½(#p- ..) s .T., 13.34b,
G. (0) = = r.o .

where the magnetic moments of the proton and neutron are #p = 2.;'9 and/_, = -1.01.
respectively.The Q2-dependenceoftheseform factorsisknown, to varyingdegree_of
accuracy,from unpolarizedelectronscatcering.The datamay be summarizedusingthe
so-called"'Galsterparameterization"[Gal71]

G_ = G_ (3.35a)

G; = -/_,rG_,,_, (3.35b)

G_ = #pG_ _3.36a,

G_ = #,G_ . _3.36b_

where

G_ =(1 - O2/Mv=)-2 ffi (1 + A_r) -_ (3.37a)

_,, = (1 + A, r)-_ (3.37b )

with A_ = 4.97 and A. = ,5.6. This para.meterization of the form factors agrees with
measured proton form factors for ](_21of present interest to better that 5% (the proton
magnetic form factor deviates from the dipole form by about 3% at low momentum trans-
fer [Hoh76]).The neutronmagneticformfactorisknown toabout7% at low 1(_21 [Mar93]
and isabout 2 standarddeviationsabove thedipoleatiq=l= 0.IGeV2/c2. The neu-

tronelectricform factorispresentlyconstrainedtothe50% level[Mad92,Pla90]below

I(_21= 1.0GeV 2/c2.At highermomentum transfer,G_ appearstobeconsistentwithzero

[Lun93].

Exceptforthe valueof G(=')at the photon point,the vectorcurrentstrangeness
formfactorsaxeunknown. Sincethenucleonhasno netstra.ngeness,one must havethat

G(z')(0)= 0 = F_*)(0).It is conventional to describe the leading, non-trivial Q2-behavior

* Inotherwork,suchasRefs.[Don79a] and [Don89], theisoscalarandisovectornucleon
formfactorsaxedefinedwithoutthefactorofI/2.
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of charge form factors in terms of mean-square radius, defined, for example, in terms of
Fl Consequently'. one defines an mean-square "strangeness radius" as IJarS9!

" dZ//l .0dQ2 Q3 _3.38p

Similarly, the _trangeness magnetic moment is given by the form factor at Q2 = 0:

psmF_*_(0) . _3.39_

Working instead with the Sachs form factors and the dimensionless variable ,,'. as is c,,n- I
i

ventionai in studies of the nucleon electromagnetic form hctors, one has the analog()u_
quantities

dG ('D

I_"_rm0 rrl 2 r2) Is)p, m _ ffi -t ._( -p, t3.40a,

#, = Gi._)(0). (3.40b,

As discussedinSect.If.therepresentlyexistno publishedexperimentalconstraintson
p, and #,, though a careful re-analysis of the BNL vp/f,p data might provide interest-
ing bounds on the strangeness magnetic moment (see Sect. IV.J). In the absence of such
experimental information, one must turn to theoretical model predictions for these form
factors {see Table 2.3). In Sect. IV, we review several experimental scenarios for constrain-

ing G(') and G(._), For the purpose of analyzing the sensitivity of prospective experiments
to these form factors, it is necessary to choose some parameterization for the non-leading
Q2-dependence. To that end, we work with a natural extension of the Galster parameter-
ization and take

G_,) ._v-(,)ffi p, e_ t,_z (3.41a)
f2_v ¢(#)

G!_) = #,'-'o_- , (3.41b)

whereG_ isdefinedinEq. (3.37a)and

1(#) -I{('.) = (1 + -.,, r) . (3.42)

In the remainder of this work, we set _(,_) -- 0 and take A(z#} as a free parameter to be
determined by experiment. With this choice, the strangeness vector current form factors
have the same asymptotic behavior as the neutron EM form factors: G (')z..w "" 1/r2 as

r -,_c.Giventhattheseformfactorsariseentirelyfromseaquarks,itwouldbereasonable
to assume a more rapidfall-of['with r. Nevertheless,forpurposesofcomparingthe
constraintswhichdifferentintermediatt-energy,low-to-moderater scatteringexperiments
mightderiveon theform factors,thischoiceissu_cient.

Incontrasttotheelectromagneticand weak neutralvectorcurrents,theneutralaxial-
vectorcurrentisnot conserved.Consequently,theQ2 _ 0 valuesoftheaxial-vectorform
factorsarenot constrainedby any symmetry ornucleonquantum numbers.If,however.
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one assumesthenucleonto be a stateofgood isospin,GI2_(O).may be determinedfrom

Gamow-Teller3-decayrates.If,inaddition,one takestheeightlowest-lyingbaryons

toconstitutean exact$U(3) octet,one may alsoextractG(__ from hyperon 3-decay
measurements.Under thesetwo assumptions,one has

GI._'(0)= ½(D + F) i3.43a,

G is.41(0) = _-_(3F- D) , _3,43b_

with D _ F E g, = 1.262 and F/D _. 0.64 [Gai84, Dub90, Fre90, Bou83]..k'a'ively, one
mightexpectcorrectionstoEq. (3.43b)tohavethesame scaleasthatof$U(3!-breakin_;
inthebaryonoctet,namely,(Mr.- rn_)/rn__ 0.27.EstimatesusingtheSkyrme model
!ParOl]and chiralperturbationtheory[Jen91]suggestthatthescaleofthesecorrecti,m,

couldbe significantlylarger,withtheresultthatthevalueofG_81couldbe uncertainby
a factoroftwoormore.The impactof thisuncertaintywouldnotbeseriousfortheinter- I

pretationofv scatteringexperiments,sincepT=0issmallinthiscase,butwouldintroduce
problematicuncertaintyfortheanalysisofPV asymmetriesbeyondthatassociatedwith

R_ "° as discussedabove.As fortheQ2-dependenceoftheseform factors,datacan be
parameterizedadequatelywitha dipoleform

G_3_ = _(D + F)G_ _3.44a_

a_ ) = _-a_(3F- D)G_, , ,3.44b

where

G_ = (I - Q2/'.'vI_)-2 = (I + A_r)-2 . (3.45}

From chargedcurrentquasielasticneutrinoreactionson isoscalartargets,one has the
worldaveragevaluefortheaxial-vectordipolemass parameter,VI_= 1.032:t:0.036or
A_ = 3.32.°2_ [Ahr87and referencestherein',seealsoKit�0]- ,22

('2(J)Valuesfor,.,,_(0)havebeenextractedfrom theBNL vp/f_pexperimentaswellas

from theE,x,IC measurementoff dzgl(x).The latterdeterminationmakes useofSU(31
symmetry and a QCD-correctedpartonmodel towritetheglsum rulefortheprotonas

lAsh89]

/o' '{ }dxgr(z, = _ [1- -- [aa + as] +2 33-2,'/.-_t-lao , (3.46)

where X/is thenumber offlavorsofquarks,aa.s= 2G_'8_(0),and a0 may be re-written

intermsofG_S1(0)and G_)(0)inordertoextracta valueofthestrangenessaxial-vector
formfactor.Resultsofthisanalysis,aswellasthatoftheBNL data,aregiveninTable
2.2.Severaltheoreticalpredictionsagree,atleastinroughorderofmagnitude,withthese
results.The presenceofSU (3)-breakingofthescalesuggestedbyRefs.[Par9I,Jen9i]could

reducetheEMC valueforIG_')(0)Iby roughlya factorofthree.InthecaseoftheBNL
determination,thedatawerecollectedatsufficientlylargeIQ2[togeneratea significant
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correlation between G_/I{0)and the axial-vector dipole mass parameter of Eq. i3,45t, It
is clearly of interest to reduce the resulting uncertainty by performing a determination
atmuch lowermomentum transferand ways fordoingsoarediscussedinSect.IV,J.In

analyzingtheseproposals,we make a choicefortheQ2-dependenceofG_ _similartothat
ofthevectorcurrentstrangenessformfactors:

2)= ,7,(0+ .  3.4;

where

=(14-,,_ r) (3.48a

rt, = (O)/g,_ . ,3.45b

We will generally set A_sl = 0 in what follows.

Although less is known about the induced pseudoscalar form factor. Gp, it does not
contribute to observables measured in PV electron scattering to leading order in elec-
troweak couplings. Its contribution to elastic neutrino scattering vamshes for m_ = 0 and
isusuallyneglectedinthiscase.
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III.D. Nuclear Matrix Elements of the Electroweak Current

In this section we discuss the n,tclear matrlx elements of the electroweak current. For
,,cattoriziu; from nuclear targets, c)ne must model both the nucleotl and nuclear str_rtl_rr
in obtaixlin_ the matrix elements. Accordingly. one focus in this _oction is to indicaro
how thi'_ ixxtrrplay is _tatxdled in terms of a hierarchy of one-body, two-b_dy .... tlu,,l_.ar
c_perators. Wh,-.n ,'_msidering initial and final nuclear states with good angular momen-
tum q_tantum numbers it is usually convenient to expand the hadronic c_irrents in terms
of multipole projections of the non-relativistic charge anti three-current operators. This
expansion leads naturally to definitio,xs of basic vector and axial-vector form factors, a,,
_liscussed in Sect. III.D. 1. The dominant contributions to the nuclear matrix elements its_l-

all,,' arise from the one-body parts of the general current operators 4see Sect. III.D.2i wlrh
typi,'ally small corrections from two-body meson-exchange currents tsee Sect. III.D.3 J tx_
many instances, as discussed in more detail in Sect. IX,'. assuming; the mt,.lear star,,,, r,_
be eigenstates of parity and isospin, in addition to angular momentum, and truncari:._
the many-body hierarchy to one- and two-body operators is sufficient in treating thr x_t-
clear physics contributions to observables of interest. However. the extraction ,ff nucl_.,m
_tructure informatiot_ from these observables often requires that we understand the resi_t_xal
uncertainty in the nuclear modeling, so we must also evaluate the role played by ,tynami,'al
ingredients which go beyond these basic assumptions. Two specific problems of this type
are mentioned in the last two subsections: the role of isospin-mixing in the nurlear states
(Sect. III.D.41 and tlae general character of parity-mixing in the nuclear states, iwrlwlint_
the the role of the anapole moment (Sect. III.D.5). Although these additional in_ro,ii,,I_r-,
generally produce negligible changes to the interpretation of the hadronic matrix elemetlr.,
within the context of the basic set of assumptions, there exist a few cases, disc_xssed in
detail in Sect. IV. for which it may be possible to address these issues using PV ,,lectron
scattering.

m

III.D.1. ELECTROWEAK FORM FACTORS

The rnultipole expansions of the EM charge and three current are given by

/Ji,t_ = E v/4_'(2J + 1)tJ'_l]°(q) 13.49a_
J>o

Es>0 V/_'r( 2J _ l_tJt ]oIq), ), = 0

Jx (q") = - - (3.49b)

_J>x x/'2rr(2J + 1)'J[T_tx(q) + AT_x_s(q)]' A = :1:1 ,

where the Coulomb (,fI). longitudinal (L), and transverse electric and magnetic (2/''t' m,,_!
multipole operators are defined in Refs. [deF66. Don75, Wa175, Don79a]. As usual, the
,:--axis has been chosen to lie in the q'-direction. Let us assume an initial state with
good quantum numbers J,_'T,, Ms,, MT, and a final state with good quantum numbers

JTtTI, Mj,, Mr,. Since our main focus is Pf'/PV electron scattering (see Sect. III.E)
which involves only neutral eleetroweak curreuts, we require matrix elements between
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states in a given nucleus: hence, -_/'T, "- ._IT! "- MT. The following electromagnetic form
factors may then be defined:

1 ( Tf T Ti) .....Fcj(q)- v/2J ' + 1 Z (_)r1-:Vtr -MT 0 MT < Jf;Tyi!Ms;T(q)..Ji:T, >T=0,1

FLj(q) ----_/2J,, 1 Z (_)r1-Mr --Mr 0 Mr < JI;TIIILj_T(q).. J,:r, >T=0,1

FEj(q) -- _/2J, + 1 _ (_)r_- -Mr 0 Mr < Js;TI!!Tj"r(q)"J"r' >' T=0,1

1 -Mr ry T Ti < JI;TI °--J:T (q) J,:T' >
F:tj(q) =- V'2J, + 1 Z (_)re --:._IT 0 Mr '"T=0,1

(3.50)

where the symbols ii are used to denote matrix elements reduced both in angular mo-
mentum and in isospin. With the factor i in the definition of the magnetic form factor it
can be shown that a phase convention can be adopted in which the form factors are all
real. For conserved vector currents (CVC) such as the electromagnetic current, one may
eliminate matrix elements of the longitudinal projection of the the three-vector current,
which involves only the divergence of the current, using instead matrix elements of [/:I. _]:

< JI;TI"Lj;TIIJi;Ti >=-- < JI;TIiiMj;T::Ji;T/ > , (3.51)
"" q °*

where _ = E I - Ei with Ei(Ef) the energy of the initial (final) nuclear state. Thus, in
considering such CVC cases, one need discuss only the Coulomb and transverse operators.
The conventions used in defining the form factors in Eqs. (3.50) are those of Refs. [deF66.
Don75, Don79a, Do"79b, Don80, Don84, Don89]. They may be compared with different
choices of __.nrmalization by computing the elastic CO form factor in the long wavelength
lin:i" Cq_ 0):

1

.. 1 V/(2ji + 1)(2T/+ 1)_A<s,;T,iiM00..s,;T,>--
(3.52)

.. - 1 v/(2ji + 1)(2Ti + 1)v/T,(Ti + 1)
< Si; Ti _ M0;x ii Si; T, > ---, _

using the general arguments in Ref. [Don84]. This implies that

Fco ----* Z/v/4 "_ (3.53)

in the long wavelength limit.

The above definitions can easily be extended to include charge-changing weak inter-

action processes such as/3-decay, charged lepton capture and v-reactions as well [Don79a].
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In that case only isovector matrix elements occur and the following vector current form
factors appear as natural generalizations of Eqs. (3.50)"

1 I(_)Ts-Mr, ( Tf 1 T, ) <jy. Ti::f/Ij..l(q)::j.T,>Fcllq) = v/2J, + " -Mr¢ +1 MT,

1 r,-Mr, ( T, 1 T, ) ....F_j(q)- vS')J,. _- 1 (- -Mr¢ +1 MT, < JI'TI Lj:I(q)..J,'T, >

1 r,-Mr,( T, 1 r, ) i!',,Tj.._q "F_r(q)- v/2J ,+1 (- < JI:TI ( ) J,'T, >..... -MT! ±I MT, '"

F± 1 _Mr,(T, 1 T,) " .*mag "'MJ(q) = v/2Ji +i(-)rl -MT¢ 4-1 3IT, < JI; T/ _lJ;1 (q).. J,: T, > .
(3.54)

where now MTI = MT, 5=1. In fact the isovector-vector reduced matrix elements appearing
in all electroweak processes are the same (the "isovector triplet hypothesis") except for the
electroweak couplings. 1 or _T=I (see below). The isovector form factors in Eqs. (3.50t
and (3.54) differ only in that the appropriate 3-j symbols must be used'

( T, 1 Ti ) (3.55)FX(T = I)~ -Mrs X MT, '

where one has the isovector part of one of the electromagnetic form factors in Eqs. t3.50)
when A = 0 and one of the charge-changing weak form factors in Eqs. (3.54) when X = = !.
Of course, when discussing charge-changing weak interaction processes it is also necessary
to consider axial-vector currents as well as vector currents. The analogous operators for

multipole expansions of the axial-vector currents will be denoted with a "5" superscript"

1 _Mrs ( Tf I Ti ) :: ::
F± (q)= (_)rs

cJ5 v/2Ji + 1 -MTs 4-1 MT, < JI;TI i'_}:l(q)"J'"T' >

F± 1 _Mrs ( T l 1 Ti ) < jI.,TI_,L}:,(q,_I.I,.T, >LJh(q) -- v/2Ji + 1 (_)rs -MTs 5=1 Mr, ""

1 Mrs ( T! 1 Ti ) =.'el5
F± (q)= *Ti;,(q)ilJ, T,>

EJ, V'2Ji + 1 -MTs 5=1 MT, < JI; Tf ;

( ) ::4,m..5
+ 1 _Mr s T I 1 Ti < Jl; TI _-J;1 (q)::i di; Ti >

F'_t4(q) - V'2Ji + 1 (_)rs -MTs 5=1 Mr, '"
(3.56)

Again the factors i have been included so all form factors here are real where the same
phase convention mentioned above is adopted. In the case of the axial-vector current,
which is not conserved, longitudinal projections cannot be re-written in terms of other
multipoles and consequently all four types of form factor in Eq. (3.56) are required in
general.

The final set of form factors required for a complete treatment of hadronic matrix
elements of the electroweak current are those associated with the weak neutral current
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interaction in parallel with the above formalism. For extensive discussion of the inter-

relationships that exist within the full set of electroweak current matrix elements see
Ref. [Don79a]. Here we only summarize the developments that lead to the remaining
form factors needed in the rest of the present work. Let us use Eqs. (3.31) to write the
vector and axial-vector NC multipole operators in the form

(0j) xc = _y=10_M(T = 1)+ v_(y=o0_'U(T = 0) - ,_)Oj(s) (3.57a)
5 .(0)_5 I.

(OJ)':c--,,Acr=_O}(3)+ _ar=°O_(8)+ _a _J_o) , (3.57b)

where Oj (0_r) is any one of the vector (axial-vector) muhipole operators introduced
(s)

above. Here the notation (s) refers to the multipole projections of 1/_') and Ax , (T = 0, l i
denotes projections of the isoscalar and isovector EM currents, and (3, 8) correspond to
projections of the octet axial-vector currents. Operationally, one may take the isoscalar
matrix elements and form factors defined in Ref. [Don79a] and replace them with the corre-
sponding quantities involving strange or octet neutral currents. For single-particle matrix
elements (see Sect. III.D.2) this procedure entails making the following replacements:

T=O _(s)
G E,M ---" C"E,M

(3.58)

2

where G!g) is the isoscalar axial-vector form factor used in Ref. [Don79a] and differs by
the same factor of 1/2 as do the vector form factors in Eqs. (a.a3).

In analogy with Eqs. (3.50) we may then define weak neutral current form factors as
follows:

, .... 1 (_)D-Mr{( Tf 0 Ti )" "_ = 2V2J, -t- i -MT 0 MT

[_-o <j,;r, iio_(r- o)iiJ,;r,>+_o,<j,;r, ilo_(_)::J,;r,>]

'[ ]- _ ,/g_r=°fxj(r = 0)+ _°_fxj(_) + _r='fxj(r = 1) (3.50_)

1 {(T, o r,)$'xJ, = -242J, + 1(_)r,-u, -MT 0 }l,'[r

×[+_=o<j,_r,iios(s)if,,;r,>+C'<J,;r,i!oS(+)!}J,;r,>]

= -_ _r j,(s) _°_fxj,(s)+ (r = 1) , (3.595)
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i
!

where for clarity the q-dependences have been suppressed. Here X = C, £. E or J,/"
with corresponding operators Oj (f, lj, L j, j,}l, and i2_g)for the vector currents and

, -j ) for the axial-vector currents. The factors of :t: 1/2 have
been introduced to keep the normalization and sign the same as that used previously in
Ref. [Don79a] (with strangeness matrix elements set to zero). Employing Eqs. (3.52) it
is straightforward to verify that for the elastic CO form factor one has the following long
wavelength limit:

. + 3ITj
_3.60

where we have defined the couplings

,3.61

:o_

as in Eqs. (3.24).

We wish to emphasize that our previous comments about the isoscalar axial-vector
form factor G_-0 also apply to the isoscalar axial-vector multipole matrix elements (see

..: ::  r-o . ::Eq. (3.32)) < lf'T/ii j(T = 0)..li;Ti >= < Jf, Tf 05(8) I!J,; T, > +_,o, <

lg. Tf :: "5 "' .iiOj(s) J,, T, >. In the case of u scattering, (at=0 is sufficiently small and theoret-
ically certain to render < JI; 7'I ::iO_(T = 0):: Ji; T, > effectively a meter of strangeness
contributions. For PV electron scattering, however, the two terms here have the same
scale, with theoretical uncertainty in the first term of comparable magnitude. Moreover,
many-body contributions associated with nuclear PV introduce additional theoretical un-
certainties beyond those associated with the one-body (single-nucleon) NC, as discussed in
Sect. III.D.5. In fact, a measurement of the matrix element of O_(T = O) with PV electron
scattering could in principle serve better as a probe of nuclearPV rather than of the axial-
vector strangeness current (see Sects. III.D.5 and IV.E). In contrast, contributions from
nuclear PV to v-scattering are negligible, so that from a theoretical standpoint, neutrinos
ought to provide a "cleaner" probe of the nuclear axia/-vector strangeness current.

Selection Rules

All of the form factors defined above are matrix elements of either vector or axial-

vector muhipole operators. For states with good parity quantum numbers 7ri and 7rf, the
operators must carry the total parity _"= _r,rrf (see below for discussion of the extensions
which occur when parity-mixing in the nuclear states is considered). The form factors
divide into two classes, viz., natural parity transitions, where (-)J = _r and only the
following occur:

Fcj, FLj, FEj and ['cs FLJ ['EJ (3.62a)
FMJs and /_MJs
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and non-natural parity transitions, where (-)J+l = _ and only the following occur:
i

FMJ, and fl'MJ
(3.62b)

Fc i,, FL , FE and PcJ, PLJ, PEJ,

3-
To illustrate, consider a transition from a nuclear ground state having Jr' = g to a final

, ,.r 5* . , 18.

statehavmgJ[1 = _ .Implymgthat I < J <4andrr =-. The above parity andangu_ rmomentum setection rules then allow only Fcl, FLI, FEI. F._t15: F.vt2, Fc2,. FL2_. FE,_ :
Fc3, FL3, FE3, F._,t35;F3,t4, Fc4s, Ft,45, YEa5 and the analogous NC form factors !with
tildes).

For elastic scattering one may make use of time-reversal invariance, in addition to
invoking parity and angular momentum conservation together with hermiticity, to limit
the number of multipoles permitted to a smaller set [deF66. Don76]" only the even-J
vector form factors Fcj and the odd-J vector. FMj, and axial-vector. Fcj_, FEb. form
factors (and their analogs with tildes) may be nonzero. Of course, from angular momentum
conservation one has 0 <_J < 2J, for elastic scattering. As discussed in Ref. [Don76]. if. in
contrast to our assumption here, the second-class axial-vector tensor current were to be
nonzero, then in addition there could be odd-J form factors Fc.h and t_'cjs. An example
of using these general symmetry properties, discussed in more detail in Sect. IV.C. is that
of elastic scattering from deuterium. There the ground state has J, = 1 and consequently
the form factors permitted are Fco, Fc2, FM1, Ft.15 and FEls, together with the analogous
quantities with tildes.

III.D.2. NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS OF ONE-BODY OPERATORS

The electroweak currents in nuclei can usually be treated as one-body operators with
corrections from two-body meson-exchange currents (see Sect. III.D.3). Any one-body
operator can be written in the form [Fet71]

.r 1 Z
,)tl, (q) = < a' r3111 (q)la > ct co , (3.63)JM.t ;TMT 1"" JM.t ',TMT a'

_Ot t

where we use a and a' to label any complete set of single--particle wave functions. Typically
x {a;-mjo m } Workinga = {a;m_.m,°} witha = {n_(la½)ja;ta = 7}" Also-c_-- - ,o .

with single--p_ticle states above mad below the Fermi surface, _, > _r and e, < _F,
respectively, we have

Co,= O(_a -- _y)a_ + O(_v -- ea)S_bt__ , (3.64)

where aa is a particle destruction operator and bt_._is a hole creation operator. The phase

factor Sa _ (-)J°-m_° (_)½-,n,, is included to maintain the irreducible tensor character
of c_ and its adjoint ct_. Thus a one-body operator can be expanded in a complete set of

single-particle matrix elements < a_lt3[x] (q)la > which multiply bilinear products"J JMj;TMr
of creation and destruction operators -- any complete set will make this expansion an
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identity. The form factors defined in the previous subsection all involve doubly-reduced
matrix elements of muhipole projections of the currents. For one-body operators these
can be cast in the following form:

< J_'D ::::d_)rIq)::iJ,;r,..... >= _ _::r/_'_)"I"< _, ::oC))r(q.)::::_.. > . (3.6_t
Q,I_ I

_.e.. as expansions over a complete set of doubly-reduced single-particle matrix elements
weighted by one-body density matrix elements defined by

7_ 1 ['o_ ? ::J,.r, > ,3,66,,., (a'a) -- < JI'T! :: c , .5 0a J;r: , ,'_J + 1v/O.r_-1

where _ - S_c__. Treatments of the single-particle matrix elements of the operators

that occur in semi-leptonic electroweak interaction studies can be found in Refs. £Donr9b.

DonS0].

Equation (3.65) is basic to most treatments of nuclear matrix elements of the elec-
troweak current operators and their associated muhipole projections. The many-body
matrix elements (the left-hand side of the equation) is expressed in terms of sir@e-particle
matrix elements and specific numbers -- the one-body density matrix elements -- that

embody the nuclear structure physics content (the right-hand side of the equation/. The
former are obtained as non-relativistic reductions of the quantities discussed in Sect. III.C

with allowance made for the fact that the single-particle wave functions used in Eq. (3.65_
are usually to be viewed as solutions to the Hartree-Fock approximation (see. for exam-

p.e. Ref. [Fet71]), rather than as plane waves as is appropriate for free single nucleons.
Details concerning this connection may be found in Refs. [deF66, Don79a]. Importantly
in the present context is the observation that in the one-body approximation, strangeness

is contained in these single-nucleon matrix elements. The nuclear many-body dynamics
are represented by the one-body density matrix elements ' c!,)_"3;T(a'a)' Two approaches may
be followed in obtaining these quantities for specific nuclear transitions: one is to obtain

approximate solutions to the nuclear many-body problem (Hartree-Fock approximation.
Random Phase approximation (RPA), nuclear shell model diagonalizations, etc., as dis-
cussed for example in [Fat71]); another is to use information from PC electron scattering
and perhaps _-decay to constrain the density matrix and thus permit one to predict the

form factors for (as yet) unmeasured electroweak processes. The latter approach is dis-
cussed in some detail in Ref. [Don79a and references therein]. Both approaches require

truncating the sums in Eq. (3.65), an approximation that leads to some level of uncertainty
in the nuclear modeling and consequently impacts the degree to which the single-nucleon
content in the nuclear matrix elements can be extracted. In Sect. IV we return to _ ass

this issue in specific circumstances.
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III.D.3..MESON-EXCHANGE CURRENTS

_[ost modern attempts to treat nuclear structure microscopically describe the nu-
cleus in terms of the position and motion of the individual nucleons. But these treatments
also include an interaction between the nucleons mediated by the exchange of mesons.
Construction of the electromagnetic and weak neutral currents of the nucleus must. there-
fore. include both the nucleonic and the mesonic degrees of freedom. However. since the
exchaneed meson is emitted by one nucleon and eventually absorbed on another, most
treatme..:s do not address the meson degrees of freedom explicitly but instead introduce
additional multi-nucleon current operators to account for the contributions from :he ex-
changed mesons. A few examples of diagrams contributing to these meson-exchange cur- !
rents (NIEC) are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Two-body operators are developed in a way that is completely analogous to that in
the previous section. Any two-body operator can be written in the form lcf. Eq. 363,

012!j._lj.r._,lr(q) = < a'3' _[21 (q)[a3 > t tt" J._,fJ ;T 3,lr Ca, c:1,c3ca ,3.67
aa' 3:1'

Thus any two-body operator can be expanded in a complete set of two-particle matrix

elements < a'3' 'q[_] (q)lct3 > which multiply quadrilinear products of creation andt.,, j Mj :T Mr
destruction operators. The form factors defined in Sect. III.C all involve doubly-reduced
matrix elements of multipole projections of two-body current operators of this type. as
well as of the one-body operators discussed above. In analogy with Eq. (3.65) we have:

< J/.r/" O  lr(q)i j,; r, >.,

- E E- u'j; T )Ja'b'Ta'b' (a b)JabT,_b) 3.681
(a'.b')J_,b, To, b, (a,b)JabT, b

x < (a',b')Ja,b, Ta,b, "O[_;lr(q)ii (a.b)J_bTc, b > .°,

where the two-body density matrix elements (Cf. Eq. (3.66)) are defined by

1
(I') , b'_'j:r((a')Ja,b,T_,b,;(a,b)J_bT_b)= -

v/2J+ 1_/2T+ 1 3.69)

::iJ,; r, >

These density matrix elements depend on the detailed nature of the nuclear states involved,
[i > and [f >. Given, for example, a shell-model description of the nuclear ground-state
and some specific excited state in the same nucleus, it is straightforward in principle
(although frequently rather more complicated in practice -- see Ref. [Dub75, Dub76])
to evaluate the matrix elements in Eq. (3.69). To obtain the current matrix elements
in Eq. (3.68) it remains to decide on specific forms for the two-particle matrix elements

< (a',b')Ja,b,r,,b, [[O[_IT(q) ii(a,b)JabTab >.
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Following [Dub75. Dub76. DubS0] for completeness and to show the characteristic
structure of the two-particle current operators let us record without proof the EM pionic
MEC contributions corresponding to the diagrams in Fig. 3.8. For the pair current of
Fi.g 3.Sa one obtains

jt2_
i[ ._ 1. "_2' q )pair

= -ef"i-T(1 ) x _{2)]s((_{1). _r)a_(2)e '__ + aj,(lt{_(2). _,.)e 'q_' )
-z, !3.70be

_<(I -*-x,r) z_ _=]¢=I'_ 3

._,0 p =O ,

where f is the pion-nucleon coupling, z, =_ rn,tr, and dr is a unit vector in the F-direction.
Corresponding to diagram (b) in Fig. 3.8 is the pion-in-flight current:

l!2_(_1, _2" q)pion,c

= e(f/m_)2[_(1) × _(2)]3(_(1). _(1))(_(2). V(2))

+t/2 ,3.71,× dv [zqrv+" _expz_.(R-t,F) #= k= 1,2.3
J-t/2 ,t

_-0 _=0,

where F - zl - _'2, /t = (zl + _2)/2, and _ -= L,F with L, =_ [rn_- q2(v2 - 1/'4)i I :
Finally, for the nucleon resonance term in Fig. 3.8c one has

J[u2] (._ 1..-72 ' q)Y"

tm_#T--' { [-.= 6mvz, 4h2 (q x _r)k_r.(r3(2)_(2)e di'z' + r3(1)_(1)e'*z*)[z,d/dx,- 1]

+ r3(2)(_ x _(2))he '_'_' + r_(1)(_ x a(1))ke'*"']

_(2))[e 'qtt +

+ a,)e •a,)e'qZ'l

_0 _=0,
(3.72)

where h_ = 0.074 m_ "_ and h_ = 0.0658 rn_ _ axe the couplings used iCheTlb] to take into
accountboth the&_s and Roper resonances.Two-particlematrixelementsmay thenbe
obtainedusingappropriatesingle-particlewave functions,forinstance,usingplanewaves
when treatingquasielasticscatteringorharmonicoscillatorwave functionswhen treating
discretestatesviathenuclearshellmodel.

Two considerationsarecriticalinunderstandingtheroleofMEC inelectronscat-

tering.The firstistherangeoftheexchangedmeson. SinceMEC involve(atleast)two
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nucleons and since the repulsive hard core of the nucleon-nucleon interaction tends to keep
nucleons apart, one can on general grounds expect the longer-ranged meson exchanges _o
be the most important. In addition to this consideration, however, one must also observe
the "selection rules" associated with each current. From the consideration of range, for
example, the above single-pion exchange graphs are expected to be the most important.
yet they contribute to lowest order only for the vector three-current and the axial-vector
charge and only to isovector transitions. The other terms are higher order in ,,,'/m.,_. and_ or
]_'/ rrl ..q. !

In has become fairly common to include the effects of the one-meson-exchange ,,_r-
rents iwith _. p. and _ mesons_ in modern treatments of electron scattering from _ucie_.
For transitions that obey the .MEC "selection rules" the MEC typically contribute as m_,,h
as 10_ in the region of maxima in transverse (e. e') form factors. In the higher- Q_ "r_ail"
of nuclear form factor..MEC usually fall off more gradually than the one-body conrrib,1-
tion and hence are relatively more important. There are also special cases w!:.,re ._IEC ar_
expected to play an important role or indeed dominate due to some "accidental" cancella-
tion in the nucleon contributions to the currents ( e.g., electrodisintegration of the deuteron
near threshold I. In such cases calculations of the one-meson exchange currents generally
provide a reliable description of the data and give confidence in our ability to treat the
leading-order MEC accurately.

In the context of semileptonic NC interactions, the MEC corrections to the isovector
and non-strange isoscalar weak neutral vector currents are identical to those entering the
T = 0 and T = 1 EM currents. This feature follows directly from Eq. (3.16). There
exist, however, additional MEC considerations germane to NC matrix dements which do
not enter the analysis of the EM current. First, as noted above, the leading axial-vector

.liEC's arise in the time component of ( [IJ_Ct] ) rather than the spatial components, as

in the case of ( lld,(T = 1)ll ). Moreover, the two-body axial-vector charge operator, k_2!.
enters at the same order in v/c (*.e., kF/m.,_ or _,,/m.,_) as the one-body axial-vector charge
opera."_r In contrast, the leading MEC corrections to the isovector vector currents enter
at relat*ve order v/c with regard to the one-body terms. This result carries a number of
imptlcatlons/or ti-,_ analysis of semileptonic NC observables. First, the PV asymmetry
receives no axial-vector MEC corrections from pion exchange to leading non-trivial order
in r/c. The reason is that there exist no EM Coulomb mu!tipo!es having the same parity
for a given J as Coulomb and longitudinal projections of ks, so that the latter do not
enter the interference response, W (Pv) (see Eqs. (3.114) below). Only the axial-vector
three-current enters this response via products of the matrix elements (11/'_'511)(IIT_stl )"
or (IIT_'S511)( II_"_*ll)'. Consequently, axial-vector terms in the PV asymmetry, which
involves the ratio of W (Pv) and the EM response, receive MEC contributions primarily via
the EM vector current matrix elements. In contrast, the neutrino scattering cross section,
which is second order in the weak interaction, generally does contain products of axial-
vector charge matrix elements (see Eq. (3.150) below) and may, therefore, be sensitive to
axial-vector MEC's at leading non-trivial order.

An additional set of MEC considerations involves the isospin and flavor dependence
of the vector current operators. In general, the two-body isovector and isoscalar current
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operators possess different spin- and momentum-dependencies, so that two-body correc.
tions to the one-body T = 1 and T -- 0 matrix elements will differ. Since the weak neutral
and E._I currents contain different linear combinations of the isovector and isoscalar cur-

rents, see Eq. t3.16_ 1 the corresponding matrix elements will also display different relative
sensitivities to .X,IEC's. As a result, vector current terms in ,-tLs, which involves the ratio of
weak neutral vector current and E.M current matrix elements, may retain a sensitivity to
MEC corrections. In the special case of pure isoscalar transitions, such as elastic scatter-
ing form _He. Y.IEC contributions to the non-strange vector current terms in .'tLR cancel.
since the isoscalar NC and E.X,[nuclear operators are identical apart from the electro,,v_=ak

couplings. _r_.

The _,ituation with the two-body corrections to the one-body strange quark currents is
more subtle. In this case, one must distinguish among the so-called "pair". "mesonic". and
"isobar" MEC's illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The pair currents iFig. 3.8a_ involve the creation

of a virtual 3"._;"pair by the exchanged ",,or Z °. Conventionally, one derives an effective
two-body operator for this process by retaining the negative energy part of the nucleon
propagator and employing the same nucleon form factor (v,z. G_ or G, ) as appears in the
one-body operator. Thus. for example, the leading T = 0 and T = 1 Coulomb operators
have the form

where the OD'2I(T) are nuclear operators. In contrast, the operators arising from the
interaction of the _,,or Z ° with the exchanged meson (Fig. 3.8b) or excitation of a nucleon
resonance(Fig. 3.8c) involves different form factors. Again, in the case of the Coulomb
operators, one has

_3.74!

where F_ and G_B'T)areform factorsassociatedwiththechargeoftheexchangedme-

son and withtheisobartransitionand C){21IT)rues°meisob,rj _ , arethecorrespondingnuclear

operators.To illustratefurthertheimpactofthesecorrections,we considerPV elastic

scatteringfrom 4He,whichisa pureisoscalarprocess.Inthiscase,one hasfortheweak
.NCCoulomb matrixelement

(g.s.li.X?_Xl(T---O)llg.s.)- v3 r=o - 0)+ - 0)P='tlg.s.

+ FM(g,s.IIO_2](T - 0)m"'°"ici[ g.s.) + G_a'r=°_ (g.s._O_21(r = 0)i'°b='tlg.s.)}

(3.75)
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where "_" indicatesa form factoror operatorassociatedwith _'r_sand where we have

assumedtheexchangeofonly"onetypeofmeson and theexcitationofonlya singlenucleon
isobarforsimplicity.The E:\ICoulomb matrixelementhas a similarstructure

'" = r = O  Jir=0-" Ig(g.s.I._16'i T = 01tlg.s.)TM

13.76D

',,  ,.ob.,llg}.,-F,,<g.s._iO'o"_T= 0 iig.s.). <g.s.ft (T = 0 .s., .

The one-bodyand pairoperatorsmultiplyingG r=° and G_'_ areidenticalsincethecorre-

spondingdiagramshavethesame spinand isospinstructure,Thosearisingfrom mesonic
and isobargraphs,however,do not giveidenticaloperatorsfortheisoscalarand strange-
quarkcurrents,sincethenon-nucleonicdegreesoffreedominthenucleusdisplaya different
flavorstructurethanthenucleonsth,nselves.The authorsofRef.[Sch90]haveshown that
forlow-to-moderatemomentum tra.._fer,theone-body and paircurrentsdominatethe
E.x.Imatrixelement:

iFu{g.s.tlO_2lcT= o)m"'°"'_tlg.s.)/GI"°(g.s.ltO[o'l(T= O)+ 0_2](T-- 0)P"'ilg.s.i, t3.77)
<< I .

Were a similar result to hold for the mesonic and isobar contributions to the strange-quark
matrix elements, then the MEC contributions to the strange-qu_rk term in .-ILR_He ,
would largely cancel, leaving a dependence primarily on the ratio of single-nucleon form
factors, G('_/G r=° A study of mesonic and isobar MEC contributions to nuclear matrix/ £ '

elements of ,_'y_ is in progress [Mus93b].

A final class of MEC corrections to PV electron scattering arises from nuclear PV.
We postpone a discussion of these corrections until Sect. III.D.5 below.

III.D.4. ISOSPIN-MIXING

Another issue is the assumption of an exact isospin symmetry at the nuclear level,
In the case of elastic PV electron scattering from (J_T) -- (0+0) nuclei (Sect. IV.B), the
assumption of exact isospin symmetry allows one to eliminate much of the dependence
of the PV asymmetry on the details of the nuclear structure of the ground state (in the
absence of _-quark contributions). The presence of ch_ge--symmetry-breaking (CSB)
nuclear forces, such as the Coulomb interaction between protons, reduces strong isospin to
an approz_mate symmetry and the et_ects of this approximation must be understood and
estimated,

Isospin-mixing has been the subject of study throughout much of the history of
nuclear physics (see the discussion in [Don89]). While an exact description of nuclear
structure remains elusive, enough phenomenological information is available to permit
one to make reasonable estimateJ of the ei_ects of isospin-mixing in PV (_,e') from a
variety of nuclear targets. Such estimates are reported in Ref. [Don89] for a number of
relevant nuclei and transitions. The authors conclude that the theoretical uncertainty
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associated with isospin-mixing is generally large enough to introduce non-negligible err,,r_
int_ Standard .\lodel tests with PV electron scattering. However, the.v also find that rher,,
are also more favorable cases!including the critical elastic scattering from tO"O_ states in
very ll_hr t_,tclei discussed in Sects. IV.B and iv') where isospin--mixing can be ignored at
a level r,,le;'ant to Standard .\lodel tests.

The approach taken in Ref. iDon89] is to consider mixing of two state_ T,_ and T_
having exact isospin T0 and Ti respectivelv, to produce states of nominal is_,,,pin "T,,"
and "Tt" '

_"T0"> = cos \riTe) * sin \riTl: ,3 75_

!"Tl") = -sin \r,Z_i -,-cos \rlTt) .3.7.'3_)

Since matrix elements of the charge-symmetry-breaking piece of the nuclear inrera,"i,,z_ I
in light nuclei are generally much smaller iup to a few hundred keV! than the ,,_,'r_y
,plitting between states of identical spins but different isospins t typically a few .kleV ,. ,!;,.
isospin mixing can be treated perturbatively. In this case. \r is small and

cos _tr _ 1 3.79a,

sin \r -_ kr = (Ttl['lcsatTo)/AE , 379bi

where I:/cst_ is a charge-symmetry-breaking interaction and AE is the energy differenep
between the two states, giving

i"T0") _ IT0)+ '_TITt) i3.S0a,

and

t"Tt") -'rlT0) + iTt) . 13.81a,

For elastic scattering, the ground state will have the minimum allowed isospin To = IN -
Z!/2. so only higher isospin Tt > To need be considered. Furthermore, the transition
operators we consider are either isoscalar or isovector, so states with isosptn TI > To - 1
will not be connected to the dominant iT0) terms in Eq. (3.78). Thus we limit discussion to
mixing with states of 1"1= To + 1. One can also go beyond the simple two--state mixing of
Eqs. t 3.78) in first-order perturbation theory simply by adding additional states of isospin
T0 -, 1.

In taking matrix elements between states of nominal isospin, the isospin selection
rules are only approximately valid and we obtain additional terms of O(_r) that would
be missing for matrix elements between stau.s of pure isospin. To illustrate, consider
the case of electron scattering from a spin-O, (nominally) isospin-O nucleus. To form the
asymmetry one needs only matrix elements of the M0 projection of the electromagnetic
and weak neutral currents. For pure isospin states, only the isoscalar operator contributes
and we have (neglecting s-quark contributions)

Fc s(q}- Ott.f,t (T = 0)ll0+0) /3.S2aj
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and

FcJ(qi = _vr3,_r=° (0"0!tMo(r = 0)It0"0) . !3.S2b,

so that in the PV asymmetry, which depends on the ratio of these form factors lsee
Sect. IlI,E _, the single common matrix element cancels and we obtain for this ratio the
tstructure-independent) first factor in Eq. _3.82b). Including the isospin-mixed states
with (small i T = I components, however, allows for nonzero matrix elements of isovector
operators as well

Fc_Iql =(O*"O"ll._:_oir= 0) ,- ._r0(T= 1)1to""o")
_3.S3a,

_(0"0t13"IoI T = 0)tf0"0) -+.2xr(O'*OIifdoiT = 1)![0+1)

and

t ..o" r=0 _/( _r=_._'Z0(T t :'0*"0"Pc,,(q)=_<o* ',lv3_. . o T:0_+ = ),t >
" _3.$4a,

1 'O"Olt.(lo(T = 1)_,0 1_._,/_=°'O*Oll:3o(r = o)tlo'o) - _r,_=*_ _ -
Two different structure-dependent matrix elements now enter the form factors. Sloreover.
the numerator and denominator in their ratio, which governs the PV asymmetry, contain
different linear combinations of these two matrix elements. Keeping only terms up to order
"_r, one can write the ratio as

1

.4,. x _v_ =°+ r(q) ,3.$5)
with

r(q) = xr(_ r=_ - v/5_r=°) (0+0!l'q°(T-- t)ll0.l) . _3.86,•
(0+011:t;/'o(T= 0)t10+0)

For transitions involving a single multipole, analogous expressions obtain. For other types
of transitions where additional multipoles contribute, the effects of isospin impurities can
be treated in a similar (though algebraically more complicated) manner, introducing small
(of order _,r) additional matrix elements for each muhipole.

For elastic scattering from light (0+0) nuclei, such as 4He, x2C, and 160. the authors
ot Rei. iDonSO] e, timate r(q) < 0.01 over the entire momentum transfer range of practical
interest for PV electron scattering experiments (see also Sect. IV.B). For heavier (0.0)
nuclei such as 2sSi, the effect can be much larger with r increasing from 0 at q = 0 (a
consequence of the orthogonality of the T = 0 and T = 1 states) to a few percent for 1
fm -l < q < 3 fm -1. This significant difference between the light and heavier nuclei can
be attributed to the relative inability of the former to support an isovector (monopole)
breathing mode. For the C2 (forward-angle) excitation of the 4.44 MeV (2+0) first excited
state in 12C, the isospin-mixing correction r(q) may be as much as a few percent at
intermediate q; this has important implications for the energy resolution require_ for a
elastic scattering experiment. Finally, for the M1 excitation of the 12.71 MeV (1+0) state
(a transition frequently used to study the effects of isospin-mixing with the relatively
strong, relatively close in energy, isovector M1 excitation of the 15.11 MeV (1+1) state) the
authors of Ref. [Don89] find effects as large as r -_ 2 at low q and r m 0.3 at intermediate
q and conclude that, were the figure--of-merit not so low, (eLe_) experiments would be
excellent means for studying isospin-mixing in such cases.
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III.D.5. PARITY-_IIXING AND THE ANAPOLE .MOMENT

In a manner analogous to the mixing of states with good isospin by charge-symmetry -
breaking forces, the weak N-N interaction induces small admixtures of opposite-parity
states into states of a given, exact parity. One consequence of such parity-mixing is the
existence of non-vanishing nuclear observables normally forbidden by parity-invarian(',_.
In the case of electron scattering, for example, a virtual photon emitted by the electron
could couple to a nuclear multipole having the "wrong" parity for a given transition. A
similar process involving an atomic electron interacting with the nucleus can give rise t(j

i a parity-violating atomic Hamihonian which, in turn, induces mixing between opp(,_it,,
parity atomic states. Such atomic parity-mixing would be manifested in the oxisten,',,
of parity-forbidden atomic observables. These possibilities have motivated suggestions for
studying the weak nuclear force with charged lepton probes. As noted in Sect II. one h,,I),'"
that such studies might complement other nuclear PV experiments and help ro further ,,,-t
the conventional picture of nuclear PV.

In this conventional picture, contributions from nuclear PV to semileptoni¢ ix:r,,r
actions occur via the diagrams in Fig. 3.9. In Fig. 3.ga,b the exchange of the li_hte_r
pseudoscalar and vector mesons _ with one vertex being parity-conserving and lhe ()tl-xer

parity-violating -- mixes nuclear states of good parity which then couple to the virtual
photon. The weak quark-quark interaction mediated by short range ( ---0.002 fmi IV ± and
Z ° exchanges occurs within the PV meson-nucleon vertex, while the resultant PV N-N
interactiun occurs over a larger distance scale. In the conventional framework, this .N'-.X
interaction takes the form

/:/[21 Z t,,_,v = 9.,,.,,Mh__ 0 [2] ,3 S;,NM (,) ,
I

__)
where the g.,c.,,.w( 10) are strong-interaction meson-nucleon couplings, the b!_!!_

10-= ) are the weak PV meson-nucleon couplings the O[2] are two-body nuclear operators., "-'(,)
and the sum over i corresponds to the various exchanged mesons and isospin channels.
Typically, one includes only n'-, p--, and _-exchange. Under this truncation, the different
isospin components of the weak interaction between light quarks (T = 0, I, 2) give rise to
seven terms in the sum of Eq. (3.87) corresponding to the parameters, h,r, h°'t . h °'l'_,,, and

h" Since the two-body operators O[21,,. (,) are generally momentum-dependent, one must
al_o include PV meson-exchange current contributions (Fig. 3.9c) in matrix elements of
the nuclear EM current in order to satisfy the continuity equation: Q_'(flJ_'w!l) = O.

In the simplest case of two-state parity-mixing, one has in analogy with Eq. (3.78)

I"_"+'') = cos XpIlr +) + sin '(Pl_'-) (3.88)
= llr+) + ,(pllr-) ,

where 17r+) and [_r-) are states of exact, but opposite, parity and I"_"+'') is a state of
nominal parity "Tr+''. The mixing angle is simply

xP (_-]/t21,r.= pvl )/,hE , (3.89)
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with .hE being the difference in energy between 17r+) and It-). Generically, one has
kP _ 10-r (assuming typical nuclear level spacings) lAde85], so use of the perturbative
expression (3.88) is valid. For nuclei having nearly-degenerate opposite-parity states, the
scale of \p may be enhanced by an order of magnitude or more lade85]. In a realistic
nucleus, one must include mixing of the full spectrum of opposite-parity states into 17r+),
although for nuclei possessing a pair of nearly degenerate opposite-parity levels, the use
of two-state mixing may be a justifiable approximation.

To illustrate the impact of Eq. (3.88) on semileptonic processes, we consider an elastic
process for which \/7r +l'_e|l.l,kll_'+\/_M-- 0 = (_'+ _'_k 7r+)_ M, according to the selection rules
discussed in Sect. III.D.1 (the subscript EM denotes multipole projections of the E._I
current). Matrix elements of _1 in the parity-mixed state I",v+"), however, need not
vanish. Rather, one has

The matrix element in Eq. (3.90) corresponds to the coupling of a virtual photon to the
nucleus via the processes shown in Fig, 3.93,b. The meson-exchange process of Fig. 3.9c
induce a two-body EM current operator having the spacetime transformation properties
of an axial-vector:

J 712] h ¢391)-- gNNM NNMJ,,_5 ,

I

where the _[21JX5 are two-body axial-vector current operators. According to the selection rules
discussed above, the current of Eq. (3.91) will also contribute to elastic matrix elements

,, ,, ,-/.,els,[2lift+ > + O(X_) . (3.92)( ,,'+ = (,,'+EM

The full elastic transverse electric matrix element will be the sum of Eqs. (3.90) and (3.92).
These two terms represent contributions of, respectively, matrix elements of the normal
(polar vector) EM current between states of opposite parity and matrix elements of the
two-body axial-vector MEC between states of like parity.

The analysis for "_uclear transitions is similar to that for elastic processes. In both
cases, parity-mixing pius PV MEC's give rise to non-vanishing EM multipole matrix ele-
ments normally forbidden in the absence of nuclear PV. From the discussion of Sect. III.D. 1,
we observe that these parity-forbidden multipoles are precisely those which appear in ma-
trix elements of the nuclear axial-vector weak neutral three-current. In effect, nuclear
PV induces an axial-vector, conserved EM current which contributes in tandem with the
nuclear axial-vector NC to semileptonic processes involving charged leptons:

---, + , (3.93)

where

= 8v_ra Q_ . (3.94)
G_,Q2 g_,

Although the nuclear PV contribution is generically suppressed by roughly a with respect
to the tree-level, axial-vector NC interaction, nuclear structure effects and/or a fortuitous
suppression of the axial-vector NC amplitude may enhance the relative importance of the
nuclear PV contribution.
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The .NuclearAnapoleMoment

A special case of relevance to atomic PV and low-energy PV electron scattering is
given by the low-IQ21 limit of the elastic 7"_ matrix element discussed above. The require-
ments of current conservation, embodied in an "extended" version of Siegert's Theorem

rSie37. Frit34. Fri85]. allows one to decompose this operator as [Hax89]

where _,_1 is a piece constrained by current conservation and R_lx is an unconstrained
remainder For elastic processes, matrix elements of "el. Six vanish. For low-q 2. the remainder
has the form

i q2 (3.96
+0(¢).

where

x d3rr2{ (r--)+ _[_i(fl_ ) o j_._,(_]lX } (3.97&_ = 9

is the anapole moment operator. In Eq. (3.97), J_' is the full EM three-current operator.
X[atrix elements of _x containing the polar vector component of jEM are non-vanishing
between opposite-parity components of a state of mixed-parity (as in Eq. (3.90)), while
those containing the PV MEC operator are non-vanishing between same-parity compo-
nents (Eq. (3.92)). The sum of these matrix elements defines the nuclear anapole moment
(A,_i).

While a detailed discussion of the anapole moment can be found elsewhere [Mus91.
Hax89 and references therein], we make a few comments on the form of Eqs. (3.96) and
(3.97). First, the matrix element of Eq. (3.96) vanishes for real photons (q2 = 0 in the
Breit frame) and couples only to virtual photons entering semileptonic interactions with the
nucleus. Moreover, when multiplied by the 1/q2 appearing in the photon propagator in the
semileptonic amplitude, the matrix element of Eq. (3.96) gives rise to a contact interaction
between leptonic and hadronic currents in co-ordinate space, like that engendered by Iow-
q2 Z0 exchange. The result is that transverse electric projections of the axial-vector NC
should be replaced by the following combination

g_<l_'{'i'l>-- gv {<llf_'_51>+ _A,_,<laxl>} , (3.98)

where

o)(,,M= g_ G_m_ _ 6.4x 10' . (3.99)

Third, the scale of <Ilall>, typically _ 10-6 ---*10-r, grows as A 2/3. This result is
suggested by the r 2 factor appearing in the integral (3.97) and has been shown rigorously by
the authors of Refs. [Fla84, Hax89]. The scale of the anapole moment can also be strongly
enhanced in nuclei having a pair of nearly degenerate opposite-parity states, where one of
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the states is the ground state, One finds, then, that for heavy _nd/or nearly-degenerate
nuclei the scale of the axial-vector NC and nuclear anapole contributions to the low-q 2.
elastic electron-nucleus interaction can be commensurate [Fla84. FIax89]. In addition, the
relative importance of the anapole contribution is amplified in T = 0 nuclei, whose axial-
vector NC matrix elements are suppressed. Consequently, were it possible to separate
contributions from the axial-vector NC and anapole moment to semileptonic processes
involving such nuclei, one could in principle impose new constraints on nuclear PV via a
determination of ( ;iail). This possibility is discussed more fully in Sect. I\:.E.

Finally. from a formal standpoint, it is not possible to define the AM of an elementar?"
particle (lepton or quark) or nucleon unambiguously, since it depends on the choice of
electroweak gauge parameter [Mus91]. The contributions made by the electron, quark.
and nucleon AM's to scattering amplitudes is more appropriately included in the full set
of axial-vector radiative corrections, R,L. The many-body nuclear AM is. in contrast.
gauge-parameter independent and. in principle, distinguishable from the R_, due to i_s
.42/a scaling behavior [Xius91].
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III.E. Lepton Scattering from Nucleons and Nuclei

In this section we discuss the basic formalism required in studying inclusive lepton
scattering from nucleons and nuclei. In particular, we summarize in Sect, III,E.1 the ex-
pressions that will prove to be useful in the rest of the article for parity-conserving and
-violating electron scattering, followed by discussions of the figure-of-merit for PV elec-
tron scattering in Sect. III.E.2, The formalism presented here is meant to provide a general
framework in which the detailed treatment of specific cases om Sect, IV can be carried out

Nevertheless, to help in introducing the essential features of PC/PV electron scattering we
begin the discussion of several important examples in this section. Specifically, we intro-
duce the for,malism for elastic scattering from spin-0, spin-I/2, and spin-1 nuclei as well
as the essential features of quasielastic scattering from nuclei. More detailed discussions
of these cases are contained in Sects. IV.A-C and IV.F. We conclude this section by sum-

marizing the formalism for treating inclusive neutrino scattering from nucleons and nuclei
(Sect. III.E.3), again postponing more detailed discussions to a later section ISect. I\'J,

For all cases of inclusive, semi-leptonic scattering from nucleons and nuclei, the cross
section is proportional to the contraction of a leptonic tensor, r/u,, and hadronic tensor,
Wu", General covariance and symmetry considerations require this contraction to have

the following form [Don85, Wa175]'

rT,,W "_ V RCc RCt Rtt _ r'"" cc + 2VcL + VLL + I/'TR T AVT, R , (3.100_

where {C, L, T} stand for {charge, longitudinal, transverse} and involve the #, v, = 0, 3,
and 1 or 2 components of the electroweak currents, respectively (as usual, we choose the
:-axis to be along q"). The V's are lepton kinematical factors and the W's are hadronic
response functions; A = + 1 is the incident lepton's helicity. In the extreme relativistic
limit (ERL) where the lepton masses may be neglected with respect to their energies the
lepton kinematical factors become [Don85, WalT5]'

0
Vcc ---* 1 x cos2-2

0
Vcr_-_ -(.;/q) x cos2_

0 (3.101)
VLr.--_(_/q)2 × cos2

0
VT _ VT x cos 2 -2

0
I/T' -- VT' × COS2 -2 '

where q = Iq'] and _oare the magnitude of three-momentum and the energy transferred
to the hadronic system. The four-momentum transf,r is then Qv = (w, q"). Carrying the
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0 where 8 is the lepton scattering angle, the ERL transverse leptonoverall factor cos2 _-,
kinematical factors are given by

vr= _ _ +tan2.o (3.102a

t'T, = _ + tan 2 _ tan _ . (3.102b

The response functions in Eq. (3.100) in the general case contain products (with the ap-
propriate sum over spin and isospin quantum numbers) of matrix elements of the nuclear
currents. R co. R CL. R LL involve products of matrix elements of nuclear vector currents
with nuclear vector currents and of nuclear axial-vector currents with nuclear axial-vector

currents while R T contains a product of nuclear vector with nuclear axial-vector current
matrix elements. For conserved vector currents (CVC) the purely vector C C. CL and LL
responses are proportional to each other: then, defining another ERL lepton kinematical
factor

Q2 2

VL = -_- , (3.102c)

the first three terms in Eq. (3.100) can be combined into one:

[ ] o!/CCR CC + 2VcLR CL + VLLR LL _ vLR L x cos2 _ . (3.103)VV

where R L - R CC = (q/w)R cL = (q/w)2R LL for purely vector-vector (VV) contributions.

III.E.1. BASIC ELECTRON SCATTERING FORMALISM

In electron scattering, both graphs of Fig. 3.1 enter and, in principle, (e.e') experi-
_..eut__proh_ the structure of both the electromagnetic and weak neutral currents. However.
for IQ21 << Mz2, the photon--exchange amplitude of Fig. 3.1a is generally several orders of
magnitude larger than the Z°--exchange amplitude in Fig. 3.1b and the latter can be safely
neglected. In that case, the doubly-differential (e, e') ERL cross section may be written
[deE66]

d2a
= aM {vLRL(q,_a) + vTRT(q,_a)} =--aMw(EM)(q,_a,O) . (3.104)df_de'

The incident electron is assumed to have four-momentum K _' = (_,k) with three-

momentum k = Ikland energy _ = v/k 2 + rn_ (where _ = k in the ERL); similarly,
the scattered electron has four-momentum K '_' = (d,/_'). The four-momentum transfer

is then given by Qt, - (K - K') t' = (w, q"), so that w = _ - _' and q = [q-]= [k- k'l. The
kinematics of electron scattering require that Q2 = Q_Q_ = w2 _ q2 < O. In Eq. (3.104)
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the Mott cross section for electron scattering from a point unit charge at angle 0 is ziven
by

aM = sin 2 0 (3.105)

and the lepton kinematical factors are given in Eqs. (3.102). As discussed above, since
the electromagnetic current is purely vector in nature only the longitudinal (really a com-
bination of # = 0 and 3 components, see above) and transverse response functions. R L
and R r. respectively, enter. These embody the hadronic matrix elements of the elec-
tromagnetic current operators discussed in Sects. III.C and III.D and depend only" oil q
and _ (or. equivalently, only on Q2 and v = _ in the language more commonly used in
high-energy physics). In writing the above expressions we have assumed the ERL for the
electron (e. e' >> me), which, while unnecessary, does simplify the formalism somewhat
(see Refs. [deF66. DonS5, Don86b] for discussions of the leptonic tensor when the ERL is
not invoked). We have also restricted the treatment to the first-order plane-wave Born
approximation: this is usually adequate for treating scattering from the low-Z targets that
we will mostly be considering here. However, where necessary, distortion of the incoming
and outgoing electron waves can and should be included.

For elastic and inelastic scattering to discrete nuclear states, ,,,. is fixed by the excita-
tion energy and momentum transfer q and it is conventional to use the singly-differential
cross section [deF66]

de F2
d"'_ = 41raMf;-e_ (q,O) , t3.106)

where the factor involving free = 1 + (2e/MT)sin 2° accounts for recoil of the target
nucleus of mass MT. The total form factor F 2 is the sum of longitudinal and transverse
contributions

F2(q,O) = vLF_(q) _- vTF_(q) , (3.107)

where F_ and F_ are given by

J>0
- (3.108)

F_(q)= _'-_.[F_,(q)+F_j(q)] ,

using the form factors introduced in Sect. III.D.1. The number of terms entering each of
these sums depends on how many multipole projections are allowed by the angular momen-
tum and parity quantum numbers of the initial and final nuclear states (see Sect. III.D.1).

In order to detect the presence of the very small weak neutral current contributions
to electron scattering, one must search for a characteristic signature that only occurs when
such contributions are present. Since electromagnetism obeys an exact parity symmetry
while the neutral current amplitude contains a parity-violating piece, one such signature
would be a difference between cross sections for scattering of electrons longitudinally po-
larized parallel (+ or R = right-handed) and anti-parallel (- or L = left-handed) to their
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momenta, as this difference is parity-violating. Based on the same arguments about the
relative size of the photon-exchange and Z°-exchange amplitudes used above to neglect
the latter in unpolarized scattering, we expect this parity-violating asymmetry to be dom-
inated by the interference of the two amplitudes. That is, our focus will be on the PV
asymmetry

!3.109
_'(PV)(q,,z. O)

--A°a x I.V(E.M)(q,,,:,O) ,

where [Don.88, Don89, Mus92a]

wtPV)(q .";,0) = uLR.Lv(q "_) + uTRrv'(q .w ).+ eT 'RT'V.4(q'') !3.110

and

.4o _ G. IQ I (3.111,

The parity-violating helicity-difference cross section in Eq. (3.109) involves a product
of the electromagnetic amplitude of Eq. (3.3) and the parity-violating NC amplitude of
Eq. (3.5). The latter arises from product terms of leptonic vector currents × hadronic axial-
vector currents and vice versa. The subscripts on the response functions in Eq. (3.110)
reflect this fact and identify which currents are involved: the subscript .4V denotes axial-
vector leptonic and vector hadronic currents, whereas VA indicates the vector leptonic
and axial-vector hadronic currents. Note the structure of the PV response: since one
has a product of electromagnetic (purely vector) current hadronic matrix elements and
weak neutral current hadronic matrix elements (with both vector and axial-vector con-

tributions), the only terms in the g, _ral electroweak response (Eq. (3.100)) which can
occur are those labeled "L", "T" ant T' " In particular, since no hadronic axial-vector
S hadronic ax,,_: ','ctor contributions are retained (they occur only in the square of the
Z°-exchange amplitude in Fig. 3.1b, which is ignored here), the CVC result in Eq. (3.103)
can be invoked. An additional consequence of this is that the only place where hadronic
axial-vector currents do occur is in the "T' " term which involves only transverse projec-
tions. In Sect. III.E.3 we will draw comparisons of the different structure that occurs in
discussing neutrino scattering.

For scattering to discrete states, the asymmetry is defined similarly:

{-+--}/{-+AL, = df_ df_ "_" +
(3.112)

w(PV)(q,O)
=_A°a x

F2(q,O) '

where
T'

w(VV)(q,O) = vLWLAv(q) + vTWrAv(q) + vT, WvA(q ) . (3.113)
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Here, in a form similar to Eqs. i3.108), we have [Don89]

J>_o

tI'.ft" q i = --g'A Z[FEJ{q)_'EJ(q) . FMJ(q)_'MJtq)] '3.114,
J>t

Iit..4tq) = -g Z[Ftj(q)F_tj,(q) + F._tj(q)FEj,(q)]
J>l

Again. the form factors which occur here have already been introduced in Sect. III.D.I' the
tilde indicates which quantities arise from matrix elements of the weak neutral current.
while the "5" indicates which are axial-vector form factors. The factors g_-Iand q[ in
Eqs. (3.114) come from the coupling of the leptonic current to the exchanged Z' -_ee
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)]. Recall also that, as argued above, only transverse projections of the
axial-vector current enter in PV electron scattering {to order G,).

Let us rewrite these results in terms of the quantity

¢__ 1 + 2[q2/Q2ltan 2 i3.115)

which characterizes the angle-dependences in the cross section and asymmetry' _' ---,1 for
0 ---+0<' and _' --, 0 for 0 --+ 180". Then vl,/VT = 2[Ql/q2I¢_ and VT,/VT = v/1 - _"2. The
(PC) electron scattering cross section in Eq. (3.106) may then be written

and the PV asymmetry in Eq. (3.112) may be re-expressed as

A =A°. _ <[21Q2/qileW_v(q)+w'rv(q)+ _/1- e:wr:'_(qj], R 21Q21q21EF_,(q) + F_,(q) . (3.117)

Elastic scattering from (J"T) = (0+0) nuclei

The simplest example of the formalism introduced above is that of elastic scattering
from a spin-0, isospin--0 target, since then only monopole form factors can occur. From
Eqs. (3.108) and (3.114) one has [Don89]

F_,(q) = F_o

WLAV(q) = --g'AFCo( q)_'co( q) (3.118)
T'

F._(q)= U'_v(q)=wvA(q)= o ,
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and hence the hadronic ratio in Eq. (3.112) simply involves the ratio of the two monopole
form factors. Fco _electromagnetic) and ,/'co (weak neutral current):

•4L,, , Fc0(q)=-g.-t x , I3.119,
•4o, Fco(q)

which depends on q, but is independent of 8. Furthermore, in the limit that the ground
state is an exact T = 0 state, only the isoscalar pieces of these currents can contribute,
since the isovector piece cannot connect T = 0 initial and final states. In the absence of
strange-quark contributions, as can be seen from Eqs. (3.50) and (3.59), the only survivin_
nuclear matrix elements are proportional to each other with the coupling v/3_r=°/2 as the
constant of proportionality. In this case the nuclear matrix elements then cancel in the ratio
in Eq. (3,119), leaving a q-independent number: accordingly, the predicted asymmetry is
independent of the detazls of nuclear structure [FelT5. WalT7].

The presence of strangeness and the consideration of the higher-order electroweak
processes will introduce q-dependent, structure-dependent terms and yield the full form
of the hadronic ratio [Mus92a]:

__=__{ ¢(o) Fco(,_) } ,3120,A,,, 1 v/5_r=° rl+ r'fq)] +,v Fco(T O)..to,, 2 = '

Here F(q) is introduced to account for the effects of the breaking of isospin symmetry !see
Sect. III.D.4). The final term in Eq. (3.120) isolates the strange-quark contribution to the
(monopole) charge density. The leading-order approximation using one-body operators
(see Sect. III.D.2) and working to the appropriate order in Q2 (as discussed in more detail
in Sect. IV.B_ yields for the ratio of form factors in Eq. (3.120) simply the ratio of the
corresponding single-nucleon form factors:

Fco(_) G('1
= _ (3.121)Fco(r O) ""E

"Ihe role of PV elastic electron sca':ering from a spin-O, isospin-O nuclear target in a
program of hadromc neutral current studies is discussed in detail in Sect. IV.B.

Elastic scattering from the proton

For elastic electron scattering from a spin-l/2 target the problem is somewhat more
complicated than that described above. Using the results of Sect. III.D.1 for elastic scat-
tering, we know in this case that the form factors to be considered are Fco, F.vtl, ['co,
F.wl, FEI, and sf"L15and frc::r, the general discussions above we need not consider the last,
leaving five basic form factors that enter into the cross sections and asymmetry. From
Eqs. (3.108) and (3.114) we have

V1(q/=F$0

WCv( q) = --g_AFco( q)Fco( q) (3.122)

wry(q) =
T'

Wva(q) = -g_,FMl( q)PEl, (q) .
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When dealing with elastic scattering from the nucleon as a special case of a spin-1/2 target
it is conventional to use the fully relativistic analogs of the formal,..n summarized above

and so to express F 2 directly in terms of the electric and magnetic Sachs form factors:

F_(" E)=4rrF2¢r,E)-- ¢i _- r)E E[OV'(r)]2 + r[o_(r)]_ ' ,3.123,

where, instead of writing the total form factor as a fimction of q and 0 as in Eq. ,3.107 ,. we
write it equivalently as a function of r = iO21/4m2v and E csee Eq. t3.115JJ In a _imilar
way. the PV response takes the relatively simple form [Don88, Mus92a]

1 (E _3.!24,

i

The PV asymmetry is then proportional to the ratio of responses in the last two equations.
Inserting the Standard .Model results for the leptonic couplings (see Table 3.1). using
Eqs. (3.31) for the proton (r3 - 1) and inserting these results into Eqs. (3.123) and (3.124)
allows us to write the PV asymmetry as

1 0

[ °. ,'°'a;" -°× _. + ec4{_vG,,+,,v } + ,.C,_{_vG.,,+ .,,}

- (_- 4,_.,o_)J_ e_ ,(_j-_-_a,,,d,.]/[e(a;)'.- ,(c_ )']} .
(3.125_

where we have suppressed the r-dependences for clarity and used the weak NC couplings
labeled "p'" or "n" defined in Eqs. (3.61). In obtaining this result, we have assumed
the nucleon to be a state of pure isospin in order to rewrite the isoscalar and isovector
neutral current form factors in terms of the proton and neutron form factors [Eqs. (3.31)].

We discuss several potentially interesting experiments for PV electron scattering from the

proton and explore the various kinematic dependences and limits of Eq. (3.125) in detail
in Sect. IV.A.

Elastic scattering from the deuteron

Next let us consider elastic scattering from spin-1 nuclei such as the deuteron. Using
the results of Sect. III.D.1, we have as form factors in this case the following: Fc0, .f'c0,
Fc2, Fc2, FM1, FM1 and l_'_l, for a total of seven form factors (again, as above, F'L18does
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notenterinPV electronscattering).Equations(3,108)and (3,114)yield

F_.iq) =Fi_t,(q)

Wry (q) = - 9.e4FM 1(q )_'M1(q)
,T ° c

l_t'vA{q) =-gvF._tl_q)_'l_l,(q) .

Using the Standard Model values for the leptonic couplings (Table 3.1_ we then obtain for
the PV asymmetry

•4Ls = -,'to. × 't ..........._ '.... / 'rL[F_o- F_:] + rr FI_,,
43.127,

where again we have suppressed the q-dependences for clarity. At the tree-level in the
absence of strangeness and assuming good isospin symmetry we again have that the weak
NC vector form factors are all proportional to their EM counterparts and that the isoscalar
axial:vectorform factoriszero,whichyieldsthesimpleresult

At.._En
-2.4,0" -. r'° . 13.12s)

In Sect. IV.C we return to treat the case of elastic scattering from the deuteron in more
detail, including there the complete expressions which incorporate radiative corrections
and isospin-mixing together with discussions of how studies of this case this might serve
to help in shedding light on the strangeness content of the nucleon.

Foiiowing the review presented here of the basic formalism for elastic scattering from
spin-0,spin-I/2and spin-1systemsthenextlogicalstepisperhapstoconsiderinelastic
excitationsofdiscretenuclearstates.Sinceingeneralthissubjectisconsiderablymore
complicatedthantheformalismpresentedabove(oftenhavingmany more multipoleform
factorsenteringinthePC and PV crosssections),we choosenot tocontinuealongthis
path,but to postponediscussionofotherdiscretenucleartransitionsuntilSect.IV.D.
Instead,we now considerexcitationsintothenuclearcontinuum,vtz.,quasielasticelectron
scattering.

Quasielasticscattering

While quasielasticscatteringfrom a nucleartargetiscomplicatedby the detailsof
thenuclearstructureinvolved,theroleoffinal-stateinteractions,etc.,itisinstructiveto

takeasa startingpointthe "static"approximationinwhichone invokestheplane-wave
impulseapproximation[deF83].InthiscasetheQE crosssectionisgivenasan incoherent
sum overthenucleonsinthenucleusand involvesintegralsofthefollowinggeneralform

da(QE) = Z [dEIdk, Sl(E_,_c,)dai(E,._',)6(_ - Ean,l + Einiti,,l) , (3.129)
d

!
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where S,t E,. k, 1 is the spectral function, i.e.. the probability of finding the ith nucleon

,proton or neutron i moving with momentum k, and energy E,. The quantity da, l E,. k,_
is the half-off-shell electroweak cross section for the zth nucleon and is also a function of
q. ,' and the electron helicity. The _5-function enforces overall energy conservation and
•ontains the difference in nuclear energies, Et_,,l - Einiti,,l. which in turn depends on q, E,
and [",..Next. we assume that for the kinematics of interest in QE scattering, the _, are
each strongly peaked about some common [:, _ _ and E V'p-_+ m!,.. corresponding to
having the struck nucleon on-shell and moving with momentum _. In this cas,_. one has

dE, d[:, S,( E,. [', )da,i E,. [:,)_{., - Et_n,l + E_nl,l.l) 3.130,

, /da,(E.[,) dE, d[', S,(E,,k,_6(._ - Efi,.l -; E,n,u.t)

In forming the parity-violating asymmetry we require the ratio of helicity -difference and
helicity-sum cross sections and so the integral in Eq. ¢3.130) will cancel, leaving (rely
the single-nucleon cross sections, da,IE._) in the ratio. Finally, to obtain the crudest
approximation {and so get some feeling for the form of the asymmetry} we take _ = 0 and
thus evaluate the single-nucleon cross sections in the rest frame of the struck nucleon.

in the static approximation we then find that I,VIEM) is simply proportional to the
sum of the response of Z (on-shell) protons and N (on-shell) neutrons [Don92..%Ius92a]:

W `r'M) x E [Z(G_)2 + N(G_)2] + 7"[Z(G_,) 2 + N(G_,)2] . (3.131)

while the parity-violating response is

- G.w + .VG Mt, .w
{3,132_

-!,. - ,,,,.,,.:'o,,>,/1- c,,/.,.i,.+,._IzG_,_'.,+.vG",,G_],
t "t

I

where we have suppressed the r-dependences in the single-nucleon form factors and have
used the Standard Model leptonic couplings (Table 3.1). The static model PV QE asym-
metry is then given by

, = - G_t.4,,,tQE),,,,,,, _..t°, x _' ZG_d_ + .'vG"sC"s+ r [ZG_d_,, _-.v6'_, TM .i

" _ 1'11 "711 ] t-i1-,_,,2o,,i,/1-e,,/,.il+,1rt.zc.,,,c,,.,xc.,.,oaj,t

×{e[z(c_.)'+x(c-_)']+,-[z_c_)'+x(G",.,1})'-'
(3.133)

This result should be compared with the expression for the asymmetry for elastic scattering
from the proton, Eq. (3.125), since the static model naturally reverts to the proton elastic
asymmetry when Z = 1 and N = 0 (or to the elastic neutron asymmetry when N = 1
and Z = 0). The consequences of extending the treatment of PV quasielastic scattering
beyond this simple static approximation are discussed in more detail in Sect. IV.F.

Similar considerations are applicable for excitation energies beyond the QE peak. In
particular, the region dominated by quasi-free excitation of the A(1232) has received some
attention; our discussion of this problem is postponed until Sect. IV.G.
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III,E.2. FIGURE-OF-MERIT FOR PV ELECTRON SCATTERING

While .4LR depends directly on the matrix elements of the hadronic neutral current

and presents a clear signature of the presence of these currents, it is a small quantity and
is chaUenginaj to measure experimentally, The precision with which it may be determined
depends on details of the experimental configuration {luminosity, detector resolution, beam
polarization, etc, i as well as on the kinematic conditions under which a measurement is

carried out. The latter also influence the degree to which various quantities of interest.
such as cp_, or hadronic form factors, enter theoretical predictions of .4L_. Consequently, a
non--trivial correlation exists between kinematical constraints imposed by considerations
of experimental {statistical precision) issues and by considerations of interpretability. In
many cases, these different sets of considerations conspire to constrain the optimal kine-
matical regime for performing a measurement. It is important, then, to understand the

jexpkinematica_ conditions imposed by the requirement that the statistical uncertainty in -'L R
be sufficiently small to make a given measurement theoretically meaningful.

To this end, we review the standard figure-of-merit (FO.\I) for PV electron scattering
which, when maximized, corresponds to a minimal (6ALs/.4tn),t_u,tic_l, To derive the
FOM, we write the asymmetry as

AL_ - _/.V0 , (3.134}

where & = N+ - N_, No = N+ + N_, and N+(_) is the number of events with electrons
polarized parallel (anti-parallel) to their incident momenta. The statistical error in .4La
is, then

= + (6AZR) , (3.135)

6_.(-) _ 0AL_ _N+(_) . (3.136)- LR =

Using 6N+(_ I =- v/N+(_) ' it is straightforward to obtain

5At_ = _ . (3.137)

For the range of electron energy and momentum transfer of interest here, IA, a] << 1 so
that to an excellent approximation 6A,._ =- 1/v/_0. The relative error in ALR, then, is*

6AL......._R= ,,,LVoA]R1-'/2 . (3.138)
Ar.s

* Henceforth, we take 6AL_/ALa to be non-negative, that is, to denote the absolute
value of the fractional error.
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Writing N0 = (da/d_) ,hfi £, To, where da/d_ is the he!icity-independent differential
cross section. Aft is the detector solid angle, £ is the luminosity, and To is the running
time. we have

= [Y.Xo]_L/2
Ata

Xo = £ _fl To .
Ii

The quantity J:"is the figure-of-merit. It depends only on intrinsic propexties of the target
and lepton probe and on the relevant kinematic variables ((e, e' and 0} or equivalently {q.

and 8)). In particular, the results given above for discrete states in Eqs. (3,116i and
i3.117) allow one to write (recall: ,,; is fixed by the excitation energy and q in this case_

I ..... "' t"
.F(q,O) = Yo(q,O) 21Q2/q21£I'i_v(q) + w.rav(q) +dl - £2B rva(q) J (3.140,

where for convenience the overall scale

:Fo(q,O) =- IQ2I f;7_ (3.141)

has been introduced (see the discussions to follow in Sect. IV). Extrinsic experimental
conditions are contained in the quantity X0. For a given value of the latter, 6ALa/ALa is a
decreasing function of ,_'. The values of £ and Al2 attainable also depend on properties of
the target and kinematical conditions, as discussed in more detail in Sect. V. In analyzing
the do-ability/interpretability correlation in Sect. IV, we take reasonable values of X0 and
work primarily with ,$'.

Before proceeding to specific examples we make several observations concerning the
quantities given above for the typical conditions that apply when studying discrete nuclear

• ' 2 L,T T' '
states, First, since FL, T, WAy and WVA all contmn the square of a characteristic nuclear
form factor (=- F,,c), the figure--of-merit _', given in Eq. (3.140), is proportional to F_,¢.
To a fair approximation, the q-dependence of this quantity can be parameterized as F_,¢
exp[-(q/qo)2], where q0 _ 250 MeV/c xA -1/8 gives the value of q for which F_u¢falls off
by a factor of e from its q = 0 value. For instance, taking A -- 12 yields q0 = 165 MeV/c
as the characteristic 1/e scale at which ,$" falls off with q. Of course, there is usually
other non-trivial momentum transfer dependence beyond this (see below); however, this

parameterization sets the rough scale for the q-dependence, and one should expect that for
momentum transfers significantly larger than q0 the figure--of-merit will not be sufficient
to render measurements practical. Secondly, when one applies these general expressions
to situations involving discrete transitions the energy transfer w is fixed once the three-
momentum transfer q and excitation energy Ez are specified', w -'- .v/q2 + (MT + E,)2 _
Mr _- E, + q22Mr, Since the three-momentum transfer must usually be kept rather low
(say below _ 200-300 MeV/c except for the lightest nuclei, using the above estimates),
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the recoil energy q2/2Mr is only a few MeV or less. The excitation energies of discrete
nuclear states characteristically fall in the range [0--10] MeV and hence this range is also
appropriate for _. As a consequence typically ,o << q and the combination tQ2/q2 i =
1 - (.,:/q)2 in the above equations may be taken to be approximately unity except when
the three-momentum transfer is very small. Furthermore, e' / e and frec satisfy the following
inequalities

1-,z/q < _ < 1
l +,z/q - e - (3.142/

q+w
1 <_frec<_1+

Mr

and thus it can be argued that under typical conditions they are both also nearly unity.
These arguments imply that in studying discrete-state transitions via PV electron scatter-
ing under typical conditions the scale factor ,To in Eq. (3.141) is nearly constant for fixed
momentum transfer but varying sc "tering angle. The angle-dependence in the figure-of-
merit is then isolated essentially in ,e factors E in Eq. (3.140). Importantly this expression
contains the overall factor (1 - 6)-' which varies quite rapidly for small scattering angles.
where E is only slightly less than unity, and leads us to expect that the figure-of-merit
will usually be largest for small 8.

In Figs. 3.10-3.12 the figure-of-merit calculated using Eq. (3.140) is shown as a
function of incident electron energy at fixed scattering angle for several selected nuclear
transitions. In particular, results are given for elastic scattering from 12C and 4He, for
inelastic scattering to the J'rT = 2+0 (4.44 MeV), 1+0 (12.71 MeV) and 1+1 (15.11
MeV) levels in 12C and, to place the results in context, for elastic scattering from the
proton. In each case the electromagnetic form factors have been determined directly from
experimental cross sections [CarS0, FlaT8, Fla79, Fro67, Jan72, McC77, Reu82, SicT0]
(simple parameterizations have been used and the parameters so introduced adjusted to
produce fits to the data). We have set allstrangeness form factors to zero in producing
these results, although, when specific cases involving potential nonzero strangeness content
are discussed below, the figures-of-merit are recomputed incorporating these additional
contributions before arriving at numerical estimates of the fractional uncertainties in the
quan_i_ies of into,'est.

Three angles have been selected: a very forward angle (10°) which is characteristic
of the limits that can be reached by the spectrometers being built at CEBAF, a typical
forward angle (30 °) and a typical backward angle (150°). In the figures/" is given for the
range in e corresponding roughly to 0 <_ q <_500 MeV/c. To interpret the results given
here it is helpful to recall Eq. (3.139) where the fractional statistical precision obtainable
for the asymmetry is given by [/'X0] -1/2, with X0 = Z: Aft To. As in our previous
discussions, let we assume that the electron beam is 100% polarized, Aft = 10 msr, To =
1000 hr = 3.6 x 106 s and the luminosity is given by £['2C] = 1.25 x 1038 cm -2 s-1 or
£[4He, 1H] = 5 × 103s cm -2 s -1. These assumptions yield: X0[*2C] = 4.5 x 1042 cm -2
and X0[4He, 1H] = 1.8 × 104s cm -2. These values set the scale for the fractional precision
in ALR, namely

9r =10 -39 cm2sr -1 _ [6ALR/ALRI-_ 1.5% (I2C), 0.75% (4He, *H)

10-4* cm2sr -1 ,-----, 15%, 7.5% (3.143)

I0-4s cm2sr -1 _ 150%, 75% .
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It is then straightforward to determine the fractional precision with which specific transi-
tions could be studied given the above experimental conditions. For elastic scattering from
12C at the peak of the figure-of-merit in Figs. 3.i0-3.12 we find i6ALR/ALRI = 0.7_ (10°).
2.2_ ,30° ) and 31_ (1500 ). Essentially the same values are obtained for elastic scatterin_
from _He. since the smaller Z is just compensated for by the slower fall-off of the nuclear
form factor when comparing 4He with 12C. For the excitation of the 2+0 state in 12C. un-
der conditions where its figure-of-merit peaks, we find 16ALR/ALRI = 2_ (10°). 6% (30°/
and 86c_ (150 °). Likewise for the excitation of the 1. states in 12C whore their respective
figures-of-merit peak we have the following: for the 1+1 state we find ISALR/AcRi = 26c7c
(10°), 67% (30°) and 163%(150°), whereas for the 1+0 state we find I$ALR/.4CRt = 142_}
i100). 413% (30°) and 1197% (150°). Of course, if a larger solid angle detector having
sufficient resolution to permit the separation of the transition of interest were to be built.
then the values of fractional precision in the PV asymmetry given here would be lower.
For example, given a detector with ',,Xfl = 0.16 sr, the above numbers would all be de-
creased by a factor of four. However. even were such a detector to be realized, some of
the results presented above must still be regarded as rather uninteresting because of the
large statistical uncertainties in the asymmetry that would be incurred. In context the
results at forward angles and high energies (for the range of momentum transfers displayed
in the figures) illustrate an observation that will be elaborated in Sect. IV.A: the proton
asymmetry and figure-of-merit are atypically small for such kinematics. As noted in those
discussions, this situation is due to the smallness of all of the terms which contribute. The

asymmetry in Eq. (3.125)involves 1- 4sin 20w, GnE, G_ ), r or 0.092V/'r'(1 + r)(1- _'2t.
all of which are suppressed for such kinematics. In contrast, for example, elastic scattering
from J = T = 0 nuclei instead involves -4sin 2 0w and therefore from this factor alone one

expects the figure-of-merit in this case to exceed that of the proton by about two orders of
magnitude. In addition, the many-body nuclear form factor diminishes the figure of merit
for a nuclear target as q increases. In the case of elastic scattering, however, the coherence
factor Z 2 offsets this suppression for momentum transfers below the characteristic value
q0 introduced above.

III.E.3. BASIC NEUTRINO SCATTERING FORMALISM

Development of the expressions for neutrino and antineutrino NC scattering, (_'t, u;)
and (_l, _;). respectively, and for charge-changing neutrino and antineutrino reactions.
(ut, 2-) and (zTt,_+), respectively, where e labels the flavor of lepton, closely follows the
derivation of the electron scattering cross sections above. In this case. however, the
photon-exchange amplitude cannot contribute to leading order in electroweak couplings
(cf. Fig. 3.1); only the diagrams in Fig. 3.13 involving Z ° exchange (neutral current) or
W ± exchange (charge-changing current) between leptons and hadrons enter. The leading-
order contributions to the cross section are then O(G_) and involve the weak interaction
current matrix elements bilinearly. Consequently, the contributions to the general re-
sponse functions in Eq. (3.100) are now somewhat more involved than in the case of PV
response for electron scattering, which contain only a linear dependence on weak NC ma-
trix elements. Moreover, the neutrino scattering CC. CL, LL and T responses all involve
both products of nuclear vector currents and products of nuclear axial-vector currents
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whereas the T' response, as before, contains the interferences between the nuclear vec-
tor currents and the nuclear axial-vector currents. The development of the various cross
sections for charge-changing and neutral current weak interaction processes involving neu-
trinos and antineutrinos has been discussed at length in previous review articles (see. e.g.,
Ref. [Don79a] where many of the conventions used are similar to those employed in the
present work), Since the main focus of this work is PV electron scattering, we shall not
discuss these other processes in as much detail. Rather our intent in this section is only to
bring out the strong parallelism that exists in approaching the wider class of semi-leptonic
electroweak interaction processes and to provide a basis for the discussions in Sect. IV,J
where in context some of the main implications of neutrino scattering are summarized,

For the present discussions let us again assume the ERL, in which case Eqs. (3,101 t ap-
ply in general and Eq. (3,103) may be used for the VV responses. The analog of Eq, (3,104
for neutrino and antineutrino scattering with exchange of a Z ° may be written [DonT9a i

d2_ {S L r' }dftde' = ao (q,,_)o + UTRT(q,_.')O +"UT,R (q,..')o , (3,144

where or0is the elementary cross section (the neutrino scattering analog of the .%[ott cross
section in Eq, (3.105) )

G.e'cos2°- 2(70= (3.145)

and the +/- sign on the third term corresponds to neutrino/antineutrino scattering (.see

also Ref. [Alb93b]). The leptons are labeled as in Sect. III.E.1. The responses in Eq, (3,144)
are distinguished from their analogous electron scattering counterparts by the subscript
"'0" (denoting neutral current weak interaction processes, see below). From our general
discussions at the beginning of this section we can write

SL(q,_)o = vL[RL(q,.;)O]v v
u.;

AA

, = (q,_)o VA "

It is _traightforwaxd to generalize these expressions to incorporate ERL charge-changing
neutrino reactions. The structure is basically the same with the replacements

a0 _ _;± = 2(7o (3.147)
(Response)0 ---' (Response)+ ,

where the subscripts "4-" correspond to (ui, 2-) and (Pt, 2+) reactions, respectively, and
where the factor 2 is conventional [Wal75]. Furthermore, 3-decay and charged-lepton cap-
ture can be added to the set of processes that can be inter-related, as can charge-changing
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neutrino reactions in circumstances where the ERL cannot be invoked (see Ref. [Don79a':
for details).

For elastic and inelastic scattering to discrete states one has. in analogy with
Eq. (3.106t'

do" = 4,'raof_ ['2(q.O) 13.14S_df_ ....

where frec has been defined above and where, in analogy with the electron scattering
formalism discussed above, we define a neutrino scattering form factor

F2(q, 0) - k_(q) + urF],(q)+ t'r, Hr,(q) i3.149,

In this case the T' contributions have been denoted /irT, rather than, say. $'_-, since the?"
can be positive or negative. As in the latter case. it is possible to perform a generalized
Rosenbluth decomposition of the form factor into a sum of terms using the form factors
defined in Sect. III.D'

__ o.,' - )2k1(q) vc_ k_i(q)+ _(kc4(q) + -Fc4(q)
J>_O J>o q

"2 ~2
= [FEA(q) + FM4(q)] C3.150)i_(q) E[ F_i(q)+ F.wi(q)]+ E "2 "2

J__l J>_l

Hr,(q)= -2 ;MJ(ql&J (q)],
J>1

where, as before, the nuclear states are assumed to have good angular momentum and
parity quantum numbers. In Eqs. (3.150) we have substituted the results for the neutrino
couplings from Table 3.1' g_,, = -g_ = 1. Note the contrast with PV electron scattering
(Eq. (3.114)): in the case of PV electron scattering the axial-vector contributions are
suppressed by the ratio [g_,/geAI= I - 4sin 20w _ 0.092, whereas for neutrino scattering
there is no suppression and the corresponding ratio is unity. Analogous expressions may
be written for charge-changing neutrino reactions [Don79a] by using the F_.r and F ±X ls

form factors introduced in Eqs. (3.56) and multiplying by 2, as in Eq. (8.I47).

We conclude this section by considering two special cases of neutrino scattering: elas-
tic scattering from (J"T) = (0+0) nuclei and elastic scattering from the nucleon. Treat-
ment of all other cases is postponed until Sect. IV.J. Co.ncerning the type of measurement
which might be attempted, a few words are appropriate at this point. Since in the scatter-
ing of neutrinos or antineutrinos the outgoing lepton cannot be detected, some alternative
signature must be found. For inelastic scattering, in certain cases the de-excitation of the
final-state nuclear level by, say, emission of _,-rays can be used to study the neutral current
neutrino excitation (see Ref. [Don79a] and Sect. IV.J.5). However, for elastic scattering
all that happens is recoil of the target when it is struck by the neutrino or antineutrino.
In specific circumstances (see Ref. [DonS3]and the further discussion in Sects. IV.J.3
and IV.J.4) detection of the recoiling target may prove feasible for elastic scattering from
nuclei; the present situation for elastic scattering from the proton is briefly reviewed in
Sect. IV.J.2.
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For elastic scattering one has thefollowing:

T_= 2:vl_r - Q21
2Mr ='#

q = 2Mr v/r(1 + r) I

[ 1= Mr cosOnv/1 + 2Mr/T. - 1 (3.151)
,J

-i

sin2 0/2 = cos2 OR q

cos2 On + (1 _- _/Mr )2 sin 2 On

where e is the energy of the incident neutrino (or antineutrino), 0 is the neutrino scattering
angle and TR and ORare the angle and kinetic energy of the final-state recoil, respectively.
As usual, Mr is the target mass. The lepton scattering angle 0 can take on any value from
0° to 180 ° and accordingly the recoil angle goes between 90° and 0°.

Elastic scattering from (J'_T) = (0+0) nuclei

As in the discussions above of PV elastic electron scattering, the analysis of neu-
trino scattering from spin-0, isospin-0 nuclei is simplified considerably since only isoscalar
monopole form factors can occur. One finds that

f'2(q,o)= f?.(q)= vL#_o(q) (3.152)
#_.(q)= #r,(q)= o ,

where the neutral current form factor can be written in terms of the electromagnetic form
factor (compare Eq. (3.120)):

1

The Rosenbluth factor v t, is given by

vL = (1 + r) -2 = [1 + 2e/Mr + (e/Mr) 2 sin s 0_]2 (3.154)
[1 + e/Mr]'

Equation (3.148) may be used together with the form factor above to obtain the cross
section for elastic scattering from 0+0 targets: for fixed e this may be expressed in the
following form:

da( e) _._ ) 2
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differential in the 4-momentum transfer, or

do'(_) 8 2 _2 _/-_[r )4 sin28_ cos 8R
dflR =_G. (1_ [l__2_/Mr+(_/Mr)2sin28_]3f'2(q) . (3.156)

differential in the recoil solid angle.

One issue to which we return in Sect. IV.J involves the hadronic couplings occurring
in Eqs. (3.120) and (3.153). These are the same at tree level, but have different radiative
corrections, as discussed in Sect. III.k. In fact, if sufficiently high precision PV electron
scattering and neutrino scattering experiments could be undertaken, then interesting in-
formation on the radiative corrections might emerge. The practical difficulties of achieving
sufficient precision, however, make this goal a very difficult one to attain.

Elastic scattering from thenucleon

For elasticscatteringfrom thenucleonwe haveexpressionsanalogousto thosein
Eqs.(3,123)and (3.124)wheretheresultsaregivenasfunctionsofr and E:

I [ ._ 2
2 E)= (i+ +F._.(r.,_) = (r,

(3.157)

and where N = p or n with, as usual, the upper (lower) sign corresponding to neutrino
(antineutrino) scattering. As before(compare Eq. (3.125)) the neutral current form factors
may be re-expressed in terms of the electromagnetic and strangeness form factors using
Eqs. (3.31).

For the charge-changing reactions p(_t, _+ )n and n(vt, g-)p we have similar expres-
sions for the cross sections, although of course only isovector form factors enter:

2 2_'Fi(r,E) = (1 + r)£
+

+ (I + r)[aT:'(r)] 2 :F 2V/1 - _'2v/r(l + r)a_=t(r)arA=t(r)) ,
(3.158)

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the reaction _'t+ n ---,p+ _- (_t + p -"*n + _+ ).

Continuing with elastic scattering, the cross section may be obtained using the form
factor given in Eq. (3.157) with the general formula in Eq. (3.155), where Mr -"* rn.,_,
Ta _ T,,_ (the recoiling nucleon's kinetic energy) and 0, _ 0,,_ (the recoiling nucleon's
angle with respect to the neutrino beam direction). In addition, it is straightforward
to re-express the answer in terms of the familiar Mandelstam variables a = (P + K) 2,
t = (K- K') 2 = Q2 and u = (P- K') 2, where P_' = (m_,0) is the struck nucleon's
4-momentum in the laboratory system (the other momenta have been defined above). It
is straightforward to show that

)
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and hence that the quantity E in Eq. (3.157) (see Eq. (3.115)) may be written

1/[ ]E= (-ET) 2- 16_-(1+ r) (--_--2 + 16r(1+ _) , (S,160

The cross section may then be cast in the form frequently encountered in the literature:

dQ 2 8_re_ . . '

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the neutrino (anti-neutrino) cross section.
Using the above results the following identifications may be made:

A(_)=_-[(1+ _)(¢_)2_ (¢,_)_._ + _.(G,.)_]-,_

B(r) = -'r(_¢:_ (3.162,

1( 1 ) ".,,,), "N)2 "N)2c(_) : i-_ _ [(_+ _-)(G_+ (a_ + _(a.,, ]

InSect. IV.J.2 we discuss the case of the nucleon in somewhat more detail. One situa-

tion discussed there involves elastic scattering from hydrogen. Another involves quasielastic
scattering in nuclei where clearly the same approach followed in Sect. III.E.1 and developed
in Sect. IV.F for QE PV electron scattering could also be pursued for neutrino scatter-
ing and neutrino reactions. In fact, the analog of Eq. (3.129) and the developments that
follow can be used directly for the charge-changing neutrino reactions (merely replacing
the PC or PV p(e. e')p and n(e, e')n cross sections with the p(Pl, _+ )n and n(ut, _'-)p cross
sections). However, for the neutral current neutrino processes again some signature must
be identified. For scattering in the quasielastic region one expects that a proton or neutron
will be found in the final-state with energy-momentum corresponding roughly to elastic
scattering from one of the nucleons in the nuclear ground state. Thus, one needs a differ-
ent kind of inclusive cross section from those discussed heretofore, namely one where the
final-state lepton kinematics are integrated over while the final-state ejected nucleon kine-
matics are not. Such (_t, N) and (PL, N) cross sections are not "total cross sections" in the
hadronic variables, in that such details as the propagation of the outgoing nucleon must
be accounted for, placing more stringent demands on the nuclear model than is required
for the rest of the inclusive cross sections discussed in this work (which are all "total cross
sections" in the hadronic variables). As a consequence of this difference we have chosen
to stop at this point and postpone further treatment of quasielastic neutrino scattering to
Sect. IV.J.2. Instead, we now return to the main theme of this work and continue with
more detailed discussions of PV electron scattering in the next section.
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IV. SPECIFIC CASES

In Sect. IV we discuss a variety of specific cases where, using semileptonic electroweak
interaction processes, the hadronic neutral current matrix elements may be explored, on
the one hand. or where Standard Model tests may be performed, on the other. \Ve begin

I

in Sects. IV.A and IV.B with the important studies of PV elastic electron scattering from
the proton and from (J'rT) = (0+0) nuclei, respectively, and then continue in Sect. I\'.C
with a discussion of the role that PV elastic scattering from 2H could play. Other discrete
nuclear transitions initiated by inelastic PV electron scattering are treated in Sect. IV.D.
while in Sect. IV.E we briefly discuss the axial-vector response and the anapole moment.
also involving discrete nuclear states. Quasielastic PV electron scattering is treated in
Sect. IV.F and PV electroexcitation of the A(1232) is discussed in Sect. IV.G. In the fi-

nal three subsections of this major section we provide connections to scattering processe_
in other kinematic regimes (PV deep-inelastic electron scattering in Sect. IV.H) and to
other electroweak processes(atomic PV in Sect. IV.I and u-scattering in Sect. IV.Jt as
these exhibit different sensitivities to hadronic content and to specifics of the underly-
ing electroweak theory than does PV electron scattering and hence yield complementary
information.

IV.A. ElasticScatteringfrom the Proton

At first glance, one would expect a measurement of the PV asymmetry for elastic
scattering of polarized electrons from nucleons to provide the most direct and conceptually"
straightforward probe of the nucleon's weak neutral current. Several factors, however,

conspire to render the interpretation of PV electron-nucleon scattering considerably more
complicated than it might first appear. The lack of a free neutron target, for example,

implies either restricting oneself to PV elastic _'p scattering or turning to A > 1 targets
in order to access the NC of the neutron. The latter option, of course, introduces nuclear
physics considerations into the interpretation of the PV asymmetry. Even in the case
of .4LR(_'p). however, one must account for the interplay between various hadronic form
factors, hadronic uncertainties in radiative corrections, and the physics of the underlying

electroweak gauge theory, as well as practical questions relating experimental doability
to theoretical interpretability. The bottom line is that PV elastic _'p is a fundamental

component of any attempt to probe the nucleon's NC, but that by itself, it is not sufficient
for providing all the information one might want to acquire.

To illustrate the rationale for this conclusion, we return to the expression for the PV

asymmetry given in Eq. (3.125)

w(PV)

F2 '
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where a0 _ 3.1 × 10-4 and where the hadronic ratio is given by

i$-tPV)
[ " ,iOla ,l
• .. + G.. } (4.1_

_ v/i _ ,£2v/r( 1. r)(1 - 4sin' a. )G..,rG.p 5, /[E( G{ )2 + r( C'.,,)'_1

The kinematic dependence of the various terms in Eq. (4.1) suggests a variety of pos-
sible •4LR(_'p) measurements. A very low-tQ21 experiment (e.g., q<_ few 100 Mel'/c_.
in which the contribution of the hadronic form factors is minimized, might allow one

to extract (_ and test the Standard Model. The motivation for a moderate momentum
transfer measurement (e.g., few 100 MeV/c ---, few GeV/c) would be to determine the
nucleon form factors, particularly those associated with the strange-quark currents. The
0-dependence of the PV asymmetry suggests that one might consider a forward-angle mea-

r_(,I and G_ and a combinationsurement, which would constrain the electric form factors, ,.,
of intermediate- and backward-angle measurements at the same Q2 with the intent of
separating the axial-vector and weak magnetic responses, ideally allowing a determination

of G}dI. The experiments discussed in Refs. [McK89, Bec91, Beiglb. Fingl] include two
of these prospective measurements, and they would provide the first experimental bounds

on the low-lQ2t behavior of G_ _ and G(_sl.

As we illustrate below, however, completion of such a set of gp measurements '._.aid
not be sufficient to constrain the strangeness form factors to arbitrary precision, although
it would provide valuable experimental limits. Specifically, the contribution from the axial-
vector response persists to sufficiently forward angles that a Rosenbluth-type separation of
the weak magnetic and axial-vector form factors does not appear possible. Consequently.
large theoretical uncertainties in the radiative corrections for the axial-vector current term

impose an intrinsic theoretical bound on the precision to which G}d) may be determined

trom AL_(gp). A similar limit on the achievable precision in GI.__ is imposed by the
experimental uncertainty in GM, which also contributes to ALR(gp) at backward angles.

(2_(s) _(8)Moreover, this "intrinsic" uncertainty in ,.,M enters the extraction of ,.,_ from forward-

., angle A,_a(_p) measurements. Assuming realistic experimental conditions, one finds that
the resulting uncertainty in G(_s) is somewhat larger than the theoretical error quoted
for the model calculation of Ref. [Jaf89]. This conclusion also carries implications for

prospective A,,(gp) electroweak tests. Tighter limits on G(,'} would be required before
one could hope to extract (_ from a low-IQ21 A,,(gp) measurement to 10% accuracy (as
assumed in Fig. 2.4). Thus, a program of NC studies with polarized protons would require
scattering from A > 1 targets to complement elastic PV Ep experiments.

We now proceed to discuss these results in more detail, drawing essentially from the
treatment in Ref. [Mus92a].

IV.A.1. BACKWARD-ANGLE SCATTERING
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In the 0 ---,1800 limit, 6 ---,0 and Eq. (4.1) simplifies to

,F2 ' ,,v + (_ _ "+" G--T._-(1 - 4sin 2 0w ) _ . (4.2)

Conservation of angular momentum and electron helicity (in the _ >> m, regime! require
the proton to flip its spin, so that only the magnetic and axial-vector terms contribute.
The first term in Eq. (4.2) comes from the piece of G_ proportional to G_,' hence the form

factor dependence cancels with the G_2 of the denominator. The second and third terms

arise from the GM and G_'_ "pn G M. . .._ terms in The SAMPLE experiment, presently underway at
.kIIT/Bates [X[cK89], will measure the backward-angle e'p asymmetry, thereby constrainin_

the strangeness magnetic moment, #, =- G(d)(0). The anticipated experimental uncertainty
corresponds a limit on #, of _#,l < 0.22. A second-generation SAMPLE experinleat
having smaller experimental error might hope to tighten this limit. There are. however.
other factors that must be considered. Up to radiative corrections. G_ and (':_si,.,._ enter the

asymmetry with equal weight (_vn = _(v°) = -1 at tree level: see Table 3.2 and Eq. 13.24b, _.
f2( s )so that an accurate extraction of ,--M requires very, accurate knowledge of G n._,,Of even

greater concern are the complications introduced by the theoretical uncertainties in the
axial-vector form factor appearing in Eq. (4.2). Uncertainties in G_ arise from both r/,
and Gg (see Sect. III.C) as well as from the radiative corrections, R_. At the SAMPLE
kinematics, uncertainties in the axial-vector dipole mass parameter induce roughly a one

percent error in G_; the corresponding induced error in G(._) is negligible for the present
purposes. The impact of uncertainties in r/, (see Table 2.2) is included in the projected

5AMPLE limits on Gt.dI, In principle, the LSND neutrino oscillation experiment underway
at LAMPF [Lou89] could reduce the uncertainty in rl,, although with the expected 20c_
statistical uncertainty in the elastic _-p cross section little improvement, if any, would be
made over the uncertainty quoted in Table 2.2.* The error in the radiative correction. R_.
appears to be more problematic. As discussed in Sect. III, this quantity contains significant
theoretical uncertainty in the case of PV _'pscattering. Since this uncertainty is associated
with low-energy hadronic contributions, one has little hope of calculating its magnitude
with significantly better precision than given by the estimate of Ref. [Mus90]. For the
present purposes, then, we consider this error t_, be intrinsic. Together with uncertainty
in #,, it induces a fractional change in the backward-angle asymmetry of

,_ (4.3)
A,a 5 3

at the SAMPLE kinematics. Thus, even if a "perfect" SAMPLE experiment (zero percent
experimental uncertainty) were possible, one would not be able to constrain/_, to better
than

_#, _ 0.6 _R_ _ =t=0.12 (4.4)

* The BNL error quoted in Table 2.2 does not include the impact of the ?s-MA corre-
lation. The LSND experiment would eliminate the latter source of uncertainty in r/s.
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according to the estimates of Ref. [Musg0]. The relation between 6R_ and _, for nonzero
experimental uncertainty is indicated by the correlation plot of Fig. 4.t. As we illustrate

below, this theoretical uncertainty may propagate through other experiments, introducing
_(') determinations as well as precision Standard Model tests.limitations on ,.,E

One might hope to reduce the uncertainties due to lack of knowledge of (_ by using
the different 0-dependences in Eq. (4.1) to separate the axial-vector term. Since _' ---, 1 for
0 ---,0°, the importance of the axial-vector term should be reduced for sufficiently small
angles. As Fig. 4.2 illustrates, however, F.4, the fraction of ALa due to the axial-vector
term. does not begin to decrease significantly until 8< 40° (depending on the energ.v _. At
this point the fraction _t. contributed by the longitudinal term increases and one can no

longer reliably apply the backward-angle limit to isolate G(._).

A second possibility for separating the magnetic and axial-vector terms, a backward-
angle measurement at higher energy, also depends on the different kinematical factors

o forappearing with the second and third terms in Eq. (4.1). Since r = (_d/rn 2._.isin 2 ._
elastic scattering with extremely relativistic electrons, the axial-vector term decreases in
importance relative to the magnetic term for increasing energy at backward angles. Thus.
one might hope to decrease the sensitivity of ALR(gp) °''Is°* to the more uncertain axial-
vector term by performing an experiment at higher energy than envisioned for SAMPLE.
This gain, however, is soon offset by a decrease in the FOM for sufficiently high energies.

resuhing from a falloff in the proton magnetic form factor with increasing tQ2[. In Fig. 4.3 i
we plot (6Ara/AL_)st_,t as a function of e at 0 = 175* for fixed experimental conditions ta
1000-hour experiment, a luminosity of 5 x 103s cm-_s -1, a beam polarization of 100c,_.
and a 1 sr solid angle). Also shown is -_'A as a function of e at 0 = 175°. From these two
curves we observe that although _A decreases by a factor of two in going from e = 250 to
1000 MeV, ($ALR/ALR).,,, increases by nearly the same amount.

We conclude, then, that neither of these approaches will significantly improve the
limits on #, attainable from a backward-angle ALR('gP) measurement. A potentially more

promising alternative is to measure either R_ or #_ with some other target for which
they are not as strongly correlated as in the case of intermediate- or backward-angle
A,R(_p). Elastic scattering from the deuteron and quasielastic scattering constitute two
such possibilities, as discussed in Sects. IV.C and IV.F below.

IV.A.2. FORWARD-ANGLE SCATTERING

For # ---,0 °, one has _¢_ 1 and the axial-vector term in Eq. (4.1) becomes negligible.

leading to

w(PV)

F 2 (4.5)

+ + +
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At moderately low momentum transfers tLQ2I << 4 (GeV/c} 2, so that r << 1 J we can
simplify the discussion by keeping only the terms through OI r ):

_,-(PV) r ¢i0)}] J. ,p _ . _ _ . -ol, 2) ,4.6>yo. -,v v

An extraction of the term of O(r) in Eq. (4.6) would constrain a linear combination of p,
and _u,. A series of ALR(_'p) measurements, carried out at different values of r and designed
to extract this term of O(r), has been discussed as a possibility for CEBAF [Bee91. BeiOlb.

Fin01]. As Eq. t4.6) demonstrates, however, the placement of constraints on G__t from
such an extraction would require one to account for correlations between uncertainties in
all of the contributions of O(r).

c:-(S_-determination, the au-To evaluate the impact of these various correlations on a ,.,
thors of Ref. [3.IusO2a]have performed a sensitivity analysis for a prospective measurement
carried out at the kinematics of Ref. [Nap91]: e = '2..6GeV and 0.1 <_IQ2I < 0.3 (GeV c _"
In this regime, the strongest correlation occurs between p, and _j. Assuming zero per-
cent experimental uncertainty, for example, the uncertainties in these two parameters are
related by

6p, = - _p( 1 + A(E')r )6_, . ,4.7

For either r = 0 or A(')_r = 0, the uncertainty in ALa due to 6p, is weighted by a factor of

_p _ 2.79 relative to the error induced by 6p, For nonzero r or ATM, the impact of _/a. E _1

on 6p, may be enhanced. For example, taking A_s) = An = 5.6 and IQz = 0.2 (GeV/'c _".
corresponding to r = 0.06, gives

6p, _ -3.78#, . (4.81

The ps-#s correlation taken from Ref. [Mus92a] for a more realistic experiment
(6AtR//.4.Ln)experiment :_ 0) is displayed in Fig. 4.4. The error bands correspond to the
combined statistical and systematic errors projected for the measurement discussed in
Ref. [Nap91]. From this analysis a limit of 6_, m 0.22 from a backward-angle experi-
ment will allow extraction of G_') at a level of 8G (s)E ._ G_, while the limit of Eq. (4.4).

_z, _ 0.12 would give _hG_s} ._ 0.7G_. The latter uncertainty is somewhat larger than the
theoretical uncertainty in the prediction of Ref. [Jaf89] and somewhat smaller than the
total prediction of the broken SU(3) Skyrme model (see Table 2.3).

r_(') . G_'I .For comparison, the authors of Ref. [Mus92a] also examined the ,.,, -GF., -GM

and G_Sl-sin 2 Ow correlations. Since G(_a_ and G_ enter the terms of O(r) with a relative
weighting of 1:1 (up to radiative corrections), any uncertainty in G_ induces an identical

c(' I The former is presently about :i:0.5G_ and might be somewhat reduceduncertainty in ,.,_ .
by the completion of the current MIT/Bates experiments [Mi188]. One might ultimately
hope for another factor of two or so improvement in 6G_, within the next decade [Mad85,
Are88, Mad89, Jongl, Chug8, MilS9, Alagl]. Lack of knowledge in G_, may eventually
be more problematic than uncertainty in G_, due to the pre-multiplying factor of #p irl.
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Eq. (4.61. While the error in G_ may be reduced to about 5_ by the end of the decade
'Jou88]. for example, it is roughly three times more important than the uncertainty in G_

as far as a G_'_-determination is concerned. Thus. a 5% uncertainty in G '_ will introduceM

more uncertainty in G _st. _ than would a 10_ uncertainty in G_. Moreover. the error in G,_
would be roughly comparable with that corresponding to the 16_,J < 0.12 limit. Finally.
for :Q2 = 0.'2_iGeV/c! 2 and 6.4L_,/.4L_ = 0. a one percent error in sin 2 0**.generates an

p, tji
uncertainty in G_' of (_,.,_ _ ±0.15 G_. Thus. both the G_ and sin 20,,, uncertainties in
Gig)

s are smaller than the error induced by _s when the latter is limited by the radiative
correction uncertainty or by the G_ uncertainty.

There is little doubt that a set of measurements of the asymmetry for PV iE. e'_ from
the proton will be a keystone in the determination of the contribution of ._quarks to the
vector current of the nucleon. Given the large theoretical uncertainties associated _,,'i_5
the axial-vector radiative corrections, .4,_,(_'p) is less suitable as a probe of strangeness
axial-vector current of the nucleon. Indeed. the former uncertainty limits the extea_
to which a series of .4,R(6"p) measurements could constraint G(_s_ and G!__ Additional.
complementary measurements will be needed to fully elucidate the role of the strange
quarks in the nucleon.

IV.A.3. STANDARD MODEL TESTS

In the limit that IQ21---. 0, the hadronic ratio w(PV)/F 2 for forward-angle scattering
is simply proportional to the proton neutral current coupling, f_, = ( 1 -4sin _ 0_, )( 1 -.-R,p _
As indicated in Sect. II, a 10% determination of this quantity could nicely complement
atomic PV or PV elastic 12C(e%e) scattering as a low--energy probe of physics beyond the
Standard Model. At Q2 = 0, this 10% figure translates directly into a 10_ determinati,'n
of ALR(gp). Any actual experiment must be carried out at Q2 ._ 0. since .4LR vanishes
with Q_. in this case, one has, to lowest non-trivial order in r one has

__. 6A,_'_ 6B

where

The quantity 6B represents the error in B from all sources, including G(') G!_ _, G_. ,,v,
and _(v°). We now consider these sources of error.

First. we note that the errors induced in _W by 6B and 6A,a/A_, depend on the
value of r. The impact of these errors is minimized as one decreases the value of r, as
indicated by Eq. (4.9).* However, the FOM also decreases with r, so that the achievable
statistical precision in A,, improves fo: increasing r. These two competing features of
A_,(_p) conspire to restrict severely the kinematical region in which one should attempt

* Note that both _ and B are positive quantities.
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to carry out a 10c,_ determination of _ . In order to quanti_' these statements, we
plot in Fig. 4.5 curves of (6.4tn/.4LR),,,, versus r for constant values of the scattering
angle. We have assumed a luminosity of 5 × 1038 cm -2 s -l, a 100_ beam polarization.
a solid angle of 0.01 sr and a running time of 1000 hours. These conditions are within
reasonable expectations for what might be achievable at CEBAF within the next decade
(see Sect. \'.Ct. For each curve, increasing r corresponds to increasing incident electron
energy. On the same graph we plot the minimum _6Ats/A,A),,,, needed in order to keep
the error in CP below ten percent (dashed line). The latter is derived from Eqs., 4.Oi ai_,._

!4.10) assuming tree-level Standard .X,lodel couplings and setting 6B = G',_' = G'E" = 0.

From Fig. 4.4 one can see that an experiment should have e> 1100 .XteV and 8< 1.3'_
to extract Cp at the 10c_ level However, one cannot go to arbitrarily large values of e'_V

without introducing problematic errors from 6B. For example, in an experiment carried
out at /9 = 10°. one needs r >_ 0.011. Under these conditions, the uncertainty in Gr

must be 6G I't_ <_0.47G_ in order to keep the error induced in _Pvbv. 6B to less than ten

percent. From our previous discussion, it does not appear possible to determine G'r" ro
this precision with a series of Fp experiments alone. Further analysis of Her. !Y,lus92al
suggests that. anticipating a 10_ uncertainty in G_ and a 5e_ uncertainty in G._. it is
the uncertainty from the strange-quark form factors that would most severely limit a
determination of _Pv. Thus. to extract _Pvto ten percent, one would need to improve the

precision in G_s_.

To realize this objective, one has a number of options' (i) a direct measurement

of GI_ with PV electron scattering from another target (see, e.g.. Sect. IV.B_', ii_ a£

more precise direct measurement of G!__ with PV electron scattering from another target.
thereby reducing the Gt_-induced error in an ALn(_P) determination of G_'_ _see. e.9..

Sect. IV.C): or tiii) a measurement of G_ using PV QE electron scattering (see Sect. IV.F _.

_I,_and G_z'_uncertaintiesassociatedwitha seriesof.4,R(e'p)mea-therebyreducingthe,.,M

surements.Alternatively,one couldlivewiththelargerGizsluncertaintyand performan

.4LR(e'i0)electroweaktestat more forwardanglesthan assumedinthe foregoinganaly-

sis.For 6G_s__ 0.7G_,forexample,a measurementat0<8 * would be needed.Such a
measurementliesbeyondthecapabilitiesofpresentlyenvisionedfacilitiesatCEBAF. and
constructionofa new detectorwouldbe required.

We concludethissectionby pointingto one issuewhicharisesintheextractionof
constraintson new physicsfroma determinationof_Pv,namely,theappearanceoftheoret-
icalhadronicuncertaintiesintheradiativecorrection,RPv.Inordertoarriveatthelimits

on ,9and T displayedinFig.2.4,one would needtokeeptheerrorinthiscorrectionto
16RP(had)<_0.1.ThisradiativecorrectionarisesprimarilyfromhadronicloopsintheZ°-
-fmixingtensorand fromhadronicintermediate_tatesintheZ°--_"box"diagrams.The
authorsofRef.[MarS4]haveestimatedtheformerusingadispersionanalysisandfindacor-
respondinguncertaintyintheradiativecorrectionof6RPv(Z-'7mixing)_ 0.02.Hadronic
contributionsto';hebox diagramcorrectionhavealsobeenestimatedinRef.[Mar84]for
thecaseofatomicPV. These authorsconsideredprotonintermediatestates,whose dom-
inantcontributionto Rp issuppressedby a factorof(I-4sin_"Ow). As a rough and.
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perhaps, liberal estimate, one might equate the hadronic error in 6RPv with their estimate
of this "Born" contribution to RPv, resulting in an estimate of 6RPv = +0.01, well below the
problematic limit. Contributions from higher-lying intermediate states, however, need not
carry the 1 - 4sin 20w factor and could introduce significantly larger uncertainty. Further
study of these contributions is warranted for both PV electron scattering and atomic PV.
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IV.B. Elastic Scattering from Spin-O Nuclei

In turning from the nucleon to nuclear targets one might imagine at least two sources
of additional complications. The first would be the extra layer of strong-interaction physics
manifested in details of nuclear structure: the second would be the variety of and interplay
between the numerous multipole matrix elements that can contribute for arbitrary initial-
and/or final-state nuclear angular momenta. Indeed, as discussed later in Sect. IV.D. such
complications coupled with practical considerations such as energy resolution probably
render most PV (g, e') experiments involving transitions between discrete nuclear states
dubious at best for exploring the nucleonic current including its potential sa content, al-
though such experiments might be of great value for studies of nuclear structure. However.
there are also circumstances where specific features of nuclear structure can be used ad-
vantageously to provide simplification and/or to isolate or at least emphasize physics of
interest. The best example of this is elastic PV electron scattering from a spin-0, isospin-0
nucleus. In general, elastic scattering has an advantage over inelastic scattering in that
the FO.M, being proportional to the E,M cross section, is enhanced in the forward direction
and low-Q2 t by the Z 2 coherence factor in the monopole form factor. As Figs. 3.10-a l'__
illustrate, this results in ,7"being very large and consequently, the attainable statistical pre-
cision is improved by a factor of 1/Z with respect to gp or inelastic scattering to a discrete
state for a given luminosity and running time. Second, in the absence of strangeness and

in the limit of exact isospin symmetry T_ Hnu¢] = 0 , elastic matrix elements of J,

j_.,4 are proportional for these targets, since only the T = 0 components of the currents
contribute. Accordingly, as discussed in Sect. III.E.1, in this limit the matrix dements can-
cel from the hadronic ratio W (PV)/F 2, leaving only the particle physics coupling, v'3 _=0
.Moreover, A_.a(0+0) is also free from magnetic and axial-vector contributions, since this
target has J = 0.

To begin our discussion of what happens when one proceeds beyond this simple limit.
let us substitute the Standard Model couplings from Tables 3.1 and 3.2 into Eq. (3.120)
to obtain

Fco(s) (4.11)
-o'4L" = 4sin 2 8w [1 + R T=° + F(q)] + [1 + n(v°)1Fco(T O)-.to =

The Q2-dependence here arises from three terms: F, the correction that represents the
breaking of isospin symmetry discussed in Sect. III.D.4, the ratio Fco(s)/Fco(T = O) that
comes from the presence of nonzero strangeness components in the hadronic neutral current

_(0) which were introduced in Sect. III.B. Inand the radiative corrections RTv=° and _'v
the absence of the corrections, which will be discussed in more detail in the following

subsections, the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) yields the especially simple answer 4sin 2 0w
and accordingly elastic scattering from spin-0 nuclei was suggested as a place to test
the Standard Model [Fei75, Wa177]. One experiment of this type has been attempted,!

the t2C(g, e) measurement at MIT/Bates, whose detailed results have been presented in
Ref. [Sou90a] (see also the summary of these results in Sect. V.B.3). In this pioneering effort
AL,(0+0) _, 1.7 ppm was me_ured with 23% statistical and 3% systematic errors. Future,
higher-precision experiments of this type appear to afford the possibility of exploring
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in more detail all of the various facets of Eq. (4.11) and, accordingly, we shall follow
the discussions in Refs. [.Mus92a, Don89] and focus on these future issues. We begin by
exploring the interpretation and implications of this basic equation for the extraction of the
strange-quark contribution to the hadronic neutral current (Sect. IV.B.1) and then return
to discuss such PV elastic scattering measurements as Standard Model tests (Sect. IV.B.2).
Finally, in Sect. I\'.B.3 we consider elastic scattering from spin-0 nuclei with N # Z i i. e..
T > 0 nuclei) as a new means to study their ground-state neutron distributions. Discussion
of inelastic scattering to discre_ nuclear states, including d > 0 nuclei, will be deferred to
Sect. IV.D.

Before entering into these more detailed discussions let us summarize some of the
basic conclusions. As discussed in Ref. [Mus92a], high- Q21 forward-angle measurements

r,(s)
are potentially sensitive enough to '-'s to permit a determination of this form factor. For
4He, experiments carried out at moderately-forward angles (0 -_ 30°) for energies in the
regime 0.2 < e < 1,1GeV (below the first diffraction minimum) and 1.3 < e< 2.0 Ge\" (above

the first diffraction minimum) could allow a -determination with an uncertainty of
roughly half what is attainable with .4,_(_'p) measurements, up to presently unquantified
theoretical uncertainties. Results for 12C are similar, although the useful energy ranges
are somewhat narrower. Experiments at more forward angles and higher energies would
also achieve the same end. Viewed as a Standard Model test, the low-Q21 forward-

angle projections given in Ref. [Mus92a] show that ALR(0+0) is predominantly sensitive
to sin20w and possible contributions from "non-standard," degenerate, heavy-fermion
doublets [Mar90, Pesg0], although potentially large and theoretically uncertain dispersion
corrections could seriously cloud the interpretability of a < 1% measurement, as discussed

in Sect. II.A. Furthermore, that lack of knowledge in G_ ) places tight requirements on the
kinematic regime for which a 1% measurement of ALR(0+0) would be interp:et_:ble as a
Standard Model test. For both 4He :ld 12C. a low-to-intermediate energy measurement

would be required, whereas an exper: :ent performed at CEBAF energies (2-4 Ge¥) would

introduce G_)-uncertainties at greater than the 1% level. Experiments at very-forward
and moderately-forward angles both appear to be possible. Finally, it appears to be quite
feasible to extract the rms radius of the ground-state neutron distribution for a wide range
of nuclei to a precision of about 1% using PV elastic electron scattering.

IV.B.1 SENSITIVITY TO THE STRANGENESS FORM FACTOR G_ )

PV elastic electron scattering from 0+0 nuclei might ultimately Mlow a determination

of G_ _ to higher precision than is possible with gp scattering. By carrying out an ALR(0+0)
experiment at higher values of 1_2 l, one enhances the importance of the strangeness-
dependent term of Eq. (4.11) relative to the leading term [Bec89]. By going to sufficiently

high-1_2], one might also explore the non-leading Q2-dependence of G(E*). As discussed in
Sect. III.D.4, for favorable N = Z nuclei such as 4He and 12C, the first of the corrections
in Eq. (4.11), that relating to isospin-mixing (F), has been conservatively estimated in
Ref. [Don89] to remain less than 0.01 over the entire range of _2 of interest for extraction
of strange-quark contributions (limited on the high-Q21 side by the rapid falloff of the
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nuclear form factor and. correspondingly, the FOM -- see Figs. 3.10-3.12). XIoreover.

the Q2-dependence of R r=° and R_°/ should be relatively weak. Thus. depending on
the size of the strangeness form factor Fco(s), measurement of the PV asymmetry for
elastic scattering from such light 0+0 nuclei may be expected to provide a ,'elatively simple
method for isolating the strangeness contribution to the nuclear vector current.

To understand how well elastic scattering from 0* nuclei can be used to learn about

Gs.I,/ it is necessary, to probe more deeply into the uncertainties that compete with the
strangeness dependence. Let us begin with the nuclear many-body problem• If one treats
the E.Xl and NC form factors as arising from matrix elements of one-body operators , see
Sect. III.D.2). then from Eq. (3.65) the relevant matrix elements can be written

• "" " ' = E '"O[11 ('_ "< 0+ To 1511](q) 0. To > _,o:r(a 2) < a ) a > ,4.12,"" 0:T .. • 0:T '/ "
a

where we assume in general that the ground state has isospin To. The one-body density
matrix elements can be shown to be [Don84]

(4.13)

_.o;,(a2 ) = _ X/(r0 + l)(2T0 + 1)[._(a>- N,(a)] .
v/aT0(2j_ + I) J

where .\p,nare the occupationnumbers of the single-particlelevellabeleda Isee
Sect.III.D.2).The single-particlematrixelementsinEq. (4.12)containallof themo-

mentum transferdependenceinthenuclearformfactors.Inparticular,thecoherencein
themany-body matrixelementsarisesfrom thefactthattheT = 0 densitymatrixele-
mentsaboveinvolvea sum overprotonsand neutrons.Thus,atlowmomentum transferthe
T = 0 nuclearmatrixelementsareproportionaltothesum overallofthenucleonsinthe
nucleus,i.e.,toA. Incontrast,theT = 1 densitymatrixelementsinvolveproton-neutron
differencesand usuallyleadtosmallerisovectoreffects.These argumentsareindependent
ofthenatureoftheelectroweakprobe-- thataspectoftheproblemiscontainedentirely
inthesingle-particlematrixelements.Inparticular,sinceincomparingtheEM and NC
form factors the latter differ only by the hadronic weighting factors in Table 3.2 and by the

inclusion of the appropriate single-nucleon form factors, GT with T = 0, 1 and G_ I. one
has the following proportionality relationship involving the nuclear many-body monopole
form factors and the single-nucleon form factors:

Fco()
Fco(T = 0) Gr=° (4.14)

= '1

using the parameterizations in Sect. III.C. Thus the ratio of nuclear form factors is sim-
ply a ratio of _ingle-r, ucleo, form factors in this one-body-operator approximation (see
Sect. III.D.3 for a brief discussion of two-body meson exchange current corrections).
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Before proceeding further, let us make the following comment about the nuclear
monopole form factors: in computing matrix elements of the one-body charge operator.
_(1). one faces an ambiguity as to whether to use Dirac and Pauli (F1. F2 ) or Sachs (G_. G,f
form factors (as above). Since the operator t5(1) arises as a non-relativistic reduction of
the covariant nucleon currents, the nature of this ambiguity is most clearly characterized
by expanding the operator in powers of u/c. We carry this expansion out to second order
in u/c. since F1 and GE differ by terms of (.9(r). For a spin-0 nucleus, the spin-dependent
part of/5 _1) may be neglected, so that the time component of the single-nucleon current

involves 11

- rF2 - = a (1- + ,41 ,

up to terms of O(u/c) _ associated with spinor normalization. The factor 1- -}r multiplying
GE cancels from the hadronic ratio and yields the result in Eq. (4.14) to O( r 2 ). In short.
the use of GE form factors effectively accounts for all relativistic corrections through order

r. with truncation errors entering only at order r _'. Since G(_') is proportional to r. the
error involved in making this approximation is only of O(r) relative to the leading term.
Additional corrections associated with relativistic many-body dynamics should enter at
the same order in r or r/c. For further discussion, see Ref. [Mus92a].

Within the context of the approximation in Eq. (4.14), one can analyze the errors in

a potential determination of G_ ) in terms of the "extended" Galster parameterization of

G_ ) (.see Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42)) to obtain

G_ = - \ G z, [ sin2 R r=0 F] 2,, ,.,,0,] 6.4LR

--2sin 20w \.s_n2Ow • +F] + j .
(4.16)

where we have used G_ to set the size scale for G(_'). From this result we observe that the

sensitlvitle, of the form factor G_ ) to 5R r=°, 5F, and (_ sins 0w / sin20w) are roughly the

same. For p,r,,_. [ << 1, the sensitivity to (6ALR/ALR) is also similar to that of the other
uncertainties.

Neglecting for the moment the uncertainties in sin2 0w, F, and Rrv=°, let us consider

only the correlation between _O(_') and 6.4,,. Fig. 4.6 shows the statistical uncertainties
for elastic scattering from 4He as a function of r for different scattering angles under the
experimental conditions of/2 = 5 x 1038 cm-2s -1, P, = 100%, T = 1000 hours, and
&f_ = 0.01 sr and Aft = 0.16 sr. The curves in the two cases are similar, although the use

of the larger solid angle for 0 _ 30° would permit a slightly higher level of precision than
that attainable in the small solid angle regime. The break at r ,_ 0.11 corr_,sponds to the
diffraction minimum in the elastic form factor of 4He. Also shown axe the .certainties in

A,,_ required to reach limits on G(E') of I*a_ _1/G_I = 1.4 (a_h_a line --c .esponding to

that expected from a forwaxd-angle e_ experiment with _, _ 0.22) and 10_:'s) n/G I= 0.7
(dottedline_ roughlythebestonecouldexpectfromgpunderthecircumstancesdiscussed
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in Sect. IV.A). In both cases .\_ has been chosen to be zero (see Sect. III.C). Clearly. there

are both low- Q2;_ (r _-,0.04t and somewhat higher-!Q211r _ 0.,'2) regions where PV elastic

scattering from 4He holds the promise of a much better determination of _I,_,-,E than even

the best conditions for _'p (see below). Similar plots for elastic scattering from 12C are

also given in Ref. i.X.lus9'2.a]and similar conclusions can be drawn. In general, however.

the kinematic ranges over vchich elastic scattering is preferable to _'p are much greater
for 4He than for 12C and therefore, other conditions being equal. 4He provides the greater

flexibility. This results from the fact that, although the cross section appearing in the FOk[
is larger at low-iQ2! for 12C than for 4He due to the Z 2 coherence factor in the charge form
factor, the 4He cross section fails off less rapidly with IQ=l(see Figs. 3.10-3.1_'2i. kloreover.

a larger achi_-,'able luminosity has been assumed for a helium target.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.6, the statistical error in .4LR(0_'0) that must be achieved

to match the best e-'pdetermination of G _'1 ' -'-"E are approximately 5c_ at r = 0.04 and 2o, ar

= 0.2. These are to be compared with the other sources of possible uncertainty in GE

from Eq. i4.16). The isospin symmetry breaking correction F is very model-depend-u_
but. for the favorable cases such as 4He and 12C. even if _F _, F. this uncertainty i,

still unimportant, since F -- 0 rapidly a_ ;Q21 -, 0 and should be no larger than 0.01

at the higher values of r considered. The error in sin 2 0,v is currently (see Sect. II.C.i,
6sin 20w/sin 2 0w _ 1-2K and can be expected to be better than 1_ in the next few years.

.Note that the maximum allowable statistical uncertainty grows with energy for con-
- (s_ n

stant O(_E /GE. Since the weighting of other sources of uncertainty is roughly the same

as that of /5,4tR/,4ta in their impact on G_ ) in Eq. (4.16), the maximum allowable
(_.4tR/.4rR),t_t also sets the scale for the maximum allowable uncertainty from other

sources. For example, consider an attempt to measure p_ to roughly +0.7 precision. For
an experiment performed at 30 ° and r = 0.04 (near the first minimum in Fig. 4.6b_. a

1% error in sin _"0w would be larger than (¢5,4tR/Ata,, ),t_t and would, therefore, rule out

a determination of p, to this precision. However, at r = 0.2 (the second minimum in

Fig. 4.6b). the same error in sin 2 8w falls well below the maximum allowable statistical

error and should not. therefore, be problematic in this case.

A second way to analyze the prospective value of such determinations of G__ is to

consider the constraints imposed on the p. and A(_sl parameters in the "'Galster" parame-

terization of G_ '_ (see Sect. III.C). In Ref. [),,Ius92a] prospective 4He measurements were

analyzed, for kinematics corresponding to r = 0.04 and 0.2 at 0 = :30°. Since G I_'l is as vet.

not known, the authors of Ref. [Mus92a] considered different parazneterizations for G t_'_'

_(') O) and (B) (,,_ ,p,) =(X.here we employ two of those, v_z., (A) (,,_ ,p,) = (An ....

where the value of p, = -2 corresponds roughly to the average prediction of Ref. [Jaf89].

The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 4.7. For comparison, the constraints from the
- _(_)ep determination of ,.,_ discussed previously are also included. The bands in the figure

correspond to the uncertainty in p, associated with the uncertainty in At _ for given values

of A__.

As Fig. 4.7 illustrates, it does not appear to be possible to constrain the value of

A(_') in the event that p, is zero (parameterization A above). Moreover. in this case, the
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lower-energy, measurement gives the tightest constraints in the (A(s_•ps) plane. No new
information is added by a higher-energy experiment. In contrast, if p_ _ O. it is in principle
possible to restrict the uncertainty, in both p, and ,,_(_)with a combination of 4He measure-
ments. In none of these cases, however, would the _'p results add significant information
to the series of helium measurements. We consider in Sect. IV.F.3 the possibility that a
high-!Q_! QE measurement would contribute additional constraints to those of Fig. 4.7.

Several other features of these results are worth noting. First, the statistical pre-
cision in .4,R associated with the lower-energy constraints is roughly one percent !see

Ref. [Mus92a]). Since other sources of uncertainty enter into a determination of dG__ at
roughly the same level as 6ALR/AL_, as mentioned above in discussion Eq. (4.16i. one
might worry about the impact of these as yet unquantified uncertainties -- particularly
those associated with dispersion corrections- on the low-energy bands in Fig. 4.7. In
contrast, the higher-energy measurement corresponds to 6ALR/.4,._ on the order of 10(}. so
that theoretical uncertainties would only become problematic when they reach this scale.

IV.B.2 STANDARD MODEL TESTS

In the absence of s-quark contributions, radiative corrections, and isospin-mixing,
the PV asymmetry of Eq. (4.11) is simply proportional to sin2 0w and historically PV
electron scattering from 0+0 naclei was viewed as a test of the Weinberg-Salam model
and a measure of sin 2 0w (see, e.g., Refs. [Fei75, Wa177]). Use of such an experiment
for a contemporary test of the Standard Model would require a measurement accurate
enough to allow determination of Rrv=° to within :t:0.01. Such a requirement demands a
statistical uncertainty in .4La of 6ALR/A,.R _ 1%, as well as knowledge of the other terms

,z_l,)/ar=oin Eq. (4.11), F(q) and ,-,E , to the same level of accuracy -- we now proceed to
consider the latter.

As disc_lssed in Sect. III.D.4, drawing upon the work of Ref. [Don89] we expect
iF(q)i < 0.01 at least for the lightest 0+0 nuclei such as 4He and 12C. The correction
F(q) ---,0 as q --, 0, since the isovector charge operator _r-x _ _ot in this limit and since
the states are eigenstates of this operator. At moderate values of momentum transfer.
however, F(q) need not be small. In particular, for nuclei heavier than 160 the correc-
tion can be several percent; however, for nuclei in the Is- and lp--shells the correction
is somewhat smaller because of the difficulty of sustaining an isovector breathing mode
in the relevant nuclear shell model space (see Ref. [Don89]). The most favorable cases
for PV electron scattering studies appear to be 4He and 12C. Of the two targets. 4He is
advantageous from the standpoint of interpretability. The first excited state in 4He lies at
20.1 MeV as compared to 4.44 MeV in 12C, thereby introducing less likelihood of contam-
ination from inelastic events. Furthermore, luminosity loss over the length of the target is
less problematic for 4He than for 12C (see Sect. V.C). On the other hand, the 12C FOM is
larger than that of 4He at very low-IQ21due to the larger value of Z, thereby increasing
the range of energies over which a 1% Standard Model test could be performed.

As shown in Fig. 4.5, uncertainty in the strange-quark contribution, even when lim-

ited by the "best" determination of G(E') possible from a e'p experiment as discussion in
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Sect. IV.A. renders a determination of R r=° at the level of 6R_ =° _ +0.01 impossible.
Only in a very limited kinematic range for small r can one expect to reduce the uncertain-

ties to the necessary level. As r 0 ,.,_ --, 0 and the significance of the strange-quark
term. even if o(.'i_ _ . is reduced. On the other hand, the asymmetry -4LR also ---,0
as Q2; _., 0 and the statistical uncertainty attainable for given experimental conditions

begins to increase at very small r. For fixed x(_). ,,E • it is possible with either the high-or low-

:Q2i 4He G__' determination to reduce the uncertainty in p_ to well below what is needed

to make a 1% sin _ 0,,, determination for the kinematic ranges discussed above. Once ,\'_'
is allowed to vary, however, this statement no longer holds, as discussed in Ref. iXIus92al

(':,(s)However. from that work it was concluded that a low-IQ_l,,,_ determination using _He

could be sufficient to keep the G_)-induced error below a problematic level for a l-'C
Standard Model test.

To evaluate the prospect of running a low-IQ2! experiment, the (cgA/A)st_t-- re-
lationship for potential 12C(g,e) and 4I-Ie(g',e) experiments under conditions possibie at
.XIIT/Bates. Mainz. or CEBAF was analyzed in Ref. [Mus92a]. The resultant curves are
shown in Fig. 4.8. In arriving at these plots, luminosities of L:[12C] = 1.25 x 1038cm-2s -1
and L:[4He] = 5 x 10as cm-2s -1 . 100% beam polarization, and a running time of 1000 hours
were assumed, together with two choices of solid angle, Aft = 0.01 and 0.16 st. The solid
curves give the statistical uncertainty 6,4LR/ALR as a function of r, for different values

of 0. The two sets of dashed curves give the G(_)-induced error in ALR for two different
values of p_. 1.4 and 0.7 (where the former corresponds to the "ideal" _'p limits discussed
in Sect. IV.A). In order to perform a precision (< 1%) Standard Model test, both tb.e

statistical and G_)-induced uncertainties must fall below 1%. These requirements thus
determine the appropriate kinematics.

From these results, we observe first that although the low-Q21 FOM is lar_er for
12C than for 4He, owing to the difference in Z, the larger luminosity achievable for _He
compensates for most of this difference, leading to roughly comparable (6.4.La/.4.¢ R)stat in
most cases. In the very-forward-angle regime, experiments on these targets would need to
be carried out at 0 < 15° and at energies in the 400 to 800 MeV range. The lower bound
is set by the requirement that (SAL,/ALa)stat <_1%, while the upper limit is determined
by the uncertainty in p,. The range of allowable energies, for a given angle, is slightly
larger for 12C than for 4He. The general characteristics for the intermediate-angle case
are similar. Here, the decrease in FOM, relative to very forward angles, is compensated by
the larger solid angle. However, lower energies are needed in order to keep the statistical

'Aand 8ALR/ La error below 1%.

We emphasize that the limits corresponding to ops = 4-1.4 apply only in the event
that a sequence of high precision, forward- and backward-angle AL,('_p) measurements
are performed. In particular, the g'p experiments proposed thus far would not be sut_cient
to reach this level.

Even if an experimental determination of Rrv=° can be accomplished at the required
level, one must be able to interpret the experimental value. As discussed in Sect. III.B,
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R_ =° receives contributions from at least three possible sources: one-quark radiative cor-
rections in the Standard Model, non-Standard-Model physics, and hadronic processes
beyond the one-quark terms. The first of these is in principle calculable to arbitrary accu-
racy given values for the t-quark and Higgs masses with a much stronger dependence on
the former than the latter. Physics beyond the minimal Standard Model may be expressed
in terms of the S and T parameters described in Sects. II.C and III.B. The relevant contri-
bution here enters roughly as 0.016 S so that a determination of R_ =° to 6R r=° _ +0.01
would limit the uncertainty in S to 6S < 0.6 assuming the other contributions to R r=°
were precisely known. Atomic PV experiments using, e.g., la3Cs, show a similar sensitivity
to S: current results from atomic PV give S = -2.7 4:-2.3.

Unfortunately, it is not presently clear that one can calculate the hadronic contri-
bution to R r=° with sufficient accuracy to permit a competitive determination of S
The largest such contribution probably arises from the dispersion corrections discussed in
Sect. III.B. In particular, since A,R is a ratzo of the Z°-exchange to the photon-exchange
term in the one-boson exchange approximation, it is the difference between two-photon
dispersion correction and the photon-Z ° dispersion correction that enters R r=° As dis-
cussed in Sect. III.B these two corrections have significantly different analytic structures
al.d Q2-dependences. Furthermore, analysis of a recent (e, e) experiment on 12C and a
comparison of e+ and e- scattering from both 12C and 2°SPb suggest that the two-photon
dispersion corrections may enter at the level of a few percent, a significantly larger contri-
bution than previously estimated theoretically. Therefore one clearly needs to develop a
greater confidence in the reliability of theoretical calculations of such dispersion corrections
before one can expect to study physics beyond the minimal Standard Model.

IV.B.3 DETERMINING THE GROUND-STATE NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION

In the previous discussion we have relied upon the isospin symmetry of T = 0 nuclei to
select only the isoscalar piece the hadronic current. In the more general case of N :/: Z
(but still spin-0) nuclei, T _ ,nd consequently both the isoscalar and isovector currents
enter. In this case using Eq. _3.59a) one has

_.(0),_.
At, = __Fc°= v/3_rv:°Fco(r =O)+(rv=IFco(T = I) +,.v rco(s) (4.17)
A°. Fco 2[Fco(T= 0)+ Fco(T = I)]

For convenience let us define the following sum and difference of the T = 0, 1 monopole
form factors:

Fco(+) =- Fco(T = O)± Fco(T = I) (4.18)

and then Eq. (4.17) may be re-written using Eqs. (3.61)

c(o_F,

_2 A?__.____AL"= _ + (_'_,Fco(-)+Fco(+),v co(_)) (4.19)
.W",,
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where following Ref. [Don89] _e have introduced the q-dependent quantity

r'fq) =_,v "- Fco(+)lZ - L_7_,.VFco(+)

Here

, [ z_. ]-_(_,.=- 1.+-X(7,J ' 4.2!,

which only varies slightly with the choice of target ((_, _, -1.1 at tree-level for all 0-

nuclei). Note also that _[0)/_, = 1 at tree-level.

If initially we ignore the strangeness form factor and use the definitions of the form
factors written in terms of Fourier transforms of ground-state matrix elements of the
appropriate density operators (see, for example, Refs. [deF66. Don75, Don79a!). we hav_
(for one-body operators)

Fco(+) - _ d_ jo(qz) pp(f) (4.22

['co(- ) -- -_ d_ jo(qx) pn(_') ,

where pp(pn)is the proton (neutron) density normalized to Z(N). Then F(q)in Eq. (4.20
becomes

_,{1 - f d_ jo(qz) p.(Z)IN )_(q) (4.23
f d_ jo(qz)pp(Z)lZ J

or, equivalently, the PV asymmetry involves

ALR f d_ jo(qz) p,(_)

-2 A---_L_ = (_ + (_/ f d_ jo(qz) pp(_) " (4.24

At tree-level, the first term in Eq. (4.24) becomes (_, = (1 - 4sin 2 _w) -_ 0.092, while the
coefficient of the second term (_ = -1 and accordingly the second term is dominant. The
Fourier transform of the proton density occurring in the denominator in the second term
of Eq. (4.24) is determined by unpolarized electron scattering. Thus, mea_uremen_ of the
P V asymmetry in thi_ case i_ nearly a direc_ mea_uremen_ of the (Fourier transform of
the) neutron density.

The ratio of the Fourier transforms of the neutron and proton densities occuring in
the dominant term in Eq. (4.24) has some interesting properties. For pure T = 0 nuclei,
pn = pp, this ratio is 1 and Eq. (4.24) yields the simple result v_ r-° discussed above
(as expected). For T = 0 nuclei with small isospin impurities introduced e.g., by Coulomb
interactions between protons, p,_ _ pp and deviations of this ratio from unity are related
to a nonzero F term in Eq. (4.11). For T > 0 (usually N > Z) nuclei, the ratio deviates
from 1 even at q = O. In addition, if p,_ and pp have different radial dependences, the
Fourier transforms of these deaaities will have dif[erent diffraction structure with diffraction
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minima occurring at different q. In this case the PV asymmetry will show rather dramatic
deviations from the simple monotonic increase with momentum transfer that obtains for
pn/N = pp/Z. This "beat" phenomenon thus leads to a very sensitive dependence of .4L_
to differer_ce_ in the proton and neutron densities.

Including the strangeness contribution in Eq. (4.20) does not significantly alter the
conclusions reached here. Instead of p,_ in Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) it is only necessary to
make the replacement

again treating the density operators as one-body operators. For the very small values
of momentum transfer where one might attempt to extract the neutron distribution _see
below) the second term in Eq. (4.25) is only about a percent or so of the first term. the one
that involves the neutron distribution. Of course, were extremely high-precision called for.

then the second term could be treated as a correction with G_ ) as a quantity that would
have been determined from the other measurements described elsewhere in the present
work.

Examples of how sensitive a probe of the ground-state neutron distribution PV elastic
electron scattering can be are shown in Fig. 4.9 which is taken from Ref. [Don89]. Despite
many years of effort using a variety of experimental probes, detailed knowledge of neutron
densities in nuclei remains extremely limited. The authors of Ref. [Don89] have concluded
that a measurement of the PV asymmetry for 2°SPb at q _ 0.5 fm -1 could provide a
determination of the radius of the neutron density to an accuracy of 1_; they also con-
elude that such an experiment is eminently feasible given reasonable beam and detector
r_arameters. Because such experiments are both difficult and costly it is unlikely that (g. e i
will be used in an extensive program to map out neutron densities in a variety of nuclei.
H,_wover, it should be possible to use it to provide critical "benchmark" measurements
against winch to compare both theoretical, predictions and other experimental probes of
neutron densities.
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IV.C. Elastic Scattering from the Deuteron

As with elastic scattering from (0+0) targets, elastic 2H(_', e) scattering serves as an
isospin "filter". since the ground state is nominally T = 0. Thus, as with the (0+0) cases
discussed in the previous section, one might hope to eliminate some of the uncertainties
associated with the multitude of form factors entering _'p elastic scattering through the use
of a deuterium target. On the other hand, since this nucleus has spin-1, the elastic asym-
metry depends on isoscalar magnetic dipole, axial-vector dipole and Coulomb quadrupole
form factors as well as the Coulomb monopole form factors entering ALa(0*0). For this
reason, one or more measurements of ALa(2H) could nicely complement the experiments
discussed in the foregoing sections as a means for further constraining the strangeness
form factors. In fact. the isoscalar character of this nucleus enhances the sensitivity of

_(8).4aa(2H) to '-'M at backward angles by roughly #p/#r=0 over the corresponding sensir,v-
ity of A_a(1H), while reducing the impact of theoretical uncertainties in the axial-vector
contribution. Moreover, uncertainties associated with the nuclear wave function appear to

be tolerably small at low-IQ2i. Consequently, one might hope to improve the constraints
on #, by a factor of two over the "ideal" constraints with _p elastic (see Eq. (4.4)). Elastic
scattering from deuterium does present a challenge to experimental resolution, given the
small (2.22 MeV) binding energy of the ground state. It appears, however, that an exper-
iment which admits a non-negligible amount of inelastic contribution would not seriously

impair the extraction of interesting constraints on G!_). Furthermore, while no analogous
enhancement factor arises in the longitudinal contribution to Aan(2H), it appears that a
moderate-energy, moderately-forward-angle measurement of this asymmetry could permit

tighter constraints on G(_') than are possible with _p elastic scattering alone.

To illustrate the rationale for these conclusions, we return to the expressions for the

deuteron asymmetry given in Sect. III.E (see Eq. (3.127)). Let us extend the leading-order
result in Eq. (3.128) to the following:

ALa _A(1)+A(2)+A(3) , 14.26)
2A0"

where A(i ) gives the tree-level Standard Model contribution in the absence of strangeness,
A(2) contains the strangeness contribution to deuteron vector current form factors, and
A(3 ) contains the axial-vector terms. The latter two terms vanish in the absence of
strangeness and electroweak corrections. In terms of the quantities _ntrod.uced _n Sect. IlI.
we have

A(,)= = -4 in e [1+ =°+ r]
A(2) = _O)g_ [VL(Fco(T = O)Fco(S) + Fc2(T = 0)Fca(s)) + vTFMI(T -- 0)FMI(S)]

x [vL(F_o(T = O)+ F_2(T = 0)) + vTF_(T = 0)] -_

A(3) = -vT, gvFMI(T = 0) L_,A ,.El(8) + F}l(s ) + (AM)

x [vL(F_o(T = O) + F_2(T = 0)) + vTF_(T = 0)] -1
(4.27)
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We have neglected in A(3 ) a term that is second-order in the nominally small quantities
_r=0 and F_Ii(s). The term containing 3FE15(AM) is generated by the many-body%.4 • - -

nuclear anapole moment (see Sect. III.D.5), where FEI_(AM) = (g.s. if'J s [g.s) TM and 3
is defined in Eq. (3.94). The AM is one of a number of many-body effects which do not
enter in scattering from single nucleons. Nor does it arise in scattering from (0+0) targets.
since it requires a target having nonzero spin.

The term A(1) is analogous to the leading term in the (0+0) asymmetry. It arises
from the piece of the isoscalar neutral vector current proportional to j_M(T = 0) and is
therefore, nominally independent of nuclear physics. Nuclear corrections enter via both
R r=° (e.g. dispersion corrections) and F, which represents the mixing of T # 0 continuumV

states into the deuteron ground state. For purposes of this discussion, we will take the
nucleus-independent parts of A(11 to be sufficiently well determined from experiments in
,Jtiaer sectors and focus on A(2 / and A(31. In what follows, we let A_21 and Ai_ _ denote

the contributions to A(21 from G(E') and G!_), respectively.

After casting the results of Ref. [Po190] in the formalism outlined in Sect. III. we ob!tain
the following impulse approximation (IA) expressions for the deuteron form factors'

{ [ ] }v/-4-_Fc,(T= 0)= V/2(l+ rd)rd G r=° (I+ Ird)O_ - Dc + D_, + ar=°o:_,

=,or)E (_r=o Mv/_Fu,(T = O)= q v/1 + rd(Gr_ -- u +--, Du )
Mo

b.T=On.,,E15 = --" A "" M
(4.28)

where rd -- IQ21/4Mo 2 and where Dc,Dq,DM,D_ and DA are integrals dependent on
the S- and D-state components of the deuteron wave function defined in Ref. [Pol90]. The
vector NC form factors Fco, Fc_, and FMI have identical forms to the EM form factors
m Eq. (4.28) with the replacements Gr-o _ _r=o and Gr=°. _., _r=OM. Making use of
these formulae, we now consider A(2.3) at forward and backward angles. Results for other
kinematic regimes may be found in Ref. [Pol90].

IV C.! B.\CKWARD-_,NGLE SCATTERING

Let us begin by considering backward-angle PV electron scattering. Using Eqs. (4.27)
and (4.28) and the fact that v,./Vr << 1 as O---, 180° we have

A(2 )--*- +A_ [I--6Nvc+R(V0)] , (4.29)

D E/D M andwhereA--- M/ M,

=_ =°) . (4.3o)T-O T-O
1+ /G'M- )
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The terms in Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) arise purely from the ratio of magnetic deuteron form
factors. F_,tI(s)/F._,tl(T = 0). Contributions from the Coulomb form factors are highly
suppressed by c,L/t'r at backward angles. The presence of the nucleon form factors G r=°

and G_'1 in the deuteron magnetic form factors arises from magnetic projections of the
convection part of the one-body vector current:

f(q)conv = G_(q2) (y+/y') (4.31,
2rnv

and similarly for the strange-quark vector current. Since the contribution of Eq. (4.31,

to the magnetization, rS(r") = ½(F x f), is proportional to the orbital angular nlomentum
(2_(s )operator, contributions containing ,.._(;'r'°and ,-,E to F._,[t(T = 0) and F_1t(._) vanish

for a pure S-wave. Hence. the contributions involving GE are weighted by the integral
D E which depends only on the D-state component of the deuteron wave function Tht..%1_ -

correction factors 6.vvc and A thus vanish in the limit that D-wave components of the
deuteron are neglected.

Simple estimates for the scale of terms in Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) may be obtained by
considering sufficiently small values of q such that terms of order (qr/2)2 and higher in the
Bessel functions appearing in the D-integrals are negligible. Since the percent of D-wave
in the deuteron is generally considered to be <_10% of the total, we have that the ratio
D_/D M is approximately

D_ (_)%D-wave_0.08 . t4.32,
_. ,W _

A DM %S-wave

Moreover, at Q21 = 0, one has Gr'°(0) = ½ and Gr'°(0) = ½(#p + #n) _ 0.44. Hence. at
IVl =0,

6,,vc_ Cr-ol Dg]"M /

The scale of Ai_)(O _ 180°),A is thus given by #,/_,r-0 with a small (<_ 10N) nu-
clear physics correction. The model-dependence of this correction has been analyzed

1

in Ref. [Polg0], using nonrelativistic deuteron wave functions. For example, the quantity
_i_,vc does depend on momentum transfer, running from ,_ 0.05 at IQ21 = 0 to _ 0.2 at
Q21 = 0.5 (GeV/c) 2. The latter number is quite dependent on the details of the deuteron

wave function. The Bonn potential yields a value of 0.13, while the Pax'is potential gives
0.23, and Reid soft core 0.29. (None of these nonrelativistic models should be considered
to be totally reliable at momentum transfers much above this scale, in any case.) At low-
IQ I, however, 6_,vc is constrained to the value in Eq. (4.33) by static properties of the
deuteron, primarily the ratio of D- to S-wave content.

The result of Eq. (4.29) has two notable features. First, the presence of #r-0 rather

than #p in the denominator of A_) enhances the backward-angle #, signal by roughly a
factor of six over the corresponding signal in ALa(_p). Second, the small magnitude of
the nuclear physics correction to ALR(0 -* 180°),A implies that theoretical uncertainties
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in the deuteron wave function should not introduce serious theoretical ambiguities into

the interpretation of a backward-angle measurement. As discussed above, for [Q_[ < 0.1
(GeV/c) 2, 6.,_.c _<0.1 in all deuteron models considered, with an uncertainty of less than
_0.03.

From Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) we also observe that the backward-angle strangeness
radius signal is suppressed with respect to the p, term by the same factor which minimizes

the nuclear physics correction in Ai_ ). Specifically,

_ rPsA _ 0.56r (4.34J

A(_) 0--180° #s

for small [Q2 and using the values for #, and p, from Ref. [Jaf89]. If these estimates are
realistic, one would need to go to extremely large values of }Q2! in order for A_21to compete

with Ai_ ) at backward angles. Consequently. unless the ratio ps/#_I is much larger than
the prediction of Ref. [Jaf89], a nonzero value of the strangeness radius should pose no
serious difficulty for the extraction of a value of #, from low- Q21, 8 --* 180 ° measurements.

Following a similar line of reasoning as above, we arrive at the following low-Q2 I,
backward-angle signal from the axial-vector term of A(3)'

(VT') "[_Dv/l+rd__
(4.35)

{_T=0 Q, 167rc_ (D,]a,D)}× Gr=° g_ v_G m 2 G_=°DI_ [1- 6,_uc] .,%"

where (DI a ID) is the elastic matrix element of the anapole operator defined in Eq. (3.97)

It is interesting, to compare the relative sensitivities of ALa(1H) and .4La(2H) to the
dominant sources of uncertainty. In the latter case, one has

IM,6AL. _, 26l_,+ 6(_ =° (4.36)
A,., 5 q

which, for an experiment performed at the SAMPLE kinematics (q _ 300 MeV/c) leads
to

6
___6A'"_ 26#, + -,6¢ r=° (4.37)
A,, o

Comparingthisresultwith Eq. (4.3),one observesthattheelasticdeuteronasymmetry
ismuch more sensitiveto#, thanisAra(IH). Moreover,a/though#s and uncertainties
in the axial-vector form factors arecorrelated at the same level in both cases, one has

that 6GrA=° << 6(_r_=1 from the effects of radiative corrections. Thus, in contrast to the
situation with e'p scattering, the impact of axial-vector radiative correction uncertainties
on a determination of _, with _'D scattering appears to be less problematic.
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To ascertain the potential constraints on #, one might achieve with a measurement
of ,4LR(2H), we show in Fig. 4.10 the fractional statistical uncertainty in the asymmetry
as a function of energy for fixed scattering angle, assuming reasonable experimental con-
ditions isee figure caption). On the same plot we give the induced uncertainty from p_
associated with the "ideal" SAMPLE determination of this parameter. From these curves
it is apparent that one might hope to improve upon the best case SAMPLE results by a
factor of two by performing a large--solid-angle elastic _'D experiment at e _ 200 XIe\'.

Such an experiment, of course, would have to confront the issue of resolution. For a
detector like SAMPLE. it is not possible to resolve the ground state and consequently
the asymmetry would receive contributions from excitation of continuum states (see
Hcf. [Hwa86] for a discussion of ,4LR(2H) near threshold). In Ref. [Mus92a] the impact of
contributions from excitation of the first continuum state (1So) on a determination of _,
was analyzed. A simple estimate for q = 300 *IeV/c leads to

3 finel _ !r=1+6A.w_c . 43$

where fei (finel) is the fraction of the total cross section arising from elastic Iinelastic
scattering, 6Rra=1 is the theoretical uncertainty in the isovector axial-vector radiative
corrections, and 6A.u_c is a correction due to meson-exchange currents. Using the estimate
of 6R T=I = +0.2 from Ref. [Mus90] one has 6#, _ 0.03 (fine1/fel) from radiative correction
uncertainties. One expects uncertainties in the meson-exchange correction to contribute
at a similar, if not smaller, level. To leading order in v/c, the latter contribute only to the
magnetic transition matrix element appearing in the denominator of the asymmetry. This
contribution, dominated by 7r-exchange at low momentum transfer, is well constrained by
experimental knowledge of thresi:old deuteron electrodisintegration [Are82, Auf85. BerT1.
Gun72, Hoc73, vangl]. Hence, to _he extent that one can experimentally restrict inelastic
contributions to those arising from the isovector transition to the first continuum state, the
inclusion of inelasticities should not seriously weaken the #_ constraints attainable from
purely elastic _'D scattering.

IV.C.2 FORWARD-ANGLE SCATTERING

In the extreme forward direction, the axial-vector term A(3) vanishes since vr, :x

tan 0/2. Thus, we need only consider A_) and A_2) in this kinematical regime. In contrast
to the backw_d-angle limit, where vr >> vL, the 0 ---, 0° vector current terms receive
contributions from both the charge and magnetic form factors. In this limit, using similar
arguments as employed previously to estimate the scale of the wave function integrals, one
has from Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) the following IA expressions for A,w and A_2)'"-'(2)

0o/' _o -°-(G_=0) 2 rd (4.39)

Gr=0E
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In arriving at Eqs. (4.39), we have omitted terms of O(ra ) as well as those involving the De
integral. Since this integral, which depends only on the D-state component of the wave
function, vanishes as Q2, it should be negligible in comparison with De, DM.".and D._
at small values of momentum transfer. VCehave also neglected small additional nuclear
physics corrections -,- 6Nut.

Comparing Eqs. (4.39) and (4.29), we observe that Ai_)(0 ---, 0°) t" is suppressed
with respect to the corresponding backward-angle limit by roughly 0.4 (q/5I_ i2. On the

other hand. A_2), which is suppressed with respect to the ratio G_)/G r-°_ by. X _ 0.1

at backward angles, now differs from G_')/G r'° by only a small. Q2--dependent nuclear
physics correction. Thus, one expects the p, signal as 0 -, 0° to be relatively much stronger

in comparison with the _.,, signal than at backward angles. Moreover. since G_'j vanishes
as Q2 for small momentum transfer, the ratio A_2)/A'_(2) should be largely, independent
of momentum transfer in the low-lQ_l limit. In particular, neglecting the small nuclear
physics corrections and taking M_ _-,2rn.,_. we have

 x 2)(0 oo) c;l=o2 p' _ 15 (4.40)
--.oo) ., aI,:0

using the estimates of Ref. [Jaf89]. Thus, the strangeness radius signal at forward angles
could be relatively significant.

To estimate the constraints that a forward-angle ALR(2H) measurement could place
on p,, we have considered a 1000 hour measurement at 0 = 30 °, assuming a luminosity of
£ = 5 × 10aScm-2s -1, solid angle Af_ = 0.16 st, and beam polarization P_ = 100c_. Under
these conditions_ the most stringent constraints on ps would be obtained at energy e _ S00
MeV. for which the statistical uncertainty would be roughly 2%. The resulting uncertainty
on p, would be about a factor of five smaller than is achievable with an "'ideal" series of
.4.,,_(Fr)_measurements and comparable to the constraints attainable from a measurement
nf 4.._(_He) at io'.v-lQ2[. The technical feasibility and impact of inelastic contributions
remain to be analyzed.

In summary, the use of FD scattering as an additional constraint on the nucleon
strangeness form factors has several advantageous features: enhanced sensitivity due to
the nucleon's small isoscalar magnetic moment and its small axial-vector isoscalar form
factor, weaker sensitivity to axial-vector radiative corrections than in the free proton case,
and the possibility of a kinematic separation of _, effects from Os effects. Moreover, the
impact of nuclear wave function uncertainties appears to be negligible at low-IQ 2I. Finally,
in the case of backward-angle scattering, it appears tha_ an experiment could integrate
into some of the inelastic region without seriously affecting a determination of #,. These
features suggest that further theoretical study of contributions from the anapole moment,
dispersion corrections, and relativistic effects as well as experimental analysis of technical
feasibility appear warranted.
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IV.D. Other Discrete Nuclear Transitions

In this section we consider a few examples of PV electron scattering involving discrete
nuclear transitions other than those discussed above. The treatment presented here is not
meant to be comprehensive: while the procedures followed are straightforward extensions
of the formalism applied above to elastic scattering from spin-0 systems (see Sect. IV.B),
it is generally necessary to deal with several multipole matrix elements when considerin_
transitions between nuclear states which have non-trivial angular momenta and this signif-
icantly complicates the analysis. On the one hand, the ability to select specific transitions
with good quantum numbers for the initial and final nuclear states can. in principle, be
an advantage for then the focus can be placed on particular pieces of the electroweak cur-
rent. On the other hand, given the proliferation of different electroweak matrix elements
that can occur in general, the description of the asymmetry now usually becomes more
dependent on details of the nuclear modeling than is the case for the very special monopole
situation that occurs for elastic scattering from spin-0 nuclei. Both of these aspects of the

problem will be illustrated in the discussions to follow using specific nuclear transitions.

It is clear that under certain circumstances the PV asymmetry may be quite sensitive

to the single-nucleon content and therefore it would appear that choosing the transition
and kinematics judiciously might provide a means to explore, for instance, the nucleon's
strangeness form factors (given that the nuclear many-body uncertainties are not too
large). However, as discussed in detail below, this is usually not the case. The reason is
not one of principle, but of practice: for most discrete nuclear transitions of interest other
than elastic scattering, which is coherent and so has a large cross section, the figure-of-
merit introduced in Sect. III.E is very small. As a consequence, unfortunately it is rather
unlikely that high-precision determinations of the PV asymmetry can be contemplated for
most discrete nuclear transitions in the foreseeable future.

IV.D.1 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF TRANSITIONS IN .'V= Z NUCLEI

To make the treatment reasonably tractable in this subsection let us restrict our
attention to N = Z nuclei with ground states having angular momentum and isospin 0
with positive parity. The discrete excited states will be assumed to have good quantum
numbers J'_T and accordingly specific transitions may be classified in the following ways:
first, the transitions are either isoscalar (T = 0) or isovector (T = 1). Secondly, they fall

into two classes, natural parity transitions where _"= (-)J:

F1 =F_j

F_=F}j

= -PcJcj (4.41 )
wry = - j j
W_A = (1 -4sin 20w}FEjFMA
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and non-natural parity transitions where _"= (_)J*l and one has

F_ =0

.L
BAy =0 (4.41b_
,7"
_Av = -F,uJIeMJ

.T e

_'VA = (l-4sin20w)F.WJFEJ5 .

usingEqs.(3.108)and (3.114)inSect.III.E.I.Clearlythespecialcaseofelasticscattering
from spin-0systemsdiscussedinSect.IV.B iscontainedinEq. (4.41a)._.e..when only

¢o 1omUmonopolefo m =F&. =-F 0&0 -
W_ v = - ,_I_A = 0.Inthediscussionstofollowwe shallcomparethefigures-of--meritfora
few selected transitions with that for elastic scattering from spin-0 nuclei and hence it i__
appropriate to re-state the result for the latter (see also Sect. IV.B):

E
.r = _'01_-:--g2Q_/q_lk_o <4.4:_

The general behavior of the FOM has been discussed in Sect. III.E.2. There elastic
scattering from the proton, 4He and 12C was compared with three particular representative
inelastic excitations in 12C. Let us now examine the asymmetries and figures-of-merit for
these illustrative examples in somewhat more detail to bring out the reasons why the
specific results shown in Figs. 3.10-3.12 are obtained.

.Non-.Natural Parity Transitions

Let us start with non-natural parity transitions, since this case is somewhat simpler
than the natural parity case as no Coulomb matrix elements occur. The cross section is
proportional to the square of the magnetic form factor (o¢ F_ j), whereas from Eq. (3.117 t
the asymmetry is

AL_..._,= -[FMJ - V/1 - E2(1 - 4sin 20W)$'EJh]/FMJ . (4.43)
A0.

Since in general FM,I and FM J have different q-dependences and hence different locations
of their diffraction minima, it is clear that the asymmetry can become quite large near a
minimum in FM j. While that may seem at first sight to be advantageous for studying
PV electron scattering, it should be remembered that the FOM characterizes the precision
with which the asymmetry can be determined. Equation (3.140) yields

.T' = _"Z'__ FMJ- - - , (4.44)

which does nothing special as one passes through the diffraction minima of FM j. Said
in other words: it does no good to have a large asymmetry but a small cross section if
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the?' conspire as they do here to yield only a typical _mali figure--of-merit l see below), for
then using Eq. !3.139!the fractional uncertainty in the asymmetry is large. As we shall
see below, under typical conditions the asymmetry itself is not sufficiently sensitive to. for
example, details of the strangeness or axial-vector single-nucleon form factors to overcome
this large fractional uncertainty.

.-ks particular examples, let us consider further the J = 1. T = 0.1 cases shown in
Figs. 3.10-3.12 and use the following to characterize the form factors that enter: F_tl, T) -
-'q/3IiGriK._11, P.wlir)= -(q/M)G.,1"r[x'._t1 and PE_s(T! - -o(_/_'E__. ,. where we have
isolated the overaU dependences on q which must occur, as ,,,,,ellas specific choices for the

dependences on the single-nucleon form factors (see below). Isospin-mixing is ignored
in this section. K._I1. K.wl and KE15 contain all of the remaining q-dependences nil
may be nonzero at low momentum transfer. The normalizations are chosen here in order
that for specific spin-flip-dominated cases, where the convection current contributions aro
unimportant, one has K._I1 = KM1 = /_'E15. Specifically, for the excitation of the 1-1
state at tree level we have from Eq. (4.44)

0.546 FM1 × 1 + VII- _¢_"85 MeV/c G_] /_'E1,

Taking/_'e15 = K.ul for this spin-flip-dominated transition twhich is borne out by more
detailed analysis: see Re£ [Don79a]t together with the minimum fractional uncertainties
deduced from Figs. 3.10-3.12 we obtain the following for the fractional uncertainties of the
axial-vector contributions to the asymmetry: 300_ (10°), 320 (30°) and 465';_, 150° ,
Clearly some dramatic (unanticipated)improvement in experimental do-ability would have
to occur before interesting information concerning the isovector axial-vector form factor
could be extracted.

Similar conclusions are reached for the excitation of the 1"0 state in 12C. Treating

this as an eigenstate of isospin (which is known not to be the case: see Refs. iDon79a.
FlaT9] where isospin-mixing is discussed), we have from Eq. (4.44)

{4.46_

For simplicity let us assume that this transition is also spin-flip-dominated (this is not
as good an approximation as it is for the excitation of the 15.11 MeV level in 12C. as
discussed in Ref. [Don79a]; however it is adequate for the present purposes where we
merely wish to set the general scale of the problem), in which case the ratios of K's are
both unity. Furthermore, if we for example set the vector strangeness form factor of the
nucleon to zero and take the EMC value for the axial-vector strangeness form factor (see

Eq. (3.47)), we als° have G_ =°'r-T=°_'-'M= -0 918 andcr=°(0)/Gr=°(0). • = -0.441:t:0.070:t=
0.105. We then obtain the following fractional uncertainties in the latter when the 1+0
figures-of-merit at their first (second) maxima are employed: 3070% (3245°_) for 10°.
3240% (3365%) for 300 and 4705% (4734%) for 150°. If instead we ignore the axial-vector
contribution (which ca_ be made small by working in the forward direction) and allow for a
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nonzero magnetic strangeness contribution, then we have GM"T=0/G uT=o= -0.915 (1-+-2.5p,)
f:,(s)

using our parameterization of _._t. The fractional uncertainty in #, is !6ALn/.4Lni/!P,,.
implying from the numbers given above that the magnetic strangeness could only be defined
to several _ 100_ using the 1+0 state in 12C which is not competitive with other cases
discussed in Sects. IV.A-C. Clearly no useful information is likely to be forthcoming from
studies of this transition.

Natural Parity Transitions

The natural parity class of transitions is somewhat more complicated. In this case
the PC cross section (Eq. (3.1!6)) involves both Coulomb and electric form factors ,x
21Q2/q2jC_F_j, F_j) and the hadronic ratio is given by

_[2IQ2/q2[C_FcJ['cJ + FEJ['EJ- V/I - _¢2(1-4sin 2 Ow )FEIF),I j_ ;11-_PV)/Fa
' = L 21Q2/q_jCF_j + F_j ,

_4.47_

Using Eq, (3.140) the FOM can be written in the following way:

= . (4.48)
1 - ¢ 2[Q2/q2IE + ,/2j

where for convenience we have defined VJ _ FEj/Fcs. In the long wavelength limit
(q --, 0) the Coulomb and electric multipole matrix elements are related by the continuity
equation [deF66], which implies that *Is -'* -\/(J + 1)/J(w/q) in this limit. For example.
in Figs. 3.10-3.12 the figure-of-merit is given for the 2+0 state at 4.44 MeV in 12C.
The peak value of ,_' occurs at q _ 265 MeV/c which yields 1_'2t _ 2.0 × 10-2 using
the above approximation. Experiment [Fla78] gives 3.9 × 10-2, implying that the long
wavelength limit, while not precisely correct at such values of momentum transfer, is in
fact a reasonable measure of the relative importance of Coulomb and transverse multipole
contributions. In either case, at least for this specific transition, 1_'21is rather small and
Eq. (4.48) can roughly be approximated by

,T.= 1 __,.'$'°,_jQ2/q2 _,_j (4.49)

except when _: becomes very small (i.e., at rather backward angles) and consequently
when the transverse multipoles must be retained. As seen in Figs. 3.10-3.12 at large 0 the
FOM is diminished and consequently we shall focus on forward-angle scattering. There the
FOM has the same form a_ that found for elastic scattering (Eq. (4.42)) up to corrections of
order _j for natural-parity transitions that behave as the 4.44 MeV transition in 12C does.
T}.e requirement that must be met is that the Coulomb/convection current currents must
dominate. Examples with this character include the rather collective low-lying 2+ states
such as the 4.44 MeV level in '2C and the usual (convective) giant dipole resonance. In
contrast, certain cases exist which are spin-flip dominated, such as the spin-flip giant dipole
resonance [Don68, Don70]; for these more detailed analyses would need to be performed.
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The general observation to be drawn from studies of natural-parity transitions is that
the?' apparently offer no special advantage over elastic scattering and. in fact. have the
detriment that the FOM in the latter case is generally more favorable due to the coherence
of elastic scattering. A possible exception to this statement could come from using high-
energy forward-angle scattering to probe the weak neutral current in nuclei at somewhat
higher values of q than may be permitted with elastic scattering. To be specific, in taC
the elastic form factor fails off with increasing momentum transfer su_,cientIy rapidly that
the 2"0 competes successfully with it at q greater than about 265 .MeV/c and then. for
instance, using the results for 10° (Fig. 3.101 for the 2*0 transition we find i0.4LR/A.LR =
5.1c;_ at e = 2.5 GeV (q = 435 MeV/c). The forward-angle asymmetry involves the

ratio (_=.°/ar=° = -0.91S (1 + 2.2[G_'/ar=°])and, in contrast to the magnetization-
dominated 1"0 case discussed above, has only very small strangeness sensitivity because

of the suppression of G_ / at low momentum transfer. Using the above conditions thi,

would result in a 45_ determination of G_ I (taking model (B) discussed in Sect. IV.B.1
for the electric strangeness form factor of the nucleon). While this might constitute a good
alternative to elastic scattering, it should be remembered that the transverse multipole
contributes at some level (quantified above for the 2+0 transition in 12C, which is one of
the few that have been adequately studied using PC electron scattering) and consequently
that additional nuclear model dependence enters the problem for an,,,"case other than
0" -, 0 ± transitions where only the monopole can contribute.

IV.D.2 NUCLEAR TRANSITIONS' DISCUSSION AND SU*IMARY

A few additional comments concerning discrete nuclear transitions are in order. One
pertains to the question of experimental resolution in studies of PV and PC electron scat-
tering. As discussed in Sect. V, when extreme values of luminosity are demanded (implying i
thick targets) and large solid angles are required to make high-precision measurements of
,4LR it may not be possible to resolve individual discrete states. Instead, under some
conditions, it may be necessary to sum over a few transitions to obtmn a total asymmetry

AtOtLR = p, ALR,, , (4.50)
t

where .4mR., is the asymmetry for the ith transition and p, =_(de/df_),/[_j(da/d_)_] with
(de/df_), the PC cross section for the ith transition. An example where this might occur
is when the 2+0 transition in 12C is summed together with elastic scattering. Again using
the results for scattering at forward angles shown in Fig. 3.10, we see that only about
6% of the total asymmetry comes from the inelastic transition. Of course, for very high
precision studies of the PV asymmetry this may be significant. For instance, as discussed
in Sect. IV.B, one issue that arises is that of isospin-mixing, which, being theoretically
uncertain (see the treatment in Ref. [Don89]), could lead to an intolerable uncertainty
in the total asymmetry. Clearly the problem is only worse with poorer resolution where
more transitions must be summed and accordingly where a larger fraction of the total
asymmetry comes from inelastic excitations.
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A related comment also involves summing over several transitions. If the range of
excitation involves only T = 0 states in oV= Z nuclei (e.g., takes into account only states
below 15.11 MeV in 12C, ignoring isospin-mixing problems), then the tree-level asymmetry
is proportional to

= 0.454+ Z p' w(PV) /F2 (s), , (4.51)
!

• . )qqwhere (s indicates contributions coming only from terms with nonzero strangeness.
Insofar as complications from isospin-mixing can be ignored {or modeled successfully/the
total asymmetry could be used to obtain some indication about the presence or absence
of strangeness: if experiment yielded the result 0.454 for Eq. (4.51), then it would at least
be suggestive that the strangeness contributions were small. Of course, accidentally they
could cancei an the sum on the right-hand side of the equation and no conclusion could
be drawn. Such a measurement might serve to get a first glimpse at the importance of
strangeness in elec'ron scattering in that, being summed over several levels, it would have
the maximal FOM attainable for a given nucleus.

In this section we have focused on discrete transitions in N = Z nuclei, since the

analysis is reasonably tractable and serves to set the scale for nuclei in general. Odd-
.4 nuclei can, of course, also be investigated, although the proliferation of multipoles that

occurs for non-trivial values of J;' and j)rl takes us beyond the intent of the present work.
Only one case will be mentioned -- that of elastic scattering from spin-l/2 targets (see
also Sect. IV.E). Focusing first on forward-angle scattering where the FOM is expected to
be large, we have for this case that the PV asymmetry is proportional to

wtPV)/F2 = pc + 62PM
1 + 62 ' (4.52 }

where pc - -r-', _,/Fc,. OM = --_'M1/F.'41 and 6 _ -}q2/Q2]FM1/v_Fco. In the long
wavelength limit we have the following: pc -" 0.5 (N/Z)-O.046 neglecting strangeness. PM
is of order unity and 6 --. (q/2M) x (p/Z), where # is the magnetic moment of the nuclear
ground state in nuclear magnetons. (Recall also from the general arguments above that
tQ2/q21 _ 1.) Consider a case such as 2°TPb where # = 0.584. Using a momentum transfer
of about 100 MeV/c (_.e., employing the estimate q0 given above) yields 6 _ 3.8 × 10-4
and therefore for such high-Z cases the transition is completely dominated by the CO
multipole. Even for a case as light as 13C (with # = 0.7022, q0 _- 163 MeV/c) one finds
6 _- 1.0 x 10-2 and the magnetic effects are typically only a percent or so at low momentum
transfer. For backward-angle scattering the axial-vector dipole form factor also plays a
role. Defining pE: ---FF,ls/FM1 the complete hadronic ratio may be written

w(PV)/F2 = PC + [PM + (1 -4sin 20w)Vri -E2pE] 62/_
1 + 62/8 . (4.53)

Backward-angle scattering corresponds to E << 1 and thus the factor v/1" _2 may safely
be taken to be unity. For the remaining E-dependence two regimes exist: one is at extreme
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angles where _' << _2. in which case the hadronic ratio goes to p._14-(1 -4sin" _,. !py.
yielding a relatively large sensitivity to the axial-vector form factor. However. this regime
is very hard to stud,,'. For example, even for a nucleus as light as 13C one has/5 .,, 10.2
and therefore the angle at which _" = 62 is so far backward (178 °) as to prove impractical.
The other regime is where 62 << _' << 1. This corresponds to angles between about
90° and 170 °. using the fact that t." _ 1/3 for _ = 90°. In this regime the axial-vector
term is not suppressed appreciably because of the factor v/1- E2' however, the factor
_/_ is unfortunately rather small (e.g., about lc'A at _ _-, 165° and even smaller at more
forward scattering angles). Consequently. it would appear that it will be rather difficult to
learn anything about the axial-vector contributions to elastic =,:attering if the'," enter with
typical single-particle strengths. On the other hand, if these contributions are enhanced
by collective effects (see the discussions of the anapole moment in Sect. IV.E). then it may
be possible to study them in this way.

The arguments here can be generalized to include elastic scattering from auctei with
spins greater than 1/2. The basic conclusion will be unchanged: at iow-q and forward
angles where the FOM is large, the elastic scattering PV asymmetry will come almost
entirely from the CO multipole in all but the lightest nuclei. This implies that elastic
scattering can be used to determine the radius of the ground-state neutron distribution
even in odd-A nuclei (see the discussions in Sec_. IV,B). Of special interest in this regard
is the case of laaCs because of its importance in studies of atomic PV (see Sect. I\'.Ij.

Our conclusions for the prospects of studying ,4an for discrete nuclear transitions are
mixed: on the one hand, the case of elastic scattering (from spin-0 nuclei especially, but
also as mentioned above from nuclei with spins greater than zero) is likely to be quite

important as it provides a way to isolate the effects of G_ ) from the other nucleon form
factors and consequently will complement studies of the proton (see Sects. IV.A and B). A
few transitions such as the excitation of the 2+0 state at 4.44 MeV in 12C might add to the
elastic scattering studies and perhaps early, poor resolution experiments could yield some
information about the rough level at which strangeness enters; however, in most cases we
have found that the figure-of-merit for excitation of discrete states is too low for there
to be much hope that useful information on the electroweak currents will be £orthcoming
from PV electron scattering in the foreseeable future.
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IV.E Axial Hadronic Response

Thus far, we have focused primarily on ways in which nucleon structure physics and
the underlying lepton-quark electroweak interactions manifest themselves in the hadronic
response functions. As alluded to earlier, however, these response functions are also sensi-
tive to the many-body physics of the target nucleus. In this respect, one case of particular
interest involves _he piece of the PV hadronic response which involves nuclear matrix
elements of the axial current [Don86b]'

Wf'AxRe{(ftJ_M''' J+l.'_c3 " , EM J-1."c, .}, +l i)(fl [i) -(ftJ-1 ',i)(fi i*)

where "'__1" refer to the transverse components of the currents and the subscript ".3"
ac= _,'_. "he hadronic weak NC. As discussed in Section III.D.5, the presence of PV .V.V
interactlons in the nucleus requires one to replace multipole matrix elements of J_'sc with

the sum (f O_ti) .c . 3(f!O}!i) _', where 3 is given in Eq. (:3.94). The many-body physics
of interest -- in this case the PV XN force -- is contained in (f[C)_li) TM Although we
postpone a more detailed discussion of atomic PV until Section IV.I, we note that a special
case of (flO_ti) -- the nuclear anapole moment (f = i and O_ --, _'i'Is ) -- is also accessible
with atomic PV observables. In tandem with the hadronic axial NC, the anapole moment

(AM) induces a nuclear spin-dependent (NSD) PV atomic ttamihonian

H_tVom(NSD) = _G" _[. f d£ _(_)c_e(£)_(_') _4.54,

where g, is the vector of Dirac matrices acting in the space of lepton spinors,/r is the nuclear
spin. 7is the electron coordinate, and the strength _ = k.,rc+ _,_M is determined by nuclear
PV (k A._) and the weak NC interaction (_Nc) [FlaS0]. The interaction in Eq. (4.54) mixes
atomic states of good parity, thereby giving rise to PV atomic observables, such as optical
re'_tion or circular polarization of incident radiation [Nov75]. Since k.,_c ", k A.u for heavy
ana/or nearly degenerate nuclei, a measurement of an appropriate atomic PV observable
can provide access to nuclear PV.

In seeking to study nuclear PV with charged leptons, one faces two challenges: (a)
finding a nucleus in which the contribution from nuclear PV (e.g., the AM or (f ()_[i)_'u)
is at least commensurate with that of the axial NC, and (b) to find an observable in

which the total axial contribution is large enough to be observed experimentally. For both
atomic PV and PV electron scattering, meeting the latter requirement is a non-trivial
exercise. Fortunately, in order to place interesting new constraints on nuclear PV. one
need not measure the axial response with the same degree of high-precision as required
by electroweak tests or probes of nucleon strangeness. With these comments in mind,
we discuss three cases which have received some attention as possible means for studying
nuclear PV.

Atomic PV in heavy atoms
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The experimental difficulty in achieving sufficient precision to observe atomic PV can
be mitigated by performing experiments with heavy atoms. To illustrate the reasons why.
consider the mixing matrix element between $1/2 and P1/2 states in an atom such as Cs.
In the limit that only single-electron states enter this mixing, one has [.Nov75]

(S_/_._om(._'SlD)+ P_'

=o-_.iG_'z2A'{Q w_R[2"I+13 ]g,[F(F+I)-I(I+I)- {]} . i4.55)

where NSID and NSD refer to the nuclear spin-independent (Eq. (4.96)) and spin-
dependent (Eq. (4.54)) components, respectively, of the atomic Hamiltonian: Qw is the
weak charge defined in Eq. (4.97); N is a structure-dependent overall normalization fac-
tor: _, = v/1- o_2Z 2' gi(g.s. 5nlg.s.> = (g.s.lflg.s.), with (g.s.[Sn[g.s.} being the spin of an

unpaired nucleon and (g.s.lfi[g.s.) being the total nuclear spin in the ground state: ar,,_
i_ = fi+ f is the total atomic angular momentum. The NSD part of the electron-nucleus
interaction is extracted from PV observables which depend on F, such as transitions be-

tween different hyperfine levels. The overall Z 2 factor appearing in Eq. (4.55). in tandem
with the coherence enhancement of Qw (_ N) raises the scale of the NSID contribution to
the mixing matrix element to an observable level for heavy atoms. In contrast, the NSD
contribution receives no such coherence enhancement and is thus suppressed by roughly a

factor of N with respect to the NSID part. Moreover, in the absence of nuclear PV. one
has for atomic Cs _ = RNc _ ](1 -4sin 2 0w) _, 0.022. Thus, the NSD part can be down
by almost two orders of magnitude relative to the NSD contribution. Given this difference
in scale between the two terms, it is significant that a value of R = 0.42(23) has been
extracted from the recent laaCs atomic PV experiment carried out by the Boulder group

[NoeS8, Blu90]. In that experiment, the NSD contribution was determined from measure-
ments of the rates for transitions between different hyperfine levels involving parity-mixed

6S1/2 and 7S1/2 atomic levels. In the same experiment, a value for Qw with _ '2_ ex-
perimental error was obtained. The experimenters also report that their data implies a
97% probability that R is larger than zero. The experimental result has the same sign and
order of magnitude as the prediction of Ref. [Fla84], in which a single-particle effective
PV nuclear Hamiltonian and Woods-Saxon potential were used. The large scale predicted
for RA,u, relative to that of R_c, results from two factors: (i) the nuclear PV contribution
contains no g_, = -1 + 4sin 2 0w suppression factor, and (ii) an nuclear enhancement re-
suiting from the A 2/3 scaling behavior of the nuclear AM. A new calculation of RaM using
the full two-body PV nuclear Hamiltonian and including PV MEC's (see Section III.D.5),
is in progress [Hax93].

On the experimental side, the prospects for better limits on RaM appear encouraging.
From a new atomic Cs measurement in progress at Boulder, one expects to reduce the
experimental uncertainty by a factor of four or five over the previous Cs determination
[Wie93]. It is hoped that future Cs experiments will bring about another factor of five
improvement in the anapole limit. In principle, one might hope to extract a limit on _M
from the atomic Pb PV experiment nearing completion in Seattle. However, the natural
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Pb used in that experiment mostly consists of 2°SPb, whose ground state is spin-0 and
cannot support an anapole moment: the natural abundance of 2°TPb (spin-½)is only about
20%. Consequently, the expected scale of the contribution from the 2°TPb AM to the PV
observable in this experiment is an order of magnitude smaller than the level of statistical
precision. A future atomic PV measurement by the same group using thallium, however.
is likely to be sensitive to the Th AM at the level expected from theoretical predictions
r_LamO3],

Elastic PV electron scattering

The possibility of studying nuclear PV with elastic PV electron scattering has been
explored in some detail by Serot for the case of 13C [5er79]. Since this nucleus has spin
J = _, the elastic asymmetry receives contributions from Coulomb, magnetic dipole, and
the J = 1 axial transverse electric multipole (see Eq. (3.50)of Section III.E). Contributions
from nuclear PV arise only in the last of these multipoles, which can be decomposed
according to Eq. (3.93) as

FEIs ~ Nc EM--_ FEI_+ 3F_I5 . (4,56i

For elastic scattering, conservation of the EM current implies that the EM contribution to
FE1, is finite as Q2 _ 0. In this limit, the EM term in Eq. (4.56) behaves as

F_M I q2
Ex, (g.s.li/ f g.s.)-, ,/g7 (g.s.latlg.s.) . (4.37)

The leading q2-dependence on the right side of Eq. (4.57) cancels the 1/q 2 (in the Breit
frame) contained in _, rendering a finite contribution to Eq. (4.56) at zero q2. One con-
sequence of this result is that even in the presence of nuclear PV, the L, T, and T'
contributions to the laC PV response vary with 0 for fixed e in a manner entirely analo-
gous to the case of a proton target, for which the axial contribution is largest at backward
angles and lower energies.

Nuclear PV contributions to ALR(laC) at back angles were calculated in Ref. [Ser79]

using a one-body average of 0[2] and the [DesS0] value for hNN_ 5 X 10-7 Only the• _4 PV '_ '

_EM were notr,-exchange part of the PV Hamiltonian was included, and contributions to El,
explicitly accounted for. Nevertheless, the estimates of Ref. [Ser79] should provide a rough
guide as to the scale and kinematic dependences of various contributions to ALR(laC). The
results of this work indicate that the nuclear PV and total NC (vector and axial vector)
contributions to A,R(13C) at backward angles are comparable for low incident electron
energies (e_< 100 MeV), while the total NC contribution dominates by one or two orders
of magnitude for larger energies (e_>200 MeV). Thus, the low--energy regime appears to
be the most appropriate for elastic scattering studies of nuclear PV. To estimate the
possible precision with which such a measurement could be made, we consider a 1000 hour
experiment at e = 50 MeV and backward angles, a luminosity £[13C] = 1.25 x 1038cm-_s -1,
solid angle &f_ = 1 sr, and 100% beam polarization as an illustrative case. Under these
conditions, one expects a statistical uncertainty in the asymmetry of 40%. Were all other
contributions to the asymmetry known to infinite precision, and were _r-exchange the
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dominant contribution, one could then determine h.,,.,.,, with an uncertainty of =2 x 10-r
Although the latter figure is somewhat larger than the range on hN._._-obtained from the
lSF experiment, it is sufficiently small to provide one with a test of the lSF result. !

A more detailed analysis of this case would require a calculation using the full. two-
body PV Hamiltonian and including PV MEC's. In addition, one would require an analysis
of the 0-dependence of the different contributions to the asymmetry, given the large solid
angle required to obtain the above-mentioned statistical precision. We also note that if
the low-energy nuclear PV contribution to elastic scattering is dominated by the [eading
q"-dependence of matrix elements of/_, then the .42/a scaling behavior of this operator
suggests that a heavier target could be more favorable than laC.

Inelastic PV electron scattering

Two cases of inelastic PV electron scattering have been analyzed as posslble means
of studying nuclear PV: the excitation of the 15.11 MeV (1+.1) state in _2C iSerT91 and
electrodisintegration of the deuteron [Hwa81]. In the former case, which is a pure isovector
transition, parity and angular momentum selection rules restrict the set of allowed mul-
tipole form factors to the following: (a) F.v/1. F.v/1, FE_5, ['cls, and t_r_15for transition
matrix elements between components of the ground state and 18.11 MeV state having pos-
itive parity; (b) Fcl (FLI) and FE:I for EM transitions involving a state of negative parity

mixed into either the ground state or excited state; (c) FCl5 (FL15) and F_:ls arising from
PV EM MEC's; and (d) Fc_ (Fc_), i6_. and PM_ for NC transition matrix elements
involving a negative-parity component of either the ground state or excited state. The
latter set of form factors (d), as well as all other Coulomb and longitudinal multipoles in
(b) and (c), appear in ALa only at second order in the weak interaction, so one may neglect
them for present purposes. Hence, only the form factors FM1, FMI, _'E15, FE1, and FE15
appear at leading non-trivial order in the weak interaction. Of these form factors, only
the last two contain information on nuclear PV. In the analysis of Ref. [Ser791. which did
not include PV MEC contributions, no contribution from FE15 appears.

The remaining form factor sensitive to nuclear PV, FE1, which arises from parity-
mixing in the ground state and 15.11 MeV state, receives contributions from matrix ele-
ments of both ,_k and/_. This situation contrasts with the elastic case, for which matrix

elements of _:_ vanish. Consequently, FE1 need not vanish as Q2 for small Q2 as it must
for elastic scattering. An important consequence of this fact is that the parity-mixing
contribution to A,a does not vanish as 0 ---, 0°, whereas the weak NC contributions do
vanish in this limit. In fact, the results of Ref. [Ser79] indicate that the parity-mixing
term dominates the asymmetry at forward angles. For sufficiently low incident energies
(e < 50 MeV), this dominance of the nuclear PV component persists to backward angles.
To illustrate, consider scattering at e = 30 MeV and 0 = 30°. At these kinematics, the
parity-mixing part of the asymmetry is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the
weak NC terms. Moreover, under the same experimental conditions as assumed above for
13C, but with a solid angle of 0.16 sr, one has (6ALa/ALa)stat "_, 0.13. Hence, assuming
all other contributions are known with sufficient precision, a measurement of A_a under
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these conditions could allow for a significant improvement in the present constraints on
h.vN,- end possibly help in resolving the current discrepancy.

In their analysis of PV electrodisintegration of the deuteron, the authors of
Ref. [Hwa$1] find that the weak NC and nuclear PV contributions to the asymmetry have
comparable magnitude for low incident electron energies (e_<50) MeV and low relative
final state np energies (/:,'rel _ 1 MeV). assuming the [Des80] values for the h.v.v.w. In this
analysis, a Reid soft-core potential [Rei68] was used to describe the strong NN interaction.
Gauge invariance was maintained through the use of Siegert's Theorem [Sie37] and explicit
inclusion of MEC's. The authors also suggest that by measuring the asymmetry at a vari-
ety of kinematic conditions, one could in principle constrain different linear combinations
of the h._.x;f. The experimental doability (i.e., ($ALR/-4La)stat) of such measurements.
however, was not analyzed, and it is not presently know what statistical precision would
be achievable.

Summary

From the foregoing discussion, it appears that a combination of atomic PV and .4LR
measurements may produce useful new constraints on the conventional model of the PV
weak N.V force. From both a theoretical and experimental perspective, progress in this
direction is more advanced for atomic PV than for PV electron scattering. In the former
case, new experiments which should improve on the present atomic cesium anapole limits
are planned by the Boulder and Seattle groups [Wit93, Lam93]. In the latter case. low-
energy, moderate-to-forward angle measurements of ALR for nuclear transitions appear
most promising, based on initial studies. Further analysis, including a search for the
most favorable cases, more sophisticated nuclear calculations, and a detailed study of
experimental doability, appears to be warranted.
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IV.F. QuasielasticScattering

While PV elastic scattering from (0+0) targets and from the deuteron hold out the
p{_)

possibility"ofdeterminingG_ 1and _M more preciselythan ispossiblewith_p scatter-
ingalone,asdiscussedinSects.IV.B and IV.C,a precision.4LR(QE)measurementmight
allowone tomeasureR_ =l. whichisresponsiblefora largeportionofthe theoretical
hadronicuncertaintyintheSAMPLE determinationof/_,(seeSect.IV.A).._Ioregener-
ally.QE PV scattering has the attraction that if the kinematics are chosen carefully, the
resuitant figures-of-merit can be rather large. Ideally, one would carry out an experiment
at :'ecisely quasi-free kinematics, in which case cross sections and helicity-differences are
predominantly given by the corresponding quantities for individual nucleons. To the extent
that the process is sufficiently "quasi-free" and so has controtlably small nuclear model un-
certainties from final-state interactions, meson-exchange currents, etc.. then QE scattering
may provide valuable information about the single-nucleon form factors themselves.

A few general comments about PV QE scattering are in order. Let us re-write the PV
asymmetry in Eq. (3.109) in the following form involving ratios of the relevant response
functions:

f [0 gr LR-_j

" } '
where as usual 8 is given by Eq. (3.115). Each of the responses here may be decomposed
into T = 0 and T = 1 contributions (see below). First, we note from the results presented in
Ref. [Don92] (see also Ref. [Bei91a]) that AL,(QE) is dominated by the isovector transverse

response and is. therefore, rather insensitive to G(_), G(_) and G_ ), which contribute to the
isoscalar longitudinal and transverse responses, respectively. The isovector part of the R_r'._t
response, however, depends on _r=l, so that a measurement of backward-angle PV QE
scattering should serve in constraining the problematic R r=l. Second, as discussed in more
detail below, the longitudinal responses are expected to be suppressed with respect to the
dominant isovector transverse responses and to be highly sensitive to isospin-dependent
nuclear correlations at moderate momentum transfers [Don92]. Consequently, forward-
angle PV QE scattering may offer a new window on nuclear dynamics. Third, in the
event that the electric strangeness form factor is unsuppressed at [02[ _ few (GeV/c) 2. it
may overwhelm the correlation effects in the PV longitudinal response and hence could be
determined by measuring A,R(QE) at high momentum transfer and forward angles.

Recent work [Don92] within the context of the relativistic Fermi gas model bears
out these expectations and suggests that experiments may be feasible in which the QE PV
asymmetry could be determined to a fractional precision of about 1-2%. To reach such high
precision will likely require integrating over some region around the QE peak. While this
integration may increase the do-ability of the experiment, it may also introduce contami-
nations from physics beyond the quasi-free approximation, including significant final-state
interaction effects at low excitation energies, differences in reaction mechanism as in the
case of pion production and the effects of two-body meson exchange currents. One must
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ask. then, whether theoretical uncertainties associated with these contaminations would

cloud the interpretation of .4Lu(QE) measurements at a problematic level. Although ex-
tensions for complex nuclei beyond the initial relativistic Fermi gas modeling undertaken
thus far will have to be pursued* before definitive answers can be obtained, it is neverthe-
less encouraging that these initial studies indicate that the asymmetry can be relatively
insensitive to the above uncertainties, at least for specific, well-chosen kinematics. In par-
ticular, the fact that the asymmetry involves ratios of responses as in Eq. (4.58i and is
therefore not as critically dependent on details of the nuclear model as are the individual
responses suggests that the QE region might be a relatively good one for high-precision
PV studies. Also supporting these expectations is the case of QE PV scattering from 'H
which has recently been studied in detail [Had92]. It provides a special situation in which
the nucl_,ar modeling can be undertaken at a more sophisticated level than is generally the
case for many-body systems. In Ref. [Had92] realistic N N potentials were employed in
obtaining bound 2H and continuum np wave functions for use in calculating electroweak
current matrix elements. By compa:mg with models that contain only plane-wave final
states (the plane-wave impulse approximation, PWIA, and the plane-wave Born approx-
imation, PWBA), it was found in that work that .4Lu(2H, QE) is rathe: insensitive to
final-state interaction effects for intermediate--to-high values of momentum transfer isay,
above _ 400 MeV/c). We shall return to discuss some of these results below.

To obtain some feeling for the issues involved in studies of PV QE scattering, let us
continue with the static approximation introduced in Sect. III.E. Writing each form factor
in Eqs. (3.131)-(3.133) in terms of the decomposition given in Eqs. (3.31) we have

zG_C,_+ XG"E¢,"E

]l,

(and hkewise with E ---+M) for the combinations involving only vector form factors.

together with

. GMGAzc,._,c?_+,,_" TM

:<z+:,,.,{G_-or..,.-o,..,<,,> el: >] Gr,,-'{e_-,.G<.:>}• L<.A'-'A + >G7 + } (4.595)
r_r=oc_,> <o+ ,..,,...,+ +

for the combinations involving both vector and axial-vector form factors. The denominator
in the asymmetry involves the EM form factors:

z(G,_)_+,,,IG"_)': (z+_){(Gr,:°)_+_G_:'_}+/Z_,,,){o,.,_-:o_:,..._..__,,_._0_
* Initial steps in this direction have been taken in Refs. [Hor93a, Hor93b] and [Alb93a].
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and likewise with E -. M. First, we note that the mixed isovector-isoscalar components
in Eqs. ,4.59_ and ,4.60i are suppressed with respect to the pure isovector or isoscalar
pieces by i Z - N i/! Z - 3"). Hence, in making the following arguments !but not in the
results taken from Ref. [Don92]) we neglect these terms. Second. we note that in the
transverse responses in Eqs. i4.59) involving G._,r and (_.r or d:r,'A__theisovector component
is enhanced with respect to the isoscalar by. a factor of GT=I/G_=°._,f _ ,5 at low- Q2

,,:,_r=0_r=0 will be less important, relative to theHence, the effect of _,. appearing in '-'._4 '-'.u
leading magnetic term. than it is in the elastic _p PV response tsee Eq. 13.124,i. A similar

r-:_r=0,z,_,Jin Eq. i4..59_ and i,remark applies to GI.2I. which appears in the combination '-'.',r ua
suppressed with respect to the leading Gr_l¢ r=l axial-vector response. Finally. we noto
that in the. simple static approximation where incoherent sums over protons and ne_ltron,
occur, the PV longitudinal response is highly suppressed with respect to the rran_vor,,_
responses/however, see the further discussion in Sect. IV.F.2). This feature is most ,_a-ily
seen by writing the PV longitudinal response in the form

1 ZG'EO'E. XC"EC"= ZG'E!(1-4 in 0..:, "-'E
2 _ ' ' ,46!"4

+-NG) ;(1 4sin 20w)G_: G)-,.,e j '

where radiative corrections have been omitted for simplicity. What would be the largest
component -- the term containing (G_) 2 -- is suppressed by the ll -4sin 2 0w_ -_ 0.092

. tGEGE, is small apremuhiplving factor. The next largest component, given by (Z + N t, ,
low-iQ21 due to the smallness of G_:. In the case nf the magnetic response ,E --..\[ in
Eq. (4.61)), on the other hand, no such form factor suppression arises. Hence. one expect s
the transverse isovector response to dominate A,n(QE). especially given the large scale of
Gr=l appearing in this term.M

IV.F.1. BACKWARD-ANGLE QE SCATTERING' d:Ar=I-SENSITIVITY

Let us begin by discussing the possibility that a measurement of .4LRIQE) might
eliminate one of the sources of uncertainty in the interpretation of AtR(_,p), naxnel.v, the
radiative correction R r--I contained in R_. According to the estimates of Ref. '.Musg0].
one has Rra=t/R T=° _ -3, with uncertainties _RaT=° _- +0.0,_0.03and/_R r=l _- .0_0.20181Hence

a sumciently precisemeasurement of _T=l = _g_i,G_(1 + RT=t) could eliminate most of
the theoretical uncertainties associated with the axial-vector contribution to a SAMPLE-

type experiment [Beigla]. For scattering at backward angles AL,(QE) depends primarily
on the transverse PV response functions, RTAv, RTv'A (see Eq. (3.110))and the transverse
PC electromagnetic response function, R r (see Eq. (3.104)), with only small effects from
longitudinal contributions. As discussed above, all of these transverse contributions are
dominated by isovector spin-flip currents. As 0 -¢ 180° the leptonic kinematic factors
attain the limit VT,/VT ---, 1 (equivalently, E --, 0 in Eq. (3.115))and consequently one
obtains from Eq. (4.58) only two terms,

A,,(QE) -., r RVA (4.62)
AO _ + R---f- .
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The first 4second ) involves the G_t_(_.a) dependence in Eq. i3.132). Typically the second
term is about one quarter of the first, and thus the backward-angle asymmetry derives
about 20¢,_ of its strength from the response which contains the axial-vector currents.
Given that the PV QE scattering asymmetry can be measured to --,l-2c_ (see Ref. 'Don92! j.
this implies that the axial-vector contributions would be determined to ",-5-10c_ if the
first, purely vector pieces were perfectly known. Of course, these vector contributions
are uncertain at some level, since they contain form factors which are only known with
finite precision. Additionally. the nuclear modeling itself entails some uncertainty, see also
Sect. IV.F.2 and Ref. [Don92] for some discussion of the level of confidence that might be
expected when specific nuclear models are employed). To the extent that one does not
incur too much uncertainty from the nuclear modeling, the backward-angle asymmetry

f..,t s)can then be used to shed light on the interplay of the G._t". ,.,i_t and G..t form fact or_. .-k,,
noted above, the primary reason for using PV QE scattering i l.e., from a nucleus, together
with elastic scattering from the proton is that the interplay of the form factors is different
in the two cases and may permit separations of the effects from the various form fa,:ror-
to he diser.'angled. ,,_earI ', using only elastic _'pscattering alone involves too man.',"for:::
f,_ctors and too few observables to permit such separations to be made.

Let us expand a little further on these ideas. Writing the transverse ratios in Eq., 4.62

in terms of thesingle-nucleon form factors (i.e.. taking E ---,0 in Eq. f3.133i and substi-
tuting for the G form factors -- again we invoke the static approximation in making these
arguments!, we note the following: (1) the denominators in Eq. (4.62) are proportional
to Z(G_t)2 + N{G.,_t)2. (2) the non-strange part of the first (vector) ratio involves the
combination .4G_lG_I in its numerator, whereas the magnetic strangeness content occurs

there in the form (ZG_ + NG_ -(')')G M , and (3) the axial-vector content in the second
term appears in the combinations (ZG_f. - .VG'_t )GrT=l and _ZG_t + .\'G_. )(_r--0.. where
any strangeness axial-vector form factor occurs in the latter. We may then make at least
two important observations. First, for elastic scattering from the proton, obtained from
these expressions by setting Z = 1 and N = 0 (compare Eqs. I3.123) and i3.124!_, the
only dependence on G_ occurs in the numerator of the hadronic ratio. In contrast, for
pv OE scattering where typically N ,-, Z, such dependence occurs both in the numerator
and the denominator of the hadronic ratio. As a consequence, the effect of having limited
precision from PC electron scattering on G._ is diminished somewhat in the nuclear case.
This fact is illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 4.11, which is taken from Ref. [Don92] inote
that these results were obtained using the full relativistic Fermi gas model, not just the
static approximation). The correlation of Cr"*(0) with PMn is shown for tH, 12C and
ls_W {see also below). Clearly the correlation is weaker for the nuclear cases than for

the proton. Second, any occurrence of G_ _ or cr"° enters multiplied by the combination
ZG_ + NG_t, whereas the isovector axiS-vector form factor, GJt"l, enters multiplied by
Z G!'_I- NG_. Thus, the relative importance of the two classes of contributions is governed

by ZG_ + .YG_ ,,, ZMv + .Vt_, . (4.63)
ZG_ - NG_, Z_p - .V_,

This yields 1 for elastic scattering from the proton and, for exaznple, in N = Z nuclei

such as 'H or *2C a much smaller value, 0.187 Thus effects from G_ _ and (_r-,0• ' A are
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suppressed in PV QE scattering from nuclei, possibly permitting the focus to be placed
on the unsuppressed form factor, (_=l. One may take these observations to their natural
extreme and choose a nucleus which has .V ' Z very close to pp ' p,_ and consequently
yields nearly zero for the ratio in Eq. (4.63). For example, in Ref. [Don92] the target ls.l\_.
was chosen for discussion: then the ratio becomes -0.009 and the suppression is virtually

is} (J)

complete. The correlations of (_"l(0) with p, and gA _ G A 10) are shown in panel_
lb) and !ct of Fig. 4.11 for the three nuclear targets discussed. Clearly these are rather
strong correlations for the case of the proton, as noted previously in Sect. I\'.A ,,,,'here

we have discussed the problem of making an unambiguous determination of '-'._I in a
SA.\IPLE-type experiment, i.e.. without incurring some uncertainty from the axial-vector
form factors. For nuclei, where only very weak correlations are seen to occur, it _hotiid
be possible to focus on the isovector axial-vector form factor and accordingly remow at

_r_,l is interesting in its own right and PV QEleast this source of uncertainty. Of course. ---A
scattering from appropriately chosen nuclei may help to shed light on it.

The special case of QE scattering from deuterium may be used to illustrate these i(tea,
I':_'') Using th,'in a different way. Let us concentrate on the form factors G.r4=l, G'¢I) and ,., E"

parameterizations discussed in Sect. III.C (specifically. taking A(_) = O) we may write the
PV asymmetry in the following form:

At, = at, [I - b.4d_='(IQ_l = o)+ bM,, + bEps] .
_4.64)

where the numbers (aLn' bA, b._,1,bE:) reflect the way the asymmetry depends on these three
particular form factors. Using the results from Ref. [Had92] for q = 500 MeVc and

= 150° (corresponding to an incident electron energy of 321 MeV/c at the QE peak) the
form factor dependences are the following (see Eq. (4.64)):

(aL_"b..i,bM. ba") = (-1.54 × 10-s', 0.197,-0.461,-0.005) proton elastic

= _-2.07 × 10-s; 0.166, -0.070, -0.003) deuteron QE - FSIiSdT)

--(-2.07 × 10-5; 0.166, -0.068, -0.003) deuteron QE- FSI(Y)

= (-2.06 × 10-5', 0.168,-0.073,-0.002} deuteron QE - PWIA .
(4.65_

As expected, the effects due to G_ ) are very small at backward angles. All of the models for
deuterium represented here (see the discussions above) give answers which axe very similar
and again show the rather weak model dependence for these (favorable) kinematics. Our
expectations concerning the differences between the proton and deuteron cases are borne
out in detail. Importantly, the relative dependence on the magnetic strangeness form
factor (embodied in the parameter #_) is more than six times stronger in the proton case
than for the deuteron. Cleaxly the latter case is relativel_ more sensitive to the isovector
axial-vector form factor (represented by the parameter (_"l(0)). A high enough precision
measurement of the QE PV asymmetry in deuterium should help in defining (_,l and so,

used in concert with elastic PV scattering from the proton, permit G(,_) to be determined
with better precision than is possible with the proton alone.
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IV.F.2,. ISOSPIN-DEPENDEST CORRELATIONS

One source of nuclear physics uncertainties is the impact of nuclear correlations ,see.
e.g., Ref. iAlb90]). Such correlations may be responsible to some degree for the well-known
failure of the Coulomb sum rule for PC QE scattering. Since the various nuclear response
functions display different sensitivities to inclusion of final-state interaction and meson-
exchange current effects, and since these have different isospin-dependences, we expect
the individual nuclear ingredients in the PV asymmetry to be isospin-dependent as well.
In particular, the transverse responses (the PC T-response and PV T- and T'- responses
in Eqs. i4.62_t are dominated by nuclear matrix elements of isovector spin-flip operators.
-,, ar tsee. e.g.. Ref. [Don92]i. This can be made clear by writing the ratios of response
functions in Eq. t4.58) as follows (here we take A" = Z to simplify the expressions,'

1,,V, I , 1* . ,4.66,Rr tr: 1, m'ir: 1,

where the PV ratio in the static model is given by

,_y--0 2. 1 " G TM

- c;: oiRAv(T = 1) "-'st

and where the corresponding EM ratio is

¢TTffi0,2
Rr(T = O) f".'.'_t_ ,.,0.035 14.67b,

= \ __--r_J -Rr(T = 1) ".'.w

Thus. the isoscalar effects can be expected to contribute to these ratios only at about
the 3'_ ' _"e!. Isospin correlations will modify the relative amounts of the responses that

R.av(T = _.i = t_re isoscalar and isovector and hence change the ratios r O)/Rr.4 T 1 and
i, lI = 0)/RT(T = 1) in Eqs. (4.67) from their static model values. However, even
a reasonably large change of these ratios is still a minor effect on R_v/R r because of
the isovector dominance. Consequently. isospin correlations are not expected to have
much effect on the asymmetry as long as the transverse responses are dominant, ulz. at
backward scattering angles. Similar expressions may be written for R_'a/R r which is
likewise isovector dominated.

The situation for the longitudinal PC and PV nuclear responses is quite different --
there the balance of isoscalar-to--isovector content is such that changes from the static

model predictions for the relative amounts of each are expected to be quite large [Don92].
For instance, in the PC QE longitudinal response the balance is approximately 1:1 and so if
isoscalar correlations effectively provide a reduction from the naive answer (say by moving
strength to low excitation energies), then roughly half of this response will be affected
proportionately, whereas the transverse responses will be almost unchanged. The PV QE
longitudinal response is especially sensitive to isospin correlations and consequently might
provide an interesting new window on such many-body effects. To see how this arises, let
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us again assume that N = Z for simplicity and write the isoscalar/isovector parts of R_
in the following way:

Rf,_r_: ._'i__-_-_c['c'_T' . ,46s,
where A' is an overall normalization and AT with T = 0, 1 represent the amounts that
the correlations cause the actual responses to deviate from their static model values. One
then has

_._,.,r:o_-Ri,.!r: _)-._'{__-._,_c_"c_"+i_+-_o_G_'°G_=°} ,_c0

Writing the G_r) and (_T)in terms of G_" and d:_'p using the inverse of Eqs, i4.61, _i'¢e_

L ."{[ _ I', -, ' _4.70,

1 _ '}+_(Zo- a,)_a_C"E,-G"EC_]

and inserting the tree-level Standard model results (Eq. (3,31)) we have that the first term
in Eq. (4.70) is proportional to

(_t . _,i,,_Ow) [IG'E)_+(C"_?] +2C'_C"E+IG'E+G"E)G?:' , ,._.r_,

which is suppressed with respect to order unity by factors of (-1 + 4sin _ _w ), G_, or C_
(compare Eq, (4.61)). The second term, which is sensitive to the difference in isospin-
dependent correlation effects, is proportional to

(G_,) _+(GnE) 2+2(-I+4sin_#w)G_G_+(G_+G"_)G_ _ . (4.72)

Due to the presence of the first term, Eq. (4.72) can be a factor of 10 or more larger than
Eq. (4.71) for low-iQ_l. Hence, one sees that the effect of differences in isospin-dependent
correlations can be signiflcartt in R_v. A measurement of At,(QE) sufficiently sensitive

to R_v might, therefore, provide an effective probe of these correlations. Recent work
[AlbO3a] has been mined in part at exploiting this sensitivity to nuclear dyns,rnics.

. G ¢ -SENSITIVITYIV.F.3 FORWARD-ANGLE QE SCATTERING: ('_

An exceptiontothestrongnuclearmodeldependencefoundinforward-anglescatter-

ingcanoccur.As notedinRef.[Don92],itmay turnoutthatthestrangenesselectricform

factorisunsuppressedathighmomentum transfer(A___ 0)and consequentlydominates

inthelongitudinalresponse(seeEq.(4.61)).A special(calculable)elsewheresuchhigh-

{Q_I,forwsrd-_n_lestudiesh_ve_ecenflybeenexplored[Had92]isthatofQE scatterin_
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from deuterium. At q = 1 GeV/c and 0 = 12.5" the following results were obtained in
that work:

taLR' b-t, b.w,btr) = (-3.43 × 10-s' 0.035,-0.495,-0.172) proton elastic

= (-5.25 × 10-s:0.028,-0.080,-0.085)deuteron QE - FSI_$dTt

= _-5.40 × 10-_: 0.027, -0.073, -0.078 } deuteron QE - FSI(Y)

= !-4.87 × 10-_' 0.032. -0.082. -0.1081 deuteron QE - PWIA
!4.73_

The proton results are for elastic scattering (see Sect. iV.A ), whereas the deuteron results
are for kinematics corresponding to the QE peak: in both cases the incident electron
energy is 4.36 GeV. The scattering angle was taken to be the minimum possible with the
spectrometers that are being built in Hall A at CEBAF. For the deuteron, three sets of
results are given, viz., two with different 3,'Y potentials labelled FSI(SdT)and FSIi"L", and
the last for the PWIA. Details of the two potentials can be found in [deT73. deT75. Cot 76"
!SdT) and [Bre67, Sea68] (Y). Here the two FSI models differ in aLR by less than 3_ and

vet the relative effect of G_ ) could be as large as 16-17% in the FSI models ior 22t__ in
the PWIA) if p, = -2 as in the model of Ref. [Jaf89], The differences between the FSI
and PWIA results are due to the non-relativistic expansion procedure used in the former:
for the purpose of predicting the asymmetry at high momentum transfer the relativistic
PWIA should be more reliable. Comparing the proton and deuteron results, we see rather
striking differences. In elastic scattering from the proton at forward scattering angles the
effects from G(').w are quite important and any significant uncertainty in this form factor

| Jl

from backward-angle determinations will propagate into connected uncertainty in Gz '
no matter how precisely the small angle proton asymmetry is measured. However. taken
together with the QE PV asymmetry on the deuteron where the magnetic strangeness
dependence is much weaker, new information about the form factor dependences could be
extracted. As the results of Ref. [Had92] suggest, it should be possible to undertake such
comparisons with rather high confidence in the deuterium QE predictions.

IV.F.4. SUM3IARY

Thus far only one quasielastic PV electron scattering experiment has been performed,
the pioneering measurement on 9Be at Mainz [Hei89]. For future studies at extreme lumi-
nosities there appear to be several attractive features of high-precision PV QE scattering
to explore. Foremost is likely the possibility of extracting information on RrA=l from
backward-angle scattering at modest momentum transfers and consequently relatively low
electron energies (-,, 300 - 500 MeV/e). As a choice of target, the deuteron has the merit
of being "calculable" to the degree that at moderate energies, where relativistic effects are
believed to be relatively unimportant, the nuclear physics uncertainties in the modeling of
the asymmetry are likely to be under control. Even for heavier nuclei, the expectation is
that the nuclear model uncertainties are rather small for the purely transverse responses
and thus for the asymmetry at backward scattering angles. More theoretical work will
be required before one can be certain about the scale at which nuclear dynamics (from
final-state interactions, meson-exchange currents and relativistic corrections) effect the
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asymmetry' more importantly, it will be necessary to quantify the level of uncertainty in
modeling the nuclear dynamics if or when high-precision measurements become feasible.

Forward-angle PV QE electron scattering may also prove to be interesting. There
the possibility of learning about isospin correlations exists, since, as discussed in the pre-
vious subsections, the various contributions to the PV longitudinal response at the level
of the static approximation are all very small, whereas the terms which arise when isospin
correlations are present are about one order of magnitude larger. Consequently. even rel-
atively small amounts of isospin correlation will be significantly magnified and appear as
large changes in the forward-angle PV asymmetry. Aside from studies of such nuclear
many-body effects, another potential circumstance where forward-angle scattering miz_hr

prove interesting is that of adding information on G_ I at high momentum transfer fsee
also Sects. IV.A and IV.B). In the event that the electric strangeness form factor is un-

suppressed at large-IQ2[ it could become the dominant contribution to the longitudinal
response (since all other terms are relatively small, as mentioned above _.having only the
isospin correlation effects with which to compete.

Ultimately, it may be necessary to study a given nucleus over a range of kinemati,:s
and/or to study several different nuclei to disentangle the nuclear many-body effects from
those that relate directly to the properties of the nucleon. By comparing the PV asymmetry
measured at low- and high-lQ21, for forward- and backward-angle scattering, in each
case as a function of ,. should help in quantifying the level at which nuclear modeling
uncertainties enter. For example, from recent work [Alb93a] it appears that the nuclear

modeling could be tested by choosing the kinematics wisely (in particular, to emphasize
the aspects such as isospin correlations which need to be understood better) and then used
with increased confidence for other kinematics where the nuclear many-body effects are

less important and where the single-nucleon form factor dependences are best revealed.

In Sect. V we return to discuss the future experimental program for PV QE electron

scattering as it is presently perceived.
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IV.G. The Nucleon-to-Delta Transition

In this section, we consider the excitation of the A(1232) resonance, _'_ N ---, e -,- &.
Since this is an isovector transition, measurements of the PV asymmetry could allo,,v di-
rect extraction of both the vector and axial-vector isovector couplings. As discussed in
Sect. III.B. the radiative corrections due to heavy-quark contributions are quite different
for an isovector transition than for both isoscalar and elastic nucleon scattering, involving
the 5' and T parameters with almost equal weight. In analogy to the elastic cases con-
sidered above, such PV electroproduction measurements might provide a possible test of
the Standard Model that is essentially independent of details of the underlying hadronic
physics. This is only true to the extent that (i) kinematics (or neutrino data l can be used
to eliminate axial-vector terms: tii) the corresponding t:iectromagnetic transition matrix
elements which contribute to the non-resonant background are well measured: and, iii,
hadronic (target-dependent) contributions to electroweak radiative corrections are under-
s;ood. One advantage afforded by .4Ln(N -, A) is that uncertainties from isoscalar con-
tributions !e.g.. nucleonic s-quark content) are suppressed, in contrast to the elastic cases
considered above. Alternatively, if electroweak couplings are " ::an as given input. PV
X-production may be useful as a means to measure the weak transition matrix elements.
giving information on difficult-to-measure isovector amplitudes and on the currently un-
certain axial-vector transition strength.

The N --,, A asymmetry has previously been calculated assuming el_.stic &-
production in the high-energy [Cah78] and intermediate--energy [Jon80, Nat82] regimes.
"'Elastic" here means treating the A as a stable (spin-I) particle. Existing data on photo-
and electro-production of pions indicate, however, that there is a non-negligible bact:-
ground to the A-production (see Ref. [Moo78]), and since this contains both isovector and
isoscalar pieces, one needs an estimate of the size and uncertainty of these contributions.
Such estimates have been performed in the context of specific nuclear models [Li82. Rei871
Here. we focus on what hadronic model-independent statements can be made. To set the
scale, we note the limits this asymmetry could place on the S and T parameters mentioned
a_ "e. From Fig. 2.4 , A,_R(N ---, A) would need to be measured at the several percent
lave, or better, i:'. order to be effective in complementing atomic PV and the other PV
electron scattering experiments discussed earlier.

Since _-xistin_ data on the N ---, & transition have been obtained from N( e. e' r _N and
N(e. e'N)zr experiments, we consider pion electroproduction below the 2-pion threshold.
ignoring electroweak radiative corrections. One can write a general expression for the weak
and electromagnetic cross sections in a multipole expansion [Ad168, Po187. Ras89]. Sear
the A( 1232)-resona.nce. the vector magnetic dipole multipole (= MI+) dominates, leading
to a very simple expression when neglecting backgrounds (of., Eqs. (4.79) and (4.81) below).
In addition, all multipoles can be expanded in terms of their isospin structure: namely, we
can decompose a generic electromagnetic muhipole, T, (suppressing all spin/parity labels)
as [Ad168]

r,,,. --- _T]+T½-v_T °

T,.0 - - +r° (4.74)

T..o =_T] - :_,.2T½ - T O

Tp_- - :_2T ] +T½ +v_-T ° ,
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where T Ois isoscalar, and T½ and T] are linearly independent isovector multipoles, going
3to final states with isospin ½ and _ respectively. For pure A-production, of course, T o -

T½ = 0. Relating the vector NC multipoles to the EM multipoles via Eqs, (3.16), one has

= v  r=0 TO
=  r=l T½' .

If one performed a coincidence pion-electroproduction experiment and measured final
charge states, the total cross section for a proton target would be obtained by adding n="
and p_.0 cross sections incoherently. Such an asymmetry measurement would be misleading
for purposes of studying PV effects, however, since PC helicity-differences can also occur
(specifically, the so-called 5th response function will be nonzero and generally much larger
than the PV observables: see Ref. [Ras89]). For inclusive electron scattering the helicity-
differences are only PV and hence unambiguous. The latter, however, are less selective
in that all final states must be considered; this lack of specificity means that background
effects are less easily controlled (see below). Since the theoretical analysis of the coincidence
measurement is somewhat simpler and will permit us to bring out the main features of
potential PV studies in the A region, we focus on this case in what follows, knowing
full well that extensive analyses of the inclusive reactions will be required as well. The
asymmetry involves the interference of weak and electromagnetic amplitudes, and each
vector term in the multipole expansion will then contribute as

_T=I 12 12 2@(Tp,0 v_T,,+)'T O['i"T]p,_O+ [:r*T],,_+ = ( Tp,0 + T,,+ ) + - , (4.76)

using Eq. (3.24a). Here Eq. (4.76) is derived using Eqs. (4.74) and (4.75) for the NC mul-
tipoles, and then adding and subtracting the isoscalar multipole, T °, to the NC isovector
terms, in order to pull out the overall isovector factor of _T=I in the first term. This term is
then exactly proportional to the (unpolarized) electromagnetic cross section. The remain-

der should be quite small. Since from Eq. (4.74) one has Tp,ro - v/2T,_+ _ T o - Ti/v_-.
the final term in Eq. (4.76) is a product of two background amplitudes wi_h final-state

1
isospin 3"

The resulting electron asymmetry is given by a sum of three terms (we use a super-
script 7r to indicate single-pion production),

1 0
- × + + , (4.77)

where A_I) gives the Lorentz vector, isovector contributions (both resonant and non-
resonant), corresponding to the first term of Eq. (4.76) above; A_2) gives the remaining

isospin-½ channel, Lorentz vector, non-: sonant background piece; A_a) gives the axial-
vector contributions, both resonant and non-resonant; and A°a has been introduced in
Sect. III.E. The terms axe given explicitly by

as, = 91 rv-, (4.vs )
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= --gA_v E Re
!

. - _,--,l+_t+ + (l - 1) \ :_,._t__t-

(4.75b

F'A3) 2g_/ VT, E ReI/(t + 1)2 "'" )2 ""= Et+Mr+ - (I + 1 (I + 2)M?+E_+
! _ (4.78c

"5* -- :_/'5.- I2(I + 1)El_Mr- + 12(t 1). I_F_,t_ ,

where the superscripts indicate the isospin decomposition of Eq. (4.74), the subscripts
indicate the angular momentum and parity of the multipoles, and we have used Eq. (4.76)
to separate out the first and second terms. The E's, M's, and S's are transverse electric.

transverse magnetic, and longitudinal multipoles, respectively [Ad168, Po187, Ras89]. The

isospin structure of the axial-vector term A_r3)is not explicitly decomposed in Eq. (4.78).
as there is no electromagnetic analog from which to extract information.

At the A(1232)-resonance, and in the high-energy limit, m_rl) dominates the non-
resonant backgrounds. In this case, the asymmetry takes on the the particularly simple
form

1 0 _=IA,a(N ---, A)=-_A_. R x , (4.79)

---h':b. is the isovector analog of the form for purely isoscalar transitions, Eq. (3.128). At
lower energies, there does exist one significant difference, however. At forward angles,
the axial-vector contribution to ALR(N -..-,A) does not vanish, as is the case for elastic

scattering. This arises because of the different kinematics: since 2M'pw = 2v/'_- M 2 + [Q2],
in the limit 0 ---,0, Qi ..., 0, we have

q--. ,o--.MI- 0
2Mp (4.80)

_2 _ _t2

VT,/VT ---,_2+ _,2# 0 .

In this limit, at large e, the relative contribution of the axial-vector term is indeed sup-
pressed by l/e, but at threshold (e' ---, 0) the ratio VT,/VT is unity. Consequently, the
axial-vector transition matrix element contributes at forward angles, suppressed at low

energies only by the coefficient g_.
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Ignoring the isoscalar background term A_r2),but retaining the resonant axial-vector
term results in the formula of Ref. [Jon80]. Because the axial-vector terms are all sup-
pressed bv g_, one can reasonably hope to estimate their contribution by including just
the 1_"resonant amplitude. Doing so gives

which requires only the one axial-vector multipole, E_+. The latter has been studied using
charge-changing neutrino cross sections, but is still not very well known (see Refs. [Ad168.
ZucT1. Lle72, Sch73. Rei87, Kit90]). Using several different possible parameterizations of
this axial-'vector term gives variations in the small-angle asymmetry of 1.5-2.5_ at 4 GeV
incident electron energy. The corresponding uncertainty in _vr=l is also 1.5-2.5¢_. While
the relative contribution from the axial-vector term does not vanish at small angles, higher
beam energies decrease the strength of this term. Dropping e from 4 to 1 GeV increases
the above mentioned uncertainties to closer to 10%. However, raising e to 20 GeV Iwhiie
keeping Q2 fixed) reduces the sensitivity to the axial-vector term by roughly a factor of
five, bringing the uncertainties due to this term below the 1% level.

One practical limitation to a model-independent approach, where the multipoles ap-
pearing in Eq. (4.78) are to be taken from electromagnetic and charge-changing neutrino
scattering, is that the inelastic electromagnetic transition multipoles appearing, for exam-

ple, in/A_2 ), must be broken down into isoscalar and isovector pieces separately. Such a
separation is difficult for the A-resonance, requiring detailed neutron data to accomplish
a full separation of the three independent isospin pieces. Because of the complete cancel-

lation of nucleon structure from the A_I ) term, however, this isospin decomposition is only
relevant for the non-resonant background terms.

Part of the background piece A_r2)can be re-written in terms of electromagnetic cross
sections; namely, that part which contains terms of the form T°T_. Multiplying by the
appropriate kinematic coefficients yields exactly I -__(a,_ -a_), with a "_the full electromag-
netic differential cross section. The remaining piece of this background is purely isoscalar.
going as IT°l 2 For a PV coincidence measurement, then, one in principle requires only
electromagnetic cross section data, rather than the detailed multipole decomposition, plus
information on the explicitly isoscalar background amplitudes, to evaluate A_r2).*

In order to set the scales involved one can use photoproduction data which have been
broken down into isospin components to get an estimate of the effect of non-resonant
background on the asymmetry at Q2 = 0. The background is approximately 3-4% of
the total photoproduction cross section, implying a similar amount for the asymmetry.
This result, however, depends sensitively on the poorly known neutron cross section: a
10% shift in a_ would raise the background contribution to almost 7% of the asymmetry.
Thus, the uncertainty from background contributions appears to be non-negligible even
at Q2 = 0. At large-IQ21, the uncertainties become larger. This feature is due in part

* This separation is completely arbitrary, however, as there is no a priori reason to as-
sume the T o background multipoles should be significantly smaller than the T ½multipoles.
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to the difficulty in extracting detailed information from v-scattering, which means that

the Q2-dependence of the axial-vector form factors in the term A_3) is uncertain. Also.
the A-resonance drops in strength relative to the backgrounds with growing momentum

transfer, making the separation of non-resonant contributions, A_21, more problematic. It
seems likely that one would want to use theoretical models to predict and correct for this
effect.

This discussion has focused on the particular case of incoherent summation of final
charge states to illustrate the general methods of calculation. To reiterate, false asym-
metries in coincidence measurements mean that one should probably consider inclusive

_'-scattering, in which case the background piece analogous to &_'2) will also include in-
terference terms between the background and resonance multipoles, and thus may not be
as small as the pure background considered here. An analysis of this case will appear in
forthcoming work [Po192b].

On the experimental side, a proposal was recently made to measure ALR(N ----,2t at
$LAC [Lou92a]. The asymmetry in that case would be determined at kinematics corre-
sponding to e = 12.9 GeV, ]Q2[ = 2 (GeV/c) 2, and _ = 6.5 ° with a precision of 15c?_in
the asymmetry. From Fig. 2.4, we observe that roughly an order-of-magnitude improve-
ment in precision would be needed to make the use of such a measurement as a probe of
new physics competitive with others. The scale of the axial-vector contribution at these
kinematics is well below the experimental uncertainty. A less definitive statement can be
made about the non-resonant background contributions, although at lower energies their
contribution is less than 10%. While the existing proposal appears to reach the limits of
precision attainable at SLAC, the higher beam current and larger solid angle attainable in
CEBAF Hall A could make a high-precision ALR(N ---. A) measurement feasible there. For
example, a 1000 hour Hall A experiment for e _ 4 GeV (]Q2] _>0.6 (GeV/c) 2) could yield
a 1% asymmetry measurement if an 80% beam polarization were achievable [Lou92b]. k
combination of forward-angle measurements might then afford a separation of the axial-
vector, background, and/or new physics contributions. The prospects for such a scenario
at backward angles appears somewhat less promising. The maximum achievable precision
for the asymmetry in this regime is roughly 5% .

We conclude that a high-accuracy PV measurement in the /X-regime, as a means
to measure _vr=l in a model-independent way, is currently limited by uncertainties in
v- and electro-production data. A more thorough multipole and isospin decomposition
is needed, as well as better data on neutrino pion-production. Higher beam energies
provide an advantage in eliminating the uncertain axial-vector contributions, provided
IQ2] is not so large that the resonance peak gets washed out. With current experimental
electroproduction uncertainties, one will have to rely on model-dependent analyses to
approximate the background. Since the total background and axial-vector contributions
appear to be small at moderate momentum transfers, the resulting model dependence of
the extraction should be fairly weak. Turning the argument around, however, the axial-
vector transition strength is itself of theoretical interest, and lower energy and/or large
angle A-production may provide useful information on this resonant multipole.
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IV.H. Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering

Thus far, we have concentrated on semileptonic NC studies at low- and intermediate-
energies. A considerable degree of insight into the structure of the lepton-quark elec-
troweak interaction has also been derived from experiments carried out in the deep inelas- i
tic regime. Although a detailed discussion of these experiments (see e.g., Ref. !AmaST!
lies beyond the scope of the present article, we briefly treat one case of historical interest.
Indeed, the first PV electron scattering experiment, performed with a deuterium target at
SLAC [Pre78, Pre79], illustrates the different set of physics issues encountered in hi,her-
energy semileptonic NC scattering as compared with the NC processes treated elsewhere
in this article. In what follows, we make no pretense of providing a complete discus-
sion: our intent, rather, is to illustrate the aforementioned comparison with lower-energy
experiments.

At the energy and momentum transfers associated with the SLAC experiment _l:_z..
(_') _ 5 GeV, !(Q2) I _. 1.3 (GeV/c) 2 [Pre79]), the nuclear target is unlikely to retain its
identity in the final state. .Moreover. the wavelength of the virtual vector-boson probe
(:,*. Z °°) is much smaller than the size of the nucleon, and the timescale for its interaction
with a given quark is much shorter than the timescale associated with the strong quark-
quark interaction [Bjo69]. Thus, to a good approximation, the scattering may be treated
as an incoherent process involving the nucleon's constituents. In the patton picture, these
constituents are point-like valence and sea quark-partons, characterized by momentum
distribution functions fq(x), where

_Q2x - (4.82)
")m,,v _

is the Bjorken scaling variable (note that the quantity _, used in this work is usually called
v in high-energy physics). The SLAC data were centered about a value of x = 0.165, In
the infinite momentum frame, x is the fraction of longitudinal momentum carried by a
given patton. The distribution functions satisfy the sum rule

l dX Z xfq(x) = .
1 (4.83)

q

The differential cross section for scattering from a nuclear target is then given by

dxdy = xfq(x) ,-q , (4.84)q

where

= P' Q 1- - (4.s5)
p.K e

and where the differential cross section appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.84) is
for scattering of the electron from a given quark-patton q. The helicity independent and
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dependent e - q cross sections are proportional to the contraction of the lepton tensors fin
the ERL)

ry,-o 2 . ., ., A" K'-.Q,(K,K_ + K_/(, -g,_ , )

L_.M-.Uc: e -s .... p KI,,, (h) = 2hQ,gA(K_,t( v + F._,I(_ - g_,vK ' ) (4.861

- 2ihQeg_%_,asK_K 3' .

where h is the electron helicitv, with the corresponding helicity independent tensors W E._

and W_,_'a-_c)L,associated with the quark-parton. The resulting PC and PV cross sections
depend on the variable y. It is straightforward to work out the asymmetry as a function
of x and y

W' Pv)(x. y) J,.S7i
.4La(x,y)=.4°4 x W, EM)(X) .

where the deep inelastic hadronic ratio is given by [Cah78]

I4"(P'v) Eqfq(x)Qq g_gq +gqg_ 1+(1 )2_
= 4.88 )

.Note how, in contrast to the situation that occurs in low- and intermediate-energy scatter-

ing to discrete states, where the hadron structure physics enters via one- and many-body
form factors (see Sects. III.D and III.E), the deep inelastic hadronic ratio depends on target

structure via the distribution functions fq(x). The reason for this difference is essentially
contained in the incoherent approximation embodied in Eq. (4.84) (summing probabilities
rather than amplitudes -- in this regard, it is more akin to the quasielastic scattering
discussed in Sects. III.E and IV.F)..Note also that, in general, the structure of the e - q
electroweak interaction enters through the gqv,gqAetc., rather than the through the isospin

couplings _(v=).

As with lower-energy scattering, it is possible to eliminate much of the hadronic
physics dependence of Eq. (4.88) through a judicious choice of target. In the case of the
deuteron, which is symmetric in valence u and d quarks, one has f_(x) = f_(x). In this
case, the hadronic ratio may be written in the simple form

W (_'_z' = 1"-0 1 + (1 - y)2 ' (4.89)

where

_zl= Ig_(2g_,- gva)= -_(3& + _,) (4.90)
52 = _g_,(2g_- g_) = -,_(3_ + 6)

at tree-level and neglecting sea-quark contrib_:tions. One may account for the latter as
well as for the presence of "non-standard" physics by through correction factors as

al = (1 - _sin 2 8w)[1 + Rl(st'd) + Rl(new) + Rl(had)] (4.ot)
a2 = (1 -4sin 2 8w)[1 + R2(st'd) + R2(new) + R2(had)] ,
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where the R_,l(st'd) are radiative corrections in the Standard Model and the R1,1(new1 rep-
resent contributions from physics beyond the Standard _Iodel. in the S and T framework
one has approximately

Rt(new) = 0.0.'2T- 0.017 S t4.9'2 _
R2(new) = 0.155 T- 0.'2.06S

The hadronic structure corrections, obtained by keeping the sea-quark contributi()ns it_
Eq. I4.$8t, have the form

Rt(had) _
f_"(x )(Q.g_ + Q_g_ ) f_' (x ){Qi -e Qi ) ,4.93,

R.2(had) _
f_'(x)(Q.g_ +Qdg_) f_'ix)(Qi _Q_) '

,,,'here Fqs _ y_ + y_ and 6f_ =_12 - Y_ are the sum and difference, respectively, of the sea
quark (q) and anti-quark (_) distributions. The reason that the difference 6f,i_ appears itx
R2(had) rather than the sum as in Rl(had) is that both Qq and g,q.change sign on going
from quark to anti-quark, whereas the sign of g_ remains the same [Cah7$}. In the case
of u and d quarks, the valence distribution is defined as f_(x) = fq(.r)- fq(.r _. so that the

6f_(x) = 0 for q = u, d.

The foregoing results merit several observations. First, from Eq. (4.89) one observes
that a measurement of ALR(x,y) as a function of y allows a separate determination of
5l and (i2. At the simplest level, these two quantities are hadronic physics independent
(neglecting the R(,)(had)). Thus, a separation of the ti(,) allows one either to test various
electroweak models at tree-level (by specifying the g$, g], etc.) or to place constraints
on the two linear combinations of the "model-independent" e -q couplings appearing
in Eq. (4.90). Such a separation was performed using the SLAC data. leading to the
constraints (see. e.g., Refs. [Pre78, Pre79, Com83])

& + _'_ = -0.60 + 0.16 (4.941
/J+ = 0.31±0.51.

Alternately, one may assume the Standard Model forms for the (_(L)and extract a value
of sin 2 0w. The SLAC results were found to be consistent with the Standard Model with
sin 2 0w = 0.224 4- 0.020.

While the 9% determination of sin 2 0,, from the SLAC experiment represented a

triumph for this first PV electron scattering experiment, present and future electroweak
tests in other sectors are approaching precision of 1% or better. A deep inelastic _'D
measurement at this level of precision could be sensitive to physics beyond the Standard
Model, such as would be characterized, for example, by S and T appearing in the R(,)(new).
To extract meaningful constraints on these parameters, however, one must also make a
reliable determination of the structure corrections, R(,)(had).
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An indication of the scale of these corrections may be obtained by employing a pa-
rameterization of the distribution functions fit to EMC data islo88. Sch$8]. In this param-
eterization, one neglects contributions from heavy quarks (c, b, t) in the sea and assumes
equality of sea quark and anti--quark distributions for the three lightest quarks:

f,: =f_ --f$ -fJ =f: --fl _fs . ,4.9.3,

Hence, one has = 0 and F_ = '2.fs in Eq. t4.93). In order to obtain the valence
distributions for the deuteron, we assume good isospin symmetry for the nucleon. _o rhar

f_ (proton} = f_'Ineutron} and f_'Iprotonl = f_' (neutronl. Thus. one has f,_ _deuteron, =
,f. (proton)- f0[(proton)]. From the fits of Ref. [Slo88] we then obtain the R, ,had, a,

functions of z. as shown in Fig. 4.12.

As expected, the R_,_(had) become negligible for z>0.2. Even though zf,_ _z, anti
.rf_lz) both vanish as x -, 1, the sea distribution falls off more rapidly with z. becominz
negligible for x >0.2. while the valence distributions persist at an appreciable level r_,
somewhat larger values of z. Under the assumptions employed in parameterizing the

f_" s. it is the ratio f_/f_" which governs the z-dependence of the Rr,l(had_. so that the
latter become vanishingly small for z>0.2. Ideally. then, one would perform a future
measurement of the deep-inelastic Att_(2H) in a kinematic region for which z > 0.2 if one
were interested in constraining S and T or other possible extensions of the Standard .Model.

The mean value of z for SLAC AtR(2H) measurements was somewhat below 0.2.
To illustrate the impact of hadronic uncertainties at the SLAC kinematics, we consider a
measurement at z = 0.15. At this kinematic point, the values of the R_,_(new) would be
the same as the R_,)(had) if one had S = -1.4 and/or T = 1.18 (i = 1) and S = 0.51
and/or T = -0.68 (i = 2). Of course, it is the uncertainty in the Ri,_(had) rather than
their overall scale that is potentially problematic for the extraction of limits on S and
T. At z = 0.15, for example, a non-negligible uncertainty is introduced by the sea-quark
distribution functions, parameterized in Ref. [Slo88] by the form zfS(zl = C3( 1+",,)( 1-z I".
We take the quoted uncertainty .a "i as a rough indication of the overall uncertainty in
the f*(_). TI,e corresponding uncertainties induced in S and T via the 6R_,_(had) are
_e6,6T) ._, (0.46.0.39) (i -- 1) and (6S,_5T) _ (0.17,0.23) (i = 2), where the values for
6S are obtained assuming 8T = 0 and vice-versa.These values do not change appreciably
at smaller z and fall off by a factor of ten for z > 0.4. Moreover, they are significantly
smaller than the prospective low--energy constraints of Fig. 2.4. A much larger degree of
uncertainty in the constraints on $ and T is introduced by the experimental error. For the
SLAC data, the experimental uncertainty in the asymmetry (-,, 10%) is generally more than
an order of magnitude larger than the uncertainty introduced by the quark distribution
functions. Consequently, the constraints on S and T from the SLAC experiment are
somewhat loose.

A future, more precise measurement of the deep-inelastic deuterium asymmetry could
tighten these constraints without requiring substantial improvements in one's knowledge
of the quark distribution functions. Such a measurement has recently been proposed for
SLAC [Bosg2]. The proposed experiment would measure the deep inelastic deuterium
asymmetry at several kinematic points hnving z >,,0.2 with overall uncertainties in the
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asymmetryran_ingfromone totwo percent.Inthiskinematicrange,theimpactofJr':
uncertainties is negligible, but uncertainties associated with higher-twist contributions
,:ould be worrisome 'Bos921. The proposal also called for me_urements of :he asymmet:':'
at several points with z < 0,2. where the sea-quark contributions become important. The
_oai of such measurements would be to obtain two new observables which, when combined
with other DiS data, could permit a separation of light-quark distribution function_. Such
a separation ..-u,zht shed light on the violation of the Gottfried Sum Rule iGot67' reported
by NMC [Amagl i. Atthou_h the proposal iBosO2] was not approved by the 1092 SLAC

PAC. a revised version will be submitted to'the upcoming PAC[BosO31.
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IV,I. Atomic Parity Violation

AtomicPV providesa classofexperimentswhichissensitivetoa ratherdifferentset
ofcorrectionfactorsand uncertaintiesthantheP\" '..ctronscatteringobservable..4LR.

,'onsideredso far'.Bou74.For80.For84.Bou86]. Becauseofthe verysmallmoment,lm
transfersin,.',Jlv_'dinatomictransitionmatrixelements,atomicPV isgenerally"l_..,_s_'m

sitivetounknown lotpoorlyknown) hadronicform factorsand certaintypesofradiati,.',,
correctionuncertaintiesthanisPV electronscattering.On theotherhand.new dii_cul-

tiesdo arise,includingatomicwave functionuncertainties"Blu90!and nuclear,strurt,lr_
uncertainties.Ingeneral,atomicP\"appearstobe nicelycomplementary'toPV elertrox_
scattering,and may continuetoproveextremelyusefulinyieldinghigh-precisionSraxl,lar,i
Xiodeltests.

To illustrate,considerthe PV atomic Hamiltonianwhich mixes opposit,_-pari,y
atomicstates,and leadstothepresenceofatomicPV observables:

;Pt' _/ " "
"_l_,tom -- d27 L'_Z)',,SL',ti)p'_"C(£_ +''' , ,4.96_

where L',(27)is the electron field and p._,'c(27)is the Fourier transform of the matrix element
of the charge (0) component of the weak neutral current operator {see Eqs. (3.49a), t3.STa_.
and (3.59)). We omit the contribution of the three-vector part of the nuclear current in
Eq. (4.96), since it is highly suppressed due to the small effective momentum transfer
involved in atomic transitions. The leading term given in Eq. (4.96) is also enhanced
relative to omitted nuclear axial-vector terms, at least in heavy atoms, due to the coherent
behavior of the nuclear charge operator.

Following Refs. [For90] and [Mus92a], we write the matrix element of Hatom'Pt" betvceen

atomic S½ and P_ states in the form (Pl_,_¢_)-t_,, e(,_)tS) = .%'C,p(Z)f{.r), where ,t," is a
calculable overall normalization factor which depends slightly' on the nuclear charge radius.

C',p( Z) is an atomic structure-dependent function, and f(z) = 1 - ½(z/zo)_ _-... gives
the spatial dependence of the electron axial-vector charge density. In a simplified model
where a charge-Z nucleus is taken as a sphere of constant electric charge density out to
radiusR,one hasz0 = R/go,,neglectingsmallcorrectionsinvolvingtheelectronmass.In

thiscase.theatomicmatrixelementsofEq. (4.96)become

I = + +,-xC w+,.xQ

where

1 1  r-0= _(Z- ,V)_vr=l + 5v_(Z * ,V) , ¢4.98a)
.4

,X f}( n,P )
_.w = ½[v/5_r'° + _T==](Toll_ ½11+ r_(k)]h(z,)llTo),

k=l
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A

,- ,4.gsb,
k,,,l

A

.F),.) ¢,0) (P_m-_.)
•-.,ww - -,,_' (Toll Vlh(xJ,)liTo). _4.98c,

k-,,l

= <roll --2"o)+... , .gsd,
kml

are contributionsto the so-called"weak charge",with h(z) _ f(z)- i.and where
TolI(P!!To)denotesreducedmatrixelementsof a nuclearoperator(9ina nuclearground

statehaving nominal isospin To.

The term inEq. (4.98a)istheleadingcontributiontotheweak chargeusuallydis-
cussedintreatmentsofatomicPV. IncludingStandard.Modelradiativecorrectionsinthe

_ renormaiization scheme, as well as some possible (new) heavy-quark physics correc-
tions, leads to

Q_.) = z(1 -4£.)[1 .t- RtP,(st'd)-$- R (new)l ,4.091
_ .V) ".w,V[I+R_,(st'd).R"v(new)]+ ._,,.(.V,Z),

From Ref.[Mar90] one has that

£' e sin 2 Ow(Mz) - 0.2323 +0.0007 (4.100_
!

gives the weak mixing angle and

R[(st'd) _ -0.054 4- 0.033 i.t.101 _
R_(st'd)_ -0.0143 :i: 0.0004

arethe StandardModel one-loopcorrectionsin the_ scheme. The errorsshown in
Eqs.(4.100)and (4.101)resultfrom uncertaintiesinexperimentalinputparameters,and

alsoinevaluationsofone-loopdiagrams.We notethatsincethe effectivemomentum
transferforatomictransitionsisso small,uncertaintiesassociatedwithtwo-photondis-

persioncorrectionsshouldbe negligible.ThissituationcontrastswiththatofPV electron

scatteringfromnuclei,where thesecorrectionsintroducea non-negligiblesourceoftheo-
reticalambiguity.ContributionsfromS and T.whichsignalthepresenceofnon-Standard

Model physicsenteringloops,arecontainedintheR_'"(new)asindicatedinEq. (3.26).
At'),,,,accountsfornew physicscontributionsarisingattree-level,In contrast, the term ---wire,

e.g. coming from extra Z ° bosons, For example, in SO(10) models with the exchange of
an additional "Zx" boson with no Z - Z x mixing, one has
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as given in Ref. i._,Iar90]." The value of .hQt,,, one would extract from existing Cs atomic
PV measurements, ,f all other radzatzve and heavy physicJ were zgnored, is 2.2 = 1.6 = 0,9.
This value corresponds in the SO(10) model to ._,[z_ _ 500 GeV.

It has recently been suggested [Dzu86, Mong0, Marg0] that one perform measurements
_f the weak charge for atoms along an isotopic chain rather than for a single isotope. In
the ratio Q_., 2', .v', Qw° Z. N i. the coefficient C,p{ X) exactly' cancels, thereby eliminat-
ing much of the atomic physics uncertainties. Moreover. this ratio will carry" a different
sensitivity to new physics than does Q,;. for a single isotope. Due to the largeness of N Z
in heavy atoms, the weak charge of Eqs. _4.98! and 14.99! is almost completely' indepen-
dent of T. The isotope ratio, however, carries the same relatwe dependence on S and T as
do various Z°-pole observables. Isotope ratios also provide a different linear combinatio_-_
of 5'. T. and x(_ne* than does Qw for a single isotope. Thus. with a combination of"_t roe

isotope ratio measurements and measurements of other NC observables I e.g...4LR _, ox_e
might hope to disentangle contributions from various types of physics beyond the Standard
XIodel.

In order for such a scenario to be realized, theoretical uncertainties associated with
additional contributions to the weak charge must be resolved. In particular. :he term
..._ fl! n,pt',¢_t' in Eq. (4.98) carries a dependence on the ground-state neutron radius. R, The
impact of uncertainties in R,, and indeed in the full spatial neutron distribution, on
the use of atomic PV for high-precision electroweak tests has been discussed in some
detail in Refs. iForg0, Poi92a]. To illustrate, we use here the simplifying assumptions
of Eq. t4.98) for the case of atomic cesium, on which the most recent high-precision
experimental measurements have been made. and for which the atomic physics calculations
can be done to quite high accuracy. One then needs to know R, to roughly 10¢?_to reduce
the uncertainty induced in 5' to _ -+-0.6('the equivalent to a 1_ AL_(0"0) measurement ,.
For 2°SPb. another promising future experimental possibility, one needs to know R, to
roughly 4c)_. This requirement is fairly stringent, and the reliability of existing nuclear
model predictions for R, may begin to be questioned at such a level. In Ref. !DonSg].
the idea of using PV elastic electron scattering to determine R, was explored tsee also
Sect, IV.B_. _'or the case of lead, the conclusion was that a 1_ determination of R, is

possible, req_.' "!ng under 1000 hours of beam time with experimental conditions which
could in principle be provided at CEBAF. It seems likely that a similar determination of
R, could be made for cesium. In the case of isotope ratio measurements, one requires
knowledge of the change in neutron radii between isotopes, which presents additional
challenges to theory and/or electron scattering experiment.

Eq. (4.98) gives the leading contribution to Qw from G_ ). For the case of 13aCs, one
has under the assumptions leading to Eqs. (4.98d) [Mus92a]

3 1 2

) ,,
* In the Z x model, and indeed in all such models with an extra U(1) symmetry arising

from E6, the vector coupling of the extra neutral boson to u quarks is zero. Consequently,
the ratio of neutron to proton couplings in Eq. (4.102) is exactly 2:1, since only d quarks
contribute.
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where r0 _ 1.1 fm and where only the leading term in h(z) has been retained. For a
value of p, on the order of the prediction of Ref. [Jaf89], Eq. (4.103) would lead to an

error in sin 2 0., from _/0) of roughly 0.1_ about an order-of-magnitude smaller than"_W

the dominant theoretical errors associated with atomic and nuclear structure. Given the
_(J)i constraints on ,.,_ likely to be achieved with ALe measurements, nucleon strangeness

uncertainties should remain well below a problematic level for electroweak tests with atomic

PV. We note further that given the simple additive nature of Eq. (4.98). G__i contributions
to isotope ratios are further suppressed from their already small impact on Q_v We also
point out that additional contributions to Qw arising from the single-nucleon E.XI charge
radii are discussed elsewhere IPo192a], but as an example, the net effect of the nucleon'_
known internal electromagnetic structure results in a correction of Qw for 133Cs of only
approximately 0.1_.

Eq. (4.98d} gives the leading contributions to Qw from isospin impurities in the

nuclear ground state. We have shown explicitly only the contribution to &Q_I arising
from the mixing of a single state of isospin Tl into the ground state of nominal isospin T,-,
with strength A. Further discussion can be found in Ref. [.X,lus92a], but this term appears
likely to be very small in most cases of interest.

There exists another class of possible atomic PV experiments, namely those with
muonic atoms. Such experiments may be achievable at the 1-10_ level in the future at
PSI [Lan91]. A recent discussion of the effects of radiative corrections and non-Standard
Model physics on light muonic atoms may also be found in Ref. [Lan91]. The possibility
of performing PV experiments with heavy muonic atoms has interest from a somewhat
different perspective. Because the ratio of Bohr radii for muonic and electron atoms goes
as a_/a_ = m_,/rne _ 207, the muon is much more tightly bound than the correspond..
electron for a given set of orbital quantum numbers. Consequently, one might expect an
enhanced sensitivity of Qw(p) to short-range effects, such as the ground-state neutron
distribution and the nucleon strangeness radius. In the case of the latter, one may estimate
the scale of this effect by solving the Dirac equation for a single charged lepton moving
in the field of a nuclear sphere of uniform charge and retaining the lepton mass IMus92¢;i.
The resul_ is to make the replacement z0 = R/Za -, [3R/4m_,Za] 1/2 in h(x), which yields

an enhancement of Q_)(p) over Q_,)(e) by roughly 4rn_,R/3Za. For atomic cesium, this
enhancement factor is _ 8, making Qw(pCs) nearly as sensitive to p, as is ALR(_p). For
light muonic atoms, on the other hand, the sensitivity to ps is too weak to be observable.
In the case of heavy muonic atoms, where nucleon strangeness may be observable, nuclear
structure uncertainties also become correspondingly more important. A combination of
atomic PV and electron scattering experiments (PV and PC) would then appear necessary
in order to separate nuclear structure and strangeness contributions. A more thorough
investigation of this possibility is in progress [Mus93d]. From a theoretical standpoint,
muonic atoms have the additional advantage of being essentially a one-lepton problem.
making a determination of the muon wave function much more straightforward than for
electron atoms.

In summary, apart from questions of atomic theory and important uncertainties in
nuclear structure, the unique dependencies on new physics means that atomic PV ex-
periments can yield additional high-precision Standard Model tests, unattainable from
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directhigh-energyexperimentsatthe Z°-pole.In addition,therelativeinsensitivityto

certainclassesofradiativecorrections,a_idhadronicformfactors,makes atomicPV nicely
complementarytoPV electronscattering.
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IV.J. Neutrinos

The subject of neutrino scattering from nuclei is sufficiently broad and detailed that
one could devote an entire review article to it alone. Indeed. when considering the full
range of neutrino beam energies, one encounters a variety of physics issues which may be
addressed in this way. including charge-changing deep inelastic scattering measurements
aimed at testing the Standard Model or probing quark distributions at high-energies and
low-to-intermediate energy inelastic excitations of nuclear levels as a means of study-
ing the nuclear weak current. Given the existence in the literature of other reviews of
semileptonic neutrino reactions (see, for example, [Don79a]), we limit the present discus-
sion to those aspects of low- and intermediate-energy neutrino-hadron NC processes not
considered in previous studies. In particular, we focus on the use of neutrinos to probe nu-
cleon strangeness content, noting the relative advantages or disadvantages this offers when
compared with PV electron scattering. We also pay particular attention to three low- and
intermediate-energy neutrino NC experiments: the recently completed Brookhaven (BNL,
_,-p/_-p experiment [Ahr87], the KARMEN experiment involving inelastic neutrino exci-
tation of a discrete state in 12C [KAR92] and the LSND experiment at LAMPF [Lou$9]
currently in progress.

As with PV electron scattering, it is important when reviewing neutrino scattering
prospects to keep considerations of doability firmly in mind. For the energies and mo-
mentum transfers of interest here, typical cross sections da/dQ 2 range from -,- 10-3s ---,
10-4o cm 2 (GeV/c) -2. We shall return in Sect. V.A.2 to discuss the existing or planned
neutrino facilities (see Table 5.3 for characteristics of these facilities). Typically the fluxes
of neutrinos or antineutrinos obtained are about 107 cm -2 s-1, occasionally somewhat
more or somewhat less. (We shall not discuss the subject of reactor antineutrino physics
where considerably larger fluxes and much smaller cross sections than those encountered
below are relevant -- see Ref. [Don79a] for further treatment of this subject.) To set the
scale of neutrino-nuclear physics let us assume a target with 1031 protons (typically a
target+detector will have about 10% hydrogenic protons) and consequently would weigh
about 200 tons -- for example, as does the LSND detector discussed in Sect. V.C.5. This
yields an effective neutrino-proton luminosity of 103s cm -2 s -1. For a typical _-p total
cross section of 10-40 cm 2 [Don83] this yields an event rate of 10-2 s-1. To accumulate 104
events and thus reach the level of 1% statistical error needed to make such measurements

relevant as probes of strangeness or non-standard physics would take 278 hr. Naturally
the running time will scale with the flux and consequently will vary with the nature of the
neutrino-producing facility (see Table 5.3). Additionally, the v-p total cross section varies
with energy from about 0.2 x the above number for beam stop neutrino sources to a few
× the above number for DIF facilities [Don83]. Accordingly, the typical running time for
1% statistics goes from a few hundred to a few thousand hours. The level of precision
realistically achievable depends on kinematics and neutrino species (_ or P). Similarly,
the sensitivity of cross sections to dii_erent form factors or electroweak couplings is also
highly dependent on the same factors. Consequently, any discussion of the interpretation
of neutrino cross sections must take into account considerations of experimental doability.
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IV.J,I.GENERAL FEATURES

The summary of accessible kinematic regimes for neutrino beams given in Table 5.3
points to an important difference between neutrino and electron scattering experiments. In
the latter instance, one may tune _ and 8 to define a rather narrow kinematic window and

thereby perform Rosenbluth-type separations and, in so-doing, highlight contributions
from different pieces of the hadronic NC. Neutrino scattering experiments, on the other
hand, integrate over a range of energies about some peak energy as determined by the
neutrino spectrum o(_). The corresponding inclusive observable is the energy-integrated
differentialcrosssection

da f_ da(e)--dQ2 = , o( _) dQ---T , 4.104_

where da(e)/dQ 2 is the energy-dependent v or 5 differential cross section and (et, e.., define
the range of available beam energy for a given facility (see Table 5.3). For a given value of
Q2. then. the integral in Eq. (4.104) effectively integrates over the lepton scattering angle.
thereby precluding the possibility of making a Rosenbluth-type separation of the inclusive
cross section. Consequently, the strategy appropriate to neutrino scattering experiments
is to consider measurements at a variety of facilities, thereby accessing different e and Q2
regimes, in order to emphasize in Eq. (4.104) the dependence on different form factors or
electroweak couplings. ,.,q. (4.104) also points to the importance of one's knowledge of the
neutrino spectrum O(e) in the interpretation of the measured cross section.

When studying electron scattering or charge-changing neutrino/antineutrino reac-
tions it is possible to detect the final-state charged lepton and therefore inclusive cross
sections can be measured. In contrast, for neutrino/antineutrino scattering it is not prac-
tical to detect the scattered lepton and hence some hadronic signature must be found to
know that a scattering event has occurred. This means that a different kind of inclusive
cross section must be studied: the scattered neutrino is not detected (and thus the cross
section is in general inclusive in the leptonic sector), whereas some hadronic final-state
particle detection is involved (and thus the cross section is not inc',aslve in the hadronic
sector). In other words, the measurement is more like a coincidence (semi-inclusive)elec-
tron scattering experiment where the srattered electron is not detected, viz., more like
nuclear photoreactions.

In the case of elastic neutrino scattering, for example, one typically measures tile

nuclear recoil having kinetic energy TR and angle 0a relative to the incident beam direction,
as discussed in Sect. III.E.3 (see Eqs. (3.151)). To set the scale for the subject of the
next subsection, in Table 4.1 we give the accessible ranges in Q2, r and T._ and their
equivalents in ONand 0 for a range of values of e available at different facilities ranging from
low--energies (beamstop facilities) to medium-energies(decay-in-flight (D IF) facilities) for
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering. Following the discussion of v-N elastic scattering in
Sect. IV.J.2, in Sects. IV.J.3 and IV.J.4 we return to consider elastic scattering from the
deuteron and from spin-0 nuclei such as 4He, respectively.

In the case of inelastic neutrino or antineutrino scattering alternatives to detecting
the recoiling target nucleus can be sought. For example, as discussed in more detail in
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TABLE 4.1 i

t !

.Neutrino energy _ range 8_ range IQ21 range r Recoil energy
u . i

j

(._IeV) (GeV/c) 2 .XleV i

35 0° --, 180 ° 90 ° ---, 0° 0 _ 0.00046 0 ---, 0.0013 0 ---, 2.43

I 50 0° ---, 180 ° 90 ° _ 0° 0 ---, 0.0090 0 ---, 0.0026 0 --, 4.81

100 0° -- 180 ° 90 ° --, 0° 0 --, 0.033 0 ---, 0.0093 ! 0 -- 17.6

200 0= ---, 180 = 90 ° ---, 0° 0 ---, 0.112 0 --, 0.032 0 -- 59.7

I 500 0° ---, 180 ° 90 ° ---, 0° 0 _ 0.484 0 ---*0.137 0 ---, 257.9

1000 0° _ 180 ° 90 ° _ 0° 0 _ 1.278 0 --, 0.362 0 --, 680.5

Table 4.1 Achievable IQ21, r, recoil enerzy (TN), together with equivalent recoil
nucleon scattering angle (_N) emd (undetected) neutrino scattering angle (8) for various
neutrino energies, _ (see also Table 5.3). The target is assumed to be a nucleon at rest.

Sect. IV.J.5, it is possible to excite a discrete state in a nucleus via inelastic neutrino

scattering and then detect the decay of that state, say by the emission of a photon. In a
sense such measurements involve "nothing in" and "nothing out" except the emission (when

the neutrino-producing beam is on) of a photon. Of course, other final-state hadronic

signals may be sought (emission of an c_-particle, ejection of a proton or neutron, etc.).
Some of these are discussed in Ref. [Don79a] and the references contained therein. We

shall return in Sect. IV.J.5 to consider only a few cases to illustrate the basic nature of
such neutrino-nuclear studies.

Let us note for the present that even the above classes of measurements are not always

so cleanly separated when real experiments are contemplated. For instance, for purposes

of interpreting elastic v-N and _-N cross section measurements, one faces a third level of

complication not encountered in elastic PV _'p scattering. Typically, the elastic neutrino-
nucleon cross section must be extracted from a measurement of the quasielastic A(v, N)A'

cross section, where A and A' denote target and daughter nuclei. In the BNL v-p/_-p

experiment, for example, 80% of the "elastic" events actually involved scattering from
protons bound in 12C nuclei. The remaining 20% resulted from scattering from 1H nuclei
in the CH2 target. Extraction of the elastic v-N cross section from the A(v, N)A' reaction

generally introduces more theoretical uncertainty than would enter the extraction from
the quasielastic inclusive A(v,v')X reaction, were a measurement of the latter possible.
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Interpretation of the former process, which is semi-inclusive, requires knowledge of the

final-state interactions between the outgoing nucleon and residual nucleus. In contrast, the
inclusive quasielastic measurement involves detection of the outgoing lepton (assuming such
were possible -- as it is for the charge-changing neutrino and antineutrino reactions where
a charged lepton is produced), and no knowledge of the hadronic final-state interactions
is needed in the interpretation. An indication of the scale of theoretical uncertainties in
the interpretation of .41_,..V)A' reactions might be obtained from analyses of quasielastici

.4(e. e'p)2' coincidence cross sections. Typically the final-state interactions play a very
importar,., role in interpreting such electromagnetic coincidence cross sections, but play a

much less significant part in determining the inclusive .4(e. e') cross section Quantifying
this statement requires a case-by-case analysis and lies beyond the context of the present
review. However. one can get some sense of the importance of final-state interactions by
noting that for coincidence electron scattering the DWIA (where final-state interactions
are included) differs from the PWIA (where they are not) typically by factors of about

0.6-0.7 (see. e.g.. [Fru84]). while for inclusive scattering much smaller modifications from
final-state interaction effects are usually found. We shall return briefly to this point in the
next section when discussing the ideas put forward by the authors of Ref. [Gar92].

IV.J.2. ELASTIC NEUTRINO-NUCLEON SCATTERING

The aforementioned theoretical challenges notwithstanding, measurements of elastic
and low-lying inelastic neutrino cross sections offer a number of potential advantages.
We focus first on Mastic neutrino-nucleon scattering, for which the primary attraction is

6 _..its sensitivity to d:'_. Unlike its contribution to A,R(g'N), which is suppressed by gt
-1 t 4sin 20w _, -0.092. the (_:_ contribution to da _'(°1/dQ 2 receives no such suppression.
Moreover, the interpretation G;_, as determined by neutrino scattering, is theoretically less
ambiguous than in the case of PV electron scattering. Recall from Eq. (3.31) that one has

,,A r3 + and may be determined from

neutron and hyperon semileptonic decays, respectively, and where the (_al are renormalized
electroweak axial-vector NC couplings determined by the underlying gauge theory. As
noted earlier, (r=0 vanishes at tree--level in the Standard Model, but becomes nonzero
once electroweak radiative corrections are included. For PV electron scattering, these

corrections, which enter all three of the (_,1, are enhanced over the generic a/4rr scale
and contain theoretical hadronic uncertainties on the same scale. For neutrino scattering,
on the other hand, the corrections are significantly smaller and more reliably calculable.
Consequently, an extraction of G_ from the elastic neutrino-nucleon cross section offers
a theoretically "cleaner" probe of, e.g., axial-vector nucleon strangeness, than does the
corresponding determination from ALa(e'P).

In addition to its dependence on G_'/, the energy-integrated elastic u-p (u-n) cross
section displays a non-negligible dependence on other quantities of interest, such as the
electroweak couplings (Pv ((_), the axial-vector dipole mass parameter (see Eq. (3.45}),
and the vector current strangeness form factors (see Sect. III.C). For low-energy, low
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momentum transfer scattering, one may expand the cross section in Eq. (3.161) to leading
order in e/m.v and r and obtain [Gar92]

da
[i+ )(0,,+ (i )(0Z_ (_!= S-'Z_( p2 .,,)2 _ p2 )_ (4.105,

-4pv_ ( +(0-")± 4

where

p-_-v_(-T- = v_ I/4,2= IvT-_¢o,O,- v_ ,4.1oG,

so that 0 <_p <_[1+2e/rnx] -1/2. From Eq. (4.105) one may observe the relative importance

of the axial-vector form factor in comparison with contributions from others, especially for

target protons. In this case. the NC electric form factor of Eq. (3.31) is suppressed due to

the fP = (1 - 4sin 2 0w ) coefficient of Gp and the leading Q2-dependence of G_ and GE'
as they enter G_ The contribution from G'V to Eq. (4.105) is suppressed by v'7 relative_, ' M

to the leading G"_Acontribution. Hence. one expects ¢.v,_to dominate the cross section
at low-energy and low momentum transfer [Don74]. The situation for target neutrons is
somewhat different, since the leading contribution to ¢_ is " p_vG_, which is not suppressed.

To illustrate the sensitivities of the elastic v-p and _-p differential cross sections in
various kinematic regimes, we give in Table 4.2 the fractional shift in da _'_°)(e)/dQ 2 due
to variations in several parameters of interest. The higher energy and momentum transfer
results correspond to the BNL kinematics, while those for lower energies and tQ2t are
appropriate to the LSND measurement. Although the BNL experiment integrated over
beam energy from 0.2 to 5.0 GeV, the spectrum v(e) was peaked in the neighborhood of
1 GeV. One expects the sensitivities at this energy, then, to represent rather fairly the
sensitivity of the energy-integrated cross section.

From the entries in Table 4.2, one may observe immediately the level of precision re-
quired for a meaningful electroweak test. In all but a few cases, measurements of da(e)/dQ 2
to better than 1% precision are needed to determine _ to 10% (the precision assumed in
deriving the corresponding bands in Fig. 2.4). Since the cross sections were determined
to _, 10% precision in the BNL experiment, while the LSND expectation is for a 10¢_
determination of the cross section, significantly higher precision experiments would be re-
quired at existing or future facilities to make a meaningful extraction of f_. For the form
factors, on the other hand, significant constraints could be achieved under realistic exper-
imental conditions. In the case of G_ ), for example, a modest improvement in statistics
over the BNL experiment could lead to a determination of _, at a level comparable to

the projected SAMPLE constraints. In contrast, the sensitivity to G_') appears to be well
below the observable level. Given this insensitivity, we have not included in Table 4.2 the
shifts associated with variations in A__.The cross sections display the greatest sensitiv-

__(s) assuming its current level of uncertainty. As the sensitivity toity to variations in ,.,,_ ,
AA makes clear, it is desirable to attempt a determination of r]s at lower energy and mo-
mentum transfer. At the BNL kinematics, for example, the variation associated with the
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TABLE 4.2

I

(_. :Q2_) , Parameter range variation in variation in

da"( )/dQ2 ( ) daOl l/ aQ2 t

(1.00.5) _P, _v 0.1003 ---,0.0821 0.7 --* -0.6 -0.6 -- 0.5

(1.0,0.5) t_, -0.2 --, 0.2 6 -, -5 -4 --5

(I.0,0.5) p_ -1.4 --, 1.4 0.3 ---, -0.7 0.6 --, -2

(1.0,0.5) rls -0.12 + 0.07 14:F8 25 -T-15

'.0,0.5) A_ 3.12 --, 3.52 5.7 ---, -5.3 I0.I ----9.0
H, ,.

(1.0, 1.0) _P 0.1003 ---,0.0821 0.8 --, -0.7 -2.1 -. 2.2

(I.0, 1.0) gs -0.2 --* 0.2 6 _ -6 -15 -. 18

(I.0, 1.0) p, -1.4 --, 1.4 0.2 _ 0.6 1.3 --*5.1

(I.0.1.0) rls -0.12 ± 0.07 13 _ 7 40 _ 25

(I.0, 1.0) A_ 3.12 ---,3.52 8.2 _ -7.2 24.5---, -19.9

(0.15,0.05) _Pv 0.1003 ---,0.0821 0.4 _ -0.3 -0.5 -, 0.5

(0.15,0.05) /_ -0.2 --, 0.2 3 --_ -3 -4 --, 4

(0.15,0.05) p, -1.4 _ 1.4 0.07 --* 0 0.05 _ -0.03

(0.15,0.05) r], -0.12 ± 0.07 17 _: I0 25_15

(0.15,0.05) A_ 3.12 _ 3.52 0.9 _ -0.9 1.3 --, -I.3

Table 4.2 Variation in elastic v-p and _-p differential cross section associated with
uncertainties in electroweak couplings and form factor parameters (units: e [GeV], IQ21
[(GeV/c)2]). The final two columns give the percent deviation from nominal S_andard
Model, no-stranse predictions for the cross sections. The central value of the axial-
vector dipole parameter A_)- 3.32 corresponds to M'A --'-1.032 GeV. Variations due

to G(zs) uncertainty were computed assuming A_I = 0.
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presentuncertaintyin,\_iscomparabletothatassociatedwiththeerrorinG_''iusingthe

BNL results ). whereas at the LSND kinematics, the ,_-variation is an order-of-magnitude i
smaller than that associated with r/,. To improve upon the BNL G_s_ constraints, however.
a measurement of daV_°'tel/dQ_ at LSND kinematics would need to be carried out with
better precision than presently projected. We note in passing that an analysis similar to
the above was carried out in Ref. [Beigla]. In the latter work. the shift in ca_"_:'! e_/dQ"
from the zero-strangeness predictions are given, assuming the predictions of Ref. 'Jar'39!
for the vector current form factors and the ENIC value for 0, _see Table 2.3_.

Any extraction of constraints on form factors and couplings must. of course, account
for simultaneous uncertainties in the parameters of interest. These correlations are 5ome-
what more complicated than in the case of PV electron scattering, where the NC form
factors and electroweak couplings enter ,4L_ linearly. In contrast, the differential LJ-N
and z)-N cross sections are quadratic in these quantities, so that the correlations define
generalized conic sections in a multi-dimensional parameter space. To illustrate, we ,-on-
sider elastic _-p and _-p measurements at the BNL kinematics. The BNL experimerl'
was originally analyzed assuming that all vector strangeness form factors vanish identi-

cally. A reanalysis of the data allowing for nonzero G TM_and G__. would require detailed
knowledge of the neutrino energy spectra, normalizations, systematic error correlations.
as well as other systematics including charge-changing and quasielastic cross sections for
calibration, etc. Such a reanalysis has in fact recently been carried out by the authors of

Ref. [Gar93]. but we wish to examine here. in a more general way, the sensitivity of these
data to the strangeness form factors and electroweak couplings.

To this end, we generate "fictitious" data points by assuming the Standard Model
with no strangeness in the nucleon and add arbitrary random statistical errors of O( 105_,
i roughly the same magnitude as the actual BNL errors) to da/dQ 2 for the same kinematic
points as in the BNL experiment. Performing a _2-minimization on this fictitious data
set to fit different input parameters then yields an effective uncertainty for the parameters
considered. This procedure affords at least an estimate of the scale of the uncertainties
and correlations that a more complete reanalysis would provide. At the same time. this
procedure neglects systematic errors, so that the uncertainty estimates provided below
should be considered underestimates.

We chose as parameters to be varied _[,, r/_, #s, ps, and MA. For simplicity, we did
not consider additional uncertainties associated with the _(s) Setting all but one of the"_£, M '

parameters to their nominal Standard Model values and aUowing the last to vary. we take
as the statistical uncertainty for a one-parameter fit the range in this parameter which

keeps k2 within one unit of its minimum. Allowing a second parameter to vary leads to a
67% confidence contour whose extrema define the correlated uncertainties. For example,

allowing only _ to vary gives about a 44% uncertainty in this parameter*. Allowing r/, to
vary as well gives 6_/_ ,_ 0.66 at 67% confidence (see Fig. 4.13). A three--parameter fit
in which MA is also allowed to vary leads to an 88% uncertainty in _Pv. From these results

* Recall that a 10% uncertainty in _Pv corresponds roughly to a 1% uncertainty in
sin2 #w.
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one would conclude that a future medium-energy u-p/_-p elastic scattering experiment
would have to be performed with significantly higher precision than obtained in the BNL
experiment in order to constrain new physics at a level competitive with atomic PV or
prospective PV electron scattering experiments.

The situation with regard to the strangeness form factor constraints is somewhat more
hopeful. In Table 4.3 we summarize these prospective constraints, allowing for correlated

uncertaintiesamong the variousform factorsassuming_. takeson itsStandardModel
value.

TABLE 4.3

Case Varied Parameters Experimental Uncertainty" Constraints

BNL 3,IA. r}s :t:10_ in u. _ cross sections 6rl, = =0.12

6MA = 0.1
.... p .......... !

E

BNL MA, rl$,_s ±10% in u,O cross sections 6rls = :t:0.161

&'tlA =01 i

!

' _u$ =0.2 IE
"" " '" ' i

BNL p,,t_j,rtj ±10% in v,O cross sections 6p, = :t:5.0

6/_s = :i=0.3

t 6r15= ±0.06

LSND rl, +18% in v cross section 6r/s = ±0.1
I .... ,, , ==,.

Table 4.3 Multi-parameter fits to "fictitious" BNL and LSND data, assuming _vv
at its Standard Model value.

From the three-parameter fit in Table 4.3, we observe that the constraint 6#s = ±0.3
is nearly as stringent as that expected from the SAMPLE experiment (6#_ _ +0.2). The
recent reanalysis of the actual BNL data by [Gar93} gives error estimates quite compati-
ble with the above numbers, if somewhat larger due to their inclusion of the (systematic)
normalization uncertainties. In contrast, the uncertainty in p_ is nearly three times less
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stringent than would be achievable from a series of .4t.,t gp) measurements alone. The ,,on-
straint on rl,. achieved for fixed .'tl_t. could not be approached by PV electron scattering.
given the large axial-vector radiative correction uncertainties arising in the latter, exper-
iment, where the impact of Since the 7, uncertainty increases in a two-parameter 3l.-i-n,

fit. it is desirable to carry out a determination of Gq]_. at the lower-energy and lower-,Q"
of the LSND experiment, where the impact of 31..t uncertainties on the differential cross
section is negligible qsee Table 4.2). However. the projected 20t;_ statistical error for the
LSND determination of the cross section corresponds to an uncertainty in ,7, only slightly
better than the uncertainty taken from the fictitious BNL data allowing for the correlatior,
with 3IA _Be191al.

In order to achieve or surpass the aforementioned form factor constraints, improv,,-
ments in both experimental precision and the reliability of theoretical modeling v,.ould be
required. Prospects for experimental progress are discussed in Sect. V. As far as ,:,_,_,,
retical analysis is concerned, contributions from final-state hadronic interactions r,_n,ier
the extraction of da(vN)/dQ 2 from the .4(v. N)A' cross section theoretically problem-
atic. as discussed above. It may prove advantageous to make use of existing analyses ,)f
.4(e, e'N).4' reactions to "calibrate" the hadronic physics and thus. at least to some ex-
tent, to remove the final-state interaction effects as uncertainties. Given the possibility of
high-precision measurements in the future, more theoretical work on these issues will have
to be undertaken.

In order to minimize the impact of some of these ambiguities, the authors of
Ref. [Gar92] have proposed measuring the ratio R(e) of proton to neutron yields in
quasielastic nucleon knockout. Assuming the static approximation (initial nucleon at rest.
and neglecting final-state interactions, one has

fl 'Q_' }dO 2Q_I{ davv(e)/dQ*

R(e) = l,(Q]lfda,,.(e)/dQ2_dQ2_, . _4.107t

These authorscompute R fore = 200 MeV and detectionofoutgobagnucleonsin the
energy range 50 < TN <_ 59.7 MeV. Assuming quasifree kinematics and taking the initial
nucleon to be at rest, this spread corresponds to a range in IQ21 of 0.094 s IQ21 < 0.112
(GeV/c)2 or, from Eq. (3.151), a range in forward angles of 23.5* > 0.,_ > 0". The resultant
value of R depends on the strangeness parameters _s and r/, as

R _ 1 - 3.160, - 0.362p, + 0.0730_ +0.0240,p, , (4.108)

where in accordance with Table 4.2 the dependence on uncertainties in MA has been
neglected. The authors also point out that R is insensitive to uncertainties in neutrino
flux, since the same flux is used in extracting both proton and neutron knockout cross
sections and then forming the ratio. Furthermore, R(e) carries only a gentle dependence
on e for 160 < e < 240 MeV, so that one need not possess precise knowledge of o(e) in
order to interpret this ratio. One might also hope that at these kinematics, the final-state
interactions for outgoing protons and neutrons behave similarly, so that their impact on R
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wouldbe much smallerthanon theindividualcrosssections.Perhapsthemost important
featureofEq. i4.10S_isitslargesensitivityto r/,.Indeed.a I0_ determinationof R

couldconstraintw, to_r/,ffi±0.03,whiletheerrorinducedin_sfrom 6,a,assumingthe
SA),IPLEprojectionswouldbe roughly6r/#--_0.02.Hence,furtheranalysisoftheimpact
offlnal-s_ateinteractionson theinterpretationofR, aswella.sexplorationofexperimental
feasibility,appearstobe warranted.

IV.J.3.ELASTIC SCATTERING FRO.',.!_He

The basicformalismforelasticneutrinoand antineutrinoscatteringfromspin-0nuclei

has been introducedin Sect.III.E.3.In Ref.IDon83]a selectionof targets_allv,'irh
spin-0except2H. whichwas alsostudiedinthatwork -- seethefollowingdiscussionsi:_

Sect.IV.J.4)was investigatedwithaneyetotheproblemofelasticscattering.The genera!
characteristicsofcoherentscatteringinvolvea recoilkineticenergywhichfallswithmas_

number as A -l.but a crosssectionwhich increaseswiththesquareofa combination_'

theprotoniatomiciand neutronnumbers,(Z_, + .V_'_,)2,asdiscussedinSect.III.D.I.
Thus.thechallengeforsuchstudiesistomeasuresmallcrosssections{albeit,much larger
thansingle-particletransitioncrosssectionsdue tothecoherence)by detectingvery"low
energyrecoils.Inthepresentsubsectionwe shallonlybrieflytouchupon a singleexample

ofthisclassofreactions,vlz.,elasticscatteringfrom4He. No evaluationofthedo-ability
ofusingsucha targetwillbeattemptedhere,althoughitshouldbe remarkedthatthefact

that4He isa scintillatorcouldmake sucha target/detectorpromising.

Typicalconditionsforuse withDIF neutrinobeams are representedinTable 4.4

Itakenfrom Ref.IDon83]).

r
t

TABLE 4.4
.............. , ............. T'

Quantity _ -- 100 MeV e - 150 MeV _ -- 200 _Ie\"

0p*_k 62° 64 ° 69°

_, IQ21 (GeV/c) 2 0.0084 0.016 0.018

! 'r'N 0.0024 0.0045 0.0052

q (,X'leV/c) 92 126 136

Tn (MeV) 1.13 2.13 2.48

dc/dflA (xlO -41 cm 2 sr -1) 2.6 4.6 6.6
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Table 4.4 Elasticneutrino scatteringfrom 4Heat intermediateenergies.Forgiven
valuesof the neutrinoenera;y,e. the quantities in the table aregiven for recoilangles
correspondingto the peak in the differentialcrosssection.The dimensionlessmomen.
turn transfer r.,_.is calculated using the nucleon mass (= _,Q2]/4m_.) rather than the
massof _He.

Clearly'.evenfora targetaslightas_He,therecoilenergiesarerathersmallfordetec-

tionina large-active-volumedetector.The quantityofinterestisthatwhich multipii,_s

theelectromagneticformfactorinEq.(3.153),namely

x - + r(q)]+ = O) . ,4.1o9
I
!

Estimating the form factor ratio in last term by i

Fco(,_) Gt' _
Fc0(

setting _'_ to unity, since the momentum transfer is very small, and for the isospin-mixing
factor writing approximately

r(q)_F0r+O(r 2) , !4.111,

where from Ref. [DonS0] one has that F0 ,_, 0.04. At tree-level, the entire multiplying
factor above then has the form

X = -4sin 2 0,, [1 + "for + O(r2)] , (4.11_'2,

where tree-level coupling have been employed and where 7o -- F0 + p,/2 sin 20w. For !p,I

set to the value 2 [JafS9] one finds that I 01 4.4 with only a 1% correction from r0.
The term ",,or then contributes about 1-2% compared to the leading term in X for the

conditions in Table 4.4 and it thus provides only a small modification of the basic 4 sin" 0w

dependence in Eq. (4.112). For the conditions studied here the problem is similar to that of

attempting a Standard Model test with PV elastic electron scattering at low-energies (see

Sect. IV.B.2). Naturally, as in the discussions in Sect. IV.B, at higher--energies the influence

ofboththeisospin-mixingtermand theelectricstrangenesstermislarger;thepossibility

existsthattheclarityofthenuclearrecoilasa signatureforelasticscatteringmightmake

neutrinoscatteringadvantageousforstudiesofhadronicstructureinmuch thesame way

thatisexpectedforPV electronscattering.Givensufficientlyhigh-qualitydeterminations

from both typesofleptonscatteringmeasurements,itwould thenbe possibleto address
theissueofhow theradiativecorrectionsdifferforthevariousflavorsofleptons.
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IV.J.4. ELASTIC NEUTRINO-DEUTERON SCATTERING

Experimental considerations make it less likely that elastic v-D scattering ,,'ill prove
useful as a probe of nucleon strangeness or non-standard physics than will either elastic
neutrino-nucleon or elastic PV _H(/'. e') scattering. Nevertheless. elastic v-D scattering
illustrates ,he special issues one encounters when seeking to study' nucleon structure or
electroweak physics with elastic neuttlno scattering from nuclei with nonzero spin.

Apart from experimental considerations, the interpretation of elastic v-D measure-
ments involves ccmplications not present in v-N or PV electron scattering. In particular.
both the nuclear and nucleon form factors contribute to da(vD)/dQ 2, In contrast, by a
suitable choice of target and kinematics, much of the nuclear physics may be eliminated
from .4, a. which involves a ratio of hadronic response functions. In the case of neutrino
scattering, one might similarly attempt to minimize one's sensitivity to nuclear physics by
studying the v-D/P-D asymmetry [Hen01, Fre921

= ......i _0 . 14.113,

daf dQ21,'° . d<7tdQ21_

With these considerations in mind. we consider briefly the interpretation of the elastic

v-D cross section, paying particular attention to the similarities and differences with elastic
v-N and PV elastic 2H(_'.e') scattering. To that end, we convert from a discussion of
da/dQ 2 to da/dft (see Sect. III.E.3) and consider different regimes in v scattering angle.
even though a recoil deuteron rather than outgoing neutrino would be detected. Following
the formalism outlined in Sect. III.E.3 (see Eqs. i3.148) and (3.149)), we write the qua:,tit:,"

appearing in _ffs(vD) as

F'_(q,O) = 4_2(q,0) _ R(1) + R(2) "+"R(a) + R(4) , (4.114)

where the response functions have the forms

2 (F o(Z:o)+F 2(r: o))+ o)}a(,)

R(2) 2"/'_¢T=Oe(°){= vo_v qv uC (Fco(T = 0)Fco(_)+ Fc2(T = 0)Fc2(_))

+ uTFMi(T = O)FMi(s) t

R(4) - Vr (T='0FEI,(B) + _)FEI,(s)

± 2VT'(_)FMI(_) ,..t F_i,(8) + (_)F_I,(_)
L
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and where the form factors are defined in Sect. III.D.1.

The response functions Rt,tti = 1..... 4t are the v-D analogs of the -k**_t_= 1..... 3_
in .4LR,g'D!. Ril_ contains the leading vector current contribution in the absence of
strangeness: R_2_ depends linearly on the strangeness vector current form factors: and
R,_ contains the product of vector and axial-vector form factors. Although the combina-
tions of form factors entering the R_,I are. for the most part. identical to those appearing
in the numerators of the corresponding AI, _, a few differences exist: (il the combination

_'L!Fco 2 . Fc22 )"*"vr F_ _ appearing in Rill is canceled from -kll_ by an identical quantity
appearing in the denominator of B"rV'/F 2' no such cancellation occurs for v-D scatter-
ing' !ii_ the AM form factor FE:ls(.4._,l} contained in AIs ) does not enter R,_, since the
neutrino has no EM charge: and (iii) the RI,) depend on products of weak neutral current
amplitudes rather than on the weak-electromagnetic interference product which governs
the _'D asymmetry. Consequently. the Rta_ are bilinear in weak neutral current couplings.
whereas the .h_,) depend on them linearly.

The terms in Rla _ have no analog in ALR(gD). They arise because ;_-_(_,Dt is propor-
tional to a product of weak. neutral current amplitudes. Since R_4_ is second-order in ti_e

small strangeness form factors and _,is). :_At01 axial-vector coupling, one might expect
it to be negligible in comparison with the other Rti).

In principle, _-_(_,D) can be quite sensitive to vector strangeness nucleon form factors.
as is ALR(_'D). In practice, however, kinematics conspire to make the neutrino experiments
more difficult. To see why, consider first the magnetic contribution, F.wl(s). Its contri-
bution becomes most significant at backward angles, where momentum transfer is largest.
However. the deuteron body form factors defined in Eq. (4.28) fall off rapidly with mo-
mentum transfer, thereby suppressing the backward-angle cross section. For example, the
magnetic term D:_(Q2), whose contribution dominates FMI(S), is down by two orders-
of-magnitude from its static value D_(0), for backward-angle scattering with incident
energies of only 500 MeV. For the single-nucleon form factor, on the other hand, on the
other hand, the suppression is only 0.25 at this energy. By going to lower-energy neutrino
beams, one may mitigate this suppression to some extent. At low-!Q2[, however. F.xll_t
also vanishes linearly with momentum transfer. As a result, optimal neutrino energies, bal-
ancing these two constraints, are roughly several hundred MeV. For these kinematics, one
then encounters experimental difficulties due to the extremely low resulting recoil deuteron
energy. In contrast, no such difficulties arise in a measurement of ALa(_H), which involves
detection of the outgoing lepton. Moreover, at backward angles, the deuteron body mag-
netic form factor essentially cancels from the PV asymmetry (see Sect. IV.C.1), so that
the large two-body suppression does not appear in the observable of interest.

At forward angles and low momentum transfer, the _,-D cross section goes like

da/df_(O -. 0 °. q small) x 3(_vr=°) _ (F_o(T = O)+ F_(T = 0))

where the O(q _) terms include contributions from the magnetic (FM_(T - 0)) and
strangeness charge (Fco.v_(s)) multipoles. In comparison, the PV asymmetry goes like
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v3,_ r=° - O! q2 i. In both cases, the strange-quark vector current contributions are _up-
pressed bv. factors of Q2/m'*,,,.." At forward angles, however, the electromagnetic eros_
section gets very large, which keeps the FOM for PV electron scattering fairly high iPol901.
Thus. ignoring systematic errors, one could hope to measure Atn_ 2H) with sufficient pre-
cision to be sensitive to Q2-suppressed terms, in analogy with the single nucleon case. For
the t,-D cross section, however, there is no .klott divergence, and thus nothing to improve
the statistics at forward angles. Considering high-energy forward-angle v-D scattering
leads to only a marginal improvement in sensitivity. When kinematic coefficients of order
r are large enough to allow significant strange quark contributions, the deuteron body
form factor is again very small.

The strangeness axial-vector current contributes to the differential neutrino ,'to,,
section via R,_ and R,_,. In comparing the sensitivities of da(uD!/dQ" and .4L_ 2H' r_,
the axial-vector form factor, we reiterate that the interpretation of a neutrino mea_'.r ,_-
ment in terms of ax.al-vector strangeness is much less ambiguous than in the ,:ase ,.,f P\"
electron scattering. Both the interference term RI_ and its analog ..k_3_in ALR' :I[, at, _
suppressed at forward angles. The axial-vector contribution to R,_. however, carries no
g_. suppression factor so that its ba,.k_.,ard-angle contribution can be more significant for
u-D scattering than for PV 2H(_'.e') scattering. The axial-vector contribution via R,_
has no analog in .4_,,t2H). This term has no explicit forward-angle kinematic suppres-
sion. but is stil! quadratic in the presumably small axial-vector isoscalar form factor. To
use this term to limit the axial-vector isoscalar form factor to less than or about :0.15

would require absolute forward v-D cross section measurements at below the 10¢_ level. In
the backward-angle limit, the axial-vector contributions from interference and quadratic
terms can be formally combined by

d---_(0)(/9---, 180 °) x (T--°F_,tl(T=0)+ tFMt(s) t4.117_

At moderate energies. (where the cross sections are extremely small, as discussed above J
the axial-vector contributions contribute comparably to the strangeness magnetic form
factors. Since F.vtl x (q/mN) for low momentum transfer, however, the backward-angle
cross section is much more sensitive to the axial-vector terms at low-energies, becoming

essentially directly proportional to the square of the axial-vector form factor. There is
also a range of energies where the'vector and axial-vector terms become comparable. In
this kinematic regime, the difference between the v-D and _-D cross sections can be large.
thereby enhancing the sensitivity of AL,o to nucleon strangeness.

Finally. we observe that the use of elastic v-D scattering to probe physics beyond
the Standard .Model through an extraction of the _vA from the differential cross section
is more problematic than with other processes discussed in this review. The reason is the

" At small momentum transfers, F_I(T = 0) is explicitly proportional to q2: Fco(s).
being proportional to r because the deuteron has no net strartgeness, is likewise small.
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additional level of nuclear physics uncertainties not encountered in the interpretation of the
elastic _,-N/i-N cross sections. The impact of these uncertainties on Ac_ can be mitigated
by a suitable choice of target since the asymmetry involves a ratio of nuclear response
functions. The extent to which an observable such as A_,0 can reduce the sensitivity of
an electroweak test to nuclear physics uncertainties remains to be analyzed. At present.
elastic u-D scattering seems most suited to probing the structure of the nucleon.

IV.J.5. INELASTIC NEUTRINO SCATTERING

We end our discussion of special cases with brief remarks about a few selected inelastic
neutrino scattering transitions where knowledge of the cross sections is expected to help in
determining the single-nucleon weak-interaction form factors. Of particular interest in this
regard is the NC transition between the ground state of 1_C and the 1+1, 15.11 MeV ex-
cited state in the same nucleus, together with the charge-changing (CC) transitions to the
analog ground states of 12B and t2N. From our summary of the formalism in Sect. III.E.3
we see that the NC multipole matrix elements that enter include t/'._1, -_cl,. FLI_ and
t/'sls, together with their CC analogs. For the states involved only isovector currents occur.
This system is much-studied theoretically (see, for example, Refs. [OCo72. DonT3, Don74.
Don76, Don79b]) and recently has been the focus of several 12C(u_,e-)l_N(g.s.), charge-
changing [All90, KAR92] and 12C(u, u' )12C(15.11), neutral-current [KAR91] experimental
investigations. As emphasized in Refs. [Don74, Don76, Don79b], at low-energies the al-
lowed multipole is of the Gamow-Teller form and consequently the nuclear matrix element
involved in 3-decay is closely related to the dominant contribution entering in charge-
changing neutrino reactions and neutral-current neutrino scattering. For instance, to the
extent that the long wavelength limit (LWL) can be taken one may write the NC cross
section in terms of the 12N and 12B B-decay rates, w_:, respectively (see Eq. (4.13) in
[Don79b]):

o_(J -- ].)
= = G.m,, __ x (4.11s)= 4 co.2oI±(Wo )5 '

where W_ is the energy of the decay, 0c is the Cabibbo angle and f± is a dimensionless
phase-space integral [Don79b]. Using the average of the 12B and 12N B-decay rates, this
yields (Eq. (4.53) in [Don79b])

y__ 2 )2
_LWt,(j T I)2.Tx10-39cm 2 ,_[_] ((_;' (4119)OrV)lj I "-- --- --. . •

Of course, these simple relationships are not exact, since as noted above there are more
nuclear matrix elements than one to consider (and these enter differently in the various

electroweak processes); in addition, the momentum transfer dependence of the nuclear form
factors must at some level be taken into account. For this well-studied A = 12 system, as

discussed in depth in Ref. [Don79b], it is possible to constrain the nuclear one-body density
matrix elements (see Sect. III.D.2) to a very high degree using electron scattering, 7-decay,
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3±-decay and/_--capture information. Consequently, it is not necessary to resort to the
strict LWL model. It is reassuring, however, that the simple model does yield an excellent
approximation to the more sophisticated result (typically being in error by only about
10-15_ at low-energies, although somewhat worse at intermediate-energies)and, on the
basis of the refinements that go into the lettter, it is expected that for this special case the
confidence level of the theoretical predictions for the neutrino-induced reactions should be
better than I0_,

Indeed, the recent CC results [All90, KAR92] strengthen this expectation, since rather
good agreement is found with the predictions: from early modeling [Don73] the integrated
cross section for a beamstop facility was found to be 0.94 × 10-41 cm 2 (see also Refs. [FukSS.
.XIin89]) while experiments have yielded 1.05+0.10(stat)+0.10(syst)× 10-41 cm "_[All90'
and 0.81+0.09(stat)+0.075(syst)xl0 -41 cm 2 [KAR92]. With further running it might
prove possible to lower the total experimental uncertainty to below 10c7c[KAR91. KAR9T,
commensurate with the estimated level of the model uncertainty,

The situation for NC neutrino-excitation of the 15.11 MeV level in 12C followed by

/,-decay back to the ground state is similarly quite satisfactory. The theoretical model-
ing [Don74, Don76, Don79a] updated to a modern value for sin2 8w yields 0.97× 10 -41

cm 2 for the integrated beamstop ue + i, cross section (see also Refs. [BerT9. Fuk88,
Ko192] which predict very similar numbers), to be compared with the experimental value
1.08+0.51(stat)±0.11(syst)x 10-41 cm 2 [KAR91]. With extended running it is expected
here as well that the total experimental uncertainty may be reduced to below 10c?_[KAR91,
KAR92]. In fact, a theory-to-experiment comparison of the ratio of NC to CC integrated
cross sections might ultimately provide the best-determined quantity, both from the ex-
perimental point of view where flux normalization uncertainties may be minimized, as well
as from the theoretical point of view where the ratio is expected to have only a very weak
dependence on the nuclear modeling.

Of particular in'"rest for the NC measurements in which it is the sum of the ue and
P. scattering cross sections that is determined is the fact that the VA-interference term
changes in going from particle- to antiparticle-scattering (see Eq. (3.149)) and conse-
quently largely cancels in taking the sum (it does not exactly cancel, since the beamstop
spectra for _e and p,, while rather similar, are not exactly the same -- see Fig. 5.1a). In
fact the predictions for the quantity 6 < av, + ao, >/6sin 2 _, yield the very small value
0.06, reflecting the weak dependence on the vector currents. Since the summed result is
almost completely determined by the isovector axial-vector form factor and is quadratic
in this quantity (see the above discussions on neutrino reactions), this suggests that ex-
tended experimental measurements in the A = 12 system could lead to a determination

of GT=x(0) with about 5% uncertainty. Coupling such a result with a high-precision de-
termination of the equivalent quantity from PV electron scattering where the radiative
corrections are expected to be rather different would provide a very interesting test of the
underlying weak-interaction model.

Let us end this section with a brief discussion of another interesting case drawn from
Ref. [Don79a]. The same motivation of studying M1/Gamow-Teller NC excitations can be
extended to include iso_calar transitions, as emphasized b_, the authors of Refs. [Don74,
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Don76]. However. in this case there are no 3-decay rates to use to (largely) determine
the nuclear matrix element', instead one may use the corresponding :,-decay rate F_(J =
1,T = 0) to write (see Eq. (4.17)in [Don79a]):

-LWLI j = I T =O) = 3 _r2G_rn,v
a"'v' ' 4a 2J1 + 1 __J F/=° LWL

1

×--5.F.,(J=I,T=0) ,
_4.120_

where the ground state has angular momentum J0 while the excited state has J1 and
[J1 - J01 <_ 1. Specifically, let us consider the 1+0 ground and 2*0. 7.028 *IeV excited
states in 14N (see Eq. (4.51) in [Don79a] and associated discussion). Keeping only the
axial-vector strangeness form factor and using Eq. (3.47) one obtains

__._2 )2
,,LwL(j = 1,T = 0) = 2 5 × 10-38 cm _ o[_'_'v.v, . ] (17, . /4.121 p

Given the value r/, _ -0.12 in Table 4.2 this yields roughly 1/4 the number of photons
for this isoscalar 14N case as obtained for the above isovector 12C case (per neutrino per
unit time for equal masses of carbon and nitrogen) and consequently may prove feasible
for future experiments.

Other nuclear transitions are discussed in Ref. [Don79a] for NC neutrino scattering of
reactor anti-neutrinos and beamstop and DIF intermediate-energy neutrinos (v,, v, and
_, -- see Sect. V.A). The results given there can usually be extended quite easily to the
incorporate strangeness content that was ignored when that previous review was written.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

J

In this section we discuss some of the experimental considerations that enter into
treatments of parity-violating electron scattering and neutrino scattering from nucleons
and nuclei. Our aims are several: we wish to summarize the general considerations that
occur in experimental investigations of these classes of reactions to provide the reader
with an assessment of what issues are likely to determine the future course of the field
_Sect. V.A): we then turn in Sect. V.B to overviews of past studies of electron and neutrino
scattering for the purpose of learning about the hadronic neutral current -- here sufficient
detail is giyen in several cases to permit an appreciat.on of the level of difficulty involved
in both classes of reactions: finally, in Sect. V.C we summarize the present and proposed
worldwide experimental program as we are aware of it and attempt to indicate where future
initiatives in this general area of research may lie.

V.A General Considerations

We begin with a discussion of the general experimental considerations that pertain
when studying PV electron scattering (Sect. V.A.1) or neutrino scattering (Sect. V.A.2).

V.A.1. ELECTRON SCATTERING FACILITIES

Electron accelerators which have been used for PV electron scattering studies span

the energy range from a few hundred MeV to tens of GeV. Modern facilities are designed to
produce intense beams of polarized electrons and the newest machines will also provide CW
beams. High-duty-factor beams, with greatly reduced instantaneous counting rates (more
than two orders-of-magnitude), would make possible for the first time the capability" of
using particle-countin_ techniques. Both particle discrimination and background rejection
would bt- !_nificantly ,nhanced.

There are many experimental challenges associated with carrying out PV experiments
at the 1% level using high-energy electrons. These involve limitations on luminosity, beam
polarization, detector acceptance, resolution and the ability to control systematic errors.
The relative importance of the different factors is a strongly physics-dependent issue. The
luminosity is given by

£_ IpNo
A

_- 4 x 1038 I__pp
A '

where the luminosity is in units of cm -2 s-1, the average current I is in units of 100 #A,
the target density p is in gcm -2 and A is the target mass number. Essentially all PV
experiments are designed to run at maximum luminosity in the interest of running time
and cost. For accelerators in the one to few GeV range (see Table 5.1), polarized-beam
intensities of 100 #A are reasonable. For a CW accelerator the laser requirements are
modest, while for pulsed machines very high-powered lasers are required to produce the
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polarized beams and such accelerators are usually not designed to provide much higher
beam intensities. Some lower-energy t< 100 MeV) electron machines have capabilities
in the ampere range, although these do not have polarized beam capability at present.
"fable 5,1 summarizes the beam characteristics of electron accelerators which are designed
to deliver polarized beams. Both the MIT/Bates and NIKHEF* facilities have recently
been upgraded with the addition of stretcher/storage rings wbi,-h make possible essentially
CW extracted beams, as well as very high current internal stored beams, Polarized beams
will be available in both operating modes.

TABLE 5.1

ENERGY RANGE BEA.XI

LABORATORY (GeV) CURRENT DUTY FACTOR

XIIT/Bates

Pulsed 0.1- 1.0 100_A 0.01

CW Extracted 0.3- 1.0 50#A CW I

|

CW Internal 0.3 1.0 80mA CW !- i

CEBAF(design) 0.5 - 6.0 200pA CW !

Mainz 0.2 - 0.9 100#A CW

NIKHEF

Pulsed 0.1 - 0.9 65#A 0.001

CW Extracted 0.3 - 0.9 65#A CW

CW Internal 0.3 - 0.9 200mA CW

SLAC

End Station A (Present) 1 - 23 10#A 2 x 10-4

End Station A (Upgrade) 1 - 50 L 100 nA 10-3

Table 5.1. Properties of existing and planned electron accelerators.

A very practical luminosity-related consideration is the power-handling capability of
the scattering target. It is possible to construct liquid hydrogen, deuterium and helium tar-
gets which can dissipate ,-_1 kW of beam power. Certain solid targets, such as carbon and
tungsten, have somewhat higher power-handling capabilities, although the target thickness
is in general limited to approximately (5-10) g/cm 2 of material. Other considerations that
limit target thickness involve radiative effects which can limit the resolution in the scattered

* NIKHEF does not currently have a polarized injector, although plans exist to install
one.
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electron energy and affect the accuracy of the results. In particular, bremsstrahlung effects
set limits which are comparable to the target's maximum power-handling capabilities,

Po!arized Electron Sources

Polarized beams are a relatively new capability for electron accelerators. They now
provide many important physics opportunities connected with electroweak studies and
with experiments designed to exploit spin degrees of freedom in electron scattering. In
addition to the PV experiments discussed here. major efforts are underway to measure G_-
and various observables involving nucleon and nuclear structure.

The measurement of small asymmetries, in the range of 10.4 - 10-'_. places severe
demands on the minimal requirements that a polarized source must achieve to make such
experiments practical. The most important of these are high intensity Iup to hundreds ,)f
mA t_,_ak,:,:rr_nt for pulsed accelerators) and high polarization. Other factors being equal.
the figure-of-merit in such experiments is proportional to p2 .4}.so." where P, is the bearn
polarization..4La is the asymmetry to be measured and a is the differential cross section
(see Sect. III.E.2). In order to control systematic effects, rapid and precise polarization
reversal is essential and it must leave all other beam parameters unchanged.

Although various techniques have been used to construct polarized electron sources.
only the Li atomic beam and photoemission sources have been used as injectors in accel-
erators to date and essentially all sources now in use on electron machines are based on
photoemission from GaAs. Photoemission from semiconductors as a source of polarized
electrons was first proposed by Garwin, Pierce and Siegmann [Gax74] and by Lampel and
Weisbuch [Lam75]. These crystals can provide the very high peak currents required by
the older low-duty-factor machines and allow for rapid polarization reversal and stability
demanded by PV experiments. A source was constructed by Sinclair and co-workers for
the SLAC PV experiment of Prescott etal. [Pre79], and most electron accelerator sources
now in use are variants of this early SLAC design.

The operation of a GaAs source is relatively simple. Polarized electrons are produced
in the conduction band of the semiconductor crystal by shining circularly-polarized laser

light of an appropriate wavelength on the material. To allow the electrons to escape from
t!.e crystal, the surface is covered with a very thin layer of alkali metal and oxidants. This
lowers the work-function of the surface so that the energy of an electron in the vacuum is
lower than it is in the bulk material (a condition known as negative electron affinity).

The theoretical maximum _olarization possible with a bulk GaAs crystal is limited

by level degeneracies to 50%. Polarizations achieved in practice are in the range of 25 to
43%. Since the FOM is proportional to the square of the polarization, almost an order-
of-magnitude improvement is still possible. The sign of the electron polarization is simply
changed by reversal of the circular polarization of the light and devices are available for
achieving this on time scales shorter than a microsecond.

During the past decade, much research activity has been directed at understanding
why working sources have a polarization less than the theoretical maximum of 50% and
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finding approaches for achieving much higher polarizations. Significant progress has oc.
curred. A recent review by Cardman summarizes these latest efforts [Car92]. The most
promising research is directed towards approaches which would remove the degeneracy in
GaAs and allow for much higher polarizations. These approaches depend on altering the
nature of the crystal structure by: I1) applying stress to the crystal: t2) constructing ar-
tificial structures with varying band gap energies: and (3} finding new crystals where the
degeneracy is absent due to lack of symmetry.

Experiments with strained crystals have been carried out by Nakanishi et al. :.Nak91.
In their approach a layer of GaAs is grown on a surface of GaPrAsl-z (with z ",,0.17t which
has a lattice mismatch of 0.6%. This stressed crystal has shown electron polarizations as

high as __3%[Mar92]. The quantum efficiency has however been reduced by an order-
of-magnitude in comparison with using bulk GaAs. This may not be a problem for CXV
accelerators, but could be a serious limitation for the older pulsed machines.

.Multi-layered heterostructures, such as alternating GaAs and Al_Gal-zAs. have also
been constructed in another approach in which the band degeneracy is broken by the
introduction of a periodic variation in the band energy. A KEK/Nagoya/NEC group
[Omo91] has investigated this technique and achieved a polarization of 71cA. The quantum
efficiency is. however, almost two orders-of-magnitude below bulk GaAs.

The third approach to higher polarization involves the use of direct band gap materials
which do not have the valence band degeneracy of GaAs; one class of such materials is the
chalcopyrites. These materials could in principle provide both high polarization and high
quantum efficiency and several groups are now investigating these possibilities.

An important consideration in the operation of polarized sources, in addition to high
polarization, is source lifetime. At present the lifetimes of typical accelerator photocathode
sources are in the range of a few hundred hours, after which time the crystal surface must
be cleaned and reactivated. Most evidence indicates that lifetime is for the most part
related to vacuum quality. Since the vacuum requirements are extremely high, efforts are
also under way to find less sensitive materials and/or techniques for continuously cleaning
the crystal surface.

There has been much progress in our ability to generate and use intense polarized
electron bearn_ since the first PV experiment at SLAC. The recent developments in source
technology show possibilities for substantial improvement in polarization for the future.

Detectors

Detectors that have been used and/or proposed for PV experiments have acceptances
from a few millisteradians to more than a steradian (see Table 5.2). The small-acceptance
devices are usually magnetic spectrometers with relatively good momentum resolution (<
0.1%), whereas the large-acceptance devices involve the use of (_erenkov counters optimized
for the detection of minimum-ionizing particles. The latter have essentially no momentum
resolution, since the thresholds are usually set very low. There have also been some
novel ideas for systems in the range of (50-200) msr which have reasonable momentum
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resolution. One such system uses a multi-sector toroidal magnet configuration as proposed
for an experiment in Hall C at CEBAF. As discussed in Sect. V.C.5. the possibility of using
a large solenoid as a detector has also been studied and looks quite promising, particularly
at relatively low energies (< I GeV). All experiments until now have used detection of the
scattered electrons. The toroidal system, mentioned above, is designed to look at the flux
of recoil protons instead, which potentially has some advantages for experiments where the
scattered electron is at an unfavorably far forward axLgle.

Basic physics considerations set the criteria for the required momentum resolution.
Experiments on hydrogen have the least restrictions: in this case inelasticities in excess
of m,. must be accounted for in precise measurements. For nuclear scattering the issue
involves contributions due to inelastic levels or electrodisintegration. Elastic scattering
on deuterium requires a resolution of better than 2.2 .XIeV, for 12C less than 4.4 _le\"
and in the case of _He this is relaxed somewhat to 20.1 .XIeV. Depending on the incident"
electron energy, this corresponds to momentum resolutions of a few percent to less than
0.1c/_..XIagnetic devices provide the only practical means for achieving such resolutions.
In addition, for experiments at the highest luminosity, where event-bv-eve,r tracking is
not possible, the detector must have intrinsic momentum and angular focusing properties
as well.

A monoenergetic beam of electrons passing through a target loses energy at the rate
of ,-_2.2 MeV cm2/gm and develops an energy-spread at approximately I/4 this rate. For
example, a target of 5 gm/cm 2 will develop an energy-spread of approximately 2.5 .XIeV
due to ionization straggling. This sets an obvious limit on maximum target thickness
due to these considerations alone. This limit is, however, comparable to that due to the
maximum level that is practical in handling the dissipated power.

Each experiment has to identify and solve a number of problems connected with sys-
tematic uncertainties. Most important are those associated with beam-related helicity-
correlated dii_erences. Beam parameters such as energy, intensity, position and direction
can have major effects. The MIT/Bates 12C results [Sou90a] show that asymmetry un-
cert._.inties at the level of 2 × 10-8 are achievable in an electron scattering measurement
and in polarized proton scattering at SIN [KisS7] the systematic errors were of comparable
size. It is expected that it should be possible to improve on these results with the modern
CW electron accelerators.

There have been suggestions, at dii_'erent times, that PV studies might be feasible
using polarized targets or recoil polarimetrv. Practical considerations, however, make this
highly unlikely given present technology. High-density polarized targets are available as
cryogenic gas cells (3He) and solids (IH, 2H). In the case of polarized _He a density of
1022 cm -2 can be contemplated. At a beam current of 100 #A, which could present
some dii_cuhy for maimaining target polarization, the maximum luminosity is only ,,_
1037 cm -'2 s -I. This is nearly two orders--of-magnitude less than that achieved in the
MIT/Bates 12C experimem. In the case of polarized solid targets the situation is even
worse. State-of-the-art solid cryogenic polarized 2H targets can reach densities of 1023

cm -2 at high polarization [Bur93, Day93]. The beam current must, however, be limited
to less than 100 nA in order to maintain target polarization. The resulting luminosity
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TABLE 5.2

Momf, ntum

I ScatteringType Acceptance Resolution Angle¢msr ) I_ ) .
....... aJ , I .....

SLAC

1977 Magnetic 0.5 20 4°
End Station A

(Elastic) Magnetic (2) 0,6 0.5 6.5 °

3 0.1 67.90 l pi i

(DIS) Magnetic (2) I 3 3.750 i
1

Mainz

_erenkov 2500 -- 115 °- 145°

Calorimeter 2200 4 35 ° - 50 °

MIT/Bates .................

12C Magnetic (2) 20 6 350

SAMPLE Cerenkov 2000 -- 135°- 160°

Solenoid Magnetic 600 1 Forward
2000 1 Backward

CEBAF ......................... ...............

HallA Magnetic(2) 16 .01 12.5°

GO Toroidal
Spectrometer 870 i0 60°- 77° (p)

(reversed) 500 I0 108°

Table ,5.2. Propertiesof parity-violatingelectronscatteringdetectorsystems(ex-
istingand proposed).

isonlya few times1034 cm -2 s-i. These targets,inaddition,usuallyhaveassociated
impuritieswhich couldaffectthe interpretationofthe results.Polarizationreversalis
alsomore difficultand thefrequencywould be much reducedincomparisontoreversing
beam electronpolarization.Theseconsiderationsareofgreatimportanceinthecontrolof
systematicerrors.Furthermore,whilewe havenotevaluatedinany detailthecaseofrecoil
electronpolarimetry,itwouldappearthatinvolvinga secondscatteringwithitsattendant
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crosssection,analyzingpower and efficiencywouldnot be favorable,

Three PV electronscatteringexperimentsofthetypedescribedinthissectionhare
been completedtodate.These willbe discussedinmore detailinSect,V.B.followedin

Sect.V.C by a descriptionoftheseveralnew experimentswhich havebeen proposedor
arecurrentlyinprogress.

V.A.2. NEUTRI.NO SCATTERING FACILITIES

Neutrinobeams formedium-energyphysicsresearchareinusenow attheLos \lamo_
_IesonPhysicsFacility(LA_IPF) and at the RutherfordAppletonLaboratory"!ISIS,.

Futurefacilitiesareplanned,fortheKAON projectinVancouverand fora PulsedLept_)n

Source_PLS) atLA_IPF. These neutrinobeams can be put intotwo genericclasses,In

thebeamstopsource,neutrinosresultpredominantly,from theproductionand subsequezl_

decay'atrestofsinglepositivepions.The decay sequence,'r"---./_+v_, isfollowedLy

_" ---*e.veF,,which producesequalnumbers ofu_,,u_,and V_,neutrinoswith _ipro
&2.S_IeV kineticenergy.Inthedecay-in-flight(DIF) source,a decayregionfo!lowinga

pion-productiontargetallowsenergetic_,_(V',)neutrinostobe producedfrom thedecay

ofhigh-energy,'r+(,'r-).

A briefsurveyofthecharacteristicsofpresentand futuremedium-energyneutrino

beams isdisplayedinTable5.3.The spectrumofa beamstopsource,asshown inFig..5.Ia.

consistsofa monochromaticu_,lineat29.8MeV fromthetwo-bodydecayatrestofthe

v_ and thewell-determined_'e,V_,Michelspectrum,withaverageenergyabout35 _Ie\'.

from the three-bodydecayat restofthe_+. Nuclearabsorptionofnegativepionsand
muons typicallyreducesVe contaminationfrom_- decaysatresttolessthan5 _<i0-4of

the#. decayflux.Neutrinosfroma beamstopsourcecanbeseparatedintimeforsuitably

shortprotonpulses.As shown inTable5.3,boththeISIS(100ns)and theproposedPLS-
LA*IPF (270ns)timestructuresareshortcompared tothemuon lifetime,and soallow

separationofu_,from ue and V, neutrinos.Thisisa particularlyusefulfeatureinneutral
currentmeasurements.

The more energetic_,_spectrafromDIF sourcesareshown inFigs.5.Iband5.1cfora

modifiedLAMPF beamstopand forthefutureKAON facility.The LAMPF neutrinoflux.
producedby an 800 MeV protonbeam, extendsfrom 60 to250 MeV, whiletheKAON

neutrinoflux,produced_'rom30GeV protons,would peak atabout 1 GeV and extendto

6 GeV. Charge selectivityinthepionfocusingelementsofthefutureKAON and PLS-

LAMPF beams willenhancethev,(_) beam whiledecreasingthe/)_A(u_)contamination.

Knowledgeof the absoluteneutrinofluxisverydi_cultto obtainexperimentally

and isthususuallydeterminedthroughMonte Carlosimulationsand calibrations.For

the rathercomplicatedgeometriesofthe LAMP F and ISISbeamstops,absolutevalues

to:i:7%accuracywereobtainedthroughMonte Carlocalculations[Burg0]ofthestopping
r"+/protonratio,asc_ibratedbyan experimentalmeasurementofthatratioina simplified.

instrumentedbeamstop [All89].As an exampleoftheaccuracyofDIF sources,theBNL
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TABLE 5.3

Neutrino- Neutrino EnergyRange Time......Fluxo '

Laboratory Source Type (.x.,IeV) Structure vcm-_ -l _'

LAMPF beamstop v,, vu. _u 0- 53 500_s 4.2 :. 10"
DIF v. 30- 250 " I.i, I0_

ISIS beamstop v,, v_. D+, 0- 53 lOOns 1.3 _ 106

KAON DIF _,, I00 - 6000 3.6 _s 2.3 ,_ 108

PLS-LAMPF beamstop v,. v+,._, 0-53 270ns 1.2 ', I0"
DIF v, 60- 300 " 7.5 _ i0 _

Table 5.3. Characteristicsofcurrentand futureneutrinosources.The decay-in-
flightsources(DIF)havea decayregionfollowingthepionproductiontarget.The
timestructureisthatoftheincidentprotonbeam. Neutrinofluxesarecalculatedfor
representativegeometriesforthedifferentfacilities.

neutrinobeam intensityhasbeenquoted[Ahr85]as+12% by calibrationwithmeasured
charged-currentv_ events,

Investigationofhadronicneutralcurrentsisin progressat ISISand at LA*IPF.
The KARMEN collaborationhasobserved[Bod91]thereaction12C(v,v')12C'(15.11Y,leV).
forcombined ve,_, neutrinosfrom the ISISbeamstop source(seealsoSect.IV.J.5).
The LSND collaborationat LAMPF isproceedingto measureboth thisreactionand

the p(v_, v+,)p elastic scattering cross section at low momentum trmasfer _Lu90), Ele,_.tic
scattering from a nucleus, A(v., v.), has been considered for the proposed LAMPF-PLS
facility [Don83],
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V.B. Past Studies of Electron and Neutrino Scattering

V.B.1. DEEP-INELASTIC SCATTERING FROM DEUTERIUM _SLAC,

The first scattering experiment to investigate PV effects due to neutral currents in
electromagnetic interactions was carried out at SLAC in the late 1970's iPre79]. It involved
the measurement of an asymmetry in deep-inelastic scattering t incoherent scattering trc,m
individual quarks _of longitudinally-polarized electrons from a deuterium target at energie,
in the range f16-22) GeV. These results provided one of the important early '`'erificatiotxs fi_r
the predictions of the gauge theories and for the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow SU! 2 _t. " U, I
theory _Standard .klodeli of the weak and electromagnetic interactions in particular.

The scale of the predicted PV asymmetry for the SLAC kinematics ,,,,'as small,-,.
10-4 Q21 tGeV/c _2. and as a consequence presented some very difficult technical problem,.
it required the development of an intense polarized electron source, beam control an,_
monitoring, together with counting techniques capable of achieving the required sensiti_'ir:."
and precision. These developments provided a technical base and model for the experimer_:,
at intermediate-energies which were to be carried out later at Mainz and MIT Bates.

Polarized Electron, Source

The polarized electron sources used as injectors in linear accelerators, to date. operate
on the principle of photoemission from a GaAs crystal. At SLAC the longitudinally-
polarized electrons were extracted following photoexcitation from the J=3/2 valence band
to the J=1/2 conduction band using circularly-polarized 710 nm light from a flashlamp-
pumped dye laser. The theoretical maximum polarization achievable using this technique
is P, = 0.50, although in actual use the beam polarization as measured is more typically
Pe = 0.40. A schematic of the original SLAC source is shown in Fig. 5.2. The ._lainz
and MIT,;Bates polarized sources as well as that planned for CEBAF are modern versions
of very similar design. As described in Sect, V.A, research is currently underway on
d*.,'°!_piag crystal structures which could yield polarizations as high as Pe = 0.80.

The electron helicity was reversed rapidly by reversing the circular polarization of
the laser light. A typical arrangement of optical elements used to achieve this is shown
in Fig. 5.3. The light is linearly-polarized in a Glen-Thomson calcite prism and then
circular polarization is achieved by means of a Pockels cell operating a_ a quarter-wave
plate. The cell has a birefringence which is linear with the applied electric field allowing
the polarization to be controlled by the application of a voltage prior to each beam pulse.
Switching the polarity of the voltage reverses the helicity of the photons and the helicity
of the electrons, allowing reversal rates up to 1 kHz to be achieved.

In order to isolate asymmetry contributions due to systematic effects (for example,
such as those connected with changes in beam parameters) from the PV asymmetries.
it is .:nportant to have an independent control of the electron helicity. At SLAC, a slow
helicity-reversal technique was implemented by rotating the Glen-Thomson prism through
90* using a movable holder.
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Beam and Instrumentatior_

The electron accelerator was operated at 120 Hz with beam pulse lengths of 1.5/_s.
Currents in the range (1-4)_ 1011e-/pulse were accelerated and delivered to the target.
A major objective of the experiment was to eliminate and control the sources of helicity-
correlated systematic errors. Beam parameters were measured and controlled to keep the
corrections to the measured asymmetry small. The measured beam parameters included
average polarizat'on, energy, current, position and angle at the target.

Beam polarization was measured using _Ioller scattering in which the longitudinally--
polarized electrons were elastically scattered from polarized target electrons. The target
was a thin Fe foil located in a magnetizing external field. The scatterin_ cross section
is large and for relativistic energies the anal:,'zin_ power is a maximum at 90_ in the
electron-electron center-of-mass. Since the scattering process is precisely described by
QED. the beam polarization could be measured to an accuracy of ±5_'_. limited mainly' b:."
the uncertainty" in background subtraction.

The beam-monitoring system was crucial for controlling beam position and direction
at the target. Resonant microwave cavities, with a node in the response which could be
located on the beam axis, were used to measure the beam position. Pairs of monitors.
sensitive to horizontal and vertical displacements, were located at 2 m and 50 m upstream

of the target. It was possible to achieve pulse-to-pulse measurements of beam position.
averaged over the pulse, with resolutions better than 10 _m and corresponding angle
resolutions better than ±0.3 #radians.

Beam currents were measured (0.02_ resolution) on a pulse-to-pulse basis by means
of non-intercepting toroid monitors. The charge per pulse was used to normalize the
detector flux signals as well as the beam position monitors. Beam energy was measured
pulse-to-pulse by"means of a microwave cavity position monitor at a location in the beam-
line with nonzero dispersion. The relative energy sensitivity was ±0.01_.

The beamline optics were typically hulled in order to minimize sensitivity to helicity-
correlated systematics. Beam energy, position, and angle were continuously moaitored and
stabilized using computer-controlled feedback loops.

Targetand Spectrometer

The incidentelectronswerescatteredina 30 cm longliquiddeuteriumtargetand

momentum-analyzedina magneticspectrometer.The spectrometerwas operatedata
scatteringangleof4° and had a verylargemomentum acceptance.Angularacceptances
were ,x8= ±7.5 mrad and A_ = ±16.6 mrad. Two counterswereused todetectthe

scatteredelectrons:thefirstwas a gaseous.V2(_erenkovcounteroperatedatatmospheric
pressureinwhich a sphericalmirrorcollectedand focusedthe(_erenkovlighttoan off-
axisphototube.ThisCerenkovcounterwas backedby a showercounterconstructedfrom

nineradiationlengthsofleadglassin which Cerenkovlightproducedintheleadglass
was collectedby an arrayofphototubes.A thirdcounterwas locatedbehinda thick

shieldingwallwhich absorbedtheelectronshower.Thiscounterwas designedtomeasure
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the background due to ,'r's, _'s and K's and the associated asymmetry. The experimental
arrangement was very clean and the measured contribution of the background to the final

asymmetries was less than 1_.

A statistical precision of 10-_ requires 107 beam pulses or approximately one day

at 120 Hz and therefore a flux-counting technique was developed to deal with the very
high rates of scattered particles. At the SLAC kinematics each 1.5 ps beam pulse yielded
103 scattered electrons. The resulting anode currents for each detector were integrated.
digitized and stored to tape. Normalizing the flux to the incident charge yields a quantity
proportional to the acceptance averaged cross section. Since background discrimination
is not possible in such a flux counting measurement, the kinematics and experiment were

designed to minimize the contribution of unwanted processes.

Results

The data were collected in runs of a few hours (1-3) duration. During each run there

was random pulse-to-pulse reversal of beam helicity using the Pockels cell. Between runs.
two other methods were employed to achieve independent helicity reversal. A rotation of
the calcite polarizing prism, in front of the Pockels cell, resulted in a rotation of the plane
of linear polarization and beam polarization reversal. Some data were also taken with the

prism at the 450 (unpolarized beam) position.

The second method of spin reversal was based on the precession of the electron spin rel-
ative to its direction, due to the electron's anomalous magnetic moment (g - 2 precession _.

The electron beam was transported with a net deflection of 24.5 ° between accelerator and
target. A beam energy change of 3.237 GeV results in a helicity reversal. The experiment
was run at four energies in the range (16.2-22.2) GeV resulting in approximately two spin
reversals due to precession. Figure 5.4 shows the results for the measured asymmetries for
each of the different energies. The kinematics for the scattering process were adjusted by
correcting the asymmetry for the varying Q2.

The above methods for spin reversal were designed to identify and measure false
asymmetries due to systematic effects. These independent spin-reversal techniques allow

for the experimental caneellation of helicity-correlated effects that the source may have
on the beam parameters. It is important however, that the level of such cancellations or

corrections be kept small relative to the measured physics asymmetry.

The SLAC data for the two highest--energy points yielded an experimental asymmetry
,4Ln/[Q21 = (-9.5 5::1.6) x 10-s (GeV/c) -2 (deuterium). The data point is at the average
value of l/= 1 - e'/e = 0.21 and the average value of IQ2[ = 1,6 (GeV/c) 2 [Pre78]. The

quoted error is a linear combination of equal statistical and systematic contributions. The
main systematic uncertainties come from the measurement of beam polarization, Pe (" 5% )
and helicity-correlated differences in beam parameters (~ 3%). The beam parameter errors
are summarized in Table 5.4, As expected, the energy differences were the most important.
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TABLE 5.4

Parameter _ALR/IQ2I

E0 -0.37 × 10-5

Q -0.03 x 10-5

Xt +0.04 x 10-5

Yt --0.02x I0-3

O_ 0.00

8v +0.01 x 10-5

Total -0.37 x 10-5

Table 5.4. Systematic errors for the SLAC experiment [Pre79].

Normalization corrections have also been applied to the data for r- background (2%) and
radiative effects (3%).

In Fig. 5.5 the measured asymmetry is shown as a function of y (see Ref. [Pre79]).
The results are clearly consistent with the Standard Model and were used to extract a
best fit for the weak mixing angle: sin 2 0w = 0.224 4- 0.020. The best fit for the model-
independent parameters is al = -(9.7 4- 2.6) x 10-5 and a2 = (4.9 4- 8.1) x 10-'5. where
a, = (gG,/20x/27ra)hi with hi defined in Eq. (4.89). A less accurate measurement was
also done using a liquid hydrogen target at 19.4 GeV. The experimental asymmetry was
ALa/[Q21 = (-9.7 4- 2.7) x 10-s (GeV/c) -2 (hydrogen). The quoted error includes both
the statistical and systematic uncertainties. One expects a slightly smaller asymmetry for
the proton due to the different mix of quarks.

V.B.2. QUASIELASTIC SCATTERING FROM BERYLLIUM (MAINZ)

The PV asymmetries observed in the scattering of high--energy longitudinally-
polarized electrons from deuterium at SLAC and in atomic physics measurements at low-
energies were sensitive mainly to the hadronic vector current. These two measurements
are essentially orthogonally dependent on the linear couplings & and 5 of Table 3.2. Con-
tributions due to the hadronic axial-vector currents were too small to provide a measure
of the corresponding coupling constants _ and 6.

A recent PV experiment completed at Mainz [Hei89], involved the scattering of
medium-energy electrc,ns at backward angles. The measurement involved the inclusive
scattering of polarized electrons of energy e = 300 MeV from 9Be at an average scattering
angle of 0 = 130 °. At these kinematics, the cross section is dominated by quasielastic scat-
tering and the sensitivity to the hadronic axid-v:2ctor current is enhanced, as discussed in
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Sect. IV.F. The expected asymmetry at this momentum transfer is approximately 10-3,
which is about 10 times smaller than for the SLAC experiment. The problems associated
with achieving the required statistical accuracy and the control of systematic errors were
severe.

Technical Considerations

The polarized source that was built for this experiment followed closely the SLAC
design. For injection into the linac the source produced current pulses of 150 mA peak
and 3.5 #s duration at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. An average current of about 7 pA
was delivered to the target. Proper accelerator operation required injected beam pulses
with a high degree of amplitude stability as well as flatness. An optical device, consistin_
of a transverse Pockels cell mounted between a pair of Glan-Thomson polarizers, was
incorporated in the laser beamline to provide automatic control of the pulse-shape. A
short-term amplitude stability of ,,_ 0.1% and flatness within 3 x 10-a were achieved.
Helicity-correlated beam intensity differences had to be maintained at a level < 10-5

this was achieved with an active feedback system incorporated into the laser beamline
optics. The source lifetime during operation was as long as 200 hours. A short interruption
was required approximately once per day to change the flashlamps and the laser dye.
As in the SLAC experiment, rapid polarization reversal was achieved by reversing the
voltage applied to the Pockels cell. A slow reversal cycle, approximately every 15 min. was
accomplished by rotating the half-wave plate between the Glan prism and the Pockels cell.

The beam transport line to the target consisted of two successive oppositely deflecting
90 ° achromatic bends. As a consequence, the parallel displacement of the electron beam
leaves the longitudinal polarization unchanged. The relatively low beam energy precluded
the use of spin precession for independent spin reversal.

Beam polarization was measured using three different techniques. Prior to injection
int_, _ne linac, a Wieu filter was used to produce transverse polarization. This was followed
by spin analysis of the Mort-scattered 44 keV electrons. The polarization of the 300 MeV
beam could also be measured directly using a Meller polarimeter downstream of the first
90° achromat.

An on-line Compton polarimeter was used to provide relative polarization measure-
ments during the experiment. It consisted of a magnetized iron absorber between two
ionization chambers. The ratios of the ionization currents in the two chambers for positive
and negative electron helicity measures the circular polarization of the bremsstrahlung.
This in turn is proportional to the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam. The
Compton polarimeter was calibrated relative ,.-. ,he M¢ller polarimeter. The beam polar-
ization during th_ experiment averaged between 44% and 50%.

The beamline was fully instrumented to control and minimize helicity-correlated dif-
ferences in beam parameters such as energy, intensity, position and angle at the target. The
monitoring system included toroid intensity monitors, microwave cavity position monitors
and steering correctors.
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Detector System

Given the small PV asymmetry and the cross section for quasielastic scattering it was

necessary to have a detector system of very large solid angle to achieve the desired statistical

accuracy. Conventional magnetic spectrometers were inadequate. The detector system

(Fig. 5.6) consisted of 12 ellipsoidal mirror gas Cerenkov counters mounted symmetrically

about the beam axis. Electrons scattered in the angular range 115° < _ < 145o were
detected. The (:erenkov light emitted by the electrons travelling through air between

target and mirror is focused onto the photomultiplier cathode. The mirrors subtended a

solid angle of 20% of 4,'r.

The detector has essentially no momentum resolution. With atmospheric pressure

air as the (_erenkov medium the threshold energy for detecting electrons was about 21

._IeV. This provided a low-energy cut-off for the electron spectrum and some 4iscrimina

tion of backgrounds due to heavier particles. Each of the mirrors could be tilted remotely

in order to scan the target image over tile face of the photomu!tiplier. This allowed the

mirror orientation to be optimized and the signal-to-background ratio measured. Four

additional photomultipliers positioned out of the mirror focus and mounted symmetrically

about the beam axis provided continuous on-line background information for each counter.

One important background source in this experiment was beam halo which could be di-

rectly scattered in the direction of the photomultipliers. Under optimal accelerator tunin_
conditions the contribution due to beam halo was kept below 1%.

_Ieasurements

The scattered rate into each detector during a beam burst (_ 3 x 104/pulse) was

too high for individual event counting. Instead, the resulting flux (anode current) for

each detector was integrated, digitized and stored to tape. Beam information, charge and

position, was similarly averaged and recorded for each beam burst. The electron helicity

was randomly chosen for a beam burst. The following beam pulse was set to have the

opposite helicity. This process was repeated for succeeding pulse pairs. In analyzing the

data. asymmetries were formed from such adjacent pulse pairs. This approach compensated
for unavoidable slow drifts in the accelerator and detector hardware.

Figure 5.7 shows a histogram of pulse-pair asymmetries (_ 22,500) for a 15 rain
run at a fixed orientation of the half-wave plate. The result shows the expected normal

distribution. In addition, the width of the distribution is consistent with the expected
number of scattered electrons. One concludes that contributions due to fluctuations of the

beam parameters have been suppressed to a level below the statistical errors.
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Results

There were several sources of systematic false asymmetries which had to be understood
and controlled to a very high level. One of these was electronic cross-talk correlated
with the high voltage switching of the Pockels cell. Careful wiring and grounding of
the electronics followed by detector tests with light diodes showed that the electronic
asymmetry was less than 8 × 10-s. which is insignificant, MtUer and Mott scattering
depends on the polarization of the electron beam and can give rise to false asymmetries.
The axially symmetric detector system reduced possible Mott effects to less than 4 × 10-8
and M_ller scattering was estimated to contribute at a level of less than $ × 10-8 The
most troublesome systematic errors were the helicity-dependent differences in the beam
parameter_ such as position, angle, energy, and intensity. The sensitivity to each of these
parameters was determined experimentally from the normal jitter of the beam itself. This
jitter was typically 100 times larger than the measured correlated differences in any of the
parameters.

After applying various corrections, the measured corrected asymmetry was found to
be -Ic°rr--oR =(-3.5+0.7:t::0.2) x10 -6. where the first error is the statistical uncertainty and
the second is the systematic. The experimental asymmetry was extracted from ._co_ by,, ,, "--£R -

normalizing for the dilution due to the background (B/S, assumed to produce no asym-
metry) and the dependence on the electron polarization (P, using the relation

A,Xp .ico_r(1+ B/S)
LR = ,--LR Pe '

Using averaged values for B/S = 0.19 and Pe = 0.443 the final result is

.._exp"-LR = (--9.4 :t::1.8 ± 0.5) × 10-6 .

In interpreting this result one should note that at least four distinct scattering processes
contributed significantly to the asymmetry. These include: quasielastic scattering (59%),
e_citat_,, of th_ A-resonance (6.5%), contributions from the "dip" region (12.5c_) and
contributions from the radiative tail for low final electron energies (22%). The spectrum
was assumed to be cut off by the 21 MeV detector threshold.

This measured result can be combined with previous model-independent determina-
tions of & and _, [Pre79, KimSl] to obtain a relation between the two axial-vector coupling
constants

,_ + 0.046 - 0.005 + 0.17 .

The errors reflect a comb'.nation of the errors in the measurement of & and _ and the total

relative error of this experiment. The results for 3 and 6 are shown plotted in Fig. 5.8 in the
standard form involving the quark coupling constants C2a = (-2 + 6) and C2u = (3 + 6)
together with the results of the SLAC experiment. The results of this experiment are
consistent with a vanishing axial-vector interaction (3 = ," = 0). The resulting error band
has been reduced by a factor of three in comparison with earlier work.
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V.B.3. ELASTIC SCATTERING FROM CARBON (MIT/BATES)

An experiment measuring the PV asymmetry in the elastic scattering of
longitudinally-polarized electrons from 12C was successfully completed at MIT/Bates
[Soug0a I, The measurement was motivated by the theoretical work of Feinberg [Fei75]
and Walecka [WalT7], as discussed in Sect. IV.B: since 12C is a spinless and isoscalar nu-
cleus, the electromagnetic amplitude is described by a single form factor. At low-energies
where a phenomenological four-fermion interaction is a good approximation, the asymme-
try may be written as in Eq. (3.119). The expression for the asymmetry is independent
of the form factors if the effects from strangeness, isospin-mixing and dispersion correc-
tions (all of which are expected to be small, see Sect. IV.B) are ignored. The goal of
the .%IIT/Bates 12C experiment was to measure sin 2 8w precisely using a technique which
involved very little theoretical ambiguity in the interpretation of its result. The choice of
optimal kinematics for elastic scattering from 12C was influenced by several important con-
siderations. To first-order it was important to maximize the FOM. Signal-to-background
considerations, contamination due to Mort asymmetry and contributions due to inelastic
levels in 1_C also influenced the choice. The experiment was designed for a beam energy
of 250 MeV, a scattering angle of about 35° giving a momentum transfer q = 150 ._leV, c
With a beam polarization P, = 37% the Standard Model predicts an experimental asym-

.lezPmerry -_'LR = A, RPe = 0.70 x 10-6. Such a small asymmetry places severe demands on
the apparatus, in terms of both achieving sufficient statistical precision and maintaining
adequate control of systematic errors.

Beam and Instrumentation

The apparatus for this measurement consisted of a polarized electron source, a pair
of single-quadrupole spectrometers, a M¢ller polarimeter, precision beam monitors, and a
high-capacity data acquisition system. A schematic layout of the experimental apparatus
in shown in Fig. 5.9.

The source, which provided an intense beam of longitudinally-polarized electrons.
was built especially for this experiment. Similar to the SLAC source, it was based on pho-
toemission from a GaAs crystal using circularly-polarized light, but in addition involved
a unique three-chamber design which allowed for greater flexibility to select crystals with
high quantum efficiency, lifetime and polarization. The main components of the optical
system were a 2W CW krypton-ion laser and a system of optical shutters and circular
polarizers. An electro--optical shutter, consisting of two crossed polarizers, half-wave plate
and a Pockels cell modulated the laser beam to match the 1% duty factor of the acceler-

ator. A "'flipper" system consisting of a half-wave plate, crossed polarizers and a Pockels
cell produced the circularly-polarized light and controlled helicity reversal. The half-wave
plate served as a "slow" helicity reversal device. The two different orientations of the
device reversed the relationship between the polarity of the potential difference applied to
the Pockeis cell and the handedness of the emerging laser light. This made it possible to
change the overall sign of all downstream helicity-correlated differences including the elec-
troweak PV asymmetry. A converging lens provided point-to-point focusing between the
Pockels cell and the GaAs crystal and made the position of the laser beam on the crystal
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insensitivetotheangularfluctuationsthatcouldbe inducedinthebeam by misalignments
or instability in the operation of the Pockels cell.

The beam delivery system was designed and carefully instrumented to ensure that the
expected small asymmetries could be accurately measured. A set of monitors measured the
undesirable effects of helicity reversal. These included seven current monitors to measure
the intensity, four microwave cavity position monitors in front of the target to measure
the position and angle of the beam and a position monitor to measure the beam energy
at a location in the chicane where the beam was dispersed in momentum. All of these
measurements were performed on a pulse-by-pulse basis together with the data-taking.

A steering coil pulsing scheme allowed steering correctors along the beam transport
line to be synchronously adjusted (ramped) during data acquisition. "[he coil current
changes were triggered at a 47 Hz rate, which was chosen to be fast enough so that the
system calibration would be unaffected by drifts and slow enough to add negligibly to the
statistical fluctuations in the cross section measurements. The coil-pulsing system wa_
used for approximately one-third of the data collection time.

The combination of precision monitors and the coil pulsing scheme allowed for the
measurement and correction of systematic errors. It was also possible to calibrate the posi-
tion monitors and to measure the sensitivity of the detector system to known displacements
of beam energy, position and angle at the target. As a consequence the beam position and
direction could be located and maintained in a way that minimized the sensitivity of the
experiment to beam parameters.

The detector system consisted of a pair of single--quadrupole spectrometers, U\'T-
lucite Cerenkov counters, analog and control electronics and a high-capacity data acquisi-
tion system. The two spectrometers were fixed on either side of the beamline at a nominal
scattering angle of 35°. Each had an acceptance of -_10 msr and a momentum resolution of

12 ,NIeV.Lead collimators at the front, rear, and midplane of the quadrupoles defined the
acceptance and momentum discrimination of the system. The focusing was in the vertical
nlane. A bank of 12 (_erenkov detectors directly coupled to photomultipliers formed the
detector a. :ay.

Measurements

The electron beam impinged on a 5 g/cm 2 segmented carbon target. About 105
electrons were detected during each 17 #s beam burst and the integrated responses over
the beam pulse were recorded by 16-bit ADC's. A M011erpolarimeter, similar to the SLAC
design, was used to measure the beam polarization during the course of the experiment.

A major consideration in implementing a data-taking scheme was the issue of noise:
it was important to use a technique where the noise contributions would be less than the
statistical error per pulse. To achieve this the accelerator was operated at a pulse rate of
600 Hz locked to the 60 Hz line frequency. The noise associated with the 60 Hz frequency
was minimized by dividing the data into ten separate "timeslots" corresponding to the 60
Hz harmonics and then analyzing the data for each timeslot independently. The beam
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helicity was set quasi-randomly for each pulse. Ten random helicities were chosen, one
for each timeslot. The pattern was complemented for the next ten beam bursts, and ten
asymmetries were computed, each based on a complementary pulse pair. This process was
repeated every ten pulse pairs, i.e.. at a 30 Hz rate. Typical beam currents on target
averaged 30-60 #A. The accumulated data amounted to 307 half-hour runs. With each
timeslot treated independently, this corresponds to 3070 individual "mini-runs". The
statistical error for each mini-run was computed using the variance of the asymmetries.
Approximately 1_ of the data was rejected by loose cuts which were associated with
accelerator malfunctions. A histogram of the measured asymmetry for each mini-run
normalized to its statistical error is shown in Fig. 5.10. The shape, as demonstrated by
the solid curve, is Gaussian with the expected width over more than two decades.

The main objective of the experiment was to measure a cross section which, apart
from the electroweak physics, is independent of the sign of the helicity. The goal was
to maintain the level of systematic errors below the statistical precision. There were
many sources of s:,stematic error. They included: beam parameters (intensity. en-
ergy, position, direction, exaittance, transverse polarization); hardware (drifts and noise.
crosstalk/pickup, linearity): nuclear physics (isospin admixtures, inelastic contributions.
target purity, strangeness). Correlations of beam parameters with helicity, such as en-
ergy, position and intensity were the most important class of systematic errors. These
were controlled by minimizing helicity correlations during data acquisition and corrections
were made to the raw asymmetries using position monitor data during analysis. A ma-
jor source of helicity-dependent correlations was the intensity of the laser light striking
the GaAs photocathode. The resultant helicity-correlated current changes are coupled
by accelerator beam loading to energy changes. Since the cross section is a very strong
function of the energy it was necessary to maintain the helicity-dependent current fluctu-
ations to within AI/I < 7 x 10-7. The principal cause of the intensity correlation was a
coupling of a slightly elliptically polarized laser beam to an asymmetric optical transport
system in which the transport efficiency depends on the orientation of the ellipse axes. In
practice this effect was easily controlled. It was possible to adjust the appropriate phase
electro-optically by small changes in the voltages applied to the Pockels cell. A slow feed-
back loop was implemented to minimize the intensity asymmetry. The result was that
the helicity-correlated intensity asymmetry averaged over the experiment was reduced to
about 1 ppm.

Results

During data analysis, it was necessary to make small correction for systematic asym-
metries as measured by the beam monitors. The corrected asymmetries were related to
the raw asymmetries by the algorithm

Acorr _ Araw _ Ea,(6M,)LR _ "_LR

where ,traw is the measured uncorrected asymmetry, &_/'i are the helicity-correlated dif-"'£ R

ferences measured by the beam monitors, and the a, are correction coefficients, which are
a measure of the sensitivity of the asymmetry to fluctuations in the beam parameters. The
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last were determined simultaneously with data-taking by using the coil-pulsing system.
Correlation analysis of the energy measurement in the beamline chicane was used to ex-

tract the energy-sensitive coefficient. An er_ergy vernier (fast phase shifter) on one of the
klystron amplifiers provided a controlled and independent measure of the sensitivity. Typ-
ical values for the a, wore about 10 ppm/#m and the averaged helicity-correlated position
differences were typically a fraction of 1 pm.

Table 5,5 lists all of the corrections (ppm) that were applied to the experimental
asymmetry together with their estimated uncertainty. The root-mean-square value of the
corrections due to the position and energy monitor differences for individual runs was 0.3
ppm. The average correction for the entire data sample was only 0.04 ppm. An important
check on the systematics is a measurement of a null asymmetry. If the half-wave-plate
reversal is neglected in the data analysis, the measured asymmetry is 0,04 m:0.14 ppm,
Similarly the difference in the measured asymmetry between the two spectrometers is
0.14 +- 0.14 ppm, This latter result is important in determining that contributions due ro
transverse polarizations are not significant in this experiment.

TABLE 5._

Correction Value Error

Energy and Position Monitors 0.04 ±0.006

Electronic Cross-Talk - ±0.001

Transverse Polarization - ±0.005

Nonlinearities - ±0.007

Phase Space - ±0.006

Magnetized Iron Background - ±0.010

Total ±0.016
....

Table 5.5. Systematicerrors(inunitsofppm) fortheBates12C experiment
[Sou9Oa].

The result for the measured raw asymmetry is ,traw _ 0.56 ± 0.14 ppm and the"'£R

corrected PV asymmetry is 4c°rr. --Ln = 0.60±0.14±0.02 ppm, where the first error is statistical
and the second is systematic.

It was necessary to account for various normalization factors in extracting a value
for sin 2 9w. These included the average effective [Q2, the beam polarization Pe, and
the backgrounds due to inelastic nuclear levels and scattered neutrons. These factors are
summarized in Table 5.6. Applying these normalization factors the final result for the
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experimental asymmetry is 4'xp• tR = (1,65 -4-0.39 :i=0.06) x 10-_, The resulting extracted
value for -: (see Table 3,2) is

_, = 0.136 =i=0.032 :i: 0.009 ,

which is consistent with the prediction of the Standard Model. where

_sM = 0.155 :i=0.002 .

using a value of sin2 0w = 0.233 :f: 0.002.

TABLE 5.6

Beam Polarization. Pe 0.37 :i: 0.02

Nuclear Structure 1.00 :i: 0.01

Background 0.98 :i=0.02

< IQ21> / < IQ I> 1.00+ 0.02

Table 5.6. Normalization factors for the Bates 12C experiment [Sou90a].

This experiment achieved a statistical precision which is about five times smaller
than that for the most sensitive previous electron scattering measurement. Based on
these very promising results, especially the very small systematic errors, it is clear that
significant improvements in a future 12C measurement are feasible. It is reasonable to
imagine large acceptance spectrometers with factors of 10-30 increased solid angle which
together with substantially longer running time would result in a statistical error of a few
percent. At this level of precision theoretical uncertainties may become important. We w'_ll
need to understand that the effects of hadronic contributions to the radiative corrections

and isospin-mixing are tractable at this level before committing to such a major effort.
A significantly larger contribution, about which there is currently much speculation and a
lot of interest, could come from a large charge radius of strange quarks in the nucleon (see
Sects. IV.B and V.C).

V.B.4. NEUTRINO-PROTON SCATTERING (BNL)

Another class of experiments involves those where neutrino-proton elastic scattering
cross sections are measured. As discussed in Sect. IV.J, these experiments are the best

choice for accessing the axial-vector form factors, both in terms of sensitivity and because
the axial-vector radiative corrections are much smaller than in electron scattering. The
relevant differential cross section is given in Eqs. (4.105).

The most recently completed experiment of this type is that of Ahrens et al. [Ahr87],
performed at the Brookhaven AGS facility. The 28 GeV proton beam, incident on a
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production target, produced pions and kaons, which decay in-flight into primarily muon
neutrinos. Using a magnetic horn the secondary beams were focused into a decay tunnel.
producing a wide-band beam of either v or p, depending on the polarity of the horn. The
neutrino beams covered a spectrum of 0.2 to 5 GeV. peaked at ',_1 GeV. The contamination
from electron neutrinos was typically 1_. and from wrong-helicity neutrinos was _3_fi for
the v beam and _9_ for the V beam. In general, the neutrino flux cannot be measured in
the neutral current scattering process, so secondary measurements of quasielastic charged-
current scattering are performed and the data are normalized to the reactions _,n -- _-p
and G,P "" _.n.

.-ks can be seen in Eq. (4.105), the neutrino cross sections are proportional to G_.
and _o are very small. Thus. it is important to have as high a luminosity and as large
a detector as possible. Typically one uses an active target. In the case at hand. the
target/detector was comprised of 170 metric tons of liquid scintillator cells. In addition _o
the liquid scintillator, each of the 112 cells contained crossed planes of proportional drif:
tubes to measure particle tracks. Particle identification was performed by measuring the
energy deposited in each liquid scintillator plane, and the v-p signature was ider, tified by
the scattered proton. A shower counter directly downstream of the main detector was used
to contain the electromagnetic shower from neutrino interactions in the downstream half
of the detector. A muon spectrometer was located behind the shower counter and was used
to measure the neutrino flux via charged-current scattering. An important consequence
of having to use an active target such as liquid scintillator is that only 20_ of the protons
in the target are actually flee protons; the other 80% are bound in 12C. This introduces a
systematic error associated with how well the neutrino scattering process is described by"
quasiffee scattering.

.Much of the background was reduced by using the time structure of the beam to
eliminate events which arrived out of time with respect to the AGS beam extraction. In this
way the background from inelastic pion production was removed. Neutron-induced events
':.',-'e ._lqo removed with this cut, and also by reducing the active volume of the detector
to only the central region (an 80% reduction). The remainder of the backgrounds were
modeled by a Monte Carlo calculation. The overall normalization error in the experiment
was 10_, and came predominantly from the Monte Carlo calculation.

The differential cross sections for both neutrinos and antineutrinos are shown in

Fig. 5.11. The data were fit to Eq. (4.105), averaged over the neutrino energy spec-
trum. The vector form factors F1 and F2 were assumed to have a dipole IQ21-dependence
with My = 0.843 GeV, and both vector strangeness form factors were taken to be zero.
The axial-vector form factor was also assumed to have a dipole dependence, and although
there was an allowance for a strange axial-vector contribution through the parameter
rls, it was assumed that the IQ2[-dependence of the strange contribution is the same as
the nonstran¢. _art. The adjustable parameters of the fit were sin 2 8w, the axial-vector
dipole mass . and r/,. For the fit shown in Fig. 5.11, _s was fixed at 0, and values of
sin2 8w = 0." +0.016 (star) :i:0.03(syst) and MA = 1.06 4-0.05 GeV/c 2 were simultane-
ously extracted. Overall normalization adjustments of s_ = 1.05 for v_p and s_- = 1.09 for
V_,pwas made due to the 10% normalization uncertainty in the data. In a second fit, MA
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and r/, were simultaneously fit while sin 2 6w was held at the then world average of 0.2.'20. i
contour plot of "_2in r/, and ._,IAspace is shown in Fig. 0.12. and, as stated by the authors.
it is seen that they are highly correlated. Nonetheless, by fixing MA at the then world
average of 1.03 a value of _s = 0.12 ± 0.07 was extracted from the data. corresponding
tO G i _.,__0! = -0.15 :r: 0.08. This result is. in fact. consistent with the published result of
the E_IC collaboration iAsh$9] (assuming the momentum scale dependence of the latter
is negligible i. It is. however, also consistent with zero at the 2a level.

In assessing the results of this experiment, several questions come to mind which one
might hope to address in future experiments. Firstly. the majority of the protons detected
were actually quasielastically knocked out of 12C nuclei. Is it reasonable to assume that
the both MA and GA(Q '2) are the same for nucleons bound in nuclei as for free nucleons':
At least one author has suggested [Bro88] that medium modifications might lead to a
change in the value of MA on the order of 5_ [Whig0] and. since 2I.._ and rl, are so highly

correlated, this could lead to a large change in r/,. Secondly, is the assumption that G_._' b,a_
the same IQ2 l-dependence as Gr=l a good one? It has been suggested [Ber90! that. within
the context of soliton models, the isoscalar axial-vector dipole mass should be somewhat
larger than MA. Unfortunately, there is no other experimental information available at this
time. Both of these assumptions could be avoided if an experiment were to be performed

at a lower average value of IQ2]. A third concern is the assumption that both FI"¢Q2_

and F_')(Q 2) are zero. If one assumes the Jaffe parameterizations, the contributions from
the vector strange form factors at these kinematics are each about 10-15_ iBeigla'!. At

lower-lQ2! the contribution from F_') will certainly be smaller: however, F_'_ is as yet
undetermined.

A re-analysis of the Brookhaven data has recently been performed [Gar93], taking into
account several of the above considerations. The authors use more recent world averages
of sin2 0w = 0.2325 and MA = 1.061 :i: 0.026 in the new fit. They also use a nonzero

value for the neutron electric form factor. The vector form factors F_') and f_ '1 were
included in the fit and a dipole dependence with dipole mas._ My" was assumed. The fit
parameters were MA, r],, _, (r_) (effectively)* and the overall normalization parameters
_ and _-. Five different fits are performed, in which MA, _,, _,, and (r,_) were either
held constant or extracted from the fit. Two of the five fits attempt to account for the
fact that the majority of the target protons were bound in cm'bon by reducing the effective
number of protons from 6 to 5.4+0.6. Reducing the number of target protons generally has
the effect of increasing the fitted value of r]s without having much effect on the extracted
values of the vector form factors. The authors point out that because of the observed

Q2-dependence of the data, a positive slope of F_')(Q2) is preferred. Their combined fit
of vector and axial-vector parameters yields uncertainties of roughly order -+-0.5for the
strangeness magnetic moment, and +0.1 fm2 for the square of the strangeness radius. The
errors in the fitted vector form factors (as well as those between the axial-vector form
factor and the axial-vector dipole mass) are highly correlated.

* In Ref. [Gar93] the authors define the parameter F1' = -_(r,2). In the present

notation, this corresponds to -i_lQ3=0.
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The implication is that the BNL data do potentially provide some rough constraints
on the vector, as well as axial-vector, nucleon form factors. This comes largely from the
fact that v and _ cross sections have nicely orthogonal dependences on the vector form

. Q2[ in this experiment introduce a strongfactors Unfortunately, the large values of I
dependence on the poorly known [Q2[-variation of the form factors (in his case, param-
eterized 5:,"only two dipole masses, ._[v', and 3IA.) Thus. the constraints are necessarily
rather weak. But coupled with future data, including electron scattering and lower-iQ _
neutrino-proton scattering, the BNL results should continue to play a role in extracting
the desired strangeness parameters.

i

i
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V.C. Present and Proposed Experiments--- Future Prospectives

The 12C experiment described in the last section is an example of the level of system-
atic error that can be achieved at present-day electron accelerators. Since the completion
of the 1_C experiment, accurate measurements of the mass of the Z-boson in high-energy
experiments at CERN. Fermilab and SLAC have caused a change in focus of PV ex-
periments at medium-energies. The next generation of experiments are centered around
measurements of the strange matrix elements, relying on the fact that sin "_0w is now known
with suffi ,nt accuracy that uncertainties due to sin 2 8., are much smaller than tmcertain-
ties due to strange-quark contributions. MIT/Bates. CEBAF. Mainz and SLAC all have
proposed extensive programs to measure the strange-quark contributions to vector matrix
elements. In addition, a new experiment at LA.XIPF is currently underway to further in-
vestigate the axial-vector strange form factor. This section will describe and contrast each
of the proposals, as well as provide some discussion of where one might go in the future.

V.C.1. SAMPLE (MIT/Bates)

The next PV experiment currently being prepared at MIT/Bates [McK89! is intended
to build on much of the work accomplished in the 12C experiment. This experiment will
focus on measurement of the strange magnetic contribution to the proton, specifically p,
introduced in Sect. III.C. Performing an experiment at backward angles allows one to focus
on the second and third terms of Eq. (3.125). The axial-vector term is further suppressed
by the factor (1 -4sin 2 0_, ), so to a first approximation one is left with an asymmetry

~p
proportional to G._I. In the limit of zero momentum transfer, the only unknown parameter
is p,. The experiment will make a measurement at a beam energy of 200 MeV and
scattering angles of 135 < 0 < 160 °, which is an average momentum transfer of ,Q2! = 0.1
(GeV/c) 2. At these kinematics the Standard Model asymmetry is 8 x 10-6. which is about
five times larger than that measured in the 12C experiment, and comparable to the .X,lainz
experiment. The present goal is to achieve a statistical accuracy of 5% with a systematic
error of 5%. This can be achieved in approximately 500 hours of running with 40 pA of
beam polarized to 40%. The resulting overall error on _, will be A_, = 0.22.

The polarized injector, many of the beamline components and most of the detector
electronics will be the same as those used in the MIT/Bates 12C experiment. One added
complication that the 12C experiment did not have is that the beamline at the target
is not at 0° with respect to the accelerator, so the electron spin will precess away from
longitudinal by 16.5o by the time it reaches the scattering target. This effect can be
removed by purposely aligning the electron spin away from longitudinal just after the source
but before acceleration. With the appropriate initial alignment angle, the electron spin
will precess into the longitudinal direction at the target. This will be accomplished using
a Wien filter, a device with crossed electric and magnetic fields. The beam polarization

will again be measured with a Moiler polarimeter, and in this case it is important that the
polarimeter be accurate enough to detect not only the large longitudinal MoUer asymmetry,
but also the transverse asymmetry which is seven times smaller.
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With the small PV asymmetries anticipated in experiments of this type. it is desirable
to obtain the maximum possible luminosity from the accelerator. The polarized electror_
beam will be incident on a 40 cm long circulating liquid hydrogen target. The total power
deposited in the target b.v a 40 _A beam is 500 W. so sufficient cooling power must be
available in order to keep the target from boiling. A 700 W He gas refrigerator will be
used to cool the target. In addition, any volume of liquid hydrogen seen by a 15 _sec beam
pulse must. be out of the path of the beam by the next beam pulse or density fluctuations
in the liquid will occur due to boiling. This is achieved by flowing the aydrogen parallel to
the beam at a rate of approximately 10 m/s. At such a high velocity, the liquid is highly
turbulent and a significant transverse component is also present.

Figure 5.13 shows a layout of the SAMPLE detector and target system. The target
,.viii be vie_'ed by a large array of (_erenkov detectors which cover -,, '2_sr of solid angle.
The detector consists of a set of ten mirrors, each 0.7 ×0.7 m 2. which focus (:'erenkov light
produced in air onto ten _ inch diameter photomuhiplier tubes. This detector system
is quite similar to that used in the .%Iainz experiment, with the modification that the
phototubes must be able to view the entire 40 cm of target length. The scattered electron
rate into each phototube is -.-4000/pulse. so the yield in each tube is integrated over the 15
_sec pulse length. It is therefore important that background processes which might cause
a signal in the detector be kept to a minimum. With a beam energy of '2.00 kleV. it is
not possible to produce pions in the target directly, and the inelastic scattering rate into
the detector is kept reasonably low. The largest source of background is expected to come
from low-energy inelastic scattering from A1 in the target plumbing downstream of the
target cell. Because these are mainly low momentum transfer processes, the main effect
on the asymmetry is an overall dilution factor.

As mentioned above, it is the latter two terms in the PV asymmetry which are the
dominant contributions. The axial-vector term is suppressed because of the (1 -4 sin 2 8,_ i
term. but it still contributes _tpproximately 20% (see Sect. IV.A). The weak radiative
corrections to the vector term are quite small (-,, 3e&), but the corrections to the axial-
vector term are about 20% and rather uncertain (see Sect. III.B). These uncertainties put
a natural limitation on the level of precision one might currently expect to achieve in
extracting/_,. It is then interesting to ask whether it is possible to make some kind of
calibration measltrement in order to reduce the theoretical uncertainties of these effects.
In the case of SAMPLE, an ideal calibration experiment is quasielastic scattering from
deuterium at the same kinematics. As in the case of the Mainz experiment on 9Be and as
discussed in Sect. IV.F, the magnetic strangeness effects in deuterium are an incoherent
sum of the neutron and the proton and nearly cancel. The axial-vector term contributes
approximately the same fraction to the asymmetry as in the case of the proton. Both
the asymmetry and the cross section are about 1.5 times larger than in the proton, which
means that only 1/3 as much running time is needed to achieve the same level of accuracy.
If a deviation from the Standard Model asymmetry is seen in the proton, a measurement
on deuterium would provide an important check on the results. A complication arising in
the case of deuterium is the fact ",hat one will detect not only electrons from quasielastic
scattering, but also from ,.,lastic and threshold inelastic processes. These processes each
con'_ribute about 10% to the scattering rate. The elastic rate is particularly troublesome
because it is highly sensitive to strange-quark effects. Fortunately, the elastic and inelastic
asymmetries contribute with opposite sign and roughly cancel each other, leadin_ to an
overall correction factor of -- 2 :t: 1% at 200 MeV.
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V.C.2. MAINZ

A proposal has recently been submitted to the Mainz Microtron for a new PV mea-
surement at forward electron angles [Hei93] whose goal is to measure the contribution of

the strange-quark electric form factor r-'(s)"-_E to the asymmetry for elastic scattering from
the proton. The proposed kinematics would be a beam energy of 855 MeV and an aver-
age scattering angle of 35 °. corresponding to tQ21 = 0.23 (GeV/c) 2. At these kinematics

(3)
the PV asymmetry is sensitive to (G_) + G) + 0.2Gu ), and with no strange quarks is

7 × 10-6. Preliminary plans are to build a calorimeter of six layers of liquid Xenon
modules 5.4 x 5.4 x 39 cm. covering about 2 sr of solid angle. With the assumed 35 _A
polarized beam current and a 10 cm LH2 target, the data-rate into each detector module
would be approximately 2 MHz. The choice of liquid Xenon is driven by the desire for a
fast detector which could count individually scattered electrons at this rate. On average.

a scattered electron would generate an electromagnetic shower covering an area of 3 :_ 3
modules. Individual detectors would be triggered at a signal size corresponding to one-
third of the total elastically scattered electron energy, and signals over the 3 :_.3 cluster
would be summed together. This would make it possible to separate elastic scattering
from events below the pion production threshold. A 20 cm polyethylene absorber would
be placed in front of the Xenon modules to reduce background coming from the target.
The PV asymmetry would be measured with a statistical error of -_4%, which could be
done in 400 hours assuming a beam polarization of 80_c. To achieve this level of systematic
accuracy, the beam polarization must be measured to 3% or better. This level of precision
has not currently been achieved and will require additional development.

V.C.3. CEBAF

At higher beam energies and forward angles one has the possibility of obtaining in-(3)
formation on the first of the three terms in Eq. (3.125). An explicit extraction of Gs is

complicated both by the neutron electric form factor and by G(,_), as discussed in Sect. IV.
In addition, the uncertainty in the neutron charge form factor enters directly into the

uncertainty in G_ ) This may not be such a serious limitation, however, since several
experiments are currently proposed or underway [MilS8, Day89, Mad89, McK91, Ott90.
Plag0, Lun93] to improve the limits on G_: to _,, :t:10%. Two proposals for PV g'p mea-
surements have already been submitted to CEBAF and are conditionally approved.

Hall A experiment 91-010

The first CEBAF proposal [Sou91] is a measurement at IQ21 = 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 using the
two high-resolution spectrometers in Hall A. The pair of spectrometers would be positioned
symmetrically on either side of the beamline at their most forward scattering angle of
12.5 °, yielding a total acceptance of 16 msr. At these kinematics, the beam energy is 3.5
GeV, and the calculated asymmetry with no strange-quark effects is -2 x l0 -5. With
100 #A of 50% polarized electrons and a 15 cm long LH2 target, a statistical accuracy
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of 8_ can be achieved in about 400 hours. The elastic proton cross section at these
kinematics is approximately 700 nb/sr, leading to a total rate into each spectrometer of -,,
2 XIHz. In order to handle these high rates, the standard detector package of the Hall A
spectrometers will be replaced with a lead glass shower counter and integrating electronics.
The focusing properties of the spectrometer are such that it is possible to separate elastic
scattering events kinematically from other possible backgrounds by using a reduced area
of the spectrometer focal plane.

":-_ but itA single measurement alone would not allow separation of G_ I and ,_,._f.
would determine if strange quarks play a significant role in the structure of the proton.
modulo the uncertainty in G_. If large effects are seen. a more extended program of
measurements at lower-lQ21 on 1H and 4He targets is anticipated. A measurement on _He
has the advantage of being sensitive only to the electric contribution, but at low momentum
transfer it represents a significantly greater challenge due to the smaller asymmetries and
lower sensitivity to strange quark effects.

Hall C experiment 91-017

A second proposal [Bee91] advocates the construction of a dedicated apparatus with
an open geometry and a large solid angle, which could be used for both a forward-angle
experiment as well as backward-angle measurements at slightly lower momentum transfer.
This apparatus, to be placed in Hall C at CEBAF, would consist of a segmented iron-
free toroidal magnet and an array of scintillators placed along the focal planes of the
magnet. A layout of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.14. The goal of this experiment
is to perform several sets of measurements which would allow a complete separation of
the three terms in Eq. (3.125). At forward electron kinematics, the detector would be
sensitive to recoil protons (60" < 0p < 77°), corresponding to momentum transfers of
O.l < IQ2', < 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 and a Standard Model asymmetry of -,, -5 x I0-6. The

entire range of momentum transfer would be covered in a single measurement, with a
solid angle acceptance of 0.87 sr and a target length acceptance of 20 cm. The proposed
measurements would use 40 #A of polarized beam. corresponding to very high counting
rates (,'_ 10 MHz) in the detector. The recoil protons would be counted with sealers.
Additional time-of-flight information would be provided by modifying the CEBAF beam
microstructure to be 32 nsec between beam bunches with increased peak current (the

accelerator design value is 2 nsec between bunches). This measurement is sensitive to

the combination G_ ) + G_: + 0.2G(_ ), and a 5% measurement of the asymmetry could be
achieved in approximately 700 hours.

A second set of measurements would involve reversing the orientation of the spec-
trometer to detect electrons in the backward direction, 0e "-, 108°. Four measurements,

700 hours each, are proposed. The beam energies in this configuration would be 335,428,
512, and 590 MeV corresponding to momentum transfers of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 (GeV/c) 2.
This set of measurements would be sensitive to a different linear combination of the strange
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form factors. Finally, a 500 hour QE measurement on deuterium would provide some con-

straints on the uncertainties associated with the term proportional to the axial-vector form
factor, as discussed in Sect. IV.F. Combining the proton detection, electron detection and

g'2(s)
de_tterium quasielastic measurements would allow the separation of G(_I and '-'._I over a
relatively large range of momentum transfer. Although a model-independent extraction of

G_ / would still be limited by the uncertainty in G_, the sc(3)singlet combination G_ _
would be determined with good accuracy.

Hall A experiment 91-004

As discussed in Sect. IV.B, another approach to learning something about strange-

quark effects in a hadronic system is to use PV elastic scattering from a J = 0, T = 0
nucleus. Only the ground-state vector monopole matrix elements of the electromagnetic
and weak neutral currents occur in this case and the asymmetry is given by Eq. (3.120).

As discussed in Sect. IV.B, in a light nucleus such as 4He, isospin violations are expected
to be quite small and accordingly this case may be the best to use in looking for effects due

to the presence of strange quarks. Musolf and Donnelly [Mus92a] have argued that two
measurements on a (0+0) nucleus, at low- and moderate-IQ21, might ultimately constrain
G(_)
E to a higherlevelofprecisionthanthatachievablewitha measurementon a proton

target, since uncertainties associated with G(.,_), G_: and t_ are no longer presen,'.

This third CEBAF proposal [Bei91b] is for a measurement of 4He(e, e) at i_'21 = 0.6

(GeV/c) 2, again using the Hall A spectrometers. The target will be 4He gas operating at
10K and 70 atm, 15 cm long. The standard detector package of the spectrometers need
not be modified in this case, since at the highest CEBAF design luminosity (£ _ 3 x 103s

cm -2 s -1) the counting rate into each spectrometer is --_2 kHz. The asymmetry with

no strange quarks is 5 x 10-_, large on the scale of PV experiments, thus reducing the
demand on the helicity-correlated properties of the CEBAF beam. This allows for removal

of target wall background since elastically scattered electrons are uniquely identified with

the tracking capabilities of the detector package. Small trigger scintillators will be installed
in the detector package to limit the focal-plane acceptance of the spectrometers to the

region of the elastic peak.

Because of the lower counting rates a good statistical measure of the asymmetry will
take somewhat more running time than the previous two experiments. However, even a

30% measure of the asymmetry may be able to constrain significantly the current limits

of the strange electric contribution to hadronic matter. This level of precision could be
reached with 1000 hours of CEBAF beam, assuming 40% beam polarization.
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V.C,4. SLAC

Two proposals were recently developed for measuring PV asymmetries at very high
energies at SLAC. One proposal suggests the measurement of an asymmetry in elastic
and inelastic electron scattering from the proto" at both high- and low-!Q2l !2.0 and 0.,5
{GeV/c i2_ iChe92]. The other proposes to measure the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS_
asymmetry on both hydrogen and deuterium at high-_Q 21(2-9 (GeV/cl2t [Bos921.. Both
experiments would take advantage of high beam energies, significant [Q21 and very forward
scattering angles with large cross sections and asymmetries, resulting in good statistical
accuracy. The DIS experiment is perhaps the most ambitious of all proposed electron
scattering PV measurements, in terms of the expected accuracy. Both experiments are an
example of future directions in PV electron scattering. Rather than presenting a discussion
of each proposal in detail, a general discussion is given of both the possibilities and the
constraints they might present.

Proton Elastic and Inelastic Scattering

At beam energies in the 30-30 GeV region it would be possible through e-p elastic
scattering to explore the high-IQ2l behavior of the strange form factors, Because of the

increasing value of r, the PV asymmetry becomes more sensitive to '-'M ( ) than to

G_)(Q 2). Unlike the lower-energy experiments, possible contamination due to the poorly
known axial-vector form factor and its radiative correction are negligible (see Sect. IV.A p..

Data could also be acquired simultaneously for excitation of the inelastic nucleon
resonances, Of great interest is a measurement of the electron axial-vector/quark vec-
tor current isovector coupling for the N --* A transition discussed in Sect. IV.G. If the
non-resonant background can be neglected, the isovector couplings can be isolated. The
excitation is also expected to be sensitive to higher-order electroweak processes and pos-
sible contributions from strange quarks.

The biggest difficulty that higher-energy experiments face is the rapidly failing e-p
cross section. Although the asymmetries are large, even modest levels of precision require
long periods of running with a conventional magnetic spectrometer. Nonetheless, these
experiments would be exploring completely unknown territory for which there are currently
few theoretical predictions.

Deep-Inelastic Scattering

The recently submitted letter of intent [Bos93] for deep-inelastic scattering is perhaps
the most ambitious of all proposed PV experiments in terms of expected accuracy, The
primary objective of this experiment would be to provide a precision test of the Standard
Model and to determine the flavor composition of the sea quarks. The proposed measure-
ment would improve upon the results of the original SLAC PV experiment by almost an
order-of-magnitude. At the level of 1.5% uncertainty it would be comparable to many of
the current Standard Model tests. A planned 1% atomic PV experiment would achieve
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approximately the same uncertainty in sin 2 0,_.. However, the SLAC and atomic PV ox-

periments are complementary, since the atomic PV experiment measures C'lu . C'I_ and
the DIS experiment measures 2Clu - Cld. Combining the results would determine C'1,,

and C'l;i independently to :t:0.005 (see also Sects. IV.H and IV.I).

It would also be possible to measure the quark distribution functions. The overall

,r-dependence of the quark sea is reasonably well understood, but the flavor composition
is not. At present, the available data from muon, neutrino, and antineutrino scattering, as
well as from the Drell-Yan process, are insufficient to disentangle the five unknown quan-

tities u,,_,l,d,._,l, u,e,, d,e_ and s,_,. An experiment at SLAC would provide results fl_r two

new observables. By taking ratios of asymmetries from hydrogen and deuterium targets.

light sea-quark distribution functions would be much more unambiguously determined.

At beam energies of 30-50 GeV and very forward angles, the PV asymmetry co_ti_t

be as large as 10-3. Techniques similar to those used in previous experiments to contrail

helicity-correlated beam properties could be used. Count rates would also be high due
to the relatively large deep-inelastic cross sections, so modest beam currents and target

lengths would be sufcient. For the hydrogen/deuterium ratio measurements, accurate

knowledge of the relative target densities would be required. Absolute densities on the
order of 1%, as well as 1% knowledge of the relative beam-related density changes, are

feasible. As was demonstrated in the previous SLAC PV experiment, the use of magnetic

spectrometers and segmented shower counters makes it possible to maintain high count
rates wh_le keepiug background to a minimum.

The primary technical challenge associated with a precision PV experiment would
be knowledge of the beam polarization at the level of 1%. The standard technique used

by most experiments is Mailer scattering from polarized atomic electrons in thin foils.

Analyzing power is a maximum for scattering at 90° in the center-of-mass. There are
several effects which limit the accuracy of this method: uncertainty in the effective foil

polarization, background asymmetries under the Mdler peak and atomic effects connected

with our knowledge of the atomic electron polarization. Significant efforts will be required
to understand the various contributions and reduce the overall systematic errors to the

level of the statistical uncertainties in the experiment itself. An alternative approach for

determining beam polarization would be to use Compton scattering which involves the

backscattering of circularly-polarized laser photons from the beam of polarized electrons.
The technique is complicated and expensive, but can probably achieve a systematic error

of < 1% in measuring the beam polarization.

The two proposals submitted to SLAC are examples of the future directions one might

pursue at a higher-energy electron machine such as that currently under consideration by
the European community [Pro91., EEF93].
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V.C.5. SOLENOIDAL SPECTROMETFR

Recent PV experiments have demonstrated that the present limitation for such mea-
surements is counting statistics. The next generation of such studies, with its very ambi-
tious physics goals, will require the develooment of large acceptance devices with appro-
priate momentum resolution, A novel approach is to use a large solenoid spectrometer:
at energies up to 1 GeV this requires a device of up to 4 m diameter. 4 m long and a
central field of "-,2 T. A recent analysis by Souder e_ al. [Sou90b] has shown that there
are man'," advantages with such an approach. The device is suitable for both. forward- and
backward-angle measurements. In the forward direction, for an experiment such as elastic
scattering on 1_C. acceptances of up to 600 msr are possible with adequate resolution to
exclude inelastic ocattering. This is more than an order-of-magnitude larger acceptance
tb.an b.as typically been available up to now. At backward angles, solid angles in excess
of 2 sr are possible, In both cases the spectrometer can accommodate extended targets
such as LI-I_ and LD2. An important advantage of a solenoid is that it makes use of all
of the azimuthal acceptance possible within a given angular range. It also allows for the
ability to reverse the direction of the magnetic field without any change in the beam optics,
This could potentially be very important for understanding systematic effects arising from
Moiler scattering backgrounds.

V.C.6. LSND

The LSND collaboration at LAMPF is currently undertaking a new elastic neutrino
scattering experiment using the A-6 beamline. The high current (800 #A) 780 MeV proton
beam is stopped in a water-cooled Cu beam dump, from which charged pions below 600
XleV are produced, Roughly equal numbers of v_, v, and i, are produced from pion
decay mechanisms at rest. The muon neutrinos result from the process rr* --. _'_,, and
are monoenergetic at 27.8 MeV. The other two species result from _+ _ e+'_,e_, and have
a distribution up to a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. A small percentage of pions will
deo,y ;n fli_:ht and produce neutrinos with energies in the range of 100-200 MeV. The
ratio of i, from rr- decay-in-flight to v, from rr+ decay is -_ 0.2, and thus the majority of
the higher-energy beam is v,. An additional decay path. at the beginning of the beamline
will enhance the yield of decay-in-flight neutrinos. The primary goal of the experiment is
a continuing study of neutrino oscillations, for which the decay-at-rest beams are used.

The experiment once again involves an active detector: a cylindrical tank filled with
200 tons of liquid scintillator, 8.5 m long by 5 m diameter. High-quality eight inch diameter
photomultiplier tubes cover approximately 25% of the surface area of the detector, The
detector is surrounded by a veto shield [Nap89] constructed of planes of Pb and liquid
scintillator to veto events coming from cosmic ray muons and neutrons. The entire detector
is covered with -,- 2000 g/cm _ of steel and earth to provide additional cosmic ray shielding,
A water tank downstream of the detector shields the open end of the detector,

Neutrinos in the 150 MeV range elastically scatter from the protons in the scintillator
(again, 80% of which are bound in carbon) with an average momentum transfer of Q21 =
0.07 (GeV/c) 2. The recoil protons (20 < Ep < 40 MeV) deposit energy in the scintillator
and are detected, Cosmic ray background events are rejected with the veto shield and
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with the good timing resolution of the photomultiplier tubes. Vertex reconstruction and
a 50 cm fiducial cut on the central volume of the detector provides additional background
rejection to_ether with energy and angle resolution. It is expected that the r,, elastic
scattering from free protons can be determined to _ 20_ and the r,, cross section from
free and bound protons can be measured to -,, 10c_. Because of the very low momentum

transfer, the contribution from G_ t is virtually negligible. The remaining ambiguities are
from the strange magnetic moment (which also should be reduced at lower-.Q2!t, and
from the nuclear physics uncertainties associated with quasielastic scatterin_ from 1_C.
Using the results from the SAMPLE experiment discussed above wiil resolve the former
issue. To address the latter problem the collaboration has proposed two possible solutions.
The first is to use two different types of liquid scintillator and perform a subtraction ro

isolate quasielastic scattering from true elastic neutrino-proton eveats. A second proposal
is to make use of the fact that in addition to recoil protons, the LSND detector will be

sensitive to recoiling neutrons. It has been suggested [Gar92] that the ratio of quasielasric

(_,.p)/(_,, n) from the 1_C in the detector may provide additional sensitivity to G.4 (see also
Sect. IV.J). Performing such a ratio measurement should reduce some of the systematic
uncertainties associated with nuclear binding. This technique is also less sensitive to the
uncertainties in the neutrino flux than (u,p) elastic cross section measurements. The
nuclear physics uncertainties must still be understood, and are the subject of future work
by the same authors. The LSND experiment is expected to start production running late

in 1998. It is anticipated that in several years of running a(2 (0)will be determined to
about a factor of two better than was determined from the BNL experiment.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the foregoing discussion, we hope to have convinced the reader that
intermediate-energy, semileptonic neutral current scattering offers a promising means for
studying a wide array of physics issues. At the same time, we have endeavored to illus-
trate the necessity for a coordinated program of experimental and theoretical work in this
field. Indeed. it should be apparent that a combination of several different measurements,
together with careful and detailed theoretical analysis, is necessary if one wishes to extract
useful new information on physics beyond the Standard Model, hadronic structure or nu-
clear dynamics. To this end, several challenges remain. On the experimental side. one must
push the limits of luminosity (t,*z.. beam current) and electron polarization or neutrino flux
in order to achieve statistical uncertainties on the order of one percent. NIoreover. system-
atic errors, such as false asymmetries arising from electron helicity-correlated differences.
must be held to the same level. These considerations impose rather tight restrictions on
the choice of target and kinematics if one is to make meaningful measurements. From
a theoretical perspective, one would like a better grasp of nuclear dispersion corrections.
nuclear medium effects in elastic and quasielastic scattering, and hadronic contributions
to electroweak radiative corrections.

With these general remarks in mind, we summarize the salient features of the present
and future semileptonic, weak neutral current scattering program as we view it:

(1) For the immediate future, intermediate-energy neutrino and PV electron scattering
seem best suited as tools for studying strange-quark vector and axial-vector form factors
of the nucleon. Higher-energy processes, such as deep inelastic scattering, and lower-
energy experiments, such as atomic PV measurements, cannot access these form factors.
In this respect, intermediate-energy semileptonic scattering is unique.

(2) Atomic PV experiments are presently more suited to the study of "non-standard" dec-
troweak physics, provided that theoretical nuclear structure uncertainties can be reduced.
I"o this end, a measurement of the ground-state neutron distribution in cesium or lead,
through a combination of PV and PC electron scattering experiments, would provide a
useful calibration point for theoretical calculations. Looking somewhat further down the
road, once the nucleon's strange-quark form factors are sufficiently constrained, PV elec-
tron scattering could provide for a set of low- and intermediate-energy electroweak tests
complementary to those performed with atomic PV.

(3) For either type of study (hadron structure or electroweak physics), neutral current
scattering from the proton would not be sufficient, due to the presence of several unknown
or poorly constrained form factors in the PV asymmetry and neutrino cross section. A pro-
gram which includes a combination of scattering from pl-)ton and nuclear targets therefore
appears warranted. The components of such a program could include the following:

(a) A combination of backward-angle ALR(gp) measurements, as in the present SA,_IPLE
and conditionally approved "G o'' experiments, with a backward-angle ,4tR(QE) mea-
surement, could allow one to constrain separately #, and the large and theoretically
uncertain radiative correction, R_=l(gp). Alternatively, a series of backward-angle
ALa(gp) and elastic ALa(2H) measurements would accomplish the same purpose. In
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either case. the resultant limits on eL, could be sufficiently tight to test some of the
model predictions discussed in Sect. II. In the case of quasielastic scattering, a deu-
terium target appears to be the most favorable, since one stands the greatest chance
of performing reliable nuclear calculations with this nucleus.

tb) A combination of low- and moderate-lQ21 elastic .4_a(0*0)measurements has the

potential ro determine G__) at a level sensitive to most of the model predictions

appearing in Table 2.3. Moreover. the resultant constraints could reduce the G__'
uncertainty to a level needed to make an interesting electroweak test possible with a

subsequent ALR(0.0) measurement. The G(__) constraints obtained from a series _)f
forward- and backward-angle A_R(_'p) alone would be much less stringent. Never-
theless, measurements made with a proton target would be an important check on
.4LR(0.0) results.

I c) For purposes of constraining "-'A_(_I.1OW-IQ21neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering, as in
the LSND experiment, seems better suited than does PV electron scattering, owing
to the large theoretical uncertainties appearing in the radiative correction ,-,r=0,/'1..4 !. @J

and the possible large degree of SU(3)-breaking in the octet axial-vector current ma-
trix elements. The degree of theoretical uncertainty is much smaller in the case of
Rr=°(_,p). NIoreover, since [Rr=°(_,p)l << IRAr=0(_'p)l, neutrino scattering determi-
nations of G_)(0) are much less sensitive to axial-vector SU(3) breaking. In addition.
a determination of the ratio of vp and r,n yields in QE neutrino scattering could pro-

vide, '_r enhanced sensitivity to G_ ) while reducing the experimental and theoretical
systematic uncertainties, and continued studies of selected nuclear transitions could
yield, for example, high-precision determinations of axial-vector nucleonic couplings.

(d) Once the strange form factors are constrained with the foregoing program of mea-
surements, one could consider performing Standard Model tests with PV electron
scattering. In this respect, the most promising targets are the proton and (0+0)
nuclei. Elastic ALR measurements on these targets could complement atomic PV
measurements as low-energy probes of physics beyond the Standard Model. An addi-
tional possibility is a measurement of the N _ A PV asymmetry, although for such
a measurement to be competitive, better data on the axial-vector and background
contributions to this asymmetry would be needed.

(4) Going beyond strangeness form factors and electroweak tests, one encounters a host of
other possibilities for studying hadron-structure and nuclear dynamics. These possibilities
include the following:

(a) A determination of the axial-vector N _ A matrix element, which at present is
only loosely constrained by neutrino scattering data. Obtaining an improved deter-
mination with PV electron scattering would require better knowledge of non-resonant

background contributions than is presently available.

(b) Obtaining a new set of constraints on the conventional picture of nuclear PV appears
within the realm of possibility. Based on some initial studies, it seems that inelastic
ALR measurements at low-energies (_< 100 MeV) would be most ideal. Moreover,
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given the relatively broad constraints which presently exist on the PV meson-nucleon
couplings, one can live with nearly an order-of-magnitude less precision to make
meaningful measurements than is required for strangeness and electroweak studies
In this regard. PV electron scattering could complement atomic PV determinations
of the nuclear anapole moment as a probe of nuclear PV.

to) A determination of the ground-state neutron distribution. A relatively short it few
hundred hours _PV electron scattering experiment on a heavy nucleus such as lead or
cesium could determine p,_(r-')at a level significantly beyond the typical present degree
of knowledge. Such an improved determination would provide an important calibra-
tion point for theoretical calculations of p,,(_) needed in the analysis of Standard
.Model tests using atomic PV measurements with a series of isotopes.

In comparison with the situation of just a few years ago. it seems that considerable
progress has been made in achieving a comprehensive understanding of the issues .germane
to intermediate-energy semi-leptonic scattering -- especially with regard to the interplay
between different types of physics issues which enter and the complementarity of different
prospective measurements. Whereas once the future direction of the field appeared rather
murky, one may now envision a rather well-defined program of experiments and theoretical
work. If successfully carried out, such a program could provide a rich payoff of new insight
into the structure of hadrons, physics beyond the Standard Model and nuclear dynamics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 2.1 Perturbative contributions to non-valence quark axial-vector and vector current ma-
trix elements of the nucleon. Loops involving heavy quarks renormalize light quark
current operators via gluon exchange (curly lines).

Fig. 2.2 Non-perturbative contributions to strange-quark vector and axial-vector matrix el-
ements of the nucleon. Virtual sg pair with low-momenta lp <.\QCDI interacts with
valence quarks to form strange hadronic intermediate states i i.e.K.\, o .... _.

Fig. '2.3 Experimental constraints on parity-vioiating meson-nucleon couplings entering
meson-exchange model for the PV NN interaction [Ho189]. In the text. f_. is denoted
by h.,,.,,., to avoid confusion with the pion decay constant. The black circle refers To
theoretical "'best value" of Ref. IDes80]. For a detailed description of experimental
bands, see Ref. 'AdeS$].

Fig. 2.4 Present and prospective low-energy constraints on 5" and T parameterization of
physics beyond the Standard Model. Short-dashed lines give present constraints from
atomic PV [Noe88, Marg0]. Long-dashed lines give limits attainable with a 10';7 de-
termination of (Pv from a prospective forward-angle ,4La(gp) experiment. Solid lines
correspond to potential constraints from a one percent measurement of .4Lsi0"01.
Dot-dashed lines indicate possible constraints from a 10% determination of _r=l ob-
tainable from an A_R(N ---, ,&) measurement [Mus92b, Mus93c]. In all cases, common
central values for S and T are assumed, and only ranges permitted by experimental
and theoretical uncertainties are indicated.

Fig. 3.1 Leading-order parity-conserving (a) and parity-violating (b) amplitudes for scatter-
ing of polarized electrons from a nuclear target.

Fig. 3.2 Higher-order contributions to amplitude for neutral current (EM and weak! scatter-
ing involving two elementary fermions (lepton or quark), f and f'. Shaded circle
represents radiative processes (loops). (a,c) indicate vertex corrections, tb,d)rep-
resent corrections to propagators, and (e) indicates exchange of two vector bosons
IV. 1," = _,Z °, W±).

Fig. 3.3 "One-quark" electroweak radiative corrections to lepton-hadron scattering. One-
quark processes refer to scattering involving only one quark at a time and result
in renormalization of the electroweak couplings _v") from their tree-level values (see
Table 3.2).

Fig. 3.4. Strong interaction corrections to vector boson propagators. (a) indicates gluon ex-
change (curly line) between virtual quark and anti-quark, while in (b) virtual qCtpair
interacts strongly with target quark.

Fig. 3.5. Representative Feynman diagrams for "many-quark" electroweak radiative correc-
tions to lepton-nucleon scattering. In contrast to processes of Fig. 3.3, many-quark
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processes involve electroweak interactions between target quarks, leading to the for-
mation of virtual hadronic intermediate states (Nrr, p, etc.).

Fig. 3.6. Feynman diagrams used in modelling many-quark electroweak contributions to _,'_e)?
.413" '_scattering amplitude. Pion-loop (a) and vector meson pole i b) diagrams contain
a weak. PV meson nucleon vertex (crossed circle) and parity-conserving strong and
electromagnetic vertices open circles), respectively.

Fig. 3.7. Dispersion corrections to lepton-hadron (nucleon or nucleus) scattering, Exchange _f
vector bosons (I', t" = ",,.Z °. W ±) may excite and de-excite virtual hadronic inter-
mediate states (denoted by double line).

Fig. 3.8. Two-body meson-exchange contributions to nuclear electromagnetic and weak neu-
tral currents. In (a). an off-shell photon or Z ° couples to a virtual N.'_" pair. which

interacts with remaining nucleons via meson exchange. (b) and (ct give currenr_
associated _ith exchanged meson and virtual isobar intermediate states, respectively.

Fig. 3.9. Meson-exchange model for nuclear PV contributions to PV lepton-nucleon scatter-
ing. Exchanged mesons interact strongly (open circle) with one nucleon and weakly
(crossed circle) with second nucleon. PV component of the latter generates PV NN
interaction, which mixes nuclear states. (a.b) illustrate parity-mixing of initial and
final nuclear states, which couple to the final and initial states via the one-body
EM current operator. (c) shows meson-exchange current contributions, which are
required by current conservation.

Fig. 3.10. Figure-of-merit for PV electron scattering (see Eq. (3.139)) at 0 = 10° versus incident
electron energy e. The various cases presented are discussed in the text.

Fig. 3.11. As for Fig. 3.10, except now at 0 = 30°.

Fig. 3.12. As for Fig. 3.10. except now at 0 = 150°.

Fig. 3.13. Leading-order neutrino and anti-neutrino charged-current (a,b) and weak neutral
current (c,d) scattering from a nuclear target.

Fig. 4.1. Correlation between #, and g_} = -(_ar=t(0) for a backward-angle At.n(ep) measure-

ment. Solid bands correspond to different assumptions for experimental uncertainty

in .4Ln. Dashed lines give error induced in /_s due to the 20% uncertainty in gcllA
resulting from the theoretical uncertainty in R T=l. Arrows indicate constraints on
/_ anticipated from SAMPLE measurement [Bei92].

Fig. 4.2. Fraction of total _'p asymmetry resulting from longitudinal (FL) and axial-vector
(FA) responses as a function of scattering angle for different incideat energies (given
in MeV).
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Fig. 4.3. Fractional statistical uncertainty (a) and axial-vector contribution to .4LR(e'P) ib, at
backward-angles as a function of incident energy. Luminosity L: = 5 × 103Scm-2s -1.
100_ beam polarization, and 1000 hours of running time assumed in ta).

Fig. 4.4. Correlation between p, and dimensionless strangeness radius, p,, in a measurement of
the forward-angle _'p PV asymmetry. Solid lines correspond to different assumptions
for experimental uncertainty in .4,_. Dashed lines indicate uncertainty in p, assuming
theoretical uncertainty in p, determined from an "ideal" backward-angle .4Laf _'p,
measurement. Arrows indicate expected SAMPLE limits on p, [Bei92].

Fig. 4.5. Doability curves for Standard Model test with PV _'p scattering. Solid curves .,ziv,_
statistical uncertainty in .4LR(gp) under same conditions as in Fig. 4.3Ia_ but with
solid angle _ft = 0.01 sr. Dashed curve indicates maximum statistical uncertainty
allowed for a < 10_ determination of _P

c:-I'1 determination from .4LR(4He) measurements under two dif-Fig. 4.6. Doability curves for ,.,_
ferent sets of kinematic conditions and assumptions about detector. In each case. a

luminosity of £[4He] = 5 × 103Scm-2s -1, 100% beam polarization, and 1000 hours
of running time are assumed. Error associated with G_')-uncertainty indicated by
dashed and dotted curves for _p, = 1.4 and 0.7, respectively. In both cases, a value

of A_ = 0 is assumed.

¢-2_(s)Fig. 4.7. Constraints on ,.,_ obtainable from prospective PV elastic electron scattering experi-
ments. Dashed lines give constraints from a series of .4, a(gp) measurements, including
an "'ideal" backward-angle measurement and a forward-angle measurement carried
out under the conditions of Ref. [Nap91]. Dashed-dot and solid bands give constraints
from series of low- and moderate-IQ21 measurements of the 4He asymmetry. Condi-
tions of Fig. 4.6(b), with O = 30°, and r corresponding to successive minima in the
statistical uncertainty in ALR, are assumed. Black dot gives central values for (p,.

h_) under models (A) and (B) discussed in section IV.B.

Fig. 4.8 Doability curves for Standard Model tests with ALR(0+0) measurements. Solid curves
indicate statistical uncertainty in ALR assuming £[4He] = 5 × 103Scm-2s -x, £[1_C] =
1.25 × 1038cm-2s -1, 100% beam polarization, 1000 hours of running time, and solid
angles as indicated in the figure. Dashed and dotted curves have same meaning as

t'2_(s)
in Fig. 4.6. Arrows indicate maximum allowable error (either experimer_tal or ,.,_ -
induced) for a < 1% determination cf _=0.

Fig. 4.9. The PV asymmetry (upper panels) and structure--dependent part of the a_ymmetry
defined in Eq. (4.23) (lower panels) for elastic scattering from 4°Ca, 4SCa and 2°Spb.
Shown are calculated results for pn(x)/pp(x) -" N/Z where F(q) = 0 (solid lines) and
for pn(z)/pp(z) _ N/Z (dashed lines) using density parameterizations taken from
Ref. [Don89].
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Fig. 4,10, Doability curves for G!_/ determination with backward-angle .4_R(_H) measurements.
Solid curves give fractional statistical uncertainty in the asymmetry, assuming/2 =
5 x 103Scm-2s -l, 100c_ beam polarization, &f2 = 1 sr, and 1000 hours of running

time. Dashed curve gives error induced in A,_R(2H) at 0 = 175° by GI__ assuming
_ = :0.12 tcorresponding to "ideal" backward angle _'p determination l.

Fig. 4.11. Correlation p!ots for backward-angle, PV elastic electron scattering from hydrogen
,ilabeiled H) and quasielastic scattering from carbon (C) and tungsten (\\'). In the
latter two cases, conditions q = 500 Mev/c, 0 = 150°, ands' = ½1Q2!/mx are assumed.

As in Fig. 4.1, g(ll -d;ar=l(0). Bands correspond to =lc/_ experimental uncertainty
in measured asymmetry.

Fig. 4.12. Hadronic (sea-quark) corrections to Standard Model values for the a, parameters
appearing in the deep inelastic PV _H asymmetry. Dashed line gives Rl(had) while
solid line gives -R2(had) as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable z.

Fig. 4.13. ,_2 contour showing 67e_ confidence region in extraction of (_ and rT_only, from our
fictitious data set. Systematic errors are ignored, and data is generated as described
in the text (integrated over an incident neutrino spectrum similar to that of the BNL
experiment.) The ,_2 minimum here is about 13.(/14 d.o.f)

Fig. 5.1. Neutrino spectrum from a rr-p-e beamstop neutrino facility: this arises from the
decay ,'r+ ---,#+v, (0.026 #s) followed by #+ --* e+_,,_, (2.20 #s).

Fig. 5.2. The SLAC polarized electron source of 1979.

Fig. 5.3. Optical elements of the laser beamline for a SLAC style polarized electron source.

Fig. 5.4. Measured asymmetry vs. beam energy in the SLAC experiment. The beam helicity
reverses every 3.237 GeV due to g - 2 precession.

Fig. 5.5. Measured asymmetry vs. y = 1 - e'/e in the SLAC experiment.

Fig. 5.6. The detector system for the Mainz quasielastic 9Be experiment (see ref. [Hei89]).

Fig. 5,7. Histogram of pulse-pair asymmetries from the Mainz experiment.

Fig. 5.8. Limits on _ and $ for the Mainz experiment (dotted lines) compared with data
from other sources. Hashed lines are from the SLAC data [Pre79], and broken lines

represent data from u-hadron scattering [Kim81].

Fig. 5.9. Experimental apparatus for the Bates 12C PV experiment (see ref. [Soug0a]).

Fig. 5.10. Histograrn of the measured asymmetry in each mini-run normalized to its statistical
error in the 12C experiment.
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Fig. 5.11. Cross section vs. IQ21 for (u,,p) and (_,,p) in the Brookhaven experiment iAhr871,

Fig. 5.12. Contour plot of r?vs. M.4 taken from Ref. [Ahr87]. (77in Ref. [Ahr87] has the same
meaning as rT, in the notation of the text.)

Fig. 5.13. Detector and target system for the Bates SAMPLE experiment (see ref. [.McK$9]).

Fig. 5.14. Apparatus for the proposed CEBAF Go experiment (see ref. [Bec91]).
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